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PR E F AC E. 

IN the Preface to the last Edition, I gave a list of 
the places where new matter had been introduced, 
or where opinions expressed in former Editions 
had been modified or renounced. I shall now 
again subjoin a similar list for the sake of those 
readers who have already studied this work, but 
who may wish to refer at once to the additions 
and corrections now made for the first time. 

List of eke principal Alterations, Additions, and Omis
sions in tke Fourth Edition. 

VOL ••• 

Hutton and Playfair on Origin of Valleys - I. 92. 
On the climate of Europe when it was inhabited by the 

Mammoth, Rhinoceros, Hippopotamus, and other 
fossil mammalia of extinct species 141. 

Speculations on the manner in which remains of the Sibe
rian Mammoth and Rhinoceros became imbedded in 
frozen mud and ice 145. 

Eft'ects of currents on climate 165. 
Temperature of Southern hemisphere 17l. 

Laplace on Depth of the Ocean ISO. 
The eighth chapter, on the former geological states of 

the earth's surface as connected with successive changes 
of climate, entirely recast 194. 

On vertebrated remains in the Transition and other strata, 
and their bearing on the theory of progressive develop-
~ . ~to~ 
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iv PREFACE. 

List of .tIlteratiom, etc. VOL. 1'. 

Two wood-cuts of jaws of fossil quadrupeds from Stones-
field - I. 282. 

Blocks drifted by ice in the Baltic 267. 
Professor Sedgwick's opinion of concretionary arrange-

ment of Magnesian limestone admitted - 914,915. 
Discussion on the rise of land in SWj!den omitted here, 

and postponed to chap. xvii. book ii. 94!. 
The glossary inserted here instead of at the end of the 

fourth volume 976. 
Rennell on the Gulf Stream and other principal Currents 11. 4. 
Two views of Reculver Church taken in 1781 and 1894 96,97. 
Channel recently excavated by a current in Lake Erie 
No eruption of Jorullo in 1819 -
Mr. Cuming on the Chilian Earthquake of 1822 
PI. VI. View of Fort of Sindree as it appeared before 

64. 
lOO. 
299. 

the earthquake of 1819 298. 
Elevation and subsidence of land without earthquakes 991 to 949. 
Geological and other proofs of the gradual rise of land 

in Sweden observed by the author during a tour in 
that country in 1884 

Herschel on the Mode in which the Centrifugal Force, 
co-operating with Aqueous Causes, might gradually 
have reduced the Earth to the Form of an Oblate 

ill. 

Spberoid 
Wood-cut ofthe Leming 
Wood-cut of Mydaus meliceps -

952. 
- Ill. 58. 

60. 
Drifting of quadrupeds on trees by the Amazon 
Honey-bee transplanted to America 
The discussion on the inlluence of vegetation abridged 
Buried Hindoo town 

69. 
85. 

181. 
221. 

Fossil eggs of turtles from Ascension, with two wood cuts 290. 
Mr. Stutchbury on elevated Coral Reef many thousand 

feet high, in Otaheite 918. 
Cbapters ii. iii. and iv. of the Fourth Book, rearranged 999. 
A portion of my original Preface inserted here relating 

to the obsenations made during my tours on the Con-
tinent in 1829-90-91, and to the co-operation of 
M. Desbayea and others 985 
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PREFACE. v 

Lilt IJ! .AUerationI, «'c. VOL. P. 

Wood cut of Lucina divarictlta - Ill. S94. 
Wood cut of MelamiJ inguinaIG w. 
A more COl'l'eCt view of Isle of Cyclops, by Capt. B. 

Hall, substituted for one before given 425. 
Plate VIII. substituted for a coloured plate formerly 

_ given. Extent of view on the left widened 430. 
Plate IX. ·A new view looking down the Val del Bove, 

with description of it 4S2. 
Division of the Crag into the coralline and red crag - IV. 86. 
Wood cuts of recent species of Cypris 16S. 
Wood cut of Cerithium cinctum 18S. 
Wood cuts of Cardium porulosum 189. 
Auvergne alluviums in ancient fissures 211. 
Professor PatTOt's retraction of his opinion that a 

great difference of level exists between the Caspian 
and Black seas 215. 

Deposit called the Elephant Bed. at Brighton 274. 
Ancient and modern classification of Foasiliferous 

strata - • - 281 to 284. 
Relations of the Wealden fossils to the Green-sand 

above and Oolite below 296. 
New red-sandstone distinguished from the magnesian 

limestone group SOO. 
Old red-sandstone separated from the carboniferous 

group sos. 
Wood-cut of Cephalaspis Lyellii S04. 
Professor Sedgwick on the Difference between Stratifi-

cation, Cleavage, and the Jointed Structure - S61 to S66. 
Wood-cut showing paraReI planes of cleavage inter-

secting curved strata 363. 
Columnar structure in ice S67. 
Strata not always altered by contact with dikes 37S. 

Dufrenoy on Lias and Chalk of the Pyrenees altered 
by Granite 375. 

Some objections to the metamorphic theory considered S83. 
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PREFACE. 

On former occasions I have acknowledged the 
valuable assistance afforded me by several of my 
friends in the execution of this work, and have 
especially alluded to the zealous co-operation of 
Mr. Murchison, Mr. Broderip, Dr. Fitton, and 
Mr. Lonsdale. I have now to express my thanks 
to Capt. Basil Hall for the improvements which 
he has suggested in the present edition, and for 
his having visited, . at my request, several places 
in Italy and Sicily, with a view of obtaining for 
me more exact information on points on which I 
had entertained doubts. 

The original MS .. of the Principles of Geo
logy was delivered to the publisher in 1827; but 
the greater portion of it was then in an unfinished 
state, the chapters on the early history of Geology 
and those on "the Inorganic Causes of Change," 
being the only ones then nearly ready for the press. 
The work was at that time intended to form two 
octavo volumes, which were to appear in the 
course of the year following. Their publication, 
however, was delayed by various geological tOU1'S 
which I made in the years 1828, 1829, 1880, and 
1831, in France, Italy, Sicily, and Germany. The 
following were the dates when the successive vo
lumes and editions, finally appeared:-



PREFA.CE. 

1st Vol. in octavo 
2d Vol. do. 
1st Vol. 2d ed. in octavo 
2d Vol. 2d ed. do. 
3d Vol. 1st ed. do. 
New edition of the whole work 

in 4 vols. 12mo. 

Jan. 1830. 
Jan. 1832.' 

1832. 
Jan. 1833. 
May, 183S. 

1\Iay, 1834. 

Before the spring of 1828 I had been at various 
times occupied in the inquiry how far it might be 
possible to explain geological phenomena by re
ference to changes now going on in the globe; and 
I had previously made geological tours both in 
England and France, in. company with Professor 
C. Prevost of Paris, a writer well known to have 
laboured successfully in the same field of investi
gation. I had also examined, before I drew up 
the first outline of my work, the geology of part of 
Hampshire and Forfarshire, and had given some 
account of my observations to the Geological 
Society of London. During the early part of 
1827, I was engaged in preparing for pub
lication an article on "Scrope's Geology of 
Central France,'· which appeared in the Quarterly 
Revi~w in the October of that year. I was then 
led to reflect much on the extent to which one class 
of geological phenomena, namely, those relating 
to the igneous rocks, might be solved by the study 
of the operations of active volcanos. It . is but 
justice to precediJig authors to state that the 

A .. 
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viii PREFACE. 

chapters which now appear in my fourth book on 
Auvergne, Cantal, Velay, and the Vivarais, were 
in great part written as they now stand before I 
had visited Central France; so well had I become 
acquainted with the scenery of those regions of 
extinct volcanos by studying the beautiful pano
ramic views which illustrate Mr. Scrope's work, 
and by reading his graphic descriptions of the 
country, and those borrowed by him from Mont
losier. It will be found also that the speculations 
in which I have indulged in the article above re
ferred to in the Quarterly Review are in unison 
with the opinions I now hold. 

I have alluded more particularly in the text to 
the co-operation of several geologislCl and natural
ists who contributed towards the perfecting of dif
ferent parts of my work, and have mentioned the 
principal additions which I made subsequently to 
the spring of 1828. I shall now merely add, 
that the 3rd book, on the "Changes of the 
Organic World," which consisted in the original 
MS. merely of four or five sho,rt chapters, was 
expanded in 1831 into a treatise occupying the 
2d volume of my first edition. 

Gl()ssary. - Being informed by several readers 
of' my third edition, that they only discovered 
the Glossary when they arrived at the last volume, 
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PREFACE. ix 

I have in this instance appended it to the end 
of the first volume, in order that it may be con
veniently referred to by those who are beginning 
the work. 

If any person, in studying the Principles of 
Geology, should be lost in the digressions on 
collateral subjects which are introduced here and 
there, especially those relating to natural history 
in the third book, and should be unable to see the 
bearing of these on the topics which are more 
strictly geological, they are invited to refer from 
time to time to the annexed Summary, and to con
sult in connexion with it the abridged Table of 
Contents which follows at p. xv. 

AS 
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SUMMARY 

OF THE 

PRINCIPLES OF GEOLOGY. 

AFTER some observations on the nature aud objects 
of Geology (Chap. I. Vol. I.), a sketch is given of the 
progress of opinion in this science, from the times of 
the earliest known writers to our own days (Chaps. U. 
nI. IV.). From this historical sketch it appears that 
the first cultivators of geology indulged in many vi
sionary theories, the errors of which the author refer. 
chiefly to one common sou.rce, - a prevailing per
suasion that the ancient causes of change were difFerent, 
both as regards their nature and energy to those now 
in action; in other words, they supposed that the 
causes by which the crust of the earth, and its habit
able surface, have been modified at remote periods, 
were almost entirely distinct from the operations by 
which the surface and crust of the planet are now un
dergoing a gradual change •. The prejudices which 
led to this assumed discordance of ancient and modem 
causes are then considered (Chap. V. to p. 122. Vol. I.), 
and the author contends, that neither the imagined 
universality of certain sedimentary formations (Chap. 
V.), nor the difFerent climates which formerly pervaded 
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xii SUMMARY OF THE 

the northern hemisphere (Chaps. VI. VII. VIII.), nor 
the alleged progressive development of organic life 
(Chap. IX.), lend any solid support to the assump
tion. 

The numerous topics of general interest brought 
under review in discussing this fundamental question 
are freely enlarged upon, in the hope of stimulating 
the curiosity of the reader. It is presumed that when 
he has convinced himself, that the forces formerly 
employed to remodel the crust of the earth were the 
same in kind and energy as those now acting, or even 
if he perceives that the opposite hypothesis is, at least, 
questionable, he will enter upon the study of the two 
treatises which follow (on the Changes now in pro
gress in the Organic and Inorganic World, Books 11. 
and Ill.) with a just sense of the importance of their 
subject matter, and its direct bearing on Geology. 

The first of these treatises, which relates to the 
changes of the inorganic creation, such as are known 
to have taken place within the historical era, is divided 
into two' parts. In the first an account is given of 
the observed effects of aqueous causes, such as rivers, 
springs, tides, and currents (Book 11. Chaps. I. to 
VIII.) ; in the second the effects and probable causes of 
the volcano and earthquake, and all subterranean move
ments, are considered (Book 11. Chaps. IX. to XIX.). 

The treatise on the changes of the organic world 
is also divisible into two parts; the first of which com
prehends all questions relating to the variability of 
species, and the limits assigned to their duration 
(Chaps. I. to XI.). The second explains the pro
cesses by which the remains of animals and plants 
existing at any particular period may be preserved, or 
become fossil (Chaps. XII. to XVIL). ' 
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PRINCIPLES OF GEOLOGY. xiii 

Under the first of these divisions, the author defines 
the term speeia, and combats the notion that one 
species ~ay be gradually converted into another by 
insensible modifications in the course of ages (Chaps. 
I. 11. Ill. and IV.). He also enters into a full examin
ation of the evidence regarded by him 88 concluaive 
in favour of the limited durability of species. In 
proof of this, he argues that the geographical distribution 
of species being partial, the changes constantly going 
on in the animate and inanimate world must constantly 
tend to their extinction (Chaps. V. to X.). Whether 
new species are substituted for those which die out, 
is a topic OD which no decided opinion is offered; but 
it is contended that if new species had been introduced 
from time to time 88 often as others have been lost, 
we should have no reason to expect to be able to 
establish the fact during the limited period of our 
observation (Chap. XI.). 

In the second branch of this treatise, the various 
circumstances under which aquatic and terrestrial 
plants and animals, as also man and the works of 
his hands, become fossil, are examined (Chaps. XIII. 
to XVII.). 

The fourth book is occupied with the description 
of geological monuments strictIy so called, the form
ations termed tertiary being first more fully examined 
and classified, the secondary and primary rocks being 
afterwards more briefly alluded to. In the course of 
this description, it appears that the rocks which com
pose the crust of the earth have resulted in part 
from igneous and partly from aqueous causes; others 
from the combined influence of these agents, the 
igneous having operated both upon and far beneath 
the surface. The bearing of the various phenomena 
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xiv SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPLES OF GEOLOGY. 

considered in the second book on the interpretation 
of such monuments cannot fail to be seen. 

It is, moreover, shown, that the fossil remains of 
plants and animals are plentifully included in aqueous 
rocks of different ages, and that these belong for the 
most part to species which no longer exist on the 
earth. It is principaUy by the aid of sllch fossils, 
that the chronological arrangement of rocks is deter
mined; and a careful comparison of the numerous 
organic remains of the tertiary formations affords some 
indication of a gradual introduction of the species 
now living, and a successive extinction of species 
which previously existed. It is at least clear that 
during the tertiary epoch entire assemblages of spe
cies were not simultaneously swept away from large 
regions, and others perfectly distinct created in their 
place. The intimate connection of these phenomena 
with the subjects investigated in the third book, is 
sufficiently obvious. 
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· PRINCIPLES OF GEOLOGY. 

BOOK L 

CHAPTER· I. 

Geology deflned - Compared to History - ID reIation to other 
Physical Sciences - Not to be confounded with Comaogon1. 

GEOLOGY is the science which investigates the suc
cessive changes that have taken place in the organic 
and inorganic kingdoms of nature: it inquires into the 
causes of these changes, and the inftuence which theT 
have exerted in modifying the surface and external 
structure of our planet. 

By these researches into the state of the earth and 
its inhabitants at former periods, we acquire a more 
perfect knowledge of its present condition, and more 
comprehensive views concerning the laws now govern
ing its animate and inanimate productions. When we 
study history, we obtain a more profound insight into 
human nature, by instituting a comparison between the 
present and former states of society. We trace the 
long series of events which have gradually led to the 
actual posture of afFairs; and by connecting effects with 
their causes, we are enabled to classify and retain in 
the memory a multitude of complicated relations-the 
various peculiarities of national character - the dif-

VOL. I. B 
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2 GEOLOGY COMPARED TO HISTORY. [BooIr.L 

ferent degrees of moral and intellectual refinement, 
and numerous other Circumstances, which, without 
historical associations, would be uninteresting or im
perfectIy understood. As the present condition of na
tions is the result of many antecedent changes, some 
extremely remote and others recent, some gradual, 
others sudden and violent, 80 the state of the natural 
world is the result of a long succession of events; and 
if we would enlarge our experience of the present 
economy of nature, we must investigate the effects of 
her operations in former epochs. 

We often discover with surprise, OD looking back 
into the chronicles of nations, how· the fortune of 
some battle has influenced the fate of millions of Our 

contemporaries, when it has 'long been forgotten by 
the mass of the population. With this remote event 
we ey find inseparably connected the geographical 
boundaries of a great state, the language now spoken 
by the inhabitant&, their peculiar manners, laws, and 
religious opinions. But far more astonishing and UJl.i 

expected are the connections brought to light, when 
We -carry back our researches into the history of nature. 
The form of a coast, the 'configuration of the interior 
of a Country, the existence and extent of lakes, valleys, 
Sftd mountains, can often be traced to the former pre. 
valence of earthquakes and volcanos in regions which 
have long been undisturbed. To theta remote con
vulsion. the present fertility of some districts, the 
sterile character of otherlf, the eleYation of land above 
the sea, the climate, and variOUll peculiarities, may be 
distinctly referred. On the other hud, many distin
guishing features of the lIuJ'facemay often beascn'bed 
to the operation at a remote 'era of slow anti tranquil 
&:'ad"' "'- to- the gradual deposition of .edilll'eRt in • 
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Cb. I.] ITS RELATION TO 0TIIEJl PHYSICAL SCIENCEIJ. 3 

lake or in the ocean, or to the prolific increue of 
testacea and corals. 
. To select another example, we find in certaia 
tocalities ~ubterranean deposits of coal, consisting of. 
vegetable matter, formerly drifted into seas and }aka 

These seas and lakes have since been filled up, the 
lands whereon the forests grew have disappeared or 
changed their form, the rivers and currents which 
floated the vegetable masses can no longer be traced, 
and the plants belonged to species which for ages have 
passed away from the surface of our planet. Yet the 
commercial prosperity, and numerical strength of a 
nation, may now be mainly dependent on the local 
distribution of fuel determined by that ancient state of. 
things. 

Geology is intimately related to almost all the 
physical sciences, as history is to the moral. AD 
historian should, if possible, be at once profoundly 
acqUliinted with ethics, politics, jurisprudence, the 
military art, theology; in a word, with all branches of 
knowledge, by which any insight into human affilirs, or 
into the moral and intellectual nature of man, can be 
obtained. It would be no less desirable that a geolo
gist should be well versed in chemistry, natural phi
losophy, mineralogy, zoology, comparative anatomy. 
botany; in short, in every science· relating to organic 
and inorganic nature. With these accomplishments, 
the historian and geologist would rarely fail to draw 
correct and philosophical conclusions from the varioua 
monuments transmitted to them of former occurrences. 
Tbey would know to what combination of causes ana
logous e8'ects were referrible. and they would often 
be ellabled to sttpply, by inference, information COD.

cemiog many events unrecorded in the defectiv. 
B 2 
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archives of former ages. But as such extensive· BC

quiJitiODS are scarcely within the reach of ~y indi
vidual, it is neceuary that men who have devoted 
their lives to different departments should unite their 
efforts; and as the historian receives a88istance from tlle 
antiquary, and from those who have cultivated different 
branches of moral and political science, so the geologist 
should avail himself of the aid of many naturalists; and 
particularly of those who have studied the f088il remain. 
of lost species of animals and plants. 

The analogy, however, of the monuments consulted 
in geology, and those available in history. extends no 
farther than to one class of historical monuments,
those which may be said to be tmlksigYUJdly com
memorative of former events. The canoes, for ex
ample, and stone hatchets found in our peat bogs 
afford an insight into the rude arts and manners of the 
earliest inhabitants of our island: the buried coin fixes 
the date of the reign of some Roman emperor; the 
ancient encampment indicates the districts once occu
pied by invading armies, and the former method of 
constructing military defences: the Egyptian mummies 
throw light on the art of embalming, the rites of 
sepulture, or the average stature of the human race in 
ancient Egypt. This class of memorials yields to no 
other in authenticity, but it constitutes a small part 
only of the resources on which the historian relies, 
whereas in geology it forms the only kind of evidence 
which is at our command. For this reason we must 
not expect to obtain a full and connected account of 
. any series .of events beyond the reach of history. But 
the testimony of geological monuments, if frequently 
imperfect, poIIlN!8Ses at least the advantage of beiDg 
free from all suapicioa of misrepresentation. We I08y 
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be deceived in the inferences which we draw, in the 
I81De manner as we often mistake the nature and 
import of phenomena observed in the daily course of 
nature, but our liability to err is confined to the inter
pretation, and, if this be correct, our informatiOll is 
certain. 

It was long before the distinct nature and legitimate 
objects of geology were fully recognized, and it was at 
first confounded witb many other branches of inquiry, 
just as the limits of history, poetry, and mythology 
were ill-defined in the infimcy of civilization. Even in 
Wemer's time, geology appears to have been regarded 
as little other than a subordinate department of miner
alogy; and Desmarest included it under the head of 
Physical Geography. But the most common and serious 
source of confusion arose from the notion that it w. 
the business of geology to discover the mode in wbich 
the preseBt system of things originated, or, as some 
imagined, to study the effects of those cosmological 
causes wbich were employed by the Author of Nature 
to bring this planet out of a nascent and chaotic state 
into a more perfect and habitable condition. Hutton 
was the first wbo endeavoured to draw a strong line of 
demarcation between his favourite science and Cosmo-
gony, for he declared that geology was in nowise con
.cemed cc witb questions as to the origin of things." 

An attempt will be made in the sequel of this work 
to demonstrate that geology differs as widely from 
cosmogony, as speculations concerning the mode of 
the fint creation of man differ from bistory. But, 
before .entering more at large on this controverted 
fJUetltiOD, ·it will be desirable to trace the progress of 
opHUoa OD tbis tGpie, from the earlieat agea to the 
ClOJIUQencemeot of the present century. 

B S 
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CHAPTER 11. 

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THB PROGRB118 OP GBOLOeY • 

. Oriental Cosmogeay - Doctrine of the ~ve destruc&ioa 
and renovation of the world - Origin of th~ doctrine
Common to the Egyptians (p. 12.) - Adopted by the Greeks 
- System of Pythagoras - of Aristotle (p. 19.) - Dogmas 
concerning the extinction and reproduction of genera and species 
-Strabo'. theory of elevation by earthquakes (p. 2S.) - Pliay 
- CoacludiDg Remarks on the knowledge of the Ancienta. 

. Oriental CO#IlOfIOII!I.- THB earliest doctrines of the 
-Indian and Egyptian achools of philosophy agreed in 
ascribing the first creation of the world to an omni. 
potent and infinite Being. They concurred also in 
representing this Being, who had existed from all 
eternity, as having repeatedly destroyed and repro
duced the world and all its inhabitant.. In the 
" Institutes of Menu," the sacred volume of the Hin

. doos, to which, in its preaent form, Sir William Jones 
ascriDes an antiquity of at least eight hundred and 
eighty years before Christ, we find this system of the 
alternate destruction and renovation of the world, 
·proposed in the following remarkable verses: -

" The Being, whose powers are incomprehensible, 
. having created me (Menu) and this universe, again 
became absorbed in the supreme spirit, changing the 
time of energy for the hour of repose. 

" When that power awakes, then has this world its 
full expansion; but when he slumbers with a tranquil 
spirit, then the whole system fades away. • • •• For 
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while l)e r,poaes M \t w~r~ embodiec\ 8pk~Q endQwet\ 
~th princip1~. Qf ~~ion' depart trom th. seve),"'" 
aQ~ @~ tlte min~ itself becPQles jn~rt." 

M:em) then de~i~s the ab~rpt\oD of an being. 
~tQ ~e S~preme ess~nce, lWd the Divine 80ul itself 
~ oid to slumber, 8Qd to remain for a time immersec\ 
in " the first idea, or in darknel\S." lIe ~en proceeda 
(v~rse f\fty-,,~ven), " Thus that irpm",table power, by 
w,king 8;Ild ~posing al~ntat~ly, revivifiee and de~ 
stn)ys, in etem.al successi!)Il, this whole assemblage of 
ll>comotive and imDJov4lJlble ~eat",re8." 

It is th~n deplared thll,t t\lere ha.s be~n ~ lOng 
lJucce~ion of ~~ .0)," periods, ~h I>f th.e 
duration of many thoU8ADd ages, ~d---

" There are cre~tion8 ~lso.lWd 4estr"cUQDS of worlds 
innumerable; the Bein" sqpremebr eJj:alte~ ~rforms 
,.xl this with as much ~e as if in spon, agaip and 
again~ for the sake of conferring happiness." • 
. The compilation 9f the ordin~Dcea 9f Menu wa.s not 
311 the work I,)f I>ne author nor of ~)De period, and to 
this circumstance some of ~l\e relDlU'kable inequalities 
~f style and matter ~ probably ~ttributable. There 
ap-e mapy p~ea, however, wherein ~~e Ilttributes 
ond ac~s .of tq(! "Infinite aqd lpotmplllheDjli\lle :Pem," 
~ spoken of with m\1cq grancWur of conception 8Qd 
lJuhlimity of dic~ion, as some of the pasl!8ges above 
cited, though s\lfficientIy mYllterious, may serve to 
exemplify. There ~e at the same time such puerile 
conceits ud monstrous ablJ\lrdities in this cosmogony, 
thllt some may be disposed to impute to mere accident 
~y slight Ilpp.l'Qximation. to . truth, or ap~ent cow.~ 

. • IDfltitutes of Hindoo Law, or the Ordinances of Menu, from 
the Sanscrit, trIIn.Jatl!d by Sir Wruu.m Jones. 1796. 

B4 
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eidence between the oriental dogmas and observed 
facts. This pretended revelation, however, was not 
purely an effort of the unassisted imagination', nor in
nnted without regard to the opinions and observations 
of naturalists. There are introduced into it certain 
astronomical theories, evidently derived from observ_ 
ation and reasoning. Thus, for instance, it is declared 
that, at the North Pole, the year was divided into a 
long day and night, and that their long day was the 

. northern, and their night the southern course of the 
sun; and to the inhabitants of the moOD, it is said, one 
day is equal in length to one month of mortals. - If 
such statements cannot be resolved into mere conjec
tures, we have no right to refer to mere chance the 
prevailing notion, that the earth and "its inhabitants 
had formerly undergone a succession of revolutions 
and catastrophes interrupted by long intervals of tran
quillity. 

Now there are two sources in which such a theory 
may have originated. The marks of former convul
sions OD every part of the surface of our planet are 
obvious and striking. The remains of marine animals 
imbedded in the solid strata are so abundant, that they 
may be expected to force themselves on the observ
ation of every people who have made some progress in 
refinement; and especially where one class of men 
are expressly set apart from the rest for study and 
contemplation. If these appearances are once recog
nized, it seems natural that the mind should conclude 
in favour, not only of mighty changes in past ages, 
but of alternate periods of repose and disorder;
of repose, when the fossil animals lived, grew, and 

• :Men~, lust. c. i. 66. IIIId 67. 
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multiplied-of disorder, when the strata in which they 
"ere buried became transferred from the sea to the 
interior of continents, and were uplifted 80 as to form 
part of high mountain chains. Those modem writers, 
who are disposed to disparage the former intellectua 
advancement and civilization of eastern nations, may 
c:oncede some foundation of observed facts for the 
curious theories now under consideration, without in
dulging in exaggerated opinions of the progress of 
science; especially as universal catastrophes of the 
world, and exterminations of organic beings, in the 
sense in which they were understood by the Brahmin, 
are untenable doctrines. 

We know, that the Egyptian priests were aware, 
not only that the soil beneath the plains of the Nile, 
but that also the hills bounding the great valley, con
tained mariqe shells"; and it c:ould bardly have escaped 
the observation of eastern philosophers, that some 
soils were filled with fossil remains, since so many 
national works requiring extensive excavations were 
executed by oriental monarchs in very remote eras., 
They formed canals and tanks on a magnificent scale, 
and we know that in more recent times (the four
teenth century of our era) the removal of soil ne
cessary for such undertakings brought to light geo
logical phenomena, which attracted the attention of 
a people less civilized than were many of the older 
nations of the East. t 

• Herodot. Euterpe, 1'. 
t This eircumstanc:e is mentioned in a Persian MS. ropy or 

the bistorian Ferishla, in the library or the East India Company, 
relating to the riee and progress or the Mabomedan empire ill 
India, procured by Colonel Brigs rrom the library or nppoo 
Sultan in 1799; and has been recently referred to at some length 

B 5 
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'. But although the Brahmin., like the priests of 
Egypt, may. have been acquainted with the existence 
of fossil remains in the strata, it it possible that the 
doctrine of successive destruction. and renovations of 
the world merely received corroboration from such 
proofs; and that it may have been originally handed. 
down, .like the religious traditions of most nations~ 
from a ruder state of society. The system may 
have had its source in exaggerated accounts of those 
partial, but often dreadful, caiastrophes, which are 
sometimes occasioned by particular combinations of 
natural causes. Floods and volcanic eruptions, the 
agency of water and fire, are the chief instruments of 
devastation on our globe. We shall point out in the 
sequel the extent of many of these calamities, re. 
curring at distant intervals of time, in the present 
.courae of nature; and shall only observe here; that 
they are so peculiarly calculated to inspire a lasting 
terror, and are so often fatal in their consequences to 
great multitudes of people, that it scarcely requires 
the passion for the marvellous, 80 characteristic of 
rude and half~civilized nations, still less the exuberant 
imagination of eastern writers, to augment them into 
general cataclysms and conflagrations. 

Humboldt relates the interesting fact, that after 
.the annihilation of a large part of the inhabitants of 

by Dr. Buckland. - (Geol. Trans. 2d Series, voL ii. part iD. 
p. 889.)- It is stated that, in the year 762 (or 1860 of our era), 
the king employed fifty thousand labouren in cu.ttiog through a 
.mound, 10 as to form a junction between the rivers Selima and 
Sutluj; and in this mound were found the bones of elephants au.cl 
men, some of them petrified, and Sl)me of them resembling bone. 
The gis-ntic dimensions attributed to the human hopes shllW tbeIQ 

.JII baw. ~~ to some of the larger-pacbyderDlata. 
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CUQlana, by an earthq~e in 1766, a sellSOR of ex .. 
traordinary fertility ensulld, in cpnsequenCIiI of the 
great rains which Ilccompanilld the subterr~~ con
vulsions. "The Indians," he says, " celebrllted, after 
the ideas of an antique superstition, by festivals and 
dancing, the destruction of the world and the ap
proaching epoch of its r~eneration." • 

The existence of such rites among the rude nations 
of South America is most important, for it shows what 
effects may be produced by great catastrophes of this. 
nllture, recurring at distant intervals of time, on the 
minds of a barbarous and uncultivated r$Ce. The 
superstitions of a savage tribe are trans~itted through 
all the progressive stages of society, till they exert ~ 
powerful influence on the min€! of the philosopher. 
He may find, in the monuments of former changes on 
the earth's surface, an apparent confirmation of tenets 
handed down through s\Jccessive generations, from the 
rude hunter, whose terrified imagination drew a false 
picture of those awful visitations of floods and earth
quakes, whereby the whole earth as known to him was 
simultaneously devastated. 

Bgyptiara 0081'll0fl0RY. - Respecting the cosmogeny 
of the Egyptian priests, we gather much information 
from writers of the Grecian sects, who borrowed 
almost all their tenets from Egypt, and amongst others 
that of the fOl"JDer successive destruction and reno. 
vation of the world.t We learn from Plutarch, that 
this was the theme of one of the hymns of Orpheus, 
·80 celebr.le4 in the fabulous ages of Greece. It was 
brought by him frow the banks of the Nile; and we 
even find in his verses, as in the Indian systems, a 

• Hllmboldt et BODplaDd, Voy. Relat. Hi¥. vol. i. p. so. 
t Pricbard'. Egypt. MythoL P. 177. 
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definite period auigned for the duration of each 8Uc~ 
cessive world. - The returns of great catastrophes 
were determined by the period of the Annul Magnua, 
or great year, - a cycle composed of the revolutioDs 
of the SUD, moon, and planets, and terminating when 
these return together to the same lign whence they 
were supposed at some remote epoch to have set out. 
The duration of this great cycle was variously esti
mated. According to Orpheus, it was 120,000 years; 
according to others, 300,000; and by Cassander it was 
taken to be 360,000 years.t 

We learn particularly from the TimlllU8 of Plato, 
that the Egyptialls believed the world to be subject to 
occasional conflagrations and deluges, whereby the 
gods arrested the career of human wickedness, and 
purified the earth from guilt. After.each regeneration, 
mankind were in a state of virtue and happiness, from 
which they gradually degenerated again into vice and 
immorality. From this Egyptian doctrine, the poets 
derived the fable of the decline from the golden to the 
iron age. The sect of Stoics adopted most fully the 
system of catastrophes destined at certain intervals to 
destroy the world. These they taught were of two 
kinds; - the Cataclysm, or destruction by deluge, 
which sweeps away the whole human race, and anni
hilates aH the animal and vegetable productions of na
ture; and the Ecpyrosis, or conflagration, which dis
solves the globe itself. From the Egyptians also they 
derived the doctrine of the gradual debasement of man 
nom a state of innocence. Towards the tetmination of 
each era the gods could no longer bear with the wicked-

• P1ut. de Defectu Oraculorum, cap. HI. Censorinus de Die 
Natali. See also Prichard's Egypt. Mythol. p. 182 • 
• t Priehard'. ESypt. Mydlol. p. 182. 
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Deal of men, and a shock of the elements or a deluge 
overwhelmed them; after which calamity, Astrea apin 
descended on the earth, to renew the golden age.-

'The connection between the doctrine of successive 
catastrophes and repeated deteriorations in the moral 
character of the buman race, is more intimate and na-
tural than might at first be imagined. For, in a rude 
state of society, all great calamities are regarded by 
the people as judgments of God on the wickedne88 of 
man. Tbus, in our own time, the priests persuaded a 
large part of the population of Chili, and perhaps be
lieved themselves, that the fatal earthquake of 1822 
was a sign of the wrath of Heaven for the great poli'; 
tical revolution just then consummated in South 
America. In like manner, in the account given to 
Solon by the Egyptian priests, of the submersion of the 
island of Atlantis under the waters of the ocean, after 
repeated shocks of an earthquake, we find that the 
event happened when Jupiter had seen the moral de
pravity of the inhabitants.t Now, when the notion 
had once gained ground, whether from causes before 
suggested or not, that the earth had been destroyed by 
several general catastrophes, it would next be Inferred 
that the human race had been as often destroyed and 
renovated. And since every extermination was as
sumed to be penal. it could only be reconciled with 
divine justice, by the supposition that man, at each 
successive creation, was regenerated in a state of purity 
and innocence. 

A very large portion of Asia, inhabited by the ear..; 
liest nations whose traditions have come down to us, 
has been always subject to tremendous earthquakes. 
Of the geographical boundaries of these, and their 

• Prichard's Egypt. Hytbol. po 199. t Plato'. Tmueu. 
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.Kecta, I shall speak in the proper place. Egypt has, 
for the mORt part, been exempt trom this scourge, and 
the tradition of catastrophes in that copntry was per .. 
baps derived trom the EaIIt. 

One extraordinary fiction of the Egyptian mythology 
was the supposed intervention of a masculo-feminine 
principle, to which was assigned the development of 
the embryo world, somewhat in the way of incubation. 
For th.e doctrine was, that when the first chaotic mass 
had been produced, in the form of an egg, by a self
dependent and eternal Being, it required the mysterious 
functions of this masculo-feminine artificer to reduce 
the component elements into organized forms. 

Although it is Rcarcely possible to recall to mind 
this conceit without smiling, it does n~t seem to differ 
e8Sentially in principle trom some cosmological notions 
Qf men of great genius and science in modern Europe. 
The Egyptian philosophers ventured on the perilous 
task of seeking from among the processes now going 
OD ~mething analogous to the mode of operation em
ployed by the Author of Nature in the first creation of 
organized beings, and they compared it to that whi~ 
governs the birth of new individuals by generation. 
To suppose th/lt Bome general rules might be observed 
in the first origin of created beings, or the first intro
duction of new species into our system, was not absurd, 
nor inconsistent with any thing known to us in the 
ec;opomy of the universe. But the hypothesis, that 
there was any analogy between such laws, and those 
etDployed in the eol).tinwd reproduction of species, was 
pweJy gratuitous. In like manner, it is not unreason
ltWe, n~ derogatory to the attributes of Omnipotence, 
W imagine that some general laws may be observed 
in the creatipn .of new worlds; and if man could wit-
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BOSS the birth of such worlds. he might reaaon by in· 
duction upon the origin of his own. But in the ab. 
aence of such data, an attempt has been made to flm.cy 
lame analogy between the agent. now employed. to 
destroy, renovate. and perpetually vary the earth's .or
face, and those whereby. the first chaotic mass WBII 

formed, and brought by supposed n~cent energy from 
the embryo to the habitable state. 

By how many shades the elaborate systems, con
structed on these principles, .may differ from the mys
teries of the "Mundane Egg" of Egyptian fable, I 
Ihall not inquire. It would, perhaps, be cbngerous 
ground, and some of our contemporaries might not sit 
as patiently as the Athenian audience, when the fiction 
of the chaotic egg. engrafted by Orpheus upon their 
own mythology, was turned into ridicule by Aristo
phanes. That comedian introduced his birds ainging, 
in a solemn hymn, "How sable-plumaged Night con
ceived in the boundless bosom of Erehus, and laid an 
egg, from which, in the revolution of ages, sprung 
Love, resplendent with golden pinions. Love fecun
dated the dark_winged chaos, and gIIove origin to the 
race of birds." • 

PytAogonan Doott:inu. - Pythagoras, who resided 
for more tban twenty years in Egypt, and, according 
to Cicero, had visited the East, and conversed with 
the Persian philosophers, introduced into his own 
(:Ountry, on hill return, the doctrine of tbe gradual de
terioration of the hUlJJan race from ~ original atate 
of virtue and bappinelll: b\1t if we are to judge of his 
theory COI)oerning the destruction 8Dd renovation of 
the earth ,"om the sketch givell by Ovid, we muet 
concede it to have been far more philosophical than 

• Aristopbanes, Birds, 694. 
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any known version of the coamologies of oriental or 
Egyptian sects. 

Although Pythagoras is introduced by the poet as 
delivering his doctrine in, person, some of the illustra
tions are derived from natural events which happened 
after the death of the philosopher. But notwithstand
ing these anachronisms, we may regard the account 88 

a true picture of the tenets of the Pythagorean school 
in the Augustan age; and although perhaps partially 
modified, it must have contained the substance of the 
original scheme. Thus considered, it is extremely 
curious and instructive; for we here find a compre
hensive and masterly summary of almost all the great 
causes of change now in activity on the globe, and 
these adduced in confirmation of a principle of per
petual and gradual revolution inherent in the nature of 
our terrestrial system. These doctrines, it is true, are 
not directly applied to the explanation of geological 
phenomena; or, in other words, no attempt is made to 
estimate what may have been in past ages, or what 
may hereafter be, the aggregate amount of change 
brought about by such never-ending fluctuations. 
Had this been the case, we might have been called 
upon to admire so extraordinary an anticipation with 
no less interest than astronomers, when they endeavour 
to divine by what means tbe Samian philosopher came 
to the knowledge of the Copernican system. 

Let us now examine the celebrated passages to 
which we have been adverting e:-

" Nothing perishes in this world; but things merely 
vary and change their form. To be bom, means simply 
that a thing begins to be something difFerent from what 

e O.id's Metamor. lib. 15. 
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it was before: and dying, is ceasing to be the same . 
thing. Yet, although nothing retains long the same 
image, the sum of the whole remains constant'" These 
general propositions are then confirmed by a series of 
examples, all derived from natural appearances, except 
the first, which refers to the golden age giving place 
to the age of iron. The illustrations are thus conse
cutively adduced. 

]. Solid land has been converted into sea. 
2. Sea has been changed into land. Marine shells 

lie far distant from the deep, and the anchor has been 
found on the summit of hills. 

s. Valleys have been excavated by running water, 
and floods have washed down hills into the sea.-

4. Marshes have become dry ground. 
5. Dry lands have been changed into stagnant pools. 
6. During earthquakes some springs have been 

closed up, and new ones have broken out. Rivers 
have deserted their channels, and have been re-born 
elsewhere; as the Erasinus in Greece, and MYlus in 
Asia. 

7. The .aters of some rivers, formerly sweet, have 
become bitter, as those of the Anigris in Greece, &c. t 

8. Islands have become connected with the main 
land, by the growth of deltas and new deposits, as in the 
case of Antissa joined to Lesbos, Pharos to Egypt, &c~ 

9. Peninsulas have been divided from the main land, 
and have become islands, as Leucadia; and according 

• Eluvie IDODB est dedudus in .. uor, Y. 267. The meaning 
or this last yerse is IOmewhat obscure, but, taken with the contellt, 
may be supposed to allude to the abrading power of flood., tor
rents, and riyen. 

t The impregnation from new mineral springs, caused by 
arthquakes in yokanic countries, is, perhaps, here alluded to. 
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to traditio.Q Si~ily, the ~a h~vUJg carriecl Ilway $h~ 
~thQlus. 

JO. Land has bee.- B\\bmerged by earthq~e.: ~ 
Grecian cities of HeliC<l and Buris, for example, ~ ~ 
be seen 1,IIldcr the /!ea, with their wa,lls inclined. 

11. Plains have been upheaved into hills by th4J 
confined mr seeking vent, '" I,~ TrmzeD iIJ ~ Pe1o.
ponnesus. 

12. The tempera~~e Qf sOJlle IIprings " .... 'es at 
miereo.t periods. The waters of 9th~rs af6 ipfWn
~ble.· 

18. There are streams which hav.e a petrifying 
power, and ~onvert the substances which. they touch 
into m&fhle. 

14. Extraordinary medkiIW IUld deleterious effects 
are produced by the water of difFereDt lakes and 
isprings·t 

15. Some r(lclcs and islands, after floating, and having 
been subject to violent m(lvements, have at length 
beC(lme sta~onary &Qc! PnPlOve,J.l>le, ftS Delos, and th\' 
Cyanean Isles.t 

• This is probably an allusion to the escape of inllasnmable gas, 
·like th8t in the district of Baku, west of the Caspian; at Pietra~ 
mala, in the Tusean Apennines; and several other places. 

t Many of those described _ fimciful ictions, h'ke tJJi 
virtull8 stin so ~JDqlonl, attfIDUted to mineral waters. * Raspe, in al~ and judi!:iouB ~ (DII Novie Insuli., 
cap. 19.), has made it app~ extremely. probable that all ~ 
traditions of certain islands in the Mediterranean having at some 
former time frequently shifted their position., and AtJength become 
~tationary, originated in the great j:hangl! produced in their fol'D\ 
by ea~\lakes and s\lbm~De eruptions, of which there bave 
been modem eumples in the new islands raised in the time oC 
Jlistqry. When the series of ~nvulsions ~ed. thl! islaad was 
said to become fix,d. 
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16. Vol(l$lic Vell" shift their poiitio~; thtll'e \Vas a 
time when Etna was not a burning mountain. and the 
\UrJe will CQme when i~ will cease to burn. Whethell 
it he tb., some Cavel118 become clQ8ed up by th~ move
ments of the earth, and others opened, 01' whether ~ 
f..el is finally exhausted, &0. &.,. 

The vaclout! caU8~ of change in the inlU)imate 
world having been thus enumerated, the doctrine of 
equivocal generation is next propounded, as illl,l$ .. 
trating a corresponding perpetual flux in the an.mate 
creation.-

In the Egyptian and Eastern cosmogonie8, and In. 
the Greek v.er8ion of them. no very definite meaning 
can, in general, be attached to the term " deetructiOlJ. 
of the world I" for sometimes it would seem alm08t to 
imply the annihilation of our planetary system, and at 
others a mere revolution of the surface of the earth. 

Opiniom of Arimtle. ~ l"rom the works now extant 
. of Aristotle~ and from the system of Pythagoras, as 

above expos,ed, we might certainly infer that these 

• It is not inconsistent with the Hindoo mytholo,y. to 8UPpol4l 

that Pythagoras might have found in the East not only the system 
'of universal and violent catastrophes and periods of rqJOSe in en!l_ 
less succession, but also that of periodical revolutions, effected by 
'tire contiuued agency of ordinary causes. For Brahma. Vishnu. 
aad Sin, the fiJBt, 1IICOnd, and third persons of the Hindoo triad. 
IlevlII'ally representllcl the CreJltive. the Pn!serving, and the J>&. 
Nroying powers of the Deity. ThcI co-e:dstence of tbese three 
'.u.ributes, all in simul~eous operation, might well accord with 
the notion of perpetual but partial alterations finally bringing 
about a complete change. But the fiction expressed ia the ~_ 
before quoted from Menu, oC eternal vicissitudes in the vigils and 
&lumbers of the laBnite Being, _5 aooemmodated to ~ IfI
,tell) of greet geaeral ~1I" followed. by ne' c:.-.UQ!\J _ 
periods ()f leJKIIII!o 
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philosophers conlidered the agents of ebaoge now 
operating in nature, u capable of bringing about in 
the lapse of ages a complete revolution; and the 
Stagyrite even considers occasional catastrophes, hap
pening at distant intervals of time, as part of the 
regular and ordinary course of nature. The deluge 
of Deuca1ion, be says, aft'ected Greece only, and prin
cipally the part called Hellas, and it arose from great 
inundations of rivers during a rainy winter. But such 
extraordinary winters, he says, though after a certain 
period they return, do not always revisit the same 

place .. • 
Censorinus quotes it as Aristotle's opinion, that 

there were general inundations of the globe, and that 
they alternated with conflagrations, and that the flood 
constituted the winter of the great year, or astro
nomical cycle, while the conflagration, or ciestructiOJl 
by fire, is the summer or period of greatest heat.t 
If this -passage, as Lipsius supposes, be an amplifi
cation, by Censorinus, of what is written in "the 
Meteorics," it is a gross misrepresentation of the 
doctrine of the Stagyrite, for the general bearing of 
his reasoning in that treatise tends clearly in an oppo
I.!ite direction. He refers to many examples of change. 
now constantly going on, and insists emphatically OD 

the great results which they must produce in the 
lapse of ages. He instances particular cases of lakes 
that had dried up, and deserts that had at length 
become watered by rivers and fertilized. He points 
to the growth of the Nilotic delta since the time of 
Homer, to the ahallowing of the Palus Meotis within 
sixty years from his own time; and although, in the 
same chapter, he says nothing of earthquakes, yet in 

• Meteor. lib. i. cap. 12. t De Die Nat.' 
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others of the same' treatise, he shows himself )Jot 
unacquain~d with their elf'ects.- He alludes, for 
example, to the upheaving of one of the Eolian islands 
previous to a volcanic eruption. " The changes of the 
earth," he says, "are so slow in comparison to the dur
ation of our lives, that they are overlooked (At.a,sC¥'E.) ; 
and the migrations of people after great catastrophes, 
and their removal to other regions, cause the event 
to be forgotten."t 

When we consider the acquaintance displayed by 
Aristotle, in his various works, with the destroying and 
renovating powers of Nature, the introductory and 
concluding passages of the twelfth chapter of his 
" Meteorics" are certainly very remarkable. In the 
first sentence he says, cc The distribution of land' and 
sea in particular regions does not endure throughout 
all time, but it becomes sea in those parts where it was 
land, and again it becomes land where it was sea ; and 
there is reason for thinking that these changes take 
place according to a certain system, and within a certain 
period." The concluding observation is as follows: 
-" As time never fails, and the universe is eternal, 
neither the Tanais, nor the Nile, can have flowed for 
ever. The places where they rise were once dry, 
and there is a limit to their operations, but there is 
none to time. So also of all other rivers; they spring 
up, and they peril!h; and the sea also continually 
deserts some lands and invades others. The same 
tracts, therefore, of the earth are not, some always 
sea, and others always continents, but every thing 
changes in the course of time." 

It seem., then, that the Greeks had· Dot only derived 

• Lib. ii. cap. 14, IS, aad 16. 
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ftoom preeeding nations, but had also, in some slight 
·degree, deduced from their own observations, the 
theory of periodicltl re'Volutiotl8 in the inorganic world: 
there is, however, no ground for imagining that 
they contemplated former changes in the races of 
animals and plants. Even the fact, that marine re
mains were inclosed in solid rocks, although observed 
by some, and even made the groundwork of geologi-cal 
speculation, never stimulated the industry or guided 
the inquiries of naturalists. It is not impossible that 
the theory of equivocal generation might have en
gendered some indifFerence on this SUbject, and that a 
belief in the spontaneous production of living beings 
from the earth, or corrupt matter, might have caused 
the organic world to appear 80 unstable and fluctuating, 
that phenomena indicative of former changes would 
not awaken intense curiosity. The Egyptians, it is true, 
had taught, and the Stoics had repeated, that the 
earth had once gi'Ven birth to some monstrous animals, 
which existed no longer; but the prevailing opinion 
seems to have been, that after each great catastrophe 
the same species of animals were created over again. 
This tenet is implied in a passage of Seneca, where, 
speaking of a future deluge, he says, "Every animal 
shall be generated anew, and man free from guilt 
shall be given to the earth."-

An old Arabian version of the doctrine of the suc
cessive revolutions of the globe, translated by Abraham 
Ecchellensist, seems to form a singular exception t() 

• Omne ex integro animal generabitur, clabiturque terria homo 
iusc:ius lICelll1'1lm. - Qull!llt. Nat. ill. c. flD. 

t This author was Regius Professor of Syriac and Arabic at 
Paris, where, in 1685, he published a Latin tranalation of man1 , 
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the generall"llle, lbr her~ 'tte find the idea of difFerent 
genera iUid species having been created. The Gel''' 
bafiites, 8 seCt of ilsttonomerswbo flourished some' 
centuries before the Christian era, taught as follows: 
..:.00." That after every period of thirty~iix thousand foUr' 
hundred and twenty-five years, there were produced a 
J'Bir of etety species of animal, both male and female, 
from whom animals might be propagated and inhabit 
this lower world. But when a circulation of the 
heavenly orbs was completed, which is finished in that 
space of years, otIier geilera a'ltd speciu of anirnals are 
propagated, as also of plants and other things, and the 
first order is destroyed, and so it goes on for ever and 
ever."· 

Tketny of Strabo.-AB we learn much of the tenets' 
of the Egyptian and oriental schools in the writings of 

Arabian MSS. on dill'erent departments of philosopby. This 
work has always been eonsidered of bigb autbority. . 

• Gerbanitle docebsnt singulos triginta sex mille annos qua
dringentos, viginti quinque bina ex singulis animalium speciebu8 
produei, marem scilicet ae felilinam, ex quibus animalia propa
gantur, huneque inferiorem incolunt orbem. AbsoltitA autem. 
ccelestium orbium circulatione, quae illo annorum coniicitur spatio; 
iterum alia producantur animallum genera et species, quemad
modum et plantarum aliarumque rerum, et primus destruitur ordo, 
sieque in infinitum producitur. - Histor. Orient. Suppl. per 
Abrabamum Ecchellensum, Syrum Maronitam, cap. 7. et S. ad' 
calcem Cbtonici Oriental. Parisiis, e Typ. regia, 1685. f01 

I have given the punctuation as in tbe Paris edition, there 
being rio comma after quinque, but, at tbe suggestion of M. de 
Scblegel, I have referred tbe number twenty-five to tbe period 'of 
years, and not to 'the number of pairs of each species created at 
one time, as I had done in former editions. Fortis Inferred tbat 
twenty-five new apecfe. only were I!reated at a time ; a construction 
wbich tbe passage will not admit. Mem. sur l'Hist. Nato de 
I'ItaIie, vol. i. ¥- IIO!I. . 
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the Greeb, 10 many speculations or the early Greek 
IPlthors are made known to us in the works of the Au
gustan and later ages. Strabo, in particular, entera 
largely, in the second book of his Geography, into the 
opinions of Eratosthenes and other Greeks on one of the 
most difficult problems in geology, viz. by what causes 
marine shells came to be plentifully buried in the earth 
at such great elevations and distances from the lea. 

He notices, amongst others, the explanation of 
Xanthus the Lydian, who said that the seas had once 
been more extenaive, and that they had afterwards 
been partially dried up, as in his own time many lakes, 
rivers, and wells in Asia had failed during a season of 
drought. Treating this conjecture with merited dis
regard, Strabo passes on to the hypothesis of Strato, the 
natural philosopher, who had observed that the quantity 
of mud brought down by rivers into the Euxine was 80 

great, that its bed must be gradually raised, while the 
rivers still continue to pour in an undiminished quantity 
of water. He therefore conceived that, originally. 
when the Euxine was an inland sea, its level had by 
this meaps become 80 much elevated that it burst ita 
barrier near Byzantium, and formed a communication 
with the Propontis; and this partial drainage, he sup
posed, had already converted the left side into marshy 
ground, and thus, at last, the whole would be choked up 
with soil. So, it was argued, the Mediterranean had 
once opened a passage for itself by the Columns of 
Hercules into the Atlantic; and perhaps the abundance 
of sea ... hells in Africa, near the Temple of Jupiter 
Ammon, might also be the deposit of some former 
inland sea, which had at length forced a passage and 
escaped. 

But Strabo rejects this theory as insufficient to ac-
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count for all the phenomena, and he propos'es one of 
his own, the profoundness of which modem geologista 
are only beginning to appreciate. " It is not," he says. 
"because the lands covered by seas were originally at 
different altitudes, that the waters have risen, or sub
sided, or receded from some parts and inundated others. 
But the reason is, that the same land is sometimes 
raised up and sometimes depressed, and the sea also 
is simultaneously raised and depressed, so tbat it 
either overflows or returns into its own place again. 
We must therefore ascribe the cause to the ground. 
either to that ground which is under the sea, or to 
that which becomes flooded by it, but rather to that 
which lies beneath the sea, for this is more moveable, 
and, on account of its humidity, can be altered with 
greater celerity." It i8 proper," he observes in 
continuation, "to derive O'Ur ezplanatioft8 from tI.ing. 
",kick are oln-ioru, arul in some mea.ntre of daily oeeur_ 
nmce, BUCk Q.IJ deluges, eartJurualia, arul tJOlcanic erup
tions t, arul BUdden swellings of the larullHmeatk the sea; 
for the last raise up the sea also, and when the same 
lands subside again, they occasion the sea to be let 

• cc Quod enim hoc aUollitur aut subsidit, et vel ioundat 
quaedam loca, vel ab iis recedit, ejus rei causa non est, quod alia 
ams sola humiliora siot aut altiora; sed quod idem solum modb 
attollitur modb deprimitur, simul'lue etiam modo attollitur modb 
deprimitur mare: itaque vel exundat vel in suum redit locum." 

Postel, p. 88. "Restat, ut causam adscribamus solo, sive 
quod man subest sive quod inuodatur; potiiis tamen ei quod 
man IUbed. Hoc emm multb Ht mobilius, et quod ob humidita
tern celerit'is mutari possit." - Strabo, Geog. Edit. Almelov. 
Amst. 1707. lib. i. 
, t (Y olcanic emptio"" 'eruptiones ftatuum, in the original Greek, 
"",IHT7//lAT1I, gaseous eruptions? or i'lflatioru of land? - ibid., 
p.93.) 

VOL. I. c 
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down. And it is not merely the small, but the large 
islands also, and not merely the islands, but the con
tinents, which can be lifted up together with the sea; 
and both large and small tracts may subside, for habi
tations and cities, like Bure, Bizona, and many others, 
-have been engulphed by earthquakes." 

In another place, this learned geographer, in allud
ing to the tradition that Sicily had been separated by 
a convulsion from Italy, remarks, that at present the 
land near the sea in thpse parts was rarely shaken 
by earthquakes, since there were now open orifices 
whereby fire and ignited matters and waters escape; 
but formerly, when the volcanos of Etna, the Lipari 
Islands, Ischia, and others, were closed up, the impri
soned fire and wind might have produced far more 
vehement movements." The doctrine, therefore, that 
volcanos are safety-valves, and that the subterranean 
convulsions are probably most violent when first the 
volcanic energy shifts itself to a new quarter, is not 
modern. 

We learn from a passage in Strabot, that it was a 
dogma of the Gaulish Druids that the universe was 
immortal, but destined to survive catastrophes both of 
fire and water. That this doctrine was communicated 
to them from the East, with much of their learning, 
cannot be doubted. eesar, it will be remembered, 
says that they made use of Greek letters in arithmetical 
computations.:j: 

Pliny.-This philosopher had no theoretieal opinions 
. of his own concerning changes of the earth's Burface; 

and in this department, as in others, he restricted him
self to the task of a compiler, without reasoning on the 

• Strabo, lib. vi. p.896. 
* L. vi. ch. xiii. 

t Book iv. 
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facts stated by him, or attempting to digest them into 
regular order. But his enumeration of the new islands 
which had been formed in the Mediterranean. and of 
other convulsions, shews that the ancients had not 
been inattentive observers of the changes which had 
taken place· within the memory of man. 

Such, then, appear to have been the opinions enter
tained before the Christian era, concerning the past 
revolutions of our globe. Although no particular in
vestigations had been made for the express purpose of 
interpreting the monuments of ancient changes, they 
were too o.,vious to be entirely disregarded; and the 
observation of the present course of nature presented 
too many proofs of alterations continually in progress 
on the earth to allow philosophers to believe that na
ture was in a state of rest, or that the surface had 
remained, and would continue to remain, unaltered. 
But they had never compared attentively the results 
of the destroying and reproductive operations of mo
dern times with those of remote eras, nor had they 
ever entertained 80 much as a conjecture concerning 
the comparative antiquity of the human race, or of 
living species of animals and plants, with those belong
ing to former conditions of the organic world. They 
had studied the movements and positions of the hea
venly bodies with laborious industry, and made some 
progress in investigating the animal, vegetable, and 
mineral kingdoms; but the ancient history of the globe 
was to them a sealed book, and, although written in 
characters of the most striking and imposing kind, they 
were unconscious even of its existence. 

c 2 
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CHAPTER Ill. 

HISTORY OF THB PROGRESS OF GEOLOGY-continued. 

Arabian writers of the tenth century - A ~cenna - Omar
Cosmogony of the Koran - Kuwini - Early Italian writen 
(p. ss. )-Fracastoro - Controversy as to the real nature of fos
sils - Attributed to the Mosaic deluge - Palis.y - Steno 
(p. S9.) - Scilla - Quirini - Boyle - Lister - Leibnitz -
Hooke's Theory of Elevation by Earthquakes (po 46.) - or 
lost species of animal. - Ray - Physico-theological writen 
_ Woodward', Dilunal Theory (p. SS ) - Burnet - Wbiston 
- Vallisneri - Lazsaro Moro (p. 59.) - GenereUi - BWFon 
(p. 67.) - Hi. theory condemned by the Sorbonne as unortho
dox- His declaration - Targioni - Arduino - Michell -
Catcatt - Paspe - Fuchsel (p. 75.) - Fortis - Testa
Whitehurst - Pallas - Saussure. 

Arabian writer8.-AI'TER the decline of the Roman 
empire, the cultivation of physical science was first 
revived with some success by the Saracens, about the 
middle of the eighth century of our era. The works 
of the most eminent classic writers were purchased at 
great expense from the Christians, and translated into 
Arabic; and AI Mamiin, son of the famous Harun-al
Rashid, the contemporary of Charlemagne, received 
with marks of distinction, at his court at Bagdad, 
astronomers and men of learning from different coun
tries. This caliph, and some of his successors, en
countered much opposition and jealousy from the 
doctors of the Mahomedan law, who wished the Mos
lems to confine their studies to the Koran, dreading 
the effects of the diffusion of a taste for the physical 
sciences.· 

• Mod. Univ. Hist. voL ii. chap. iv. section ill. 
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A~-Almost all the works of the early 
Arabian writers are lost. Amongst those of the tenth 
century, of which fragments are now extant, is a abort 
treatise cc On the Formation and Clasaification of Mine
rals," by Avicenna, a physician, in whose arrangement 
there is considerable merit. The second chapter, 
"On the Cause of Mountains," is remarkable; for 
mountains, he says, are formed, some by essential, 
others by accidental causes. In illustration of the 
essential, he instances cc a violent earthquake, by which 
land is elevated, and becomes a mountain;" of the ac
cidental, the principal, he says, is excavation by water, 
whereby cavities are produced, and adjoining lands 
made to stand out and form eminences •• 

Omar- C081IUJfI01I!I of tile Korcm.-In the same 
century also, Omar, surnamed cc El Aalem," or cc The 
Learned," wrote a work on cc The Retreat of the Sea." 
It appears that on comparing the charts of his own 
time with those made by the Indian and Persian astro
nomers two thousand years before, he had satisfied 
himself that important changes had taken place since 
the times of history in the form of the coasts of Asia, 
and that the extension of the sea had been greater at 
some former periods. He was confirm~d in this opi
nion by the numerous salt springs and marshes in 
the interior of Asia,-a phenomenon from which Pallas, 
in more recent times, has drawn the same inference. 

Von Hoft" has suggested, with great probability, that 
the changes in the level of the Caspian (some of which 
there is reason to believe have happened within the 

• Montes qwmd6que fiunt ell: causa el8eDtiali. quaud6que ex 
causa aecidentali. Ell: esaentiali causa, ut ex vehementi motu 
terre elevator terra, et fit mons. Ac:cidentali. &c:: - De Con
gelatione Lapidum. eel. Gedani.1682-

cS 
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bii3toriciil i3ra), liI±d thi3 appi3kkEkknCeE tOO? 
district, indicating the desertion that sea of its an-
cient bed, had probably led Omar to his theory of a 

?ubsidi3Rilie(". Bui ±Ehate'±e'± mab deve the 
proofs relied on, his system was declared contradictory 

cerRili±in pas±~ebes in the and he wae ealled 
ebon publicly recant his eTITerS; avoib which 
persecution be went into voluntary banishment from 

bemark±wb. • 
The cosmological opinions expresseb in the Koran 

are few, and merely introduced incidentally: so that 
is not eesy tn ±mderGiend hew they i3Chuld in~ 

terfered so seriously with free discussion on the former 
the blnbe. The Prebhet dChdChres thCht the 

u±GGth wef3 Chreat±,d in twu ±18y8, the ?G22?untaiEi3 were 
then placed on it; and during these, and two addi-
tillnal the mhabitez2lEs of earth GGere b£%kued 
and in two more, the seven heavens. ThelEe is no 

Von wuff, GGGGhichte VeriindGmngen Erdoh±:Gelkhe, 
TOl. i. p. 406., who cites Delisle, bey Hismann Welt-und Viilker
geschichte. Alte Gesch. l'er Theil. s. 234. - The Arabian 
?;zGGGGcutiGmG for h",£2tical ±heolohY "ere very 
sanguinary. In the same ages wherein learning was most in 
esteem, the Mahometans were divided into two sects, one of whom 
mGintain"h zhat th2 V "ran incr~2±2, Gnd h""i 2"bllistuh in the 
nry essence of G£,±i rb£m an ±:tzcrnity. zczcd the n±YG"r, th" I2£?,taza
lites, who, admitting that the Koran was instituted by God, con-
?ei?ed it heve bf52H first ",heG 2±2vealed the at " 
hTI""ca, anh nccused their 0Yhzczcents helieviHlk in twn ±:zemal 
beings. The opinions of each of these sects were taken up by 
"±iih±'rent ?'lEphs in lGcccssinn, and R'ollow?" of each some-

sUh"itted t,? behe2R'eh, or YZ'Eged ",t the he1nt of 
death, rather than renounce their creed. - Mod. Univ. Hist. 

ii. ch" 
Ko?en, ?hap. 
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more detail of circumstances; and the deluge, which 
is also mentioned, is discussed with equal brevity. 
The waters are represented to have poured out "of an 
oven; a strange fable, said to be borrowed trom the 
Persian Magi, who represented them as issuing "from 
the oven of an old woman.- All men were drowned, 
save Noah and his family; and then God said, cc 0 earth, 
swallow up thy waters; and thou, 0 heaven, withhold· 
thy rain;" and immediately the waters abated. t 

We may suppose Omar to have represented the 
desertion of the land by the sea to have been gradual, 
and that his hypothesis required a greater lapse of 
ages than was consistent with Moslem orthodoxy; for 
it is to be inferred from the Koran, that man and this 
planet were created at the same time; and although 
Mahomet did not limit expressly the antiquity of the 
human race, yet he gave an implied sanction to the 
Mosaic chronology. by the veneration expressed by 
him for the Hebrew Patriarchs. t 

A manuscript work, entitled the "Wonders of 
Nature," is preserved in the Royal Library at Paris. 
by an Arabian writer, Mohammed Kazwini, who flou
rished in the seventh century of the Hegira, or at the 
close of the thirteenth century of our era.§ Besides 
several curious remarks on aerolites, earthquakes, and 
the successive changes of position which the land and 

- Sale's Kol'8I'J, chap. xi. see Dote. t Ibid. * Kossa, appointed master to the Caliph Al MamQd, was au
thor of a hook, entitled" The History of the Patriarchs and Pro
phets,from the CretJtioll oJthe Wor1d."- Mod. Univ. Hist. vol. it 
chap. iv. 

§ Translated by MM. Chezy and De Sacy, and cited by 
M. Elie de Beaumont, ADD. des Sei. Nat. 1882. 

e40 
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sea bave undergone, we meet with the following 
beautiful passage, which is given as the narrative of 
Khldbz, an allegorical personage: -" I passed one day 
by a very ancient and wonderfully populous city, and 
asked one of its inhabitants how long it had been 
founded. 'It is indeed a mighty city,' replied he, 'we 
know not how long it has existed, and our ancestors 
were on this subject as ignorant as ourselves.' Five 
centuries afterwards, as I passed by the same place, I 
could not perceive the slightest vestige of the city. I 
demanded of'a peasant who was gathering berbs, upon
ita former site, how long it had been destroyed. 'In 
BOoth, a strange question I' replied he. 'The ground. 
here has never been different from what you now behold 
it:-' Was there not of old,' said 1, 'a splendid city 
here?'-' Never,' answered he, 'so far as we have 
seen, and never did our fathers speak to us of any such: 
On my return there, 500 years afterwards, I found tk 
lea in the same place, and on its shores were a party of 
fishermen, of whom I inquired how long the land had 
been covered by the waters? 'Is this a question,' said 
they, , for a man like you? this spot has always been 
what it is now.' I again returned, 500 years after
wards, and the sea had disappeared; 1 inquired of a 
man who stood alone upon the spot, how long ago this 
change had taken place, and he gave me the same 
answer as I had received before. Lastly, on coming 
back again after an equal lapse of time, I found there 
a flourishing city, more populous and more rich in 
beautiful buildings than the city I had seen the first 
time, and when I would fain have informed myself 
concerning its origin, the inhabitants answered me, 
, Its rise is lost in remote antiquity: we are ignorant 
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how long it has existed, and· our fathers were on this 
subject as ignorant as ourselves.''' 

Early Italian tDriteI's-Pro.caatoro, 1517.-lt was, 
not till the earlier part of the sixteenth century that 
geological phenomena began to attract the attention 
of the Christian nations. At that period a very 
animated controversy sprung up in Italy, concerning 
the true nature and origin of marine shells, and other 
organized fossils, found abundantly in the strata of the 
peninsula.- The excavations made in 1517, for re
pairing the city of Verona, brought to light a multitude 
of curious petrifactions, and furnished matter for 
speculation to different authors, and among the rest 
to Fracastorot, who declared his opinion, that fossil 
shells had all belonged to living animals, which had 
formerly lived and multiplied where their exuvim are 
now found. He exposed the absurdity of having 
recourse to a certain .. plastic force," which it was said 
had power to fashion stones into organic forms; and, 
with no less cogent arguments, demonstrated th~ 

futility of .attributing the situation of the shells in 
question to the Mosaic deluge, a theory obstinately 
defended by some. That inundation, he observed, 
was too transient, it consisted principally of ftuviatile 
waters; and if it had transported shells to great 
distances, must have strewed them over the surface, 
not buried them at vast depths in the interior of 
mountains. His clear exposition of the evidence 
would have terminated the discussion for ever, if the 
passions of mankind had not been enlisted in the 

- See Broccbi'a Discourse on the Progress of the Study of 
Fossil Concbology in Italy, where some of the following notices 
on Italian writers will be found more 'at large. . 

t Museum Cslceol. 

c 5 
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dispute; and even though doubts should for a time 
have remained in some minds, they would speedily 
have been removed by the fresh information obtained 
almost immediately afterwards, respecting the structure 
of fossil remains, and of their living analogues. 

But the clear and philosophical views of Fracastoro 
were disregarded, and the talent and argumentative 
powers of the learned were doomed for three centuries 
to be wasted in the discussion of these two simple and 
preliminary questions: first, whether fossil remains had 
ever belonged to living creatures; and, secondly, 
whether, if this be admitted, all the phenomena could 
Dot be explained by the Noachian deluge. It had been 
the general belief of the Christian world down to 
the period now under consideration, that the origin 
of this planet was 110t more remote than a few thou
sand years; and that since the creation the deluge was 
the only great catastrophe by which considerable 
change had been wrought on the earth's surface. On 
the other hand, the opinion was scarcely less general, 
that the final dissolution of our system was an event to 
be looked for at no distant period. The era, it is true, 
of the expected millennium had passed away; and for 
five hundred years after the fatal hour, when the 
annihilation of the planet had been looked for, the 
monks remained in undisturbed enjoyment of rich 
grants of land bequeathed to them by pious donora, 
who, in the preamble of deeds beginning "appropin
quante mundi termino" -" appropinquante magno 
judicii die," left lasting monuments of the popular 
delusion.-

• In Sicily. in particular, the title-deeda or maDy valuable 
gran" or land to the monu&eri. are headed by lOch preambles, 
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But although in the sixteenth century it had become 
necessary to interpret the prophecies more liberally, 
and to assign a more distant date to the future con
flagration of the world, we find, in the speculations of 
the early geologists, perpetual allusion to such an ap
proaching catastrophe; while in all that regarded the 
antiquity of the earth, no modification whatever of the 
opinions of the dark ages had been effected. Consider
able alarm was at first excited when the attempt was 
made to invalidate, by pllysical proofs, an article of 
faith so generally received; but there was sufficient 
spirit of toleration and candour amongst the Italian 
ecclesiastics, to allow the subject to be canvassed with 
much freedom. They even entered warmly into the 
controversy themselves, often favouring different .ide. 
of the question; and however much we may deplore 
the loss of time and labour devoted to the defence of 
qntenable positions, it must be conceded, that they 
displayed far less polemic bitterness than certain 
writers who followed them "beyond the Alps," two 
centuries and a half later. 

CONTROVERSY AS TO THE REAL NATURE OF FOSSIL 

ORGANIC REMAINS. 

Mattioli - Falloppio. - The system of scholastic 
disputations encouraged in the universities of the 
middle ages had unfortunately trained men to habits 
of indefinite argumentation; and they often preferred 
absurd and extravagant propositions, because greater 
skill was required to maintain them; the end and 

composed by the teetaton about the period wben the good KiDg 
Roger was ~1liD1 the 8araeen& from. that ialand. 

c6 
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object of these intellectual combats being victory, and 
not truth. No theory could be 10 far-fetched or· 
fantastical as not to attract IOme followers, p1'O\'ided it 
fell in with popular notions; and as cosmogonists were 
not at all restricted, in building their systems, to the 
agency of known causes, the opponents of Fracastoro 
met his arguments by feigning imaginary causes, which 
differed from each other rather in name than in sub
stance. Andrea Mattioli, for instance, an eminent 
botanist, the illustrator of Dioscorides, embraced the 
Dotion of Agricola, a German miner, that a certain 
" materia pinguis," or " fatty matter," set into ferment
ation by heat, gave birth to fossil organic shapes. Yet 
Mattioli had come to the conclusion, from his own 
observations, that porous bodies, such as bones and 
shells, might be converted into stone, as being per
meable to what he termed the " lapidifying juice." 
In like manner, Falloppio of Padua conceived that 
petrified shells were generated by fermentation in 
the spots where they are found, or that they had in 
some cases acquired their form from" the tumultuous 
movements of terrestrial exhalation"." Although cele
brated as a professor of anatomy, he taught that 
certain tusks of elephants dug up in his time at Puglia 
were mere earthy concretions; and, consistently with 
these principles, he even went so far as to consider it 
probable, that the vases of Monte Testaceo at Rome 
were natural impressions stamped in the soil.. In 
the same spirit, Mercati, who published, in 187~ 
faithful figures of the fossil shells preserved by Pope 
Sixtus V. in the Museum of the Vatican, expressed an 
opinion that they were mere stones, which had assumed 

.. De FOI&ilib. pp. 109. and 176. 
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their peculiar configuration trom the influence of the 
heavenly bodies; and Olivi of Cremona, who described 
the fossil remains of a rich Museum at Veroll8, was 
satisfied with considering them as mere le sports of 
nature." 

Some of the fanciful notions of those times were 
deemed less unreasonable, as being somewhat in har .. 
mony with the Aristotelian theory of spontaneous 
generation, then taught in all the schools. For mm 
who had been taught in early youth, that a large proo
portion of living animals and plants were formed tram 
the fortuitous concourse of atoms, or had sprung from 
the corruption of organic matter, might easily per
suade themselves, that organic shapes, often imper
fectly preserved in the interior of solid rocks, owed 
their existence to caU&eS equally obscure and mys
terious. 

Cardarw, 1552.-But there were not wanting some 
who, during the progress of this century, expressed 
more sound and sober opinions. The title of a work 
of Cardano's, published in 1552, "De Subtilitate" 
(corresponding l<! what would now be called Trans
cendental Philosophy). would lead us to expect, in the 
chapter on mirerals, many far-fetched theories cha
racteristic of that age; but, when treating of petrified 
shells, he decided that they clearly indicated the 
former sojourn of the sea upon the mountains." 

Cualpino-Majoli, 1597.-Cesalpino, a celebrated 
botanist, conceived that fossil shells had been left on 
the land by the retiring sea, and had concreted into 
stone during the consolidation of the soil t ; and in the 
following year (1597), Simeone Majoli:t: went still 

• Brocchi, Con. Fou. Subap. Disc. sui Prog. vol. i. p. 5. 
t De Metallic:i&. * Dies Canic:ulares. 
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fat~her i and, for the m02li PalEt witb thr: 
vi4"wS clf Cesalpinoc SUddested that the shells and sub
marine matter ot the b er4"nese, and 4"th4"2l di£§tzicts. 
mibht 7£4"Ve bee4" Cfas~ np upon the l[§2;ld bp vcck4"nic 
explosions, like those which gave rise, in 1538, to 
Mnnte n4"ar PUZZ4"4"Ji. °K'hi£§ hint tee4"lr 
have been the first imperfect attempt to connect the 
po3TItion of f4"8SiI rhellil with the agemcy voleunor, 
a system afterwards more fully developed by Hooke, 
L4"uzaru M03'Z" Heuon, and fftheu ulritffffS. 

Two hearff afterwards, Imperati advocated the ani
mal origin of iossilPed shells, yet uPmitted tbat §Cffne§ 
ccmld bp fore], of "an intemal pffincihle;" 
and, as evidence of this, he referred to the teeth of 

anP spinus of echim found pezlfifiePo. 
Palissy, 1580.- Palissy, a French writer on " The 

O]lpin ef fr'Jfm Rein-mclter, anP of 4"thee 
scientific works, undertook, in 1580, to combat the 
notions of muny hie cOnic:mpmcaritz in Haly, that 
p4"t?Oifie'f shell2l had all been deposited bd the universal 
deluge. "He was the first, saiP Fontenelle, wfen, 
in the Feenz:b hc: eHKngy, 
nearly a century and a half later, " who dared assert," 
in thuc fos"ll remuins ef teiltaC(°4" anf fish had 
once belonged to marine animals. 

Il(alrin Colliltlnao ~'Tf] en[§2;lOfer4"i4" tb4" multitude of 
Italian writers, who advanced various hypotheses, all 
eqwdly fantastical, in the eady paet of the slfeenteenth 
cee'tury, wOf]ld unpffofi[§2;bly i4"di'JfHs; bnt Febio 
Colonna deserves to be distinguished; for, although 
he IlJ8ve way the dogma, an fos(il remeins were 
to be referred to the Noachian deluge, he resisted the 
abzHrd of wIl,] taunht that fhflsiI [§2;ood 

• Storia Naturale. 
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and ammonites were mere clay, altered into such forms 
by sulphureous waters and subterranean heat; and he. 
pointed out the different states of shells buried in the 
strata, distinguishing between, first, the mere mould or 
impression; second1y, the cast or nucleus; and, third1y, 
the remains of the shell itself. He had also the merit 
of being the first to point out, that some of the fossils 
had belonged to marine, and some to terrestrial, 
testacea.-

Seeno, 1669.-But the most remarkable work of 
that period was published by Steno, a Dane, once 
professor of anatomy at Padua, and who afterwards 
resided many years at the court of the Grand Duke of 
Tuscany. His treatise bears the quaint title of " De 
Solido intra Solidum naturaliter contento (1669)," by 
which the autbor intended to express, " On Gems, 
Crystals, and organic petrifactions inclosed within 

. solid Rocks." This work attests the priority of the 
Italian school in geological research; exemplifying at 
the same time the powerful obstacles opposed, in that 
age, to the general reception of enlarged views in the· 
science. It was still a favourite dogma, that the fossil 
remains of shells and marine creatures were not of 
animal origin; an opinion adhered to by many from 
their extreme reluctance to believe, that the earth 
could have been inhabited by living beings before a 
great part of the existing mountains were formed. In 
reference to thia controversy, Steno had dissected a 
shark recently taken from the Mediterranean, and had 
demonstrated that its teeth and bones were identical 
with many fossils found in Tuscany. He had also 
compared the shells discovered in the Italian strata 

• 0sIerY. sugli Anim.li squat. e terrest. 1626. 
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with living species, pointed out their resemblance, 
and traced the various gradations from shells merely 
calcined, or which had only lost their animal gluten, to 
those petrifactions in which there was a perfect substi
tution of stony matter. In his division of mineral 
masses, he insisted on the secondary origin of those 
deposits in which the spoils of animals, or fragments 
of older rocks were inclosed. He distinguished between 
marine formations and those of a fluviatile character, 
the last containing reeds, grasses, or the trunks and 
branches of trees. He argued in favour of tbe original 
horizontality of sedimentary deposits, attributing their 
present inclined and vertical position sometimes to the 
escape of subterranean vapours, heaving tbe crust or 
the earth from below upwards, and sometimes to the 
falling in of masses over-lying 8ubterranean cavities. 

He declared that be bad obtained proof that Tuscany 
must successively have acquired six distinct configura
tions, having been twice covered by water, twice laid dry 
with a level, and twice witb an irregular and uneven 
surface.- He displayed great anxiety to reconcile his 
new views with Scripture, for which purpose he pointed 
to certain rocks 88 having been formed before the 
existence of animals and plants; selecting unfortunately 
as examples certain formations of limestone and sand
stone in his own country, now known to contain, though 
sparingly, the remains of animals and plants, - strata 
which do not even rank as the oldest part of our 
secondary series. Steno suggested tbat Moses, when 
lpeaking of the loftiest mountains as having been 
covered by the deluge, meant merely tbe loftiest of the 
hills then existing, which may not have been very high. 

• Sex itaque distinctas Etrurim fades agnoscimus, dum bia 
fuida, bis plana, et &icca, bis aspera fuerit, &c:. 
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'The diluvian waters, he supposed, may have issued 
from the interior of the earth into which they had 
retired, when in the beginning the land was separated 
from the sea. These, and other hypotheses on the 
same subject, are not calculated to enhance the value 
of the treatise, and could scarcely fail to detract from 
the authority of those opinions which were sound and 
legitimate deductions from fact and observation. They 
have served, nevertheless, as the germs of many 
popular theories of later times, and in an expanded 
form have been put forth as original inventions by 
some of our contemporaries. 

Scilla, 167o.-Scilla, a Sicilian painter, published, 
in 1670, a treatise, in Latin, on the fossils of Calabria, 
illustrated by good engravings. This work proves the 
continued ascendency of dogmas often refuted; for we 
find the wit and eloquence of the author chiefly directed 
against the obstinate incredulity of naturalists as to 
the organic nature of fossil shells.. Like many 
eminent naturalists of his day, Scilla gave way to the 
popular persuasion, that all fossil shells were the effects 
and proofs of the Mosaic deluge. It may be doubted 
whether he was perfectly Ilincere, and some of his con
temporaries who took the same course were certainly. 
not so. But so eager were they to root out what they. 
justly considered an absurd prejudice respecting the 
nature of organized fossils, that they seem to have 
been ready to make any concessions, in order tQ 

• Scilla qnotes the remark of Cicero on the story tbat a stone in' 
Cbi08 had been cleft; open, and presented the head of Paniseus ill' 
relief: -" I believe," aaid the orator, .. ·that the fipre bore _8 
resemblance to Panisc:us, but not such that you would.have deemed 
it seulptured by Scopas; for chance never perfectly imitates th~ 
tnlth.-
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establish this preliminary point. Such a compromising 
policy was short-sighted, since it was to little purpose 
that the nature of the documents should at length be 
correctly understood, if men were to be prevented 
from deducing fair conclusions from them. 

DilutJial n.eory_ The theologians who now entered 
the field in Italy, Germany, France, and England, were 
innumerable; and henceforward, they who refused to 
subscribe to the position, that all marine organic re
mains were proofs of the Mosaic deluge, were exposed 
to the imputation of disbelieving the whole of the 
sacred writings. Scarcely any step had been made in 
approximating to sound theories since the time of 
Fracastoro, more than a hundred years having been 
lost, in writing down the dogma that organized fossils 
were mere sports of nature. An additional period of 
a century and a half was now destined to be consumed 
in exploding the hypothesis, that organized fossils had 
all been buried in the solid strata by the Noachian 
Bood. Never did a theoretical fallacy, in any branch 
of science, interfere more seriously with accurate 
observation and the systematic classification of facts. 
In recent times, we may attribute our rapid progress 
chieBy to the careful determination of the order of 
succession in mineral masses, by means of their 
different organic contents, and their regular super
position. But the old diluvialists were induced by 
their system to confound all the groups of strata to

.gether instead of discriminating,-to refer all appear
ances to one cause and to one brief period, not to a 
variety of causes acting throughout a long succession 
of epochs. They saw the phenomena only as they 
desired to see them, sometimes misrepresenting mcts, 
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and at other times deducing false conclusions from 
correct data. Under the influence of such prejudices, 
three centuries were of as little avail as a few years 
in our own times, when we are no longer required 
to propel the vessel against the force of an adverse 
current. 

It may be well, therefore, to forewarn the reader, 
that in tracing the history of geology from the close of 
the seventeenth to the end of the eighteenth century, 
he must expect to be occupied with accounts of the 
retardation, as well as of the advance of the science. 
It will be necessary to point out the frequent revival 
of exploded errors, and the relapse from sound to the 
most absurd opinions; and to dwell on futile reasoning 
and visionary hypothesis, because some of the most 
extavagant systems were invented or controverted by 
men of acknowledged talent. In short, a sketch of the 
progress of geology is the history of a constant and 
violent struggle between new opinions and ancient doc
trines, sanctioned by the implicit faith ofmany gene
rations, and supposed to rest on scriptural authority. 
The inquiry, therefore, although highly interesting to 
one who studies the philosophy of the human mind, is 
too often barren of instruction to him who searches for 
truths in physical science. 

Quirini, ]676. - Quirini, in 1676*, contended, in 
opposition to Scilla, that the diluvian waters could not 
have conveyed heavy bodies to the summit of moun
tains, since the agitation of the sea never (as Boyle 
had demonstrated) extended to great depths t; and 

• De Testaceis fosailibus Hus. Septaliani. 
t The opinions of Boyle, alluded to by Quirini, were published 

~ few years before, in a sbort article entitled .. On the Bottom of 
the Sea." From observatiOns collected &om the div!ft of the pearl 
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still less could the testacea, as some pretended, have 
lived in these diluvian waters; for" the duration of the 
flood was brief, and tIIs Aeavg rai". mUll Am1e dulrt1ged 
lite ~ of tIIs II«J!" He was the first writer who 
ventured to maintain that the universality of the 
Noachian cataclysm ought not to be insisted upon. As 
to the nature of petrified shells, he conceived that as 
earthy particles united in the sea to form the shells of 
mollusca, the same crystallizing process might be ef
kcted on the land; and that, in the latter case, the 
germs of the animals might have been disseminated 
through the substance of the rocks, and afterwards 
developed by virtue of humidity. Visionary as was 
this doctrine, it gained many proselytes even amongst 
the more sober reasoners of Italy and Germany; for it 
conceded that the position of fossil bodies could not 
be accounted for by the diluvial theory. 

Plot - Luler, 1678. -In the mean time. the doc
trine that fossil shells had never belonged to real 
animals maintained its ground in England, where 
the agitation of the question began at a much later 
period. Dr. Plot, in his "Natural History of Oxford-' 
shire" (1677). attributed to a "plastic virtue latent 
in the earth" the origin of fossil shells and fishes; and· 
Lister, to his accurate account of British shells, in· 
1678, added the fossil species, under the appellation of 

fishery, Boyle inferred that, when the waves were six or seven feet 
high above the surf'aee of the water, there were no signs of agit
&&ion at the depth of fiflieen fathoms; and that even during beaY)' 
gales of wind, the motion of the water was exceedingly diminished 
at the depth of twelve or fifteen feet. He had also learnt from 
some of his infonnants, that there were currents running in oppo.. 
lite direc:tions at dift'erent depths. - Boyle's Worb, wL ill. p.l10-
Londcm, 1"144. 
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turbinated and bwalve stones. "Either," said he 
" these were terriginous, or, if otherwise, the animals 
they so exactly represent have become extinct." This 
writer appears to have been the first who was aware 
of the continuity over large districts of the principal 
groups of strata in the British series, and who proposed 
the construction of regular geological maps. '" 

Leibnitz, 1680. - The great mathema~ician Leibnitz 
published his" Protogcea" in 1680. He imagined this 
planet to have been originally a burning luminous 
mass, which ever since its creation has been un
dergoing refrigeration. V\7hen the outer crust had 
cooled down sufficiently to allow the vapours to be 
condensed, they fell, and formed a universal ocean, 
covering the loftiest mountains, and investing the 
whole globe. The crust as it consolidated from a 
state of fusion, assumed a vesicular and cavernous 
structure; and being rent in some places, allowed the 
water to rush into the subterranean hollows, whereby 
the level of the primeval ocean was lowered. The 
breaking in of these vast caverns is supposed to have 
given rise to the dislocated and deranged position 
of the strata "which Steno had described," and the 
same disruptions communicated violent movements to 
the incumbent waters, whence great inundations ensued. 
Thewaters, after they had been thus agitated, deposited 
their sedimentary matter during intervals of quies
cence, and hence the various stony and earthy strata. 
"We may recognize, therefore," says Leibnitz, "a 
double origin of primitive masses, the one by refriger
ation from igneous fusion, the other by concretion from 

• See Mr. Conybeare's excellent Introduction to the" Outlines 
of the Geology of England and Wales," p. 12. 
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aqueous iolution."· By the repetition of similar 
causes (the disruption of the crust and consequent 
floods). alternations of new strata were produced, until 
at length these causes were reduced to a condition of 
quiescent equilibrium, and a more permanent state of 
things was established·t 

Hooke, 1688. - The " Posthumous Works of Robert 
Hooke, M.D.," well known as a great mathematician 
and natural philosopher, appeared in 170.';, containing 
"A Discourse of Earthquakes," which, we are in
formed by his editor, was written in 1668, but revised 
at subsequent periods. t Hooke frequently refers to 
the best I~lian and English authors who wrote before 
his time on geological subjects; but there are no pas
sages in his works implying that he participated in the 
enlarged views of Steno and Lister, or of his contem
porary, Woodward, in regard to the geographical ex
tent of certain groups of strata. His treatise, however, 
is the most philosop~ica1 production of that age, in 
regard to the causes of former changes in the organic 
and inorganic kingdoms of nature. 

" However trivial a thing," he says, " a rotten shell 
may appear to some, yet these monuments of nature 

• Unde jam duplex origo intelligitur primorum corporum, una, 
cum ab ignis fusione refrigescerent, altera, cum reconcrescerent 
ex solutione aquarum. 

t Redeunte m01 simili causA'strata subiude alia a1iis impoDe
rentur, et facies teneri adhuc orbis _pius Dovata est. Donee 
quiescentibus causis, atque aequilibratis, consistentior emergeret 
rerum status.- For an able analysis of the views of Leiboitz, in 
his Protogcea, see Mr. Conybeare's Report to the Brit. Assoc. on 
the Progress of Geological Science, 1882. 

t Between the year 1688 and his death, in 1708, he read several. 
memoirs to the Royal Society, and delivered lectures on various 
subjects, relating to fossil remains and the effects of earthquakes. 
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are more certiiIn tnkenii of than eoint5 or 
medals, since the best of those may be counterfeited 
ti,r mgde by art timd kesign, a00 may nlso hoobs, manu-
00crihts, timd im<eriptinns, ?GS all the leaeeed ere emv 
sufficiently satisfied has often been actually practised," 
&c. "and dwugh mm<t be that is eery 
difficult to read them (the records of nature) and 
to mise of t~'\em, anI, to !?tete the 
intervals of the time wherein such or such cata
strebhes and mutatluns have yet is 1<Ot 
impossible."· 

"A!?+m~"<'" of §pecies, Hooke was aware 
that the fassil amm mite!+ti ktiautili, aml mana other shalls 
and fossil skeletons found in England, were of different 
!+pe<;ias f'am anh than knawn; hut d+:tiuhteh whether 
the species had become extinct, observing that the 
knowJedh(: of naturulistt of nil ma2'in( spedns, 
especially those inhabiting the deep sea, was very 
de6dent, In r:}mu hart£: of wrItIng!?, hou!ever, he 
leans to the ohinion that species hed been lu:::t ; 
in 03peculating on this subject, he even suggests that 
ther::: mihht !lome cmmes::tion h:::tween dif3:::p
pearance of certain kinds of animals and plants, and 
the <:hanh:::s bJ: in former nhJs. 
Some species, he observes with great sagacity, are 
" pe:r?dia,' to <:qutai!? anb not to fo:md dt5e_ 
where. If, then, such a place had been swallowed up, 
it i§ eot but that ttose nnimgte beings may 
have been destroyed with it; :md thi8 m8h be true huth 
of aerial and aquatic animals: for those animated 
bodies, mhetd?0!r v?~hetahles aeimalf3? whieh quere 
naturally nourished or refreshed by the air, would be 

• Postb. Works, Lecture, Feb. 29. 1688. 
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desb'oyed by the water," &re.- Turtles, he adds, and 
such large ammonites as are found in Portland, seem 
to have been the productions of hotter countries; 
and it is necenary to suppose that England once 
lay under the sea within the torrid zone r To ex
plain this and similar phenomena, he indulges in a 
variety of speculations concerning changes in the posi
tion of the axis of the earth's rotation, " a shifting ofthe 
earth's centre of gravity, analogous to the revolutioDl 
of the magnetic pole," &e. None of these conjectures, 
however, are proposed dogmatically, but rather in the 
bope of promoting fresh inquiries and experiments. 

In opposition to the prejudices of his age, we find 
him arguing against the idea that nature had formed 
fOssil bodies " for no other end than to play the mimic 
in the mineral kingdom;" - maintaining that figured 
stones were" really the several bodies they represent, 
or the mouldings of them petrified," and" not, as some 
have imagined, , a lusus natune,' sporting herself in 
the needless formation of useless beings." t 

• Posth. Works, p. S27. 
t Posth. Works, Lecture, Feb. 15. 1688. Hooke ellplained, 

with considerable clearness, the different modes wberein organic 
substances may become lspidified ; and, among other illustrations, 
he mentions some silicified palm-wood brought from Africa, on 
which M. de la Hire had read a Memoir to the Royal Academy 
of France (June, 1692), wherein he had pointed out, not only the 
tubes running the length of the trunk, but the roots at one ex
tremity. De la Hire, says Hooke, also treated of certain trees 
found petrified in " the river that passes hy Bakan, in the king
dom of AI1iJ, and which has for the space of ten leagues the virtue 
of petrifying wood." It is an interestillg fact, that the silicified 
wood of the Irawadi should have attracted attention more than one 
hundred years ago. Remarkable discoveries have been recently 
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It was objected to Hooke, that his doctrine of the 
extinction of species derogated &om the wisdom and 
power of the Omnipotent Creator; but he answered, 
that, as individuals die, there may be BOme tennination 
to the duration of a species; and his opinions, he 
declared, were not repugnant to Holy Writ: for the 
Scriptures taught that our system was degenerating, 
and tending to its final dissolution; "and as, when that 
&ball happen, all, the species will be lost, why not some 
at one time and some at another?"· 

But his principal object was to account for the 
manner in which shells had been conveyed into the 
higher parts of " the Alps, Apennines, and Pyrenean 
bills, and the interior of continents in general." These 
and other appearances, he said, might have been 
brought about by earthquakes, "which have turned 
plains into mountains, and mountains into plains, seas 
into land, and land into seas, made rivers where there 
were none before, and swallowed up others that for
merly were, &c. &c.; and which, since the creation of 
the world, have wrought many great changes on the 
superficial parts of the earth, and have been the in
struments of placing shells, bones, plants, fishes, and 
the like, in those places where, with much astonish
ment, we find them." t This doctrine, it is true, had 
been laid down in terms almost equally explicit by 
Strabo, to explain the occurrence of fossil shells in 
the interior of continents, and to that geographer, 

made there of fossil animals and vegetables, by Mr. Crawfurd and 
Dr. Wallich. _ See GeoL Trans. voL ii. part ill. p. 877. second _ea. De la Hire cites Father Duc:hats, in the second volume 
of cc Observations made in the Indies by the Jesuits. .. 

• Poatb. Wor~ Lecture May 29.1689. t Postb. Works, p.sts. 
VOL. I. J) 
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and other writers of aatiquity, Hoeke frequently re
fers; but the revival and development of the system 
was an imporWlt step in the progress of modem 
science. 

Hooke enumerated all the examples known to h~ 
of subterranean disturbance, from" the sad catastrophe 
of Sodom and Gomorrah" down to the Chilipn earth
quake of 1646. The elevating of the bottom of the 
sea, the sinking and submersion of the land, and most 
of the inequalitiQ8 of the earth's surface, might, he 
said, be accounted for by the agency of these sub
terranean causes. He mentions that the coast near 
Naples tI1Q8 raised dKri1lg tire eruptioA of Monte NlUJIJo; 
and tbat, in 1591,land rose in the island of St. Michael, 
during an eruption; and although it would be more 
difficult, he says, to prove, he does not doubt but that 
there had been as many earthquakes in the parts of 
the earth under the ocean, as in the parts of the dry 
land; in con6r~ation of which, he mentions the im
measurable depth of the sea near some volcanos. To 
attest the extent of simultaneous subterranean move
ments, he referl! to an earthquake in the West Indiea, 
in the year 1690, where the space of earth raised, Gr 
" struck u.pwards," by the shock, exceeded, he affirms., 
the length of the Alps aQd the Pyrenees. 

HOOAe'8 dilti.vipJ tJuory. - As Hooke declared the 
favourite bypqtb.esis of the day, "that m3rine fosail 
bodies were to be referred. to Noah's flood," to be 
whoUy untenable, he appears to have felt himself 
called upon to substitute a diluvial theory of his 
own, and thus he becllme involved in countless die
ficQltiell and contliadictioall. "During 'he gr4tat cata
strophe," he said, " there might have beeD a Changing 
oftbat part which wall before dry land into sea by 
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sinking, and of tbat which was sea into dry land by 
raising, and marine bodies might have been buried in 
sediment beneath the ocean, in the i41terval between 
the creation and the deluge."'" Then fOllows a dis
quisition on the separation of the land from the waters, 
mentioned in Genesis: during which operation some 
places of the shell of the earth were forced outwards, 
and others pressed downwards or inwards, &c. His 
diluvial hypothesis very much resembled that of Steno, 
and was entirely opposed to the fundamental prin
ciples professed by him, that he would explain the 
former changes of the earth in a more natural manner 
than others had done. When, in despite of this de. 
daration, he required a former" crisis of nature," and 
taught that earthquakes had become debilitated, and 
that the Alps, Andes, and other chains, had been lifted. 
up in a few months, be was compelled to assume 80 

rapid a rate of change, that his machinery appeared 
scarcely less extravagant than that of his most fanciful 
predecessors. For this reason, perhaps, his whole 
theory of earthquakes met with undeserved neglect. 

Ray, 1692. - One of his contemporaries, the cele
brated naturalist, Ray, participated in the same desire 
to explain geological phenomena, by reference to causes 
lell8 hypothetical than those usually resorted to. t In 
his essay on "Chaos and Creation," he proposed a 
.yHem, agreeing in its outline, and in many of its 
details, with that of Hooke; but his bowledge of 

• Post. Works, po 410. 
tRay's Pbysico-theological Discourses were of somewbat later 

~e thaD Hooke's great work on earthquakes. He speaks of 
Hooke 88 one " wbom fur bis leaming and deep in9igbt into the 
mY9teriea of nat.ure he deservedly hollCl1ll"ed."..- 0. eM ~ 
chap. iv. 
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natural history enabled him to elucidate the subject 
with various original, observations. Earthquakes, he 
suggested, might have been the second causes em
ployed at the creation, in separating the land from the 

.waters, and in gathering the waters together into ODe 

place. He mentions, like Hooke, the earthquake of 
1646, which had violently shaken the Andes for some 
hundreds ofleagues, and made many alterations therein. 
In assigning a cause for the general deluge, he pre
ferred a change in the earth's centre of gravity to the 
introduction of earthquakes. Some unknown cause, 
he said, might have forced the subterranean waten 
outwards, as was, perhaps, indicated by "the breaking 
up of the fountains of the great deep." 

Ray was one of the first of our writers who enlarged 
upon the effects of running water upon the land, and 
of the encroachment of the sea upon the shores. So 
important did he consider the agency of these caUBeS, 
that he saw in them an indication of the tendency of 
our system to its final dissolution; and he wondered 
why the earth did not proceed more rapidly towards I 
general submersion beneath the sea, when so much 
matter was carried down by rivers, or undermined in 
the sea-cliffs. We perceive clearly from his writings, 
that the gradual decline of our system, and its future 
consummation by fire, was held to be as neceuary an 
article of faith by the orthodox, as was the recent 
origin of our planet. His discourses, like' those of 
Hooke, are highly interesting, as attesting the familiar 
association in the minds of philosophers, in the age of 
Newton, of questions in physics and divinity. Ray 
gave an unequivocal proof of the sincerity of his mind, 
by sacrificing his preferment in the church, rather than 
take an oath against the Covenanters; which he could 
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not reconcile with his conscience. His reputation, 
moreover, in the scientific world placed -him high above 
the temptation of courting popularity, by pandering to 
the physico-theological taste of his age. It is, there
fore, curious to meet with so many citations from the 
Christian fathers and prophets in his essays on physical 
science-to find him in one page proceeding, by the 
strict rules of induction, to explain the former changes 
of the globe, and in the next gravely entertaining the 
question, whether the sun and stars, and the whole 
heavens shall be annihilated, together with the earth, 
at the era of the grand conflagration. 

Woodward, 1695.-Among the contemporaries of 
Hooke and Ray, Woodward, a professor of medicine, 
had acquired the most extensive information resp~cting _ 
the geological structure of the crust of the earth. He 
had examined many parts of the British strata with 
minute attention; and his systematic collection of spe
cimens, bequeathed to the University of Cambridge, 
and still preserved there as arranged by him, shows 
how far he had advanced in ascertaining the order of 
superposition. From the great number of facts col
lected by him, we might have expected his theoretical 
vie1"'s to be more sound and enlarged than those of his 
contemporaries; but in his anxiety to accommodate all 
observed phenomena to the scriptural account of the 
Creation and Deluge, he arrived at most erroneous 
results. He conceived "the whole terrestrial globe 
to have been taken to pieces and dissolved at the flood, 
and the strata to have settled down from this promis
cuous mass as any earthy sediment from a fluid."· In 
corroboration of these viewB, he insisted upon the fact, 
that " marine bodies are lodged in the strata according 

• Ellla1towards a Natural History of the Earth, 1695. Preface. 

D S ~ 
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to the order of their gravity,.the heavier shells in stone, 
the lighter in chalk. and 80 of the rest." - Ray im
mediately exposed the unfounded nature of this asser
tion, remarking truly, that foslil bodies "are often 
mingled, heavy with light, in the same stratum;" and 
he even went so far as to say, that Woodward" must 
have invented the phenomena for the sake of confirm
ing his bold and strange hypothesis t "-a strong 
expression from the pen of a contemporary. 

Burnet, 1690.-At the same time Bumet published 
his " Theory of the Earth.":j: The title is most cha
racteristic of the age,-" The Sacred Theory of the 
Earth; containing an Account of the Original of the 
Earth, and of all the general Changes which it hath 
already undergone, or is to undergo, till the Consum
mation of all Things." Even Milton had scarcely 
ventured in his poem to indulge his imagination so 
freely in painting scenes of the Creation and Deluge, 
Paradise and Chaos. He explained why the primeval 
earth enjoyed a perpetual spring before the flood t 
showed how the crust of the globe was fissured by 
" the sun's rays," so that it burst, and thus the diluvial 
waters were let loose from a supposed central abyss. 
Not satisfied with these themes, he derived from the 
books of the inspired writers, and even from heathen 
authorities, prophetic views of the future revolutions 
of the globe, gave a most terrific description of the 
general conflagration, and proved that a new heaven 
and a new earth will rise out of a.econd ckaoa-after 
which will follow the blessed millennium. 

- E_y towards a Natural Hiltory oCtbe Earth, 1698. Prefue. 
I Consequences oC the Deluge, p. 165. * Fmt publisbed in Latin, between the years 1680 and 1690. 
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The reader should be infonned, that, according to 
the opinion of many respectable writers of that age, 
there was good scriptural ground for preluming that 
the garden bestowed upon our first parents was not on 
the earth itself, but above the clouds, in the middle 
region between our planet and the moon. BumeC 
approaches with becoming gravity the discuIsion of 80 

important a topie. He was willing to concede that 
the geographical position of Paradiae was Dot in Mese
pltamia, yet he maintained that it was upon the earth, 
and in tbe southern hemisphere, near the equinoctial 
line. Butler selected this conceit as a fair mark for 
his satire, 'When, amongst the numerous accomplish. 
ments of Hudibras, he lay&,-

He knew the seat ot l'&nIdise, • 
Could tell in what degne it lies J 
And. as he was disposed; could pron it 
Below the moon, or else above it. 

Yet the same monarch, who is said never to have slept 
withollt Butler's poem under hia pillow, was 80 great 
an admirer and patron of Bumet's book, that be ordered 
it.to be translated from the Latin into English. The 
style of the "Sacred Theory" waa eloq1lent, and the 
book displayed powers of invention of no ordinary 
stamp. It wal, in fact, a fine historical romance, as 
:BufFon afterwards declared; but it WBa treated as a 
work of profound science in the time mits author, and 
was panegyrized by AddisOn in a Latin ode, while 
Steele praised it in the cc Spectator." Towards the 
end of tbe last century, Warton, in hia "Essay on 
Pope," discovered that Bumet united the faculty 01 
Judgment with powers of imagination. 

Wki6toR, 1696.-AftOther production of tbe same 
johool, and equally characterietie of the time, waa tba' 

D4 
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of Whiston, entitled, "A New Theory of the Earth ; 
wherein the Creation of the World in Six Days, ibe 
Universal Deluge, and the General Conflagration, as 
laid down in the Holy Scriptures, are shewn to be 
perfectly agreeable to Reason and Philosophy," He 
was at first a follower of Burnet; but his faith in the 
infallibility of that writer was shaken by the declared 
opinion of Newton, that there was every presumption 
in astronomy against any former change in the inclin
ation of the earth's axis. This was a leading dogma in 
Burnet's system, though not original, for it was bor
rowed from an Italian, Alessandro degli Alel\88lldri, 
who had suggested it in the beginning of the fifteenth 
century, to account for the former occupation of the 
present continents by the sea. La Place has since 
strengthened the arguments of Newton, against the 
probability of any former revolution of this kind. 

The remarkable comet of 1680 was fresh in the 
memory of everyone when Whiston first began his 
cosmological studies, and the principal novelty of his 
speculations consisted in attributing the deluge to the 
near approach to the earth of one of these erratic 
bodies. Having ascribed an increase of the waters to 
this source, he adopted Woodward's theory, supposing 
all stratified deposits to have resulted from the 
" chaotic sediment of the flood," Whiston was one of 
the first who ventured to propose that the text of Ge
nesis should be interpreted differently from its ordinary 
acceptation, so that the doctrine of the earth having 
existed long previous to the creation of man might no 
longer be regarded as unorthodox. He had the art to 
throw an air of plausibility over the most improbable 
parts. of his .theory, and seemed to be proceeding in the 
most sober manner, and by the aid of mathematical 
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delponstration, to the establishment of hili various 
propositions. Locke pronounced a panegyric on his 
theory, commending him for having explained so many 
wonderful and before inexplicable things. His book, 
as well as Burnet'" was attacked and refuted by 
Keill.. Like all who introduced purely hypothetical 
causes to account for natul'Bl phenomena, Whiston 
retarded the progress of truth, diverting men from the 
investigation of the laws of sublunary nature, and in
ducing them to waste time in speculations on the 
power of comets to drag the waters of the ocean over 
the land - on the condensation of the -vapours of their 
tails into water, and other matters equally edifYing. 

HrdcAift8On, 1724.-John Hutchinson, who had 
been employed by Woodward in making his collection 
of fossils, published afterwards, in 1724, the first part 
of his cc Moses's Principia," wherein he ridiculed 
Woodward's hypothesis. He and his numerous fol
lowers were accustomed to declaim loudly against 
human learning; and they maintained that the Hebrew 
scriptures, when rightly translated, comprised a perfect 
system of natural philosophy, for which reason they 
objected to the Newtonian theory of gravitation. 

Cel.ti ... -Andrea Celsius, the Swedish astronomer, 
published about this time his remarks on the gradual 
diminution of the waters in the Baltic, to which I 
shall have occasion to advert more particularly in the 
sequel. 

ScIIeu.cIIur, 1708.-ln Germany, in the mean time, 
Scheuchzer laboured to prove~ in 8 work entitled" The 
Complaint of the Fishes" (1708), that the earth had 
been remodelled ,at the deluge. Pluche also, in 1782, 
wrote to the same effect; while lIo1bach, in 1758, after 

• AD EnmioatiOD of Dr. Bumet's TheolJ. &c. 2d eeL 1734. 
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considering the various attempts to refer all the ancient 
formations to the Noachian ftood, exposed the in
adequacy of this cause. 

Italian GeoltJgiau - Vallimeri. - I return with 
pleasure to the geologists of Italy, who preceded, as 
has been already shown, the naturalists of other coun_ 
tries in their investigations into the ancient history 
of the earth, and who still maintained a decided pre
eminence. They refuted and ridiculed the physico
theological systems of Burnet, Whiston, and W ood
ward '*; while Vallisnerit, in his comments on the 
Woodwardian theory, remarked how much the interests 
of religion, as well as those of sound philosophy, had 
suffered by perpetually mixing up the sacred writings 
with questions in physical science. Th~ works of this 
author were rich in original observations. He attempted 
the first general sketch of the marine deposits of Italy, 
their geographical extent, and' most characteristic 
organic remains. In his treatise " On the origin of 
Springs," he explained their dependence on the order 
and often on the dislocations of the strata, and reasoned 
philosophically against the opinions of those who re
garded the disordered .tate of the earth's crust as 
exhibiting signs of the wrath of God for the sins of 
man. He fbund himself under the necessity of con
tending, in his preliminary chapter, against St. Jerome, 
and four other principal interpreters of Scripture, 
besides several professors of divinity, cc that springs 

• Ramuzini even asserted, that the ideas oC Burnet were mainly 
borrowed from a dialogue oC one Patrizio; but Brocchi. after read
ing that dialogue, assures us, that there was· scarcely any other cor
respondeilce between dlese syslie1ns, except that both were equally 
wIdm~ira!. 

t Dei Corpi Marini, Lettere crhiehe, &e. 17l1l. 
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not by BzATzterrzAzzzAan &'neE c:cmritEuc:c fi'om 
the sea upwards, losing their saltness in the passage," 

this tFezz(1tY been made rest the inf§Cnible 
izzncimony of Hzzly Writ. 

Although reluctant to generalize on the rich materials 
nnnumulntnd in trlrVnl£ec Vallismeri had heen much 
struck with the remarkable continnity of the more 
recent marine strata, from one end of Italy tzz the 
£ecther, he {Came tcc ,§Cc cmeEuusion that thce nnean 
formerly extended mer the whole earth, and after 
gbiding lebecre fei lonh time, grabgnHy suhsided~ 
Euhis opinlccn, hmccccver cmtenabk, was great cctccp be
yond Woodward's diluvian hypothesis, against which 
V ccHisnccnc and edler all Tusccng genlnbistsc 
uniformly contended, while it was warmly supported 
by the members of the Institute of Bolohtca. to 

Amofch ntheis nf that day, a Vrez-
zana, in 1737, wrote to prove that the petrified marine 
Vcdies V cctmca ncccf diluvicctc, t ddgttani 
hecew a slreilar z1efereneer trom sherlls.of Vulterra 
and other places: while Costantini, on the other hand, 
mhose nheervaticms on the of thn"Brecct;; and 
other distriets were not without value, undertook to 
vindicate the truth of the deludec as also td prove that 
dlIerly hcgffi heen the dccccc"endantB of Jerp:!cet.t 

MO'1'o, J740.~Lazzaro Moro, in his work (published 
i140) " On Matic;er Bodices whiph are rfnmd in 

Momcrerinsd, npply the thneny of 
earthquake as expounded by Strabo, Pliny, and 
nther mcdernt anthors, cBith whccm he familigg, to 

the geological phenomena described by Vallisneri.1I 

• Btocccci, p. 28. Hcld. p. Ibid. c7. 
Sui Cmctacei ccltri MarinE "he si encvano sui nConu. 

11 Moro does not cite the 'works of HooKe and Ra,.; and al. 
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His attention was awakened to the elevating power 
of subterranean forces by a remarkable phenomenOll 
which happened in his own time, and which had alao 
been noticed by Vallisneri in his letters. A neW' 
island rose in 170';1 from a deep part of the sea near 
Santorino in the Mediterranean, during continued 
shocks of an earthquake, and, increasing rapidly in 
size, grew in less than a month to be half a mile in 
circumference, and about twenty.five feet above high .. 
water mark. It was soon afterwards covered by vol
canic ejections, but, when first examined, it was found 
to be a white rock, bearing on its surface living oystera 
and crustacea. In order to ridicule the various theorie. 
then in vogue, Moro ingeniously supposes the arrival' 
on this new island of a party of naturalists ignorant of 
its recent origin. One immediately points to the 
marine shells, as proofs of the universal deluge; another 
argues that they demonstrate the former residence of 
the sea upon the mountains; a third dismisses them 
as mere sporU of nature; while a fourth affirms, that 
they were born and nourished within the rock in 
ancient caverns, into which salt water ~ad been raised. 
in the shape of vapour by the action of subterranean 
heat. 

Moro pointed with great judgment to the favlta and 
dislocations of the strata described by Vallisneri, in 
the Alps and l0ther chains, in confirmation of his 
doctrine, that the continents had been heaved up by 

dtough so many of his views were in accordance with theirs, he 
.... probably iporant of their writings, for they had not been 
tnmalat.ecL Aa he _ws7B refers to the Latin edition of Burnet, 
and a French tran~ of Woodward, we may presume tbat he 

~~V'ead ,:English. 
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"ls"Jrerransillfl muUUmenA§~ Hu on §2"llid
grounds, to the hypotheses of Bumet and of Wood· 

; yllt he vA"ghured fill' tA" the "Jl~otest 
.... II"RR~~"_ as undOtAg"Je tho of uuery 

part of· his own system to the Mosaic account of the 
crlflhtion. On thA" thirh Raid, gloho was 
every where covered to the same depth by fresh water; 
and when it pleased the Supreme Being that the dry 

shuulh ap"JA"ol", vokonic hfloke the· 
smooth and regular surface of the earth composed of 
R·~l~llmllrv ]~~x~ks. Ohese in mGuntaig masse§ G"Jove 

waVG§, and fhloweh melted metal§ uud to 
ascend through fissures. The sea gradually acquired 

saltnG1313 from Golcaklv(l exhklJ(tions, whilG it 
became 
depth. 

more circumscribed in area, increased in 
Sand and ashes ejected by volcanos were 

flGGkU8,ng dvsposGd alonh t"Je bottGlh11 of oceG;;, and 
formed the secondary strata, which in their turn were 
lif71;;d Ud eafltilquakG13. W;; L'leed follGw this 
uuthor in L'nacind the prGdL'ess Ahke cggntion ;;ege. 
tables and animals on the other days of creation; but, 
;;o;;n thA" ;;,hole, mail remggOed, few the 
old cosmological theories had been conceived with so 
little violation of known analogies. 

OtJ'lle'roidi/8 iUggw!Jliorm M,g?L'?, 174h~ The 13tyle 
of Moro was extremely prolix, and, like Hutton, who, 

late1f h"riod, gdVan?l{kd manil the h-;;me he 
;;#:'1300 in 2med oh ilIuhthdor. ~rhe reetch geeI;;gist 
was hardly more fortunate in the advocacy of Playfair, 
then Wltklt Mor2"k numhering illS admU'ers 
idirillo GenereIli, who, nine years afterwards, delivered 
at a sitting of Academicians at Cremona a spirited ex
r;;hition biB idhis Jr,;;eiled idermelit;;Il friar 
does not pretend to have been na original observer, 



OENBRBLLl'8 DPOsrtroM OP [JIGeIr J. 

but he had studied lUfficiently to enable him to confum 
the opinion. of Moro by arguments ftom othet writers ; 
8Ild his selection of the doctn'hes tben best established 
ia so judicious. that a brief abstract of tbern cannot 
fail to be acceptable. as illustrating the state of' geology 
in Europe, and in Italy in particular, before the middle 
of the last century. 

The bowels of the' earth, says he, haye carefully 
preserved the memorial. of past events, and tbis truth 
the marine productions so frequent in the hills attest. 
From the reflections of Lazzaro Moro, we may assure 
ourselves that these are the effects of earthquakes in 
past times, which have changed vast spaces of sea into 
terra firm&, and inhabited lands into seas. In this, 
more tban in any other department of physics, are 
observations and experiments indispensable, and we 
must diligently consider facts. The land is known,
wherever we make excavations, to be composed of 
different strata fir soils placed one above the other, 
some of sand, some of rock, some f1f chalk, others of 
marl, coal, pumice, gypsum, lime, and the rest. These 
ingredients are sometimes pure, and sometimes con
fusedly intermilled. Within are often imprisoned 
different marine fishes, like dwied ID1JIJlmies, and more 
frequently shells, crRstacea, corals, ,Iants, &c. not 
only in Italy, but in France, Germany, England, Anica, 
Asia, and America.;-sometimes in the lowest,. some
times in tire lcri'I:ieat beds of the earth, some upon the 
mountain., IIOtIte in cleep miRes, others Mar the sea, 
and others hundreds of miles distant from it. W ood
ward conjec.ured that these marine bodies might 
be found; every where; but there are rocks in which 
none of the. oeeur, as is su8iciently attested by 
Valliaaeri and MarliUh The remaill. of foSlil aai-
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mala consist chiefly of their more solid parts, and 
the most rocky strata must have been soft when 
lOch exuvie were incloaed in them. Vegetable pra. 
ductions are found in ditlerent states of maturity, in .. 
dicating that they were imbedded in different seasons. 
Elephant8, elks, and other terrestrial quadrupeds, have 
been found in England and elaewhere, in superficial 
Itrata, never covered by the sea. Alternations are 
rare, yet not without example, of marine strata, and 
those which contain mar6hy and terrestrial productions. 
Marine animals are arranged in the subterraneolls beds 
with admirable order, in distinct groups, oysters here, 
dentalia or corals there, &c. as now, according to 
MarsiUi ., on the shores of the Adriatic. We must 
abandon the doctrine, once so popular, which denies 
that organized fossils were derived tram living beings, 
and we cannot account tbr their present position by the 
ancient theory of Strato, nor by tbat of Leibnitz, nor 
by the universal deluge, as explained by Woodward 
and others: "nor is it reasonable to call the Deity 
capriciously upon the stage, and to make him work 
miracles for the sake of confirming our preconceived 
1Jypotheses." -" I hold in utter abomination, most 
learned Academicians I those systems which are bw1t 
with their foundations in the air, and cannot be propped 
up without a miracle; and I undertake, with the as
sistance of Moro, to' explain to you, how these marine 
animals were transported into· the mountains by natural 
eaU8es·"t 

• 86ttcio 6sieo intomo all. Storia del Mare, put i. p. 24. 
t "Abbomino.1 sommo qualsiyoglia si.lema, cbe sia di pianta 

fabbricato in aria; maasime quando e tale, cbe non possa soate
Deni sellA un miracolo," Ac •• - De' Crostacei e dl altre Produa. 
del Mare, &e. 1149. 
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A brief abstract then follows of Moro's theory, by 
which, says Generelli. we may explain all the phe
nomena, as Vallisneri 80 ardently desired. "tDitliew 
t1iolence, tDitIaout -jicti0n8. tDitIaout k~, tI1itIwvl 
mifVll'les.". The Carmelitan then proceeds to struggle 
against an obvious objection to Moro's system, consi
dered as a method of explaining the revolutions of the 
earth, naturally. If earthquakes hav6 been the agents 
of such mighty changes, how does it happen that their 
effects since the times of history have been 80 incon. 
siderable? This same difficulty had, as we have seen, 
presented itself to Hooke, half a century before, aacI 
forced him to resort to a former " crisis of nature:" 
but Generelli defended his position by shewing hoW' 
numerous were the accounts of eruptions and earth
quakes, of new islands, and of elevations and sub
sidences of land, and yet how much greater a number 
of like events must have been unattested and unre
corded during the last six thousand years. He also 
appealed to Vallisneri as an authority to prove that 
the mineral masses containing shells bore. upon the 
whole, but a small proportion to those rocks which 
were destitute of organic remains; and the latter, says 
the learned monk, might have been created as they 
now exist, in tke beginning. 

Generelli then describes the continual waste of 
mountains and continents, by the action of rivers and 
torrents, and concludes with these eloquent and original 
observations :-" Is it possible that this waste should 
have continued for six thousand, and perkapa a greater 
number of years, and that the mountains should re
main so great, unless their ruins have been repaired? 

• "Seoza violeue, seoza fiODOoi, seaza supposti, senu mira
coli. " De' Crostac:ei e di altre Produa. del Mare, &c:. 1749. 
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Is it credible that the Author of Nature should have 
founded the world upon such 1aws, as that the dry 
land should for ever be growing smaller, and at last 
become wholly submerged beneath the waters? Is it 
credible that, amid so many created things, the moun
tains alone should daily diminish in number and bulk, 
without there being any repair of their losses? This 
would be contrary to that order of Providence which 
is seen to reign in an other things . in the universe. 
Wherefore I deem it just to conclude, that the same 
cause which, in the beginning of time, raised moun
tains from the abyss, has down to the present day, con
tinued to produce others, in order to restore from time 
to time the losses of all such as sink down in difFerent 
places, or are rent 8IJunder, or in other way suffer dis
integration. If this be admitted, we can easily under
stand why there should now be found upon many 
mountains so great a number of crustacea and other 
marine animals." 

In the above extract I have.not merely enumerated 
the opinions and facts which are confirmed by recent 
observation, suppressing all that has since proved to 
be erroneous, but have given a faithful abridgment 
of the entire treatise, with the omission only of 
Moro's hypothesis, which Generelli adopted, with 
all its faults and excellencies. The reader will there
fore remark, that although this admirable essay em
braces 80 large a portion of the principal objects 
of geological research, it makes no allusion to the 
extinction of certain classes of animals; and it is 
evident that no opinions on this head had, at that 
time, gained a firm footing in Italy. That Lister and 
other English naturalists should long before have de
clared in favour of the loss of species, while Scilla and 
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most of bis countrymen besitatedt was perhaps natural, 
since the Italian museums were filled with fossil shells 
belonging to species of which a great portion did act. 
ually exist in the Mediterranean; whereas the English 
collectors could obtain no recent species from such of 
their own strata as were then explored. 

The weakest point in Moro's system consisted in 
deriving all the stratified rocks from volcanic ejections; 
an absurdity which his opponents too~ care to expose, 
especially Vito Amici.· Moro seems to haTe" been 
misled by his anxious desire to represent the Corm
ation of secondary rocks as haying occupied an ex
tremely short period, while at the same time he wished 
to employ known agents in nature. To imagine torrents, 
mers, currentst pattial fioods, and all tbe operations 
of moviRg watert to have gone on exerting an energy 
many thousand times greater than at present, would 
have appeared preposterous and incredible, and would 
have required a hundred violent hypotheses; but we are 
so unacquainted with the true sources of subterranean 
disturbances, that their former violence may in theory 
be multiplied indefinitely, without its being possible to 
prove the sarne manifest contradiction or absurdity 
in the conjecture. For this reason, perhaps, Moro 
preferred to derive the materials of the strata trom 
volcanic ejections, rather than from transportation by 
running water. 

Marsilli. - Marsilli, whose work is alluded to by 
Generelli, had been prompted to institute inquiries 
into the bed of the Adriatict by discovering, in the ter
ritory ofParma, (what Spada had observed neat Verona, 
and Schiavo in SicilYt) that fossil shells were not scat-

• Sui Testlleei deDa Sicilla. 
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tered through the rocks at random, but disposed in 
regular order, according to certain genera and species. 

V'ttaliano Donati. 1750.-But with a view of throw
ing t'urther light upon these questiom, Donati, in 1750, 
undertook a more extensi'fe investigation of the Adri
atic, and discovered, by numerous soundings, that de
posits of sand, marl, and tufaceous incrustations, most 
strictly analogous to those of the Subapennine hills. 
were in the act ot' accumulating there. He ascertained 
that there were no shells in some of the submarine tracts, 
while in other places they lived together in families, 
particularly tbe genera Area, Pecten, Venus, Murex, 
and some otbers. ~e also states that in divers localj. 
ties he found a mass composed of corals, shells, and 
crustaceous bodies ot' different species, confusedly 
blended with earth, sand, and gravel. At the depth 
of El foot or more, the organic substances were entirely 
petrified and reduced to marble; at less than a t'oot 
from the surface, they approached nearer to their na
tural state; while at the surface they were alive, or if 
dead, in a good state ot' preservation. 

Balda88ari.-A contemporary naturalist, Baldassari, 
had shewn that the organic remains in the tertiary 
marls of the Sienne.e territory were grouped in families, 
in a manner precisely similar to that above alluded to 
by Donati. 

Buffon, 1149.-BufFon first made known his theo
retical views concerning the former changes of the 
earth, in his Natural History, published in 1749. He 
adopted the theory of an original volcanic nucleus, 
together with. the uni'fersal ocean of Leibnitz. By this 
aqueous envelope the highest mountains were once 
covered. Marine currents then acted violently, and 
formed horizontal strata, by washing away solid matter 
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in some parts, and depositing it in others; they also 
excavated deep submarine valleys. The level of the 
ocean was then depressed by the .entrance of a part of 
its waters into subterranean caverns, and thus some 
land was left dry. Buft'on seems not to have profited, 
like Leibnitz and Moro, by the observations of Steno, 
or he could not have imagined that the strata were 
generally horizontal, and that those which contain 
organic remains had never been disturbed since the era 
of their formation. He was conscious of the great 
power annually exerted by rivers and marine currents 
in transporting earthy materials to lower levels, and he 
even contemplated the period when they would destroy 
all the present continents. Although in geology he 
was not an original observer, his genius enabled him to 
render his hypothesis attractive; and by the eloquence 
. of his style, and the boldness of his speculations, he 
awakened curiosity, and provoked a spirit of inquirY 
amongst his countrymen. 

Soon after the publication of his" Natural History," 
in which was included his "Theory of the Earth," he 
received an official letter (dated January, 1751) from 
the Sorbonne, or Faculty of Theology in Paris, inform
ing him that fourteen propositioDs in his works " were 
reprehensible, and contrary to the creed of the church." 
The first of these obnoxious passages, and the only one 
retating to geology, was as follows: - " The waters of 
the sea have produced the mountains and Valleys of 
the land - the waters of the heavens, reducing all to a 
level, will at last deliver the whole land over to the sea, 
and the sea, successively prevailing over the land, will 
leave dry new continents like those which we inhabit_" 
Buft'on was invited by the College, in very courteous 
terms, to send in an explanation, or rather a recantation, 
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of his uDorthodox opinioDs. To this he submitted; 
and a general assembly of the Faculty having approved 
of his " Declaration," he was required to publish it in 
his next work. The document begins with these 
words; -" I declare that I had no intention to contra
dict the text of Scripture; that I believe most firmly 
all therein related about the creation, both as to order 
of time and matter of fact; and I ohandon every tlaing 
in my book re8p6Cling tAe jormaI.ion qf tAe eartA, and, 
generally. all which may be contrary to the narration 
of Moses.". 

The grand principle which ButFon was called upon 
to renounce was simply this, -" that the present 
mountains and valleys of the earth are due to secondary 
causes, and that the same causes will in time destroy 
all the continents, hills, and valleys, and reproduce 
others like them." Now, whatever may be the defects 
of many of his views, it is no longer controverted that 
the present continents are of secondary origin. The 
doctrine is as firmly established as the earth's rotation 
on its axis; and that the land now elevated above the 
level of the sea will not endure for ever, is an opinion 
.which gains ground daily. in proportion as we enlarge 
our experience of the changes now in progress. 

Targitmj, 1751. - Targioni, in his voluminous 
"Travels in Tuscany, 1751 and 1754," laboured to fill 
up the sketch of the geology of that region left by 
Steno sixty years before. Notwithstanding a want of 
arrangement and condensation in his memoirs, they 
contained a rich store of faithful observations. He has 
not indulged in many general views, but in regard to 
the origin of vaJIeys, he wes oppoaed to the theory ·of 
BufFon, who .attribut~d them pril)cipally to submarine 

IIiIC. Nato. tIOIa. Y .... de l'Imp. Royale, Paris, 1'769. 
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cW'rents. The TUScaD naturalist laboured to mew 
that both the larger and smaller valleYIl of the Apen
nines were excavated by riverll and Hoods, ca1lsed by 
tbe bursting of the barriers of lakes, after the retreat 
of the ocean. He alllO maintained that the elepbaota 
and other quadrupeds, so fretIuent in the lacustrine 
and alluvial depollits of Italy, had inhabited that 
peniRsula; and had not been transported thither, as 
some had conceiv.ed, by Hannibal or the Romans, nor 
by what they we,e pleased to term " a catastrophe CIf 
nature." 

LAman, 1756. -In the year 1756 the treatise of 
Lehman, a German mineralogist, and director of the 
Pru.ssian mines~ appeared, who also divided mountains 
into three ci8ll8es: the 6rst, thOle formed with the 
world, and prior to the creation of animals, and which 
contained no fr.agments of other rocks; the secorul 
class, those which resulted from the partial deatruc
tion of the primary I!ocksby a general revolution; and 
a. third class, resulting from local revolutions, and. in 
part f,om the NoachiBll deluge.-

A F"ench translation of this work appeared in 1 759, 
in the p.eface of which the translator displa,s v.ery 
enlightened views respecting the operations of earth
quakes, as well as of the aqueous causes. 

Guner, 1758.-1n this year Gemer, the botanist, of 
Zurich, published an eJWellent treatise on petr'fac
tioDs, and the changes of the e~th which bheytestify.. t 
After. detailed, enumeration of the various classes- er 
fossils of the animal and v.egetable kingdoms, and l'Ieo 

marks on the riifFerenll states in which they are found 
petriiecl,. he Qoosidere the geolflgi.eal phenomena. COD-

.. ESsai d'une Hist. Ndt. des Couches de 1& Terre, 1759. 
t .John 0-. publ.lshell at Leydm, in LatiD. 
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nected with them; observiug, that some, like those of 
CEningen, reaembled the testacea, fish, and plant. 
indigenous in the neighbouring region·; while some, 
such as ammoniles, gryphites, belemnites, and other 
shells, are either of unknown species, or found only 
in . the Indian and other distant seas. In order to 
elucidate the structure of the earth, he gives sections, 
tram Verenius, BufFon, and others, obtained in digging 
wells; distinguishes between horizontal and iDclined 
strata; and, in speculating on the causes of these 
appearances, mentions DOB8ti's examination of the bed 
of the Adriatic; the filling up of lakes and seas by 
sediment; the imbedding of shells, now iD progress; and 
many known ei'ects of earthquakes, such as the sink~ 
ing down of districts, or the heaving up of the bed of 
the sea, so as to fofIU new islands and lay dry strata 
containing petrifactions. The ocean, he says, deserts 
its shores in many couBtries, as on the borders of the 
Baltic; but the lIate of recession has been so slow in 
the last 2000 years, that to allow the Apennines, whOle 
summits are filled with mal'ine shells, to emerge to 
their present height, would have re,uired a\)Qut 80,000 
years. - a lapse o£:time tell times greater, or more, than 
the age of the universe. We must therefore refer the 
phenomenon to the command of the Deity, related by 
Moses, that" the waters should be gathered together in -
one p}~, and the dry land appear." Gesner adopted 
the views of Leibnitz, to account for the retreat of the 
primeval ocean: bis essay displays much erudition; 
and the opinions of preceding writers ofItaly, Germany, 
and England are commented upon with fairness and 
discrimination • 

.bduino, 1759. -In the year following, Arduino t, in 
• Part n. cbap. 9. t Gi~ ~ GziIeliDi, 1 'lS'&' 
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his glemu'f,s thu mougtaini3 of Viuenz8; %Uld 
Verona, deduced, from original observations, the dis
tinction roudi3 pritgary; and tert£zuy; 
and thewed that in those districts there had been a 
succession of submarine volczmlc ew;ptiens. 

,;;;.,,,,,,,,;,, 17nO. - tOu follGwino ye;;, (1760) the 
Rev. John Michell, Woodwardian Professor of Miner
alono at in the PhiR;;s()phi~ 
Transactions, an Essay on the Cause and Phenomena 
of 'f,artn;luakG13.- Nis Gtteutlon Kmd h»en to 
this subject by the great earthquake of Lisbon in 1 755. 
He advan»ed many original Gnd hhilo;;nphicul nfews 
""'t'c""";'; thG of subterranean movements, 
and the caverns and fissures wnerein steam might 
be In nrdet to h;,int nut tbe applic;ution 
of his theory to the structure of the globe, he was led 
to describe tnu attnggumen2 and distu,ilanue onc the 
strata, their usual horizontality in . low countries, and 
thelt coniurtizms and fractured state in the n»ighb;;ur. 
hood of mountain chains. He also explained, with 
surprising accuracy, the relatloes the eentn:u ridges 
of Glider mcks to the "lung narrmg slips uf similar 
earths, stones, and minerals, which are parallel to 
the;;; En de;;iveO in ~meat 
part from his own observations on the geological 

• ~ a Sk~h of the History of English Geology, by Dr. Fitton, 
in EdInb. Rev. 18213, reci'tited l,;nd; ;;;d Et;Iinb. i'hil. ;Iinag. 
vol. i. and ii. 1892-S9. Some of MicheU'. Observations antici
pate 80 ;;emarlutnle a wanne, the ;Ii;;ori€c .t&n,ished Q";;rty ;IitlBn 
afterwards, that his writings wo~ld probably have formed an era 
in the scienee, if his res;;,rch;;; had heen ;mKntermhted, He neld, 
however, his professorship only eight years, when he succeeded to 

be;ehce, ,;;d fn;m thtt time ne annillU'S have enti;;elU mee;JD
tinued his scientific pUlllUits. 
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structure of Yorkshire, he anticipated many of the 
views more fully developed by later naturalists. 

Oatcott, 1761.-Michell's papers were entirely free 
frpm all physico-theological disquisitions, but some of 
his contemporaries were still earnestly engaged in 
defending or impugning the Woodwardian hypothesis. 
We find many of these writings referred to by Catcott, 
an Hutchinsonian, who published a "Treatise on the 
Deluge" in 1761. He laboured particularly to refute 
an explanation offered by his contemporary, Bishop 
Clayton, of the Mosaic writings. That prelate had 
declared that the deluge "could not be literally true, 
save,in respect to that part where Noah lived before 
the flood." Catcott insisted on the universality of the 
deiuge, and referred to traditions of inundations men
tioned by ancient writers, or by travellers in the East 
Indills, China, South America, and other countries. 
This part of his bqok is valuable. although it is not 
easy ,to see what bearing the traditions have, if admit
ted to be authentic, on the Bishop's argument j since 
no e~idence is adduced to prove that the catastrophes 
were contemporaneous events, while some of them are 
expressly represented by ancient authors to have oc
curred in succession. 

FO'I'tis-Odoardi, 1761.-The doctrines of Arduino, 
above adverted to, were afterwards confirmed by 
Fortis and Desmarest, in their . travels in the same 
country; and they, as well aa Baldasaari, laboured to 
complete the history of the Subapennine strata. In 
the work of Odoardi ., there was a1ao a clear argument
in favour of the distinct ages of the older Apennine 
strata, and the SUbapennine formations of more recent 

• Sui Corpi Harini del Feltrino, 1761. 
VOL. I. B 
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origin. He pointed :out that the strata of these ·two 
groups were tNteO'IfformolJk, and must have been' the 
deposits: of different seas at ,distant periods of time. 

Ra&pe, 1768 ........ A history of the new islandtl by 
Baspe, an Hanoverian, appeared in 1768, in Latin;
In this work, all·the,authentic accounts 'of earthquakes 
which had produced permanent changes on the solid 
parts of the earth were collected together !lOd ex
amined ,with judicioliscriticism. The best systems 
which had been .proposed coDce'tningthe ,ancient 
'history :of the globe, ,both by encient and modem 
writeFB,8l'ereviewed; and ,the ,merits and 'defects 
of the doctrines of Hooke, Ray, Moro, 'BufFon, .and 
others, fuirly estimated. Great admiration is expressed 
for the :h1Poth~sisof Hooke, and his 'explanation 
of the origin ·of ,the ttl'8ta is :shown to baTe been 
more correct -than Moro'e,while their theory of the 
effects of ,~thijuakes was'the same.Raape :bad Dot 

seen Michell's memoir, 'anil his views coneemingthe 
geological· structute of the \earthwere Iperbaps 1_ 
enlarged; :yet he was ,able to add many additional 
arguments,in,favour of Hooke's theory, ed'to render 
it, as he said,a,nearer approach1to·wbat.Hooke'wowd 
have written had he lived in later times. As to ·the 
periods·wherein.all the earthquakesl<rappeDed,>ttMVhich 
we owe· the, elel'lltioD cf'1'8rious' parts of our . continents 
and islands"R .. pe ,says:he.pretends not to assign:tbeir 
durati&n,:-stillless'to tlefentlHeoke's·mggestiuD, ,tRat. 
the conv-wsionstimO&t.all·tlGok place'during the dmuse 
of Noah. ·He .dy:erts to .the apparent indicatiMl'S'~f 
the former.ttopical,htat.of the'climate df Europe, and 

". De Novis e Mari Natis Insolis. 'Raspe was also the editor 
of the" Philosophical Works of Leibnitz. Amst. et Leipzig, 
1765;" also author of" Tassie's Gems," and" Baron Mun
chausen's Travels. " 
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the changes in the species of aoimals and plant&, .. 
amoDg the most obscure and difficult problems in ge0-

logy. In regard to the islands raised from the sea, 
within the times of history or tradition, be declarea 
that some of them were composed of strata containing 
organic remains, and that they were not, as BufFon 
had asserted, made of mere volcanic matter. His 
work concludes with an eloquent exhortation to na
turalists to examine the isles which rose, in 1707, in 
the Grecian Archipelago, and, in 1720, in the Azores, 
and not to neglect such-splendid opportunities of stu
dying nature" in the act of parturition." That Hooke's 
writings should have beeD neglected for more than 
half a century, was matter of astonishment to Rupe; 
but it is still more wonderful that his own luminous 
exposition of that theory should, for more than an
other half century, have excited so little interest. 

F'MChsel, 1762 and 1778. - Fuchsel, a German phy
sician, published, in 1762, a geological description of 
the country between the Thuriogerwald BDd the Hartz. 
and a memoir on the enviroas of Rudelstadt -; ancl 
afterwarcls, in 1778, a theOl'etical work OD the ancient 
history of the earth ~i of man.t He had evidently 
advanced considerablf beyond his predecessor Lehman, 
and was aware of the distinctness, both as to position 
aDd fossil contents, of several groups of strata of. dif
ferent ages, cor.respondiQg to the secondary formations 
now recognized by geologists in various parts of Ger
many. He supposed the European continents to 
have remained covered by the sea until the formation 

• Acta Academiai Electoralis Maguntinee, vol. ii. Erfurt. 
t This account of Fuchsel is derived from an excellent analysis 

of his memoirs by M. Keferstein. Journ. de G60logie, tom. ii. 
Oct. 18so. 

B2 
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of the marine strata called in Germany "muschel
kalk," at the same time that the terrestrial plants of 
many European deposits attested the existence of dry 
land which bordered the ancient sea; land which, 
therefore, must have occupied the place of the present 
ocean. This pre-existing continent had been gradually 
swallowed up by the sea, different parts having sub
sided in succession into subterranean caverns. All the 
sedimentary strata were originally horizontal, and their 
present state of derangement must be ~eferred to sub
sequent oscillations of the ground. 

As there were plants and animals in the ancient 
periods, so also there must have been men, but they 
did not all descend from one pair, but were created at 
various points on 'the earth's surface; and the number 
of these distinct birth-places was as great as are the 
original languages of nations. 

In the writings of Fuchsel we see a strong desire 
manifested to explain geological phenomena as tar 88 

possible by reference to the agency of known causes; 
and although some of his speculations were fanciful, 
his views coincide much more nearly with those now 
generally adopted, than the theories afterwards pro
mulgated by Werner and his followers. 

Brander, 1766. - Gustavus Brander published, in' 
1768, his" Fossilia Hantoniensia," containing excellent 
figures of fossil shells from the more modem marine 
strata of our island. "Various opinions," he says in 
the preface, "had been entertained concerning the 
time when and how these bodies became deposited. 
Some there are, who conceive that it might have been 
effected in a wonderful length of time by a gradual 
changing and shifting of the sea," &c. But the most 
common cause assigned is that of" the deluge." This 
conjecture, he says, even if the universality of the flood 
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be not called in question, is purely hypothetical. In 
his opinion, fossil animals and testacea were, for the most 
part, of unknown species; and of such as were known. 
the living analogues now belnnged to southern latitudes. 

Soldani, 1780. - Soldani applied . successfully his 
knowledge of zoology to illustrate the history of stra
tified masses. He explained that microscopic testacea 
and zoophytes inhabited the depths of the Mediterra
nean; and that the fossil species were, in like manner, 
found in those deposits. wherein the fineness of their 
particles, and the absence of pebbles, implied that they 
were accumulated in a deep sea, or far from shore. 
This author. first remarked the alternation of marine 
and fresh-water strata in the Paris basin.· 

Fortis - Teata, 1798. - A lively controversy arose 
. between Fortis and another Italian naturalist, Testa. 

concerning the fish of Mon te Bolca, in 1798. Their 
letterst, written with great spirit and elegance, show 
that they were aware that a large proportion of the 
Subapennine shells were identical with living species, 
and some of them with species now living in the 
torrid zone. Fortis proposed a somewhat fanciful con
jecture, that when the volcanos of the Vicentin were 
burning, the waters of the Adriatic had a higher 
temperature; and in this manner, he s8id, the shells 
of warmer regions may once have peopled their own 
seas. But Testa was disposed to think that these 
species of testacea were still common to their own and 
to equinoctial seas: for many, he said, once supposed 
to be confined to hotter regions, had been afterwards 
discovered in the Mediterranean. t 

• Saggio orittografic:o, &e. 1780, and other Works. 
t LetL sui Pesci Fossili di Boles. Milan, 1798. * This argument of Testa has been strengthened oflate years by 

B 8 . 
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CM1eri- 8po.l'lonzDM- WalIeriwa- WMlMur6l.
While these Italian DatUrali8t8, together with Cortesi
and SpaUIDIZBIli, were busily eagaged in pointing out 
the analogy between the depoaita of modern and 
ancient s., and the habita and arrangemeDt of their 
organic iahabitaats, aDd while IOlIIe progrell W8& 

making, in the lI8IIle coantry, in investigating the 
ancient and modem volcanic rocks, some,. -the most 

original observers among the English and German 
writers, Whitehurst. and WalleriUI, were wasting 
their strength in contending, according to the old. 
Woodwardian hypothesis, that all the strata were 
formed by the Noaehian deluge. But Wbitehurat'a 
description of the rocks of Derbyalaire W88 moat faith
ful; and he atoned fol' false theoretical views, by pro
viding data for their refutation. 

Pallas - 8aussure. - Toward. the close of the 
eighteenu. century, the idea of distinguishing the 
mineral masses on our globe into separate groups, and 
studying their relations, began to be generally diffused. 
Pallas and Sau81ure were among the mOlt celebrated 
whose labours contributed to thia end. After an at.
tentive examination of the two great mountain chains 

the discovery, that dealers in shells had long been in the habit of 
celling Mediterranean species as shells of more southern and dis
tarlt latitudes. for the sake of enhancing their price. It appears, 
moreover, bom seYeral hundred experiments maie by that dis
tinguished b,drographer, Captaia Smyth, on the -.tAIr within eipt 
&thoms of the surfaee, that the temperature of the Mediterranean 
is on an average Slo oC Fahrenheit higher than the western part of 
the Atlantic ocean; an important fact, whieh in some degree may 
help to explain why many species are common to tropical latitudes 
and to the Mediterranean. 

• Inquiry into the Oricind State and FOI'IIIIdioIl of the Earth. 
1778. 
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of Siberia, Pallas announced the result, that the gra
nitic rocks were in the middle, the schistose at their 
sides, and the limestones again On the outside of these; 
and this he conceived would prove a general law in the 
for~t.io~, of a,ll, <:haWs CQDlPQSed. ~)t of pri.lPary 
rocks.· 

In his .. Travels in Russia," in 1'193 and 1794<, he 
made many geological observations on the recent strata 
near the W olglland the C8$Pian, and. addu.ced proofs 
of: tbe great#r extent of the latr.ea: Sea .t no distant era 
in. the earth's history. His memoir OD the. fOssil 
bones 9f Siberia attraclied' atrention to some of the 
most remarkable phenomena in geology. He stated 
that. h~ bad found a rhinocerQs entire in the frozen 
soil, with its skin ~d fie,l1.:. 8Jl eI~phant" founel after
wlIJ"ds ip a. MasS of .c.:e qn the shore of t,bli! North .ea, 
removed all doubt as to the accuracy of so wonderful 
a discovery.t 

The subjects relating to na~w;al history which en. 
gaged the attention of Pallas were too multifarious to 
admit of his devoting a lIJrge share of his labours ex
clusively to. geology. SaussUle, on the other hand, 
employed the chief portion of hi, time in studying, 
the structure of the Alps and Jura, and he pJ;ovidecl 
valuable data for those who followed him. He did not 
pretend to deduce any general system from bis nume
rous and interesting observations; and the few theo
retical opinioas which escaped from him, seem, like 
those of Pallas, to have been chiefly derived from the 
coslD,ological speculations of precedil)g writers. 

• Observ. on the Formation of nIountains. Act. Petrop. ann. 
1778, paz:t i. 

t Nov. comm. Petr. XVII. Cl,lWr. E'l~de Pa1)as. 
E4 
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CHAPTER IV • 

. HISTORY OF' THB PROGRBSS OF GEOLOGY -conIifIu.ed. 

Werner's Application of Geology to the Art of Mining- Excur
sive Character of his Lectures- Enthusiam of his Pupils
His Authority -His theoretical Errors-Desmarest's Map and 
Description of Auvergne (p. 85.) - Controversy between the 
Vulcanists and Neptunists - Intemperance of the rival Sects 
_ Hutton's . Theory of the Earth - His Discovery of Granite 
Veins (p. 90.) - Originality of his Views - Why opposed
Playfair's Illustrations - Influence of Voltaire's Writings on 
Geology (p. 95.) - Imputations cast on the Huttonians by 
Williams, Kirwan, and De Loo - Smith's Map of England 
(p. 101.) - Geological Society of London - Progress of the 
Science in France - Growing Importance of the Study of 
Organic Remains. 

Werner.-THE art of mining has long been taught in 
France,Germany, and Hungary, in scientific institutions 
established for that purpose, where mineralogy has 
always been a principal branch of instruction.· 

Werner was named, in 1775, professor of that science 
in the " School of Mines," at Freyberg, in Saxony. He 
directed his attention not ~erely to the composition 
and external characters of minerals, but also to what 
he 'termed " geognosy," or the natural position of 

• Our miners have been left to themselves, almost without the 
assistance or scientific works in the English language, and without 
any " school of mines," to blunder their own way into a certain 
degree of practical skill. The inconvenience or this want of sys
tem ift a country where 80 much capital is expended, and often 
wasted, in mining adventures, 'has been well exposed by an emi
nent practical miner. - See .. Prospectus of a School of Mines in 
Comwall, by J. Taylor, 1825." 
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minerals in particular rocks, together with .the grouping 
of those rocks, their geographical distribution, and 
various relations. The phenomena observed in the 
structure of the globe had hitherto served for little 
else than to furnish interesting topics for philosophical 
discussion: but when Werner pointed out th~ir appli
cation to the practical purposes of mining, they were 
instantly regarded by a large class of men as an essen
tial part !)f their professional education, and from that 
time the science was cultivated in Europe more ardently 
and systematically. Werner's mind was at once imagin
ative and richly stored with miscellaneous knowledge. 
He associated every thing with his favourite science, 
and in his excursive lectures he pointed out all the 
economical uses of minerals, and their application to 
medicine: the influence of the mineral composition of 
rocks upon the soil, and of the soil upon the resources, 
wealth, and civilization of man. The vast sandy plains 
of Tartary and Africa, he would say, retained their 
inhabitants in the shape of wandering shepherds; the 
granitic mountains and the low calcareous and alluvial 
plains gave rise to different manners, degrees of wealth 
and intelligence. The history even of languages, and 
the migrations of tribes, had been determined by the 
direction of particular strata. The qualities of certain 
stones used in building would lead him to descant on 
the architecture of different ages and nations; and the 
physical geography of a country frequently invited him 
to treat of military tactics. The charm of his manners 
and his eloquence kindled enthusiasm in the minds of 
his pupils; and many, who had intended at first only 
to acquire a slight knowledge of mineralogy, when 
they had once heard him, devoted themselves to it 
as the business of their lives. In a few years, a small 

BD 
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school of minet, before unheard of in Europe, was 
raised to 'he rank of a great university; and men 
already distinguiahed in science studied the German 
language, and came from the most distant countries to 
hear the great oracle of geology.llt 

Werner had a great antipathy to the mechanical 
labour of writing, and he could never be persuaded to 
pen more than a few brief memoirs, and those contain. 
ing no 'development of his general views. Although 
the natural modesty of his disposition was excessive, 
approaching even to timidity, he indulged in the most 
bold and sweeping generalizations, and he inspired all 
his scholars with a most implicit faith in his doctrines. 
Their admiration of hi. genius, and the feelings of gra
titude and friendship which they all felt for him, were 
not undeserved; but the supreme authority usurped 
by him over the opinions of his contemporaries, was 
eventually prejudicial to the progress of the .cience; sO' 
much so, 81 greatly to counterbalance the advantages 
which it derived from hi. exertions. If it be true that 
delivery be the Drst, second, and third requisite in a p0-

pular orator, it is no leSl certain that to travel is of first, 
second, and third importance to those who desire to ori. 
ginate just and comprehensive views concerning the 
structureofollr globe. NowWemer hadnottnvelled to 
distant countrie.; he had merely explored a small por
tion of Germany~ aDd conceived, aad persuaded others 
belieYe, that the wbole swface of our planet. and all 
the mountain chains in the world, were made after the 
model ofbis own province. It became a ndiog object 
or ambition in the minds of his pupils to confirm the 
generaliaations of their great master, and to discover 

• Caviel', Eloce d. Wen.r. 
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in ~ JQOat. tUstJm.\ part/l of thE: globe his "uni~ertal 
formations," which he supposed had ~n eIlOh ill me--. 
«:eSaWe abnul_~ p.r,c~ta'efl ~er ,lie whole 
earth frOlD "C(Qmon m~'rQqm~ or "Cclhl¥)t;i(l' Buid." 
It no.: .,ws that the SUWl profe~r had ~isinter
p~ed many of the DilOSt.im)IJMtaRt appeannces e1:en in 
the im~ediate neigl\hOlQ'hooo of Freyberg. n\l,8, for 
example, lli~n a day'B! ~unwy of bis ~. the 
porphyry, cWled by him pximitive,. has been found llot 
only to send forth veins or ~es through strata Pt the 
~ forma\lon, ~t to ~verlie them in mass. The 
grQite Q£ the a-tz meuntaiBs, on the Olhe.- haad, 
which he supposed to be the nucleus of the ch$in. is 
DOW well known ~ ~verse and hr.,.cl\ the otbel' beds. 
penetratmg even into ~ plaUt (all near GoslM); and 
still nearer Freyberg, U1 the ~geb"'ge, the We8 alate 
does not mantle ro~d $\le gM~ as was 8Uppoied, 
bQt abut8 abruptly ~s~ it. F1,"I}gmen'" a1sQ, of the 
greyw~e I!ia\e, cont4'ining organio remain&, have 
recendy been fOQlld en_~ in t~ grwte of \he 
Haru, by M. de S.n~ort. 

The principal merit ofY( erner' s system of instruction 
consisted in s~y d~recting ~ attent.\en of his 
sdwlars tQ the COD8~~ r~ ,of 8Upe~tiQQ of 
certain plU1eral groups; but he hlld been apticipa~d, 
.. has b~1l shown in tlle last chapter', in the discovery 
of thls general1aw, by several geo1ol,sts in Italy and 
elsewhere i and hiI4 lea.ding qivisiQD~ of ~ 8e(:qndary 
sb'ata w(lte. ,t ~e ~e Qme, anI! ~dfJpen~tly, made 
tM basis of IUl ""rangem~n~ qf ~~ ~i~ .'rata by 

• 1 am indebted tor this infbnnatlon partly to Messrs. Sedgwick 
aad Murchi90D, who have iD't'estigated the countly. aDd partly to 
Dr. Ibrtmea of Blankeoburg, the traDsIaIor of &Ilia work into 
~. 

B6 
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our countryman, William Smith, to whose work I shall 
presently return. 

Controver'll between tile Vu/canuu and Neptfl:ni*. 
-In regard to basalt and other igneous rocks, Werner's 
theory was original, but it was also extremely erroneous. 
The basalts of Saxony and Hesse, to which his ob
servations were chiefly confined, consisted of tabular 
masses capping the hills, and not connected with the 
levels of existing valleys, like many in Auvergne and 
the Vivarais. These basalts, and all other rocks of 
the same family in other countries, were, according to 
him, chemical precipitates from water. He denied 
that they were the products of submarine volcanos; 
~d even taught that, in the primeval ages of the 
world, there were no volcanos. His theory was op
posed, in a twofold sense, to the doctrine of the per
manent agency of the same causes in nature; for not 
only did he introduce, without scruple, many imaginary 
causes supposed to have once effected great revolutions 
,in the earth, and then to have become extinct, but 
new ones also were feigned to have come into play in 
modem times; and, above all, that most violent instru
ment of change, the agency of subterranean fire. 

So early as 1768, before Werner had commenced 
his mineralogical studies, Raspe had truly characterized 
the basalts of Hesse as of igneous origin. Arduino, as 
we have already seen, had pointed out numerous 
varieties of trap-rock in the Vicentin as analogous to 

volcanic products, and as distinctly referrible to an
cient submarine eruptions. Desmarest, as before 
atated, had, in company with Fortis, examined the 
Vicentin in 1766, and confirmed Arduino's views. In 
1772, Banks, Solander, and Troil compared the co
lumnar basalt of Hecla with that of the Hebrides. 
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Collini, in 177+, recognized the true· nature of the 
igneous rocks on the Rhine; between Andernach and 
Bonn. In 1775, Guettard visited the Vivarais, and 
established the relation of basaltic currents to lavas. 
Lastly, in 1779,:Faujas published his description of the 
volcanos of the Vivarais and VeJay, and showed how 
the streams of basalt had poured out from craters 
which still remain in a perfect state.· 

.Desmarest. - When sound opinions had thus for 
twenty years prevailed in Europe concerning the true 
nature of the ancient trap-rocks, Werner by his simple 
dictum caused a retrograde movement, and not only 
overturned the true theory, but substituted for it one of 
the most unphilosophic81 tlw can well be imagined. 
The continued ascendancy of his dogmas on this 
subject was the more astonishing, because a variety 
of new and striking facts were daily accumulated in . 
mvour of the correct opinions previously entertained. 
Desmarest, after a careful examination of Auvergne, 
pointed out, first, the most recent volcanos which 
had their craters still entire, and their . streams of 
lava conforming to the level of the present river. 
courses. He then showed that there were others of 
an intermediate epoch, whose craters were nearly 
effaced, and whose lavas were less intimately connected 
with the present valleys; and, lastly, that there were 
volcanic rocks, still more ancient, without any dis
cernible craters or scorim, and bearing the closest 
analogy to rocks.in other parts of Europe, the igneous 
origin of which was denied by the school of Freyberg.t 

• Cuvier, Eloge de Desmarest. 
t Journ. de Ph)'s. voL xiii. p. 115.; and Mem. de l'Inst.. 

Sciences Mathemat. et Pb)'s. vol. vi. p. 219. 
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Desnuueet's map of Auvergne was & work of unc0m

mon m$'it. He first made a trigonOllletrical suney 
of the district, and delineated its physical geography 
with minute aecuracy and admirable graphic power. 
He contrived, at the same time~ to exprels, without 
the aid of colours, a vut quantity of geological 
detail, the dilFerent ages, and sometime. even the 
structure, of the volcanic rocks, distiDguishing them 
from the fresh-water and the granitic. They alone 
who have carefully studied Auvergne, and traced the 
different lava-streams from their craters to their tel

minatioD,--the various isolated basaltic eappings,
the relation of IOme lavas to the present valleys,-the 
absence of such relatioDB in others,- can appreciate 
the extraordinary fidelity of this elaborate wOI'k. No 
other district of equal dimensioDs in Europe exhibits, 
perhaps, so beautiful and varied a series of phenomena ; 
mad, fortunately, Delmarest posse86ed at once the 
mathematical knowledge required for the CQDstructiOll 

of a map, skill in mineralogy, and a power of original 
general~ation. 

Dolomieu-Montlorier.-Dolomieu, another of Wer. 
ner's contemporaries, had found prismatic basalt among 
the ancient lava of Etna; and, in 1784, had ob~erved 
tbe-altefnatioDs of submarine lavaaand calcareous stnta 

- in the Val di Noto, in Sicily.- In 1790, also, he de
scribed similar phenomena in the Vicentin and in the 
Tyrol.t MQntlosier published, in 1788, an elsay OD 

the theory _ of the volcanos of Auvergne, combining 
accurate local observations with compreheDsive vie ... 
Notwithstanding this mass of evidence, the scholars of 

, • Joum. de Phys. tom. uv. po 191. 
t Ill. tom. xu-rii. part li. p. 200. 
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Werner were prepared to support his opiniona to their 
utmost extent; maintaining, in the fulnels of their 
faith, that even obsidian was an aqueous precipitate. 
As they were blinded by their veneration for the 
great teacher, they were impatient of opposition, and 
soon imbibed the spirit of a faction; and their oppo
nents, the Vulcanists, were not long in becoming con
taminated with the same intemperate zeal. Ridicule 
and irony were weapons more frequently employed 
than argument by the rival sects, till at last the 
controversy was carried on with a degree of bitterness 
almost unprecedented in questions of physical science. 
Desmarelt alone, who had long before provided ample 
materials for refuting such a theory, kept aloof from 
the strife; and whenever a zealous Neptunist wished 
to draw the old Dian into an argument, he was satisfied 
with replying, "Go and see."" 

Hutton, 1788.-It would be contrary to all analogy, 
in matters of graver import, that a war should rage 
with such fury on the Continent, and that the inhabit
ants of our island should not mingle in the affray. 
Although in England the personal influence of Werner 
was wanting to stimulate men to the defence of the 
weaker side of the question, they contrived to find 
good reason for espousing the Wernerian errors with 
great enthusiasm. In order to explain toe peculiar 
motives which led many to enter, even with party 
feeling, into this contest, it will be necel~ to preaent 
the reader with a sketch of the views unfolded by 
Button, a contemporary of the Saxon geologist. The 
former aaturalist had been educated as a physician, 
but, declining the practice of medioine, he resolved, 

• Cu'rier, E10le de Desmare&t. 
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wben young, to remain content with the small inde
pendence inherited from bis father, and thenceforth to 
give his undivided attention to scientific pursuits. He 
resided at Edinburgh, where he enjoyed the society 
of many men of high attainments, who loved him for 
the simplicity of his manners and the sincerity of his 
character. ·His application was unwearied; and he 
made frequent tours through different parts of England 
and Scotland, acquiring considerable skill as a mine
ralogist, and constantly arriving at grand and com
prebensive views in geology. He communicated the 

. results of his observations unreservedly, and with the 
fearless spirit of one who was conscious that love of 
truth was the sole stimulus of his exertions. When at 
length he had matured his views, he published, in 
1788, his " Theory of the Earth·," and the same, 
afterwards more fully developed in a separate work, in 
1795. This treatise was the first in which geology was 
declared to be in no way concerned about "questions 
as to the origin of things;" the first in which an at
tempt was made to dispense entirely with all hypo
thetical causes, and to explain the former changes of 
the earth's crust by reference exclusively to natural 
agents. Hutton laboured to give fixed principles to 
geology, as Newton had succeeded in doing to astro
nomy: but, in the former science, too little progress 
had been made towards furnishing the necessary data, 
to enable any philosopher, however great his genius, 
to realize so noble a project. 

Huttonian tlu!org.-" The ruins of an older world," 
said Hutton, "are visible in the present structure of 
our planet; and the strata which now compose our 

• Ed. Phil. TraIlS. 1788. -, 
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continents have been once beneath the Sea,· and were 
formed out of the waste of pre-existing continents. 
The same forces are still destroying, by chemical 
decomposition or mechanical violence, even the hardest 
rocks, and transporting the materials to the sea, where 
they are spread out, and form strata analogous to those 
of more ancient date. Although loosely deposited 
along the bottom of the ocean, they become afterwards 
altered and consolidated by volcanic heat, and then 
heaved up, &actured, and contorted:-

Although Hutton had never .explored any region of 
active volcanos, he had convinced himself that basalt 
and many other trap-rocks were of igneous origin, and 
that many of them had been injected in a melted state 
through fissures in the older strata. The. compactness 
of these rocks, and their different aspect &om that of 
ordinary lava, he attnbuted to their having· cooled 
down under the pressure of the sea; and in order 'to 
remove the objections started against this theory, his 
friend, Sir James Hall, instituted a most curious and 
instructive series of chemical experiments, illustrating 
the crystalline arrangement and texture assumed by 
melted matter cooled under high pressure. 

The absence of stratification in granite, and its 
analogy in mineral character to rockS which he deemed 
of igneous origin, led Hutton to conclude that granite 
also must have been formed &om matter in fusion; and 
this inference he felt could not be fully confirmed, 
unless he discovered at the contact of granite and 
other strata a repetition of the phenomena exhibited 
so constantly by the trap-rocks. Resolved to try his 
theory by this test, he went to the Grampians, and 
surveyed the line of junction of the granite and super
incumbent stratified masses, until he found in Glen Tilt, 
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in. 1780, the moat clear' and tm8'luivooM pllOolB. in· sup
poet of his views.. VeillS of red granite ue there· seeo 
bll8nching out D:om·the principalID88IIt and b!av.ersing 
the Wack micaceous: schist and: primary: 1imeaton80 
'JIlte interseeted str.atified: ,ocb: are so dia_et iD. 
colour and 8pp8111BDC8 as. to render· the esample in. 
f:bat, lOCIIlity' most stJ:ikmg;. and die alterMiOD. afi the 
limestone in COIltact: was. 118111' analogous to. that pro
duced by trap' ~eins on, calcareous. strata. This v~ 
cation of his system filled biDII wit,lii alight; aDd called 
forth sueh marks of joy ad: exultaUoJlt. tbat the 
guides who accompanied him,. sayst hia biognphez. 
were UQDvinced that Re must hawe bOTereeL a. veia 
of silver 0If' golO.... He· was: .. are tbat the· IllUDe 

tbeecy w:1lUld not eKpJain the OIligin. o£ the priJaary 
schist., lIUtJ these he called. primary, rejecting the 
term. primitwe, aud was disposed: tlo consider IIheuJ, as 
sedimeDtary l'IOCb. altered by heat,. and .bat ehey 
originatecl in, sorpe other W!JD: UQID the waste af 
pmeriously existing rocks .. 

By this imponant disc:necy of granite veins, to 
which be had beeD led by fair· ioGudion fmm: an inde· 
pendent class of mets, Huttoa pilepared! the way fiJr 
the greatest immovatioa on the systems. of his prede
cessors. Vallisneri had poiued out the general fiM:t 
that there wase eertain fundamental! J;oeks which con
tained no organic remains, and wha he supposed to 
have been fonDed befme the creation of Jiving beings. 
Moro, Geuerelli, and otha ltaliaa writen, embraced 
dae same doctrine; aad l.ehman regarded the me .... 
_s eaBed by him primUive, as parts of the onginal 
nucleus of the globe. The same tenet wu ... article 
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of faith in t1Je, ·schoci .• Freyberg; ad if aDy one 
ventured to doubt the · possibility of our being enabled 
le Cl:1tI1lJ back our researches to the creation of the
present order of things, the granitic rockIJ were tri
umphantly appealed to. 00: them seemed written, in 
legible characters, the memorable iOlcription-

DiDllllZi IL me ncm fur case. creat& 

Se non e\eme; 

and no small sensation was excited WRen Button 
seemed, with unhallowed hand, desirous to erase eba
ractel'll already regarded' by many as sacred. "ID 
the economy of the world," said the Seotch geologist, 
"I can find no traces of a beginning, no prospect 
of an end;" a declaration the more startling when 
coupled with the doctrine, that all past changes on the 
globe had been brought about by the slow agency of 
existing causes. The imagiuatiun was first fatigued 
and overpowered by endeavouring to conceive the im
mensity of time required fur the annihilation of whole 
continents by so insensible a process; and when the 
thoughts had wandered through these interminable 
periods, no resting place was assigned in the remotest 
distance. The oldest rocks were represented to be of 
a derivative nature, the last of an antecedent series, 
and that perhaps one of many pre-existing worlds. 
Such views of the immensity of past time, like tholle 
unfolded by the Newtonian philosophy in regard to 
space, were too vast to awaken ideas of sublimity un
mixed with a painful sense of our incapacity to con
ceive a plan of such infinite extent. Worlds are seen 
beyond worlds immeasurably distant from each other, 
and, beyond them all, innumerable other systems are 
faintly traced on the confines at the visible universe. 



HurI'ONIAN THEORY. [Boo1t L 

The characteristic feature of the Huttonian theory 
was, 81 before hinted, the exclusion of all causes not 
supposed to belong to the present order of nature. 
But Hutton had made no step beyond Hooke, Moro, 
and Raspe, in pointing out in what manner the laws 
now governing subterranean movements might bring 
about geological changes, if sufficient time be allowed. 
On the contrary, he seems to have fallen far short of 
some of their views, especially when he refused to 
attribute any part of the external configuration of the 
earth's crust to subsidence. He imagined that the 
continents were first gradually destroyed by aqueous 
degradation; and when their ruins had furnished 
materials for new continents, they were upheaved by 
violent convulsions. He therefore required alternate 
periods of general disturbance and repose; and such 
he believed had been, and would for ever be, the 
course of nature.· 

Generelli, in his exposition of Moro's system, had 
made a far nearer approximation towards reconciling 
geological appearances with the state of nature as 
known to us; for while he agreed with Hutton, that 
the decay and reproduction of rocks were always in 
progress, proceeding with the utmost uniformity, the 
learned Carmelite represented the repairs of mOUD
tains by elevation from below to be effected by an 
equally constant and synchronous operation. Neither 
of these theories, considered singly, satisfies all the 
condi,tions of the great problem, which a geologist, 
who rejects cosmological causes, is called upon to 
solve; but they probably contain together the germs 
of a perfect system. There can be no doubt, that 
periods of disturbance and repose have followed each 

._~ in luccession in every region of the globe; but it 
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be ffflually fme, thnt the ccmfrgy the fmbter-
ranean movements has been always uniform as regards 
thff w/wlf'f f'ff'f'rtk. The fnnncc of may fZfr a 

of Yffarll' hccce benn invancchly it is 
now, to large but determinate spaces, and may then 
hccccc grccYcccclly' f'hifted posicgm, so f'hat fffwiher 
region, which had for ages been at rest, became in its 
turn the grand theatre of action. 

illff'~fftf{f.tiom exphmntion 
proposed by Hutton and- by Playfair, the illustrator of 
hhf themy, resyeeting of of 
ccHucial impccriect. 
ascribed none of the inequalities of the earth's surface 

movemccccts nYieh' 'thff of 
the land, imagining that valleys in general were formed 
in the course of ages, by the rivers now flowing in 

; whlle the'H cceem not to hove rffY,;cted the 
excavating and transporting power which the waves of 
thcc oceacc might tfnert 00 sfmd itcc cc,mergenne. 

Hnttnn's and 
chemistry was considerable, he possessed but little 
infucfmatlfm concccming W'hanic ccefnaimf they mffTely 
served him, as they did Werner, to characterize certain 
strata, and to prove their marine origin. The theory 

formcccc n.fvolutiens in uccganic fIfe wcs ccot fully 
recognized; and without this class of proofs in support 
nf the of thn hlobe, indehnite pccciods 
hccmanduh by HUUnnian appffffred 
visionary to many; and some, who deemed the doctrine 
iffffonsisl.un#. with Teveeloh indulhud vUTh un
charitable suspicions of the motives of its author. They 
accused him of a deliberate design of reviving the 
hccathen dugma an uternccl "of 
denying that this world ever had a beginning. Playfair, 



in the biography of his friend, has the follOlWiog comment 
on this part m their theory: -" In the planetary 
motions, where geometry has carried the eye 10 far, 
both into the filture and the past, we discover no mark 
either GC the commencemeat or termiDatioo of the : 
pres.e~t order. It is unreasonable, indeed, to suppose 
that such marks should any where exist. The Author 
of Nature has not giv.en laws to the unwerse, whieb, 
like the institutions of men, carry in ·themse1v.es the 
elements of their own destruction. He has not per· 
mitted in His wous any symptom of infancy or of old 
age, or anytSignby which we may estimate either their 
futwreor their past duration. He. mag put an erul, tu M 
no douht fJdf1e a begitntRing, to the present system, 81 
some determinate period of time; but we may rest 
assured ,that this great catastrophe will not be brought 
about hy ,the laws now existing. and . that it is not in
dicated by any thing which we penceive."-

The party feeling ,excited against the Huttenian 
doctrines, and :the open disregard of candour and 
temper in the controversy. will hardly be credited by 
the reader, .unless he recalls to his recollection that 
the mind of the English public 'Was at that time in a 
state of feverish excitement. A class ,of writers in 
France had been .labouring industriously, for many 
years, ,to diminish ;the influence of the clergy, by 
aappiogthe foundations of the Christian fiUth; and 
their success, and·the consequences of the Revolutioo, 
had alarmed the'most resolute minds, while the ima
giaation of the more .timid was continually haunted 'by 
dread of innovation, as' by ·the pbantom of some fearful 
dream. 

• Playfair's Works, vol. iv. p. 55. 
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,VeltaWe. --.:Voltaiue had used' the modem .diseov.eries 
in :pbysics ,as one .of the numerous weapons ·of . attack 
and r.idicule . direeted by him ,against· the ,Scriptur.es. 
He found ·that .the . most .popular 'systems ·of .geology 
were accommodated ItO ,the sacred writings, and that 
mUch ingenuity had been employed to make every 
met coincide exactly with the Mosaic,aCCl:oUllt·ofthe 
creation and deluge. Itwa&, thel'tlfore, with no 
nieodly feelings that ·he eontenwlated . the .cultivato", 
of geology in general, r.egardingthescience as 'one 
which had beensuccessfuUy enlisted by theologians .• 
an ally in .their cause.'" He ·knew that the majoriXly 
of those who ·were .aware of the abunfilence of fossil 
shells .in the interior of continents, 'were still persuaded 
that they ·wer.e proofs of .the .univ.eraal deluge; and 8& 

the readiest.way of'shakingthis. article of fWtb, he'en
deavoured to inculcate scepticism. as to thereal:nature 
of such shells, ,and.to ·reWlfrom contempt :the ex
ploded dogma ·of the si!X.teenth century, that they 
were ,.ports of oature. -He also' pretendei:lthat -vege
table impressions ·were oot those of realplants.t Yet 
he was'perfectly convinced that the shells had really 
belonged :to living testacea, as may be seen in bis 

• In alllllion to the theories of Burnet, Woodward, and other 
physico-theological writers, be declared that they were as fond of 
Clhanges ofseene on the face of the globe, as 'Were the populace at 
• play. "Every one of them destroys and renovates the earth 
after his own fashion, as Descartes framed it: for philosophers 
put tbemselves:wltbout ceremony in the plaee of God, and think 
to create a univeneln"th. ·word. "-Dissertation 'envoyee a l' Aea
denue de Boulogne,'lIIlr les Cbangemens arrives dans notre Globe. 
Ullfort1lRllWly, this '8nd similar ridicule- directed 'against the cos
lDowcmillls' _9 too 'Wtil: tIeierted. 

t See the chapter Oil .. Des Pierres figures." 
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essay" On the Formation of Mountains."· He would 
sometimes, in defiance of all consistency, shift his 
ground when addressing the vulgar; and, admitting 
the true nature of the shells collected in the Alps 
and other places, pretend that they were Eastern 
species, which had fallen from the hats of pilgrims 
coming from Syria. The numerous essays written by 
him on geological subjects were all calculated to 
strengthen prejudices, partly because he was ignorant 
of the real state of the science, and partly Rom his 
bad faith.t On the other hand, they who knew that 
his attacks were directed by a desire to invalidate 
Scripture, and who were unacquainted with the true 
merits of the question, might well deem the old di
luvian hypothesis incontrovertible, if Voltaire could 
adduce no better argument against it than to deny the 
true natur~ of organic remains. 

It is only by careful attention to impediments 
originating in extrinsic causes, that we can explain the 
slow and reluctant adoption of the simplest truths in 
geology. First, we find many able naturalists adducing 
the fossil remains of marine animals as proofs of an 
event related in Scripture. The evidence is deemed 

• In that essay he lays it down, "that all naturalists are now 
agreed that deposits of shells in the midst of the continents are 
monuments of the continued occupation of these districts hy the 
ocean." In another place also, when speaking of the fossil shells 
of Touraine, he admits their true origin. 

t As an ill8tance of bis desire to throw doubt indiscriminately on 
all geological data, we may recall the pasaage where he says, that 
"the bones of a rein-deer and hippopotamus discovered near 
Etampes did not prove, as some would have it, that Lapland and 
the Nile were once on a tour from Paris to Orleans, hut merely 
that a lover ofcuriosipes once prese"ed them in his cahineL" 
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conclusive by the multitude for a century or more; for 
it favours opinions which they entertained before, and 
they are gratified by supposing them confirmed by 
fresh and unexpected proofs. Many, who see through 
the fallacy, have no wish to undeceive those who are 
influenced by it, approving the effect of the delusion, 
and conniving at it as a pious fraud; until, finally, an 
opposite party, who are hostile to the sacred writings, 
labour to explode the erroneous opinion, by substi
tuting for it another dogma which they know to be 
equally unsound. 

The heretical V ulcanists were soon after openly as
sailed in England, by imputations of the most illiberal 
kind. We cannot estimate the malevolence of such 
a persecution, by the pain which similar insinuations 
might now inflict : for although charges of infidelity and 
atheism must always be odious, they were injurious in 
the extreme at that moment of political excitement; 
and it was better, perhaps, for a man's good reception 
in society, that his moral character should have been 
traduced, than that he should become a mark for these 
poisoned weapons. 

I shall pass. over the works of numerous divines, who 
may be excused for sensitiveness on points which then 
excited so much uneasiness in the public mind; and 
ahallsay nothing of the amiable poet Cowper*, who 
could hardly be expected to have inquired into the 
merit of doctrines in· physics. But in the foremost 
ranks of the intolerant, are found several laymen who 
bad high claims to scientific reputation. Among these 
appears Williams, a mineral surveyor of Edinburgh, 
who published a "Natural History of the Mineral 

• The Task, book iD. cc The Garden. It 
VOL. I. F 
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KiBglioa," in 1789; a work at great merit for that 
day, 8IId of practiad. utiJity7 l1li containiBg the beet 
'lCcount of the ooal strata. In hia pre&cehe misre
presents HuttOll's theory altogether, and dlarges him 
with considering aH l'oeka to be lans of dift'erent 
colours and stMlctut'e; and also with cc warpiDg ervery 
thing to sUppGl't the eternity of the wmld:'. He 
deacanta on the pernicious influence of such sceptical 
notions, as leading to dmrnright infidelity and atl1eism, 
"an. as being nothing less than to depose the 
Almighty Creator of the universe from his ofIice:t 

Kif'1JJalt.-De Luc_Kirwan, president oftbe Royal 
Academy of Dublin, a chemist -and mineralogist ri 
some merit, but who possessed much greater authority 
in the scientific world than he W88 entitled by his 
talents to enjoy, said, in the introduction to his 
" Geological Esaays, 1799," "that 80ftnd geology gra
duol.ed into religion, and was required to dispel certais 
systems of atheism or infidelity, of which they ball 
had recent experience.":t: He was an uncompromising 
defender of the aqueous theory of all rocks, and was 
scarcely surpassed by Burnet and Whiston, in his 
desire to adduce tbe Mosaic writings in confirmation 
of his opinions. 

De Luc, in the preliminary discourse to hie Treatise 
on Geolog)"§. says, " the weapons have been cbangefl 
by which revealed religion is attacked; it is now 
asaailedby geology, and the knowledge of this sciene8 
has become easelltial to theologians." 'HeoimputeB,t;he 
failure ,of furmer geological system. to their balling 
been anti-m08aical,and directed against a "SQblilne 

tradition." These mc1 similar imputations, reiterated 
tIIIt>. 577. t P. 59 •. 

* IntrocL p. 2. § London, 1809. 
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Ua the works of De Lut:, aeem to have been taken for 
lfFIUKed by some modem writers, it is therefore 
aecessary to state, in justice to the numerous geologists 
of differeat uUons, whose works have been considered, 
that none of them were guilty of endea.vouring, by 
arguments drawn UGID physica, to invalidate scriptural 
tenets. On the contrary, the majority of them 
who were fortunate enough "to disccwer the true 
causes of thiDg.... rarely deserved another part of 
the poet's paDegyric, "A.tque f1Ultru omnu wJQeeit 
pedibu.... The cautien,' and even timid reserve, of 
mapy eminent ItaliaD authors of the earlier period is 
very apparent: and there ean hardly be a doubt, that 
they subscribed to certain dogmas, and particularly to 
the first djluviaD theory, out of deference to popular 
prejudices, rather tban from conviction. If they were 
guilty of diuimWetiOll, we .. y feel regret, but must 
JiU)t blame their want of moral courage. reserving rather 
our condemnatioD for the intolerance of the times, and 
that inquisitorial power whieb forced Galileo to ab
jure, and the .0 JeIMlits to disdahn the theory of 
Newton.if. 

• In a most able article, by Mr. Drinkwater, on the cc Life of 
Galileo," published in the " Library of Useful Knowledge," it is 
stated that both Galileo's work, and the book of Copernicus "Nisi 
corrigatur" (for, with the omission of certain passages, it was Bane
tioaed), were still to be __ on the foJbidden list of the I.nde:s: 

at Ro_ in 18llS. I waa bowuer ... UftIIl in the - ,.,., bJ 
Professor Scarpellini, It Rome, that Piua VII., a ~til' diI\tia
guished for his love of science, had procured a repeal of the edicts 
against Gallleoand the Copernican system. He had auembled the 
Coagregation; and the late Cardinal Torioalli, asseuor of the Sa.. 
cnd OfBce, JII'OlIOIIIIl .. that daey abould wipe aW this acaudal from 
abe ehurcb. " The ...... WIS c:aniad, wiI1l the di_tient voice 
of one Dominican only. Long bebe that time tile li~ 
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Hutton answered Kirwan's attacks with great 
warmth, and with the indignation justly excited by 
unmerited reproach. "He had always displayed," says 
Playfair, "the utmost disposition to admire the bene
ficent design manifested in the structure of the world; 
and he contemplated with delight those parts of his 
theory which made the greatest additions to our 
knowledge of final causes." We may say with equal 
truth, that in no scientific works in our language can 
more eloquent passages be found, concerning the fitness, 
harmony, and grandeur of all parts of the creation, than 
in those of Playfair. They are evidently the unaffected 
eXl]ressions of a mind, which contemplated the study 
of nature, as. best calculated to elevate our concep
tions of the attributes of the First Cause. At any 
other time the force and elegance of Playfair's style 
must have insured popularity to the Huttonian doc
trines; but, by a singular coincidence, Neptunianism 
and orthodoxy were now associated ia the same creed; 
and the tide of prejudice ran so strong, that the 
majority were carried far away into the chaotic fluid, 
and other cosmological inventions of Werner. These 
fictions the Saxon professor had borrowed with little 
modification, and without any improvement, from his 
predecessors. They had not the smallest foundation 
either in Scripture or in common sense, and were pro
bably approved of by many as being so ideal and un
substantial, that they could never come into violent 
collision with any preconceived opinions. 

theory had been taught in the Sapienla,and all Catholic universities 
iD Europe (with the exception, I am told, of Salamanca); but it 
was always required of professors, in deference to: the decrees of the 
church, to use the term h!/potheril, instead of theory. They noW 
speak. of the Copernican therrry. 
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According to De Luc, the first essential distinc
tion to be made between the various phenomena ex
hibited on the surface of the earth was, to determine 
which were the results of causes still in action, and 
which had been produced by causes that had ceased to 
act. The form and composition of the mass of our 
continents, he said, and their existence above the level 
of the sea, must be ascribed to causes no longer in 
action. These continents emerged at no very remote 
period on the sudden retreat of the ocean, the waters 
of which made their way into subterranean caverns. 
The formation of the rocks which enter into ihe 
crust of the earth begl!ll with the precipitation of gra
nite from a primordial liquid, after which other strata 
containing the remains of organized bodies were de
posited, till· at last the present sea remained as the 
residuum of the primordial liquid, and no longer con· 
tinued to produce mineral strata.-

. Wiaiam Smith, 1790. -While the tenets of the 
rival schools of Freyberg and Edinburgh were warmly 
espoused by devoted partisans, the labours of an indi· 
vidual, unassisted by the advantages of wealth or station 
in society, were almost unheeded. Mr. WiIliam Smith, 
an English surveyor, published his" Tabular View of 
the British Strata" in 1790, wherein he proposed a 
clMsification of the secondary formations in the West 
of England. Although he had not communicated with 
Werner, it appeared by this work that he had arrived 
at the same views respecting the laws of superposition 
of stratified rocks i that he was aware that the order 
of succession of different groups was never inverted; 

- Elementlu'y Treatise on Geology. LondoD, 1809. Trans
lated by De la Fite. 
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and that they might be identified at very ctistartt points 
by their peculiar organized fossils. 

From the time of the appearance of the "'Thbu1at 
View," the author laboured to construct a geological 
map of the whole of England; and with the greatest 
disinterestedness of mind, communicated the results dF 
his investigations to all who desired information, glYiDg 
IUch publicity to his original views, as to enable his 
contemporaries almost to compete with him in the 
race. The execution of his map was completed in 
1815, and remains a lasting monument of original 
talent and extraordinary perseverance; for be had 
explored the whole country on foot without the goid .. 
ance of previous observers, or the aid of fenow-la
bourers, and had succeeded in tbrowing into natural 
divisions the whole complicated series of British rocks. 
D'Aubuisson, a distingmshed pupil of Werner, p&id a 
just tribute of praise to this remarkable perfotm~, 
observing, that cc what many celebrated mineralogists 
bad only accomplished for a small part of Germany in 
the course of half a century. had been efft!cted by a 
aingle individual for the whole of England.'" 

Werner invented a new language to express~hUl 
ilivisions of rocks, and Bome of hi. technical terms, BUd! 
as grauwacke, gneilll, and others, passed current in 
every country in Europe. Smith adopted fur the most 
part English provincial terms, often of barbarous 
AOund, such 8S ganlt, combrash, clunch clay; and 
aftixed them to subdivisions of the British series. 
Many of these stilt retain their plact in our scientific 
classifications, and attest his priority of arrangement. 

• See Dr. Fitton's Memair, before cifled. p. 67. 
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MODERN PROGRESS OF GEOLOGY. 

The eooreDtm of the rival fuctioDs of the V ulcan. 
iats and Neptuoists Jwi been carried to such a ~ht, 
that these names had become tenns of repmach.; and 

. the two parties had been leas occupied in searching 
for truth, than for such arguments as might strengthen 
their own cause, or serve to annoy their antagonists. 
A new school at last aroae, who professed ·the Btrietest 
neutrality, and the utm08t indift'ereDce to the systems 
of Werner and Button, and who resolved diligently to 
devote their labours to observation. The reaction, 
provoked by the intemperance of the contlictiug parties, 
DOW produced a teodency to extreme oautioo. Specu. 
lative views were discountenanced, and, through fear 
of exposing themlelves to the suspicion of a bias 
towards the dogmas of a party, some geologists became 
lUixious to entertain no opinion whatever on the cauaes 
of phenomena, and were inclilled to scepticism even 
where the conclusions deducible from observed facts 
scarcely admitted of reasonable doubt. 

G.o1Dgical Socit!tg of LontImt. - But although the 
reluctance to theorize was carried somewhat to exceaa, 
BO measure could be more salutary at such a moment 
than a suspension of all attempts to form what were 
termed " theorie~ of the earth." A great body ,?f new 
data were required; and the Geological Society of 
Loadon, founded in 1807, condQCed greatly to the at
taimaeat of tIria desirable end. To multiply and record 
observatima, and patiently to await the result at SOMe 
future period, was the object propoeecl by them? and it 
W8II their tavolD'i~ maxim that the time ".~ Dot yet 
come for a general system of geology, but that all 
must lJe content for many yean to be eJtcluaive1y en-

~4 ~ 
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in 'Ilateri£J~ for f?tu~e. g~nnl'alizatin1l8. 
By acting up to these principles with consistency, they 
in a few years disarmed all prejudice, and rescued the 
sclum:e fr:llm the "f a dm3g"rous; u~ ut 
best but a visionary pursuit. 

disti"guish4£::? mode4£ll write~ has wi:zh truth 
the llhvanCllk£uunt three the main 

divisions of geological inquiry have, during the last 
hulh llenturh; beeu sUCc"~~!vely threu dif
ferent nations of Europe, -the Germans, the English, 
and the French." We have seen that the systematic 

of W:?rt mah calhlg minemlngical htology had 
its origin, and chief point of activity in Germany, where 
W",',Ier fiTet desc~Hn::d with the n,ineral ~ba .. 
radHS of u},~:ks. 'fhe clzu3£§ificati:m of th,~: £3ecogfury 
formations, each marked by their peculiar fossils, be-

in a whe~,: the lahuurs 
before alluded to of Smith, and those of the most actilltl 
members of the Geological Society of London, were 
~"~~~",hll" di~nded these nhjects~ The fum:datiuu of 
the third branch, that relating to the tertiary forma-

in Pumce bf the wutf ofCH~ier 
anf puhllshed lBOIl, "On the Mim"a1 
Geography and Organic Remains of the Neighbour
h",:f of Pud~." 

We may still trace, in the language of the science 
and our present methods' of arrangement, the various 
cn"'liries mhere grOU? ill of seuu£3ul 
ments of geology was at different times promoted. 

nam4£;£3 of ",im:rals roche remuin to 
thi£ day {g4£:H~an mhile Eurnll"z:n diu?eions tiYe 
secondary strata are in great part English, and are, in-

• Wbewell, British Critic, No. :nil. p. 187. 18S1. 
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deed, often founded too exclusively on English types. 
Lastly, the subdivisions first established of the succes
sion of strata in the Paris basin have served as normal 
groups, to which other tertiary deposits throughout 
Europe have been compared, even in cases where this 
standard, as will afterwards be shewn, was wholly 
inapplicable.· 

No period could have been more fortunate for the 
discovery, in the immediate neighbourhood of Paris, of 
a rich store of well-preserved fossils, than the com
mencement of the present century; for at no former 
era had Natural History been cultivated with such 
enthusiasm in the French metropolis. The labours of 
Cuvier in comparative osteology, and of Lamarck in 
recent and fossil shells, had raised these departments 
of study to a rank of which they had never previously 
been d~med susceptible. Their investigations had 
e¥entually a powerful effect in dispelling the illusion 
which had long prevailed concerning the absence of . 
analogy between the ancient and modem state of our 
planet. A close comparison of the recent and fossil 
species, and the inferences drawn in regard to their 
habits, accustomed the geologist to contemplate the 
earth as having been at successive periods the dwelling
place of anhnals and plants of different races, some 
terrestrial, and others aquatic - some fitted to live in 
seas, others in the waters of lakes and rivers. By the 
consideration of these topics, the mind was slowly and 
insensibly withdrawn from imaginary pictures of cata
strophes and chaotic confusion, such as haunted the 
imagination of the early cosmogonists. Numerous 
proofs were discovered of the tranquil d~osition of 

• Book iv. chap. ii • 
.. 5 
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sedimentary ~at~, aDd the .ltlW' de'relop'Ment of : 
orgBbic lifu. If many 1nitets, and Cu-rier bimaelf ill I 

the Dumber', still continued to maintain, that, "die I 

tht'e8d Of induction waa broken -," yet, in rel80lliDg . 
by the strict tales of inclUC!~ &om tecetlt to W ·1 

species, they ina great J'be\l8tii'e disclaimed the dogma 
which in theory they professed. The adoption fI. the . 
same generic, and. in 60meCa8e~ ~en ~ the !lime 

specific, names for the exuvile of fosailanimala and 
th~r living ilnalo~, ;vas en important st~ tom 
filmiliarizing the mind with the idea of the identity 

. tmd unity of the system in distllnt eras. lt was 8R 

ackno1tledgment, as it were, that 1>&\'t at least of the 
ancient memorials of nature were written in a Jiving 
language. The growing importance, then, of the 
natural history of organic remains may be pointed out 
as the characteristic feature of the progress of the 
science during the present cel'ltmy. This branch rJ. 
knowledge has already become an instrument of great 
utility in geological classification,and is continuing 
daily to unfold new data for grand and enlarged vieW! 
respecting the former changes of the earth. 

When We CODlpat'e the result of obIIervations in die 
last thirty years with those oftbe three preceding cen
turies, we cannot but look forward with the most san
guine expectations to the degree of excellence to wbidt 
geology may be carried, even by the 1abours of the 
present generation. Never, perhaps, did any science, 
with the exception of astronomy, 'UilfoM, in 0 equally 
brief period, so many novel and unexpected truths, and 
overturn so many preconceived opinions. The &eDSt! 
had far ages declared the earth to be at'tegt, tthtil tile 

• DiKoura Bur lea Rhol. &e. 
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utrooomer taught that it 11188 carried through spac{! 
with incaDCeiTable rapidity. la lib manaer was the 
smt'ace .of this planet regarded as haYing remained 
analtered siDee its creation, until the geologist prO'Ved 
that it bad been the theatre or reiterated change, and 
was still the subject of &.Iow but De1rer~ending ftudu.. 
ations. The dilcovery of other systems in the bound
leBS regions of space was the triumph of aatronomy: 
to trace the same system through various transform
ations-to behold it at snccessin eras adorned with 
different hills and valleys, lakes and seas, and peopled 
with new inhabitants, was the delightful meed of 
geological research. By the geometer were measured 
the regions of space, and the relative distances of the 
heavenly bodies- by the geologist myriads of ages 
were reckoned, not by arithmetical computation, but 
by a train of physical events-a succession of pheno
mena in the animate and inanimate worlds-signs 
which convey to our minds more definite ideas than 
figures can do of the immensity of time. 

Whether our investigation of the earth's history and 
structure will eventually be productive of as great 
practical benefits to mankind, as a knowledge of the 
distant heavens, must remain for the decision of pos
terity. It was not till astronomy had been enriched 
by the observations of many centuries, and had made 
its way against popular prejudices to the establishment
of a sound theory, that its application to the useful 
arts was most conspicuous. The cultivation of geology 
began at a later period; and in every step which it has 
hitherto made towards sound theoretical principles, it 
has had to contend against more violent prepossessions. 
The practical advantages already derived from it have 
not been inconsiderable: but our generalizations are 
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yet imperfect, and they who come after us may be 
expected to reap the most valuable fruits of our labour. 
Meanwhile the charm of first discovery is our own; 
and, as we explore this magnificent field of inquiry, the 
sentiment of a great historian of· our times may con
tinually be present to our minds, that" he who calls 
what has vanished back again into being, enjoys a bliss 
like that of creating."-

• Niebuhr's Hist. of Rome, voL i. p. 6. Hare and Thirlwall's 
traoslatioo. 
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CHAPTER V. 

CAUIIIlII WJlIOB BAVB BBTABDBD TIlII PB08BB11 OP 

GEOLOGY. 

Effects of prepoasessioas in regard to the duration of put time
Of prejudic:ea arising from our peculiar position as inhabitants 
of the land (p. 118.)-Of those occasioned by our not seeing 
subterranean changes now in progress - All these causes com
bine to make the former course of Nature appear different from 
the present. - Several objections to the assumption, that existing 
causes have produced the former changes of the earth's surface, 
removed by modern discoveries (p. 122.). 

b we reflect on the history of the progress of geology, 
as explained in the preceding chapters, we perceive 
that there have been great :fluctuations of opinion 
respecting the nature of the causes to which all 
former changes of the earth's surface are referrible. 
The first observers conceived the monuments which 
the geologist endeavours to decipher to relate to an 
original state of the earth, or to a period when there 
were causes in activity, distinct, in kind and degree, 
from those now constituting the economy of nature. 
These views were gradually modified, and some of 
them entirely abandoned in proportion as observations 
were multiplied, and the signs of former mutations 
more skilfully interpreted. Many appearances, which 
had for a long time been regarded as indicating mys
terious and extraordinary agency, were finally recog
nized as the necessary result of the la~s now governing 
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the material world; and the discovery of this unlooked
for conformity has at length induced some philoso
phers to infer, that, during the ages contemplated in 
geology, there has never been any interruption to the 
agency of the same uniform laws of change. The 
same assemblage of general causes, they conceive, 
may hpe ben sdicient to proiluce, by their various 
combinations, the endlesa diversity of effects, of which 
the shell of the· earth has preserved the memorials; 
and, coneistently with these priDciplea, the recurrence 
of analogous changes is expected by them in time to 
come. 

Whether we coincide or not in this doctrine, we must 
admit that the gradual progress of,opinion concerning 
the succel8iOD of phenomena in very. remote eras, re
sembles, in a singular manner, that wbicll has accom
panied the growing intelligence of every people, in 
regard to the economy of nature in their OIrD times. 
I1'l an. early 'Stage of adftDCelDeQt, when a gTeat nu .... 
berof natural &ppeInncel are ullintelligiWe, an eclipse. 
Im earthquake, a 6ood, 01' die approach of a comet. 
with may «her ooeurreutllll afterwarde foud to be
long to the repIar- eoul'8e of eveDtl, are regarded as 
prodigi<es. The lame deiusi. pnmails a. to moral 
phenomena, and many of these are ascribed to the iD
tervi!lltiOll of' demons, poats, witdles, and otJaer im
material and wpernatwmJ. ageutB.. By degrees, meny 
of the enigmu of tbe JIlcnl and )lbyaical worlcl De 

-explained, and, mltead of beiag due 10 eniMie ami 
irregular ca\lBeS, they are fouad to depmui _ iucI 
.Dd invariable 1aws. 'l1le philoeopller at lut beoemes 
CODviDced dl the un&mIJing _iformity of secondary 
causes; and, guided by bill. faida in dUa pIliDcipJe. .he 
determines the probability of accoaats tanlmitted. to 
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him of ·fbrMel' De(:utreooos, and o&m l't;ects the 
filbuloul tales of former times, on the ground of their 
being irrecGbcilable with tbe experieMe tK I1l()re en
lightened age .. 
~ M NlIIW'd to ,. 4watitm ~ past 

$W.~A. a belief in the want of cooronnity in the 
c:aUIlfeS by which the earth" •. crust bas beel\ modified 
in anciel\t and woodem pet'iods was, for a 10Dg time, 
universally prevalent, and that, too, IlttlOftgBt men who 
have been convinced that the order ofnattit'e iBMI6tmi .. 

term, od that it has continued so for se1'et'al thousand 
~ every cireGmBtance which could have iltftuenced 
their minds sod given an undue bias to their opinions 
dellerves patticalar· attention. Now the ~ may 
easily satisfy bilnself, that, howe\'el' undeviating the 
ClCMlrae of nature may have been trom the earliest 
epochs, it was impossible for the first cultiystors of 
~logy to Q}me tol\lch a ctJnclasion, so long as they 
'W'ere UIlder 8 deluion as to the age of the world, aDd 
the date of the nl'9t creation of animate beings. How
~er mntastioaisome theories or the sisteel'lth century 
may now appear to UB, - however 'lallrorthy of 'ftten 

-of ~t taientmd SMIlRl jl!ldgnRmt, -"'e lBay rest 
MSU!'ef, that, if the same millCODeeption 'MW prevailed 
iD reganl te the memoriMs of hurrum. tnmsaetions, it 
woaJd give rise to .Il similar train of absurt'lities. Let 
us imagine, fur example, that CbalBpODien, and. the 
Frl'!tJch and Tusean litJenti lately engaged in -exploring 
the antiquities of Egypt, had 'Visited that 'eOUIltry 1rith 
• 6rtn belief that the ~.ka er the N"th! were never 
peepled by the hoMe race bef6te the begimaing bf 
the nifteteenth oCle'IltuIy, a' drat their filith in this 
dogma was a8 difleuk to 'SMke as the opinion ,of our 
8DCle8tOr8, that the earth Was never the .bode of living 
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beings until the creation of the present continents, 
and of the species now existing,- it is easy to perceive 
what extravagant eysteDl8 they would frame, while 
under the influence of this delusion, to .account for the 
monuments discovered in Egypt. The sight of the py
ramids, obelisks, colossal statues, and ruined temples, 
would fill them with such astonishment, that for a 
time they would be as men spell-hound-wholly in. 
capable of reasoning with sobriety. They might incline 
at first to refer the construction of such stupendous 
works to IJOme superhuman powers of a primeval world. 
A eyetem might be invented resembling that IJO gravely 
advanced by Manetho, who relatee that a dynasty of 
gods originally ruled in Egypt, of whom Vulcan, the 
first monarch, reigned nine thoueand yeare; after whom 
came Herculee and other llemigods, who were at last 
eucceeded by human kings. 

When IJOme fanciful epeculatioDB of thie kind had 
amused their imaginations for a time, IJOme vast reposi
tory of mummiee would be discovered, and would im
mediately undeceive those antiquaries who enjoyed an 
opportunity of perlJOnally examining. them; but the 
prejudicee of othere at a dietance, who were not eye
witnesees of the wl\ole phenom~na, would not be 80 

easily overcome. The concurrent report of many tra
vellerswould, indeed, render it neceesary for them to 
accommodate ancient theories to some of the new 
facts, and much wit and ingenuity would be required 
to lPodify and defend their old positions. Each new 
invention would violate a greater number of known 
analogies; for if a theory be required to embrace some 
falee principle, it becomee more~visionaiy in proportion 
as thete are multiplied, as would be the case if geo
metere were now required. to form an astronomical 
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system on the assumption of the immobility of the 
earth. 

Amongst other fanciful conjectures concerning the 
history of Egypt, we may suppose some of the follo'W
ing to be started. " As the banks of the Nile have 
been so recently colonized for the first time, the 
curious substances called mummies could never in 
reality have belonged to men. They may have been 
generated by some pla8tic tJirtue residing in the interior 
of the earth, or they may be abortions of nature pro
duced by her incipient efforts in the work of creation. 
For if deformed beings are sometimes born even now. 
when the scheme of the universe is fully developed, 
many more may have been 'sent before their time, 
scarce half made up,' when the planet itself was· in the 
embryo state. But if these notions appear to derogate 
from the perfection of the Divine attributes, and if 
these mummies be in all their parts true represent
ations of the human form, may we not refer them to 
the future rather than the past? May we not be 
looking into the womb of Nature, and not her grave? 
May not these images be like the shades of the unborn 
in VirgiI's Elysium-the archetypes of men not yet 
called into existence?" 

These speculations, if advocated by eloquent writers, 
would not fail to attract . many zealous votaries, for 
they would relieve men from the painful necessity of 
renouncing preconceived opinions. IncredIble as such 
scepticism may appear, it has been rivalled by -many 
systems of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 
and among others by that of the learned Falloppio, who 
regardedtbe tUsks of fossil elephants as earthy con
cretions, and the pottery or fragments of vases in ~be 
Monte Testaceo, near Rome, as works of nature, and 
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Dot of art. But when line generation had passed 
away, and another, not compromised to the support of 
8Dtiquated dogma bad succeeded, they woald review 
the eridence aiOrded by mummies more impartially, 
and }VOuld no longer controvert the preHminary que&
tion, that human beings had lived in Egypt before the 
nineteenth century: 10 that when a hundred ye1i1r8 
perbaps had been 10flt, the industry and talents of the 
philosopher would be at last directed to the elucidation 
of points of real bistorical import8DCe. 

But the above arguments are aimed against one 
only of many prejudices with which the earlier geolo
gists had to contend. Even when they conceded that 
the earth bad been peopled with animate beiftgs at an 
earlier period than was at first supposed, they had no 
conception that the quantity of time bore so great a 
proportion to the historical era as is now generally 
conceded. How fatal every error as to the quantity 
of time. must prove to the introduction of rational 
views concerning the state of things in former ages, 
may be conceived by supposing the annals of the civil 
and military transactions of a great nation to be 
perused under the impression that they occurred in 
a period of one hundred instead of two thousand 
years. Such a portion of history would immediately 
assume the air of a romance; the events would seem 
devoid of crechbility, and inconsistent with the present 
course of human affairs. A crowd of incidents would 
follow each other in thick 8uceession. Armies and 
fleets would appear to be assembled only to be de
stroyed, and cities bunt merely to fiill in ruins. 
There would be the most nolent transitions trom 
foreign or intestine war to periods of profound peaee, 
and the works e!"ected during the years of disorder or 
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tranquillity would appear alike BUpa-human Ut mag. 
aitude. 

He who Mould study the tIlOnu~nte of the nataral 
world under tbe influence of a siftlilat lafatuatioD, 
must draw a no leas exaggerated pieture of the energy 
aud violence of cause I, and must experience the same 
insurmountable difJicuIty in l'econciJing the former 
and present state of Dature. If we could behold in 
ODe Tiew all the volcanic cones thrown up in Iceland, 
Italy, Sicily, and other parte of Europe, during the 
last fin thouund yean, and could see the lavas which 
haTe flowed during the same period I the dielocatione, 
ilUblidence5, and elevations caused by earthquakes; 
the Jands added to various deltas, or devoured by the 
sea, together with the effects of devastation by floods, 
and imagine that all these eTed.ts bad happeeed in one 
year, we must form moIt exalted ideu of the aetivity 
cif the agents, and the suddenneis of the revolutionll. 
Were ID equal amount of change to pass before oUt' 
eyes in the next year, ooWd we avoid the conclusion 
that BOme great critia of natlite waa at hand? If 
geologists, therefore, have misinterpreted the signs of 
• succession of events, 10 a8 to conclude that centuries 
were implied where the characters imported thousands 
of years, and tbouJanda of yeara where the language of 
batUN signified millions, they could not, if they rea. 
auned logically ftoom IUCh taise premises, COble to any 
other conclUliOD than that the .ystem of the natural 
world had undergone a complete revolution. 

We ehould be warranted in ascribing the erection of 
the 8"eat pyramid to superhuman power, if we were 
eon'rirlced that it was raised in one day; and if we 
Imagine, in th~ llame manner, a mountain. chain to 
have bt!en elevated, during an equally small hcti~ 
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of the time which was really occupied in upheaving it, 
we might then be justified in inferring, that the sub
tez:ranean movements were once far more energetic 
than in our own times. We know that one earthquake 
may raise the coast of Chili for a hundred miles to the 
average height of about five feet. A repetition of two 
thousand shocks, of equal violence, might produce a 
mountain-chain one hundred miles long, and ten thou
sand feet high. Now, should one only of these con
vulsions happen in a century, it would be consistent 
w~h the order of events experienced by the Chilians 
from the earliest times; but if the whole of them were 
to occur in the next hundred years, the entire district 
must be depopulated, scarcely any animals or plants 
could survive, and the surface would be one confused 
heap of ruin and desolation. 

One consequence of undervaluing greatly the quan
tity of past time, is the apparent coincidence which it 
occasions of events necessarily disconnected, or which 
are so unusual, that it would be inconsistent with all 
calculation of chances to suppose them to happen at 
one and the same time. When the unlooked-for asso
ciation of such rare phenomena is witnessed in the 
present course of nature, it scarcely ever fails to excite 
a suspicion of the preternatural in those minds which 
are not firmly convinced of the uniform agency of 
secondary causes;-as if the death of some individual 
in whose fate they are interested happens to be ac
companied by the appearance of a luminous meteor, 
'or a comet, or the shock of an earthquake. It would 
be only necessary to multiply such coincidences in
definitely, and the mind of every philosopher would be 
disturbed. Now it would be difficult to exaggerate 
the number of physical events, many of them m.ost 
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rare and unconnected in their nature, which were 
imagined by the Woodwardian hypothesis to have hap
pened in the course of a few months: and numerous 
other examples might be found of popular geological 
theories, which require us to imagine that a long suc
cession of events happened in a brief and almost mo
mentary period. 

Another 1iability to error, very nearly allied to the 
former, arises from the frequent contact of geological 
monuments referring to very distant periods of time. 
We often behold, at one glance, the effects of causes 
which have happened at times incalcwably remote, and 
yet there may be no striking circumstances to mark 
the occurrence of a great chasm in the chronological 
series of Nature's archives. In the vast interval of 
time which may really have elapsed between the 
reswts of operations thus compared, the physical COD

dition of the earth may, by slow and insensible modi
fications, have become entirely altered; one or more 
races of organic beings may have passed away, and 
yet have left behind, in the particWar region under 
contemplation, no trace of their existence. 

To a mind unconscious of these intermediate events, 
the passage from one state of things to another must 
appear so violent, that the idea of revolutions in the 
system inevitably suggests itself. The imagination is 
88 much perplexed by the deception, as it might be if 
two distant points in space were suddenly brought into 
immediate proximity. Let us suppose, for a moment, 
that a philosopher should lie down to sleep in some 
arctic wilderness, and then be transferred by a power, 
such as we read of in tales of enchantment, to a vaHey 
in a tropical country, where, on awaking, he might 
find himself surrounded by birds of brilliant plumage, 

... 
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awl all the luxuriuee of animal and vegetable fOl'l8l 
of whidl Nature iI so prodipl ia those regio... The 
moat reaaoaable 8uppoeitioQ, perllaps, which he coulcl 
make, if by the necromancer's art he "'18 placed iD 
sw:h a .ituation, WGuld be, that he W88 dreamiag; 
ud if a geologist form theories ueder a similar deha
sion, we cannot expect him to preserve 1I10re cs
sisteQCy in his spe«:l1latienS, tUn in the train of ideas 
in an Ol'dinary dream. 
~e sour~ of prejudice hitherto considered may 

be deemed· peculiar for the mOlt part to the infimcy 
of the ac_e, bu& others are COIDIDOD to the 6rst 
eultivators of geology aad to ourselves, anti are all 
aingularly calculated to produce the 8IIIIIe deceptioD, 
-.ad to _engdleD our belief tbat the eour8e of natme 
in the earlier ages Wi'ered widely from that now etlo ~ 
tablished. Althougll these circumatancea caDDot be 
fully explained without auuming some things as, 
proved, which it will be the· object of another part fi 
this work to demonatza&e, it may be well to allude to 
tJlem briefly in this pace. 
~ oriMg .fr'om our peculWr pofttitm fJ8 is-

1to/Jitant8 qf tM lad. - The fint and greateBt difficulty, 
then, consiats in ... habitual UDConaciowmeaa that our 
position as obae"ers is easentially unfavourable, .. heR 
we endeavO\ll" to elltimate the magnitude of the chaagea 
aow in progre.. In CQD8equence of our inattention le 

this subject. we ue liable to serious miltakes iD con
trastiag thepreJeDt with former ...... of the globe. 
A.. dwe1lert ,on the land, we inhabit about a fourth 
part of the aurfae.e; and that poniOll. is almost s
c1.wv.ely a theatre of decay, and DOt of reproductioa. 
We know, indeed, that new deposiu are annually 
formed in seas and lakes, and that every year some 
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uw igneous rocks .. e ,prudllced in the bowels of the 
artb, but we C8IlBOt Wiatdl. the progr.esa of their £am,. 

ation; and as tDey are 0JHy pre8eDt to our miDds .by 
:the aid of reflection, it requires 811 effort both of the 
!'elloa aDd the imagiDatieD to appreciate duly their 
impartance. It is, thefefore, l10t 8U1'pl'iaing that we 
estimate very imperfectly the result of operations 
thus iavisible to us; and that, when aaalogous reaulU 
of Wmer epochs are p1'eaented to em ioapeclien, 'We 

cannot immedia&elyt'eCDgDize the aDalogy. He who 
has observed the quarrying of stone from a rock, and 
has seen it shipped for llODle distant port, aDd then 
endeavours to conceive what kind of edifice will be 
raised by the materials, is in the same predicament 81 

a ,geologist, who, while he is confined to the lancI, &eel 

.the decomposition of rocks, and the transportation of 
matter by rivers to the sea, and then endeavours to 
picture to himself the new strata which Nature ia 
huilwngb~thew~L 
~ t.1.ri6ing .frtnn our fI6t _"!I sublemJf'I8I'M 
~. - Nor;is his position lell unfilvourable when, 
beho1diog a volcanic eruption, he tries to .conceive 
wbat 'chaogesthe coluum of Jaq hal produced, in ita 
pauage .upwards, on the ~tersec:tecl stl'at&; or what 
fol'lDthe melted matter may assume atg.eat depths 
on cooling; or what may be the extent of the IJUbter,.. 

ranean rivers and reservoirs er liquid matter far be
neath the surface. It should. tberefur.e, be FtlIIleJDoo 

bered, that the task imposed OD thOle who study the 
88I!th's history requires DO.ordiDaty &bare of discretioD; 
tOr ·we &le .precluded from collatiag·the oomespondiDg 
pP" 4>f .the,lyat;em of things as it esistB DOW, and 88 
it eKiate8 at former periods. 'If we were inhabitants 
of another elameJIt- if the great ocean were our 
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domain, iDatead of the narrow limits of the land, our 
diiiculties would be considerably lessened; while, on 
the other hand, there can be little doubt, although the 
reader may, perhapa, amile at the bare euggestion of 
such an idea, that an amphibious being, who aheuld 
possess our f8culties, would still more easily arrive at 
lOund theoretical opinions in geology, since he might 
behold, on the one hand, the decomposition of rocks in 
the atmosphere, or the transportation of matter by 
running water; and, on the other, examine the depo
sition of sediment in the sea, and the imbedding of 
animal and vegetable remains in neW' strata. He 
might ascertain, by direCt observation, the action of a 
mountain torrent, as well as of a marine current; might 
compare the products of volcanos poured out upon the 
land with those ejected beneath the waters; and 
might mark, on the one hand, the growth of tbe fOrest, 
and on the other that of the coral reef. Yet, even 
with these advantages, he would be liable to fall into 
the greatest errors when endeavouring to reason OIl 

rocks. of subterranean origin. He would seek in vain, 
within the sphere of his observation, for any direct 
analogy to the proce88 of their formation, and would 
therefore be in danger of attributing them, whereTer 
they are upraised to view, to some" primeval state of 
aature:" 

But, if we may be allowed so far to indulge.the 
imagination, as to suppose a being entirely confined to 

the nether world - some " dusky melaneholy 'spri~" 
like Umbrie1, 'no could "flit on sooty piaions to 'the 
czentnr1 elU'th," but 'Who IW'a8 never permittec) to "'Sully 
tbeiilir'face oS,Ught," and emerge ibtootherregiOMof 
_. and·of·ail!; aod.!jf';thi"bemg 1h0Uld husy'bitoaelf 
ill'iIW_gating the .truet«t"e' of.·ther globe, _ I8igM 
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flame theories the exact convene of thOle uaually 
adopted by human philosophers. He might'infer that 
the stratified rocke, contairting shells and other organic 

. .remains, were the oldest of created things,' beloaging 
to some original and nascent state of the planet. "Of 
these masses," he might say, "whether they coosist of 
loose incoherent sand, soft clay, or solid stone, none 
have been formed in modern times. Every year some 
part of them are broken and shattered by earthquakes, 
or melted by volcanic fire; and, when they cool down 
slowly from a state of fusion, they assume a new and 

, more crystalline form, no longer exhibiting that stra. 
tified disposition" and those' curious impressions and 
fantastic markings,' by which they were previously 
characterized. This process cannot have been carried 
on for an indefinite time, for in that case all the stra
tified rocks would long ere this have been fused and 
crystallized. It is therefore probable' that the whole 
planet once consisted of these mysterious and curiously 
bedded formations at a time when the volcanic fire had 
Dot yet been brought into activity. Since that period 
there seems to have been a gradual development of 
heat; and this augmentation we may expect to con
tinue till the whole globe shall be in a state of fluidity 
abd incandescence." 

Such might be the system of the Gnome at the very 
time that the followers of Leibnitz; reasoning on what 
they saw on the outer surmce, might be teaching the 
opposite doctrine of gradual re&igeration, and averring 
that the earth had begun its career _ a fiery comet, 
and might be destined hereafter to become a m.eo 
mBl80 The teDets of the sChools of the netber aod of 
the upper world would be directly opposed to· eaeb 
·ether, for both would partake of the prejudices, in-

VOLo I. G 
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.. vi'"""""r l'eaultlng fr,,~ the ,rrrrilinual ,ootemPP3rtion 
one cUus of pfietwmen8 to tPe exrll,lion op anotErrr,. 
Men observes the lIDDllal decompositioa af crystalline 
and ,rr~ks, may ""rrmetimrr, see llrrrir 
v~rsion into stratffied' deposits; but he cannot witness 
the k'''k'~"verzrirrrr of sedb,,,ntary lrrto thrr crys"~l" 
Me f3ubtrrm""rreaa. Er,,"- is tEre hrrlrft of 
gvding all the sedimentary rocks as more recent than 
the 3rfrEStrratmrrErr for I8IDf ,easOll tErTlt w, may SrrF= 
pose him to fall iDto tIe opposite error if he saw t" 
origin of the igneous class only. 

ASSUMPTION 01' THE DISCOilDANCE 01' THl!: ANCIDT 

Arff! L'C:Itin'IrrG C,3rrrf3ES CH,r rrrrE rrrr rr!ULOf3r' 
PrrrrrrrL. 

It only becorrrlrrg Bt""rible our D3rlrrral 
advantages that we shall be rouseF to exertion,. 
prompted to seek out opportunities of observmg suc:h 
of tt=" operatli€rnS nG~ ht p!rrEr!'6SS, do presGnr 
themselves readily to view. We are called upon,. ia 
our tGESGl1JICbm mo thG stairr rrf thrr earthr iD: 
endeGrr(rurs CODlEr'eheDcl the- mGrroonir_ of 
he~ens, to invent means for overCfiIIIJing the limited 
ESangG ESrf oUr rrition. FEre a,e FerpeESneUy rerj,rrired 
l)ring, as far as possiblie, within the sphere observ. 
atiOllr things to wbWh the eye, UDani.t1ld by art, could 
Jleverr rrlrtlain rrrrrress. 

k was not 8110 impossible· contingency, dlat asta'o
llomerrES might Davit b'!~n peeESrd at r!l!me 
srituatirf3rr JIRldr iD wlrlrrh Ilhe gs6!4)iOltfm 
seems to sland .. prelellt. If the Italian,. for example, 
in dlESr eariy t.weldlr,e~rrlrr hat! tmtnl1'r""rtf 
at ~ instead of the pamiects Puati.jiiiil) 8GiiIil 
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aDCient m8lPl8Gipu &Dad with 8itltoo~mical obeen'
ations relat8ag to a, period, of three tboulaDd yean,. and 
made by .. e acieatpametere who JIOI8ell8ed optical 
iDatrameata 88 perfeet 88 any in modem ~ they 
woWd probably, OD conaaltiuS theae memoriala, have 
come to a coocluioo that there had bees a great 
revolutioa in the aoJar and aidereal systems. " Many 
primary and seaHary planets," they might "y, "are 
eDUIIlerated.in theae tablel, which exist no longer. 
Their poaitiooa are 818igned witll IUch precision, that 
we may usure ouneI:vea, that there ia nothing in their 
place at present but the blue ether. Where one star 
is viaible to us, these document. represent several 
thousands. Some of thOle which 8I'e now single, con
sisted then of twe eeparate bodiea, often distinguished 
by dil'erent colours. ami revolviDg periodically round 
a common centre of gmvity. There is nothing ana
lcJgowt to them in the universe at present. for they 
were neither fixed ltare nor puet8, but seem to have 
stood in the mutual re1atiOD of SUB and planet to each 
other. We IDUIt conclude, therefore, that there has 
oecurred. at DO distant p~riod, a tr,mendous cata
suophe, whereby thousandl of worlds have been anni. 
hiliated at once, and some heavenly bodies absorbed 
into the aubstaDce of others." When such doctrines 
had prevailed for agee. the discovery of one of the 
worlds, supposed to have been lost, by aid of the first 
rude telescope invented after the revival of science, 
would not diaaipate the delusion, for the whole burden 
of proof would DOW be t8rown OD thole who insisted 
on the atability of the system from a, remote period, 
and these philoaopbers would be reqlJired to demon
strate the exiatenee of all the wOl'lds said to have beeD 
.... ihilated. 
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Such popular prejudices would be most unfavourable 
to the adv.ancement ofastronomYi fur, instead of pet
severing in the attempt to improve their instrumenu, 
and laboriously to make and record observations, the 
greater number would despair of, verifying the conti
nued existence of the heavenly bodies not visible to 
t~e naked. eye. .Instead of confessing the extent of 
their ignorance, and striving to remove it by bringing 
to light new facts, they would indulge in the more 
easy and indolent employment of framing imaginary 
theories concerning catastrophes and mighty revolu
tions in the system of the universe. 

For more than two centuries the shelly strata of the 
Subapennine hiDs afforded matter of speculation to the 
early geologists of Italy, and few of them had any 
suspicion that similar deposits were then forming in 
the neighbouring sea. They were as unconscioua, of 
the continued action of causes still producing sim. 
eiFects, as the astronomers, in the case above sup
posed, of the existence of certain heavenly bodies still 
giving and reflecting light, and performing their move
ments,as of old. Some imagined that the strata, so 
rich in organic remains, instead of being due to second
ary agents, had been so created in the beginning of 
things by the fiat of the Almighty; and others ascribed 
the imbedded fossil bodies to some plastic power 
which resided in the earth in the early ages of the 
world. At length Donati explored the bed of. the 
Adriatic, and found the closest resemblance between 
the new deposits there forming, and those which «;on
stituted hills aboTe a thousand feet high ~ various parts. 
of the Italian peninsula. He ascertained that certain 
genera of living testaeea were grouped together at the 
bottom of the sea, in precisely the same manner aa were 
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their fossil analogues in the strata of the hills, and 
that some species were common to the recent and 
fossil- world. Beds of shells, moreover, in the Adriatic, 
were becoming incrusted with calcareous rock: and 
others were recently inclosed in deposits of sand and 
clay, precisely as fossil shells were found in the hills. 
This splendid discovery of the identity of modern and 
ancient submarine operations was not made without 
the aid of artificial instruments, which, like the tele
seope, -brought phenomena into view not otherwise 
within the sphere of human observation. 

In like manner, in the Vicentin, a great series of 
volcanic and marine sedimentary rocks was examined 
in the early part of the last century; but no geologists 
suspected, before the time ofArduino, that these were 
partly composed of ancient submarine lavas. If, when 
thesE! inquiries were first made, geologists -had been 
told that the -mode of formation of such rocks might 
be -fully elucidated by the study of processes· then 
going on in certain parts of the Mediterranean, they 
would have been as incredulous as geometers would 
have been before the time of Newton, if anyone bad 
infonned them that, by making experiments on the 
motion of bodies on the earth; they might discover the 
Jaws which regulated the movements of distant planets. 

--The _ establishment, from time to time, of -numerous 
points of itlenti6cation, drew at length from geologists 
a reluctant admission, that there was more correspond
ence between the physical constitution of the- globe, 
and more uniformity in the laws regulating the changes 
of-ita'surfilce, from the most -remote e1'8lJ to- the present, 
than -they at' firet -imagined. i If,- in'this state of the 
science,' they stiJl,despaired' of lIeeonciling e~ery cIa. 
of geGlogical phenomena to -the operations of ordinary 
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cause&, even by strailling analOgy to the utmo8t limitl 
of credibility, we might have expected, at Ieut, that 
the balanCe of probability would Dmr ha"e been pre
BUmed to incline towards the identity of the causes. 
:But, after repeated experience of the fililore of 
attempts to speculate on different clllll8ell of geologieal 
phenomena, as belonging to a distinct order of things, 
each new seet persevered systematically in the prin
ciples adopted by their predeceuors. They invariably 
began, as each new problem presented itself, whether 
relating to the animate or inanimate world, to aaaume 
in their theories, that the economy of nature was for
merly governed by rules for the mOlt part independent 
of those now established. Whether they endeavoured 
to account for the origin of certain igneous reeks, or 
to explain the forces which elevated hills or exeavated 
valleys, or tbe causes whicb led to the extinction of 
certain races of animals, they first presuppoaed .. 
original and dissimilar order of nature; and wheD at 
length they approximated, or entirely came round to 
an opposite opinion, it waa always with the feeling, 
that they conceded what they were jUltified a priori 
in deeming improbable. ID a word, the same men 
who, aa natural philosopbers; would have been most 
incredulous respecting any extraordinary deviatiODS 
from the known coarse of natlH"e, if reported to have 
happened u. tIu!ir 0ImI titM, were equally disposed, as 
geologilts, to expect the proofs of such deviations at 
every period of the past. 

I sbaJl DOW proceed to enumerate IOme of the prin. 
cipal diliculties It ill opposed to the theory of the uni
formity of the causes which have worked auocesaive 
ehaogel in the crust of the earth, anel in the condition 
of its living inhabitants. The diacuuion of 80 Un-
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portaDt a ffIlestion cm. the present occasion may appear 
prematul'e, but it is one which naturally arises out of 
a review of the former hiatory of the science. It is, of 
course, imponible to enter fully into mch speculative 
topics, without occasionally carryiug the novice be
yond his depth, and appealing to facts and coodusioDS 
with which he must as yet be unacquainted; but hi. 
curiosity cannot fail ~ be excited. by having his atten
tion at once called to some of the priacipal points in 
controversy, and after reading the second, third, and 
fourth books, he may return again to these preliminary 
essays with increased interest and profit. 

First, then, it is undeniable, that many objections to 
the doctrine of the uniform agency of geological causes 
baTe been partially or entirely removed by the pro
gress of the science during the lut forty years. It 
was objected, for example, to those who endeavomed 
to explain the formation of sedimentary strata by 
tauses now iB diurnal action, that they must take flJl" 
granted incalculable periods of time. Now the time 
which they required has. since become equally requi
site to account for another class of phenomena brought 
to light by more recent investigations. It must always 
have been evident to unbiassed minds, that successive 
strata, containing, in regular order of superpositiou, 
distinct shells and corals, arranged in familiea .. they 
grow at the bottom of the ses, could only have been 
formed by slow and in8ensible degrees in a great lapse 
of ages: yet, until organic remains were minutely 
examined and specifically determined, it was rarely 
possible to prove that the series of deposits met with 
in one country was not formed simultaneoully with 
that found in another. But we are now able to deter
mine, in numerous instancel, the relative dates of 
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sedimentary rocks in distant regions, and to show, by 
their organic remains, that they were not .of contem
porary origin, but formed in succession. We often 
find, that where an interruption in the cOl)Secutive 
formations in one district is indicated by a. sudden 
transition, from one assemblage. of fossil species to 
another, the chasm is filled up, in some other district,' 
by important groups of strata.· • 

The more attentively we study the European .conti
nent, the greater we find the extension of the, whole 
series of geological formations. No sooner does the 
calendar appear to be completed, and the, signs of a 
succession of physical events arranged in chronolo. 
gical order, than we are called upon to intercalate, as 
it were, some new period of vast duration. A geolo
gist, .whose observations have been confined to England, 
is accustomed to consider the superior and newer 
groups of marine strata in our island as qlodern,-and 
such they are,. comparatively speaking; but when he 
has travelled througb the Italian peninsula and Sicily, 
and has seen strata of mOl:e recent origin forming 
mountains several thousand feet high, and has marked 
a long series both of volcanic and submarine operations, 
all newer than any of the regular strata which enter 
largely into the physical structure of Great Britain,. be 
returns with more exalted conceptions of the antiquity, 
of some of our modern deposits than he before enter
tained of the oldest of the British series. 

We canQot reflect on the concessions thus extorted 
frOD\ us, in regard to the duration of past time, without 
foreseeing, that the period may arrive when part of the 
Huttonian theory will be combated on the ground of 

• See Book iv. chap. ill. 
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itl! departing too far from · the analogy of the present 
course of nature. On a closer investigation of extinct 
volcanos, we· find proofs that they broke· out at succes
sive eras, and that the eruptions of one group were 
often concluded long before others had commenced 
their activity. Some were burning when one class of 
organic beings were in· existence, others came into 
action when a different and new race of animals and 
plants existed: -it is more than probable, therefore, 
that · the convulsions· caused by subterranean move
ments, which seem to be merely another portion of the 
volcanic phenomena, have also occurred in succession; 
and their effects must be divided into separate sums, 
and assigned to separate periods of time. Nor is this 
all: when we examine the volcanic products, whether 
they be lavas which flowed out under water, or upon 
dry land, we find that intervals of time, often of great 
len'gth, intervened between their formation, and that 
the effects of single eruptions were not greater in 
amount than those which now result from ordinary 
volcanic convulsions. The accompanying or preced
ing earthquakes, therefore, may be considered to have 
been also successive, often interrupted by long inter
vals of time, and not to have exceeded in violence those 
now experienced in the ordinary course of nature . 

. Already, therefore, may we regard the doctrine of 
the sudden elevation of whole continents by paroxysmal 
eruptions as invalidated; and there was the greatest 
inconsistency in the adoption of sllch a tenet by the 
Huttonians, who were an'xious to reconcile former 
changes to the present economy of the world. It was 
contrary to analogy to suppose, that Nature had been 
at any former epoch p~rsimonious of time and prodigal 
of violence - to imagine that one district was not at 
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relt, while another was COllyulsed-that the diltmb
ing force. were Dot kept under .objection, 80 8S Beftr 

to carry .imultaneoua havoc and desolation over tbe 
whole eartb, or eYen over one great region. If it 
could have been .hown, that a certain combination of 
circumstances would at aome future period produce a 
crisis iD the .ubterranean action, we should certainly 
have had no right to oppoae our experience for the 
last three thousand years as an argument against the 
probability of such occurrences in past age.; but it i. 
not pretended that .uch a combination can be foreseen. 

In speculating on catastrophes by water, we may 
certainly anticipate great floods in future; and we may 
therefore presume that they have happened again and 
again in past times. The existence of enormous seas 
of fresh water, such as the North American lakes, the 
.urface of the largest of which is elevated more than 
six hundred feet above the level of the ocean, and iI 
in parts twel'Ve hundred feet deep, is alone sufficient to 
asllure us, that the time may come, however di.tant, 
when a deluge may lay W!lste a considerable part of the 
American continent. The depreaaion, moreover, of 
part of Asia, bordering the Caspian Sea, to 8 depth 
of from one to three hundred feet below the level of 
the ooean, might easily give rise to a similar cata
strophe.- No hypothetical agency is required to cause 
the sudden escape of the waters. Such ehanges of 
level, and opening of fissures, as have accompanied 
earthquakes since the commencement of the present 
century, or such exca'Vation of ravines as the recediBg 
cataract of Niagara is now effecting, might breach the 
barriers. Notwithstanding, therefbre, that we haye 

• See Book j\" 
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not witDesaed within the last three thoU88Dd years the 
devastatiOD by. deluge of a large continent, yet, as we 
may predict the future occurreace of such catastrophes, 
we are authorized to regard them as part of the preseat 
order tJf Nature; and they may be iRtroduced into 
geological speculations respecting the past, prorided 
we do not imagine them to have been more frequent 
or general than we expect them to be in time to 
come. 

The great contraat in the aspect of the older and 
newer rocks, in texture, structure, and the deruge-. 
ment of the strata, appeared formerly one of the 
strongest grounds for presuming that the causes to 
which they owed their origin were perfectly dissimilar 
&om those now in operation. But this incongruity may 
be the result of subsequent modifications, since the 
clliFerence of relative age is demonstrated to have 
been immellle, 10 that, however alow and inseDsible 
the change, it must have become important in the 
coune of 80 many ages. In addition to the inftU8lCle 
of'volcanic heat, we must allow for the eI'ect of me
cbanical preIIure, of chemical affinity, of percolation 
by mineral waten, of permeation by elastic fluids, and 
the action, perhaps, of many other forces less under
stood, such 81 electricity and magnetism. The ex
treme of alteration which may thus be efFected, is 
probably exemplified in the highly crystalline, or gra. 
Ditiform, strata, to which the name of primary is 
usually given; but the theory of their origin must be 
postponed to the concluding chapters of the fourth 
Book. 

In regard to the signs of the upraising, linking, 
1iacture, and contortion of rocks, it is evident that 
newer strata cannot be shaken by earthquakes, unleu 
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the. subjacent rocks are also affected; so that the con-: 
trast in the relative degree of disturbance in the more· 
ancient and.the newer strata, is one of many proofs 
that the convulsions have happened in different eras,. 
and the fact confirms the uniformity of the .action .of. 
subterranean forces, instead of their greater violence· 
in the primeval ages. 

Doctrine t:f UnitJef'd FOI'1IUItion8. - The popular 
doctrine of universal formations, or the unlimited 
geographical extent of strata, distinguished by similar 
mineral characters, appeared for a long time to present 
in!lurmountable objections to the supposition, that the 
earth's crust had been formed by causes now acting. 
If it had merely been assumed, that rocks originating 
from fusion by subterranean fire presented in all parta 
of the globe a perfect correspondence in their mineral 
composition, the assumption would not have been 
extravagant; for, as the elementary substances that 
enter largely into the composition of rocks are few in 
number, they may be expected to arrange them
selves invariably in the same forms, whenever the • elementary particles are freely exposed to the action 
of chemical affinities. But when it was imagined that 
sedimentary mixtures, including animal and vegetable 
remains, and evidently formed in the beds of an
cient lakes and seas, were of a homogeneous nature 
throughout a whole hemisphere, the dogma pre
cluded at once all hope of recognizing the slightest 
analogy betwen the ancient and modem causes of 
decay and reproduction. We know that existing 
rivers carry down from different mountain chains 
sediment of distinct colours and composition: where 
th.e. chains . are. near the sea, coarse sand and gravel 
is swept in; where they are distant, the finest mud. 
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We know, also, ·that the matter introduced by springs 
into. lakes and. seas is very diversified in· mineral 
composition; in short, ctmtmrporafI«JfU strata BOW in 
the progress of formation are greatly varied in their 
composition, and could never afford formations of. 
homogeneous mineral ingredients co.extensive with 
the greater part. of the earth's surface. 

This theory, however, is in truth as inapplicable to 
the geological monuments found in the earth's crust, 
as to the efFects of existing causes. The first·investi
gators of sedimentary rocks had never reflected on the 
great areas occupied by the modem deltas of large 
rivers; still less on the much greater areas over which 
marine currents, preying alike on river-deltas, and con
tinuous lines of sea-coast, diffuse homogeneous mix
tures. They were ignorant of the vast spaces over 
which calcareous and other mineral springs abound upon 
the land and in the sea, especially in and near volcanic 
regions,. and of the quantity of matter discharged by 
them. When, therefore, they ascertained the extent 
of the geographical distribution of certain groups of 
ancient strata-when they traced them continuously 
from one extremity of Europe to the other, and found 
them flanking, throughout their entire range, great 
mountain chains, they were astonished at so unexpected 
a discovery; and, considering themselves at liberty to 
disregard all modem analogy, they indulged in the 
sweeping generalization, that the law of continuity 
prevailed throughout strata of contemporaneous origin 
over tbe whole planet. The difficulty of dissipating 
this delusion was extreme, because some rocks, formed 
under similar circumstances at difFerent epochs, pre
sent the same external characters, and often the same 
internal composition; and all these were a88um7eh 
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be cOIltemporaneouJ until the contrary could be abo1nl, 
which, in the abseace of evidence deriftd from direct 
81Iperpoaitioll, and in the aearcity of organic remaiua, 
was oAen impossible. 

Innumerable other false generalizations have been 
derived from the same aource; such, for instance, 88 

the former. univenality of the ocean, now disproved 
bY the discovery of the remains of terrestrial vegetation 
in strata of every age, even the moat ancient. But I 
aball dwell no longer OD exploded errors, but proceed 
at once to contend against weightier objections, wbich 
wi1l require more atteRtive consideration. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

P11RTBER EXAMINATION OP TBE QUESTION AS TO TBI!! 

DISCORDANCE OP TBB ANCIENT AND HODBRN CAuns OP 

ORANGB. 

Proors that the climate or the Northern Hemisphere was fbrmerl)' 
hotter- Direct proofs from the organie remai .. or the SidJNn 
ad Italian strata - ProofS &om. uaI"11 derived 60 .. e~ti_ 
Quedrupeds- Imbeddiug of aaimaIs in Ieeberr- Siberiua 
Mammotbs (p. 141.)-Evidenee in regard to temperature, 
noDi tbe fossil. of tertUuy and secondary rocks (p. 158.)
From tbe Plants of tbe Coal formation - Northern limit or 
these fossils - Whether such plants could endure the long con. 
tinwmce of an ardic nigbt (p. 155.). 

Climate of tAB NorIkem Hemi8p/&ere.formerly lIotter.
THAT the climate of the Northern hemisphere has un
dergone an important change, and that its mean annual 
temperature must once have resembled that now ex
perienced within the tropics, was the opinion of IOme 
of the first naturalists who investigated the contents 
of the ancient strata. Their conjecture became more 
probable "hen the shells and corals of the IeCOndary 
rocks were more carefully examined; for these organic 
remains were found to be intimately connected by 
generic aftinity with species now living in warmer 
latitudes. At a later period, many reptiles, such as 
turtles, tortoises, and large saurian animals, were die
coyered in European ibrmations in great abundance; 
and they supplied new and powerful arguments, from 
analogy, in 8upport of the doctrine, that the heat of 
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the climate had been great when our secondary strata 
were deposited. Lastly, when the botanist turned his 
attention to the specific determination of fOlltil plaats, 
the evidence acquired the fullest confirmation; for the 
flora of a country is peculiarly influenced by temper
ature: and the ancient vegetation of the earth might, 
more readily than the forms of animals, have afforded 
conflicting proofs, had the popular theory been without 
foundation. When the examination of animal and 
vegetable remains was extended to rocks in the moat 
northern parts of Europe and North America,· and 
even to the Arctic regions, indications of die same 
revolution in climate were discovered. 

It cannot be said, that in this, as in many other de
partments of geology, we have investigated the phe
nomena of former eras, and neglected those of the 
present state of things. On the contrary, since the 
first agitation of this interesting question, the acces
sions' to . our knowledge of living animals and plants 
have been immense, and have fur surpassed all. the 
data previously obtained for generalizing; concem~ 
the relation of certain types of organization to parti. 
cular climates. The tropical and temperate zones of 
South America and of Australia have been ,explored; 
and, on close comparison, it has been found, that 
scarcely any of the species of the animate creation iD 
these extensive continents are identical with· those in
habiting the old world. Yet the zoologist and botanist, 
well acquainted with the geographical distribution of 
organic beings in other parts of the globe, would have 
been able, if distinct groups of species had been pre
sented to them from these regi<mll. to recognize those 
wb\ch had been, collected from latitudes, within, and 
those which were brought from without the tropics. 
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.. Before I attempt'to explain the probable causes of 
great vicissitudes of temperature on the earth's sur-. 
&ce, I shall take a rapid view of some of the principal 
daca which appear. to support the popular opinions 
now entertained on the subject. To insist on the 
soundness of these inferences, is the more necessary, 
because some zoologists have ,of late undertaken. to 
vindicate the uniformity of the laws of nature, not: by . 
accounting for former 6uctuations in climate,' but by 
denying the value of the evidence in their favour.-

Direct fJf'OIJft from the fossil remai1l8 of limng If*iu .. 
- It is, not. merely by reaBODing from' analogy that. we . 
are· led to infer a diminution of temperature iR. the . 
climate of Europe; there are direct proofs in con~' 
1irmation of the same· doctrine, in the only countries . 
hitherto investigated by expert geologists. where we 
could expect to .meet with such proofS. It is ·not· .in: . 
England or Northern France, but around the borders, 
of the Mediterranean, from the South of Spain to. 
Oalabria,and in the islands of the Mediterranean, that 
we must look for conclusive evidence 011 this question; 
for it is not in strata where the organic r8nuUns beloug 
to extinct species, but where living species abouad in 
a fossil- state, that a theory of climate. can be .subjected 
to the. experimentum crucis. In Sicily,· Ischia, and 
Calabria, where the fossil testacea of the more recent 
anta belong almost entirely to species now inhabiting 
the Mediterranean, the conchologist remarks, that. in~ 
dividuals.in the inland deposits often.exceed in their 
average size their Jiving analogues, as if the circum-

- See two articles by the Rev. Dr. Fleming, in the Edinburgh 
New·PbiI. ·JOUR. ·No. Iii. p. 277., April, 18st9; aad No. IT. 

p. 65., Jaa. 1s80. 
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ItaDCe8 under w.Jaich they formerly lived were more 
finleurable to their de"e1opment. Yet 'DD douht caD 

JJe entertained of their spec:i6c icleatity on the grou.d 
of such difference in their dimeuiODS; becauae .liri.g 
individuals of many of tlMse specie. still auain, iD 
warmer latitudes, the avenge size of the fes.ils. 

I collected aeveral hundrecl.pecies of shells ia Sicily, 
at dii'erent elevations, sometimes Uom one thOWlalld 
to tbt'ee thousand feet above the level of the sea; &Bd 
forty species or more in Ischia, partly m- an e1eYa
tion of above ODe thousand feet, and theee were care
fully compared with recent shells procured by Pro
fessor O. G. Ooma, fr .. the Neapolitaa seas. Not 
enly were the fOllil species for the most part identical 
with those now living, bat the relative abundaDoe iD 
which difFerent species occur in the strata and in the 
sea corresponds in a remarbble lD8DDer. Yet tee 
larger average aize of the fossil iadividuala of ... , 
species was very atrikiDg. A comparison of the fosail 
.hell, .of the more modem strata of Calabria and 
Otnmto, ill ill. collection of PNfeaaor.costa, aftimled 
eimilar reaults.. 

As we proceed northwards in the Italian peninsula, 
and pass from the region of active to that of extioct 
voleanos, we find the assemblage of fossil shells, in the 
modem (Subapennine) strata, to depart somewhat 
more widely from the type of the neighbouring seas. 
The proportion of apec:ies identifiable with those now 
living in the Meditemm8ll1 is .till coaaiderable; but 
it no longer predominates, as in the South of Italy. 
over the unknown species. Although occurring in 
localities which are removed several degrees farther 
from the equator (as at Sienna, Parma, Aati, &c.), the 
shells yield clear indications of a hotter climate. Many 
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of diem are cornmen to tfte SubapenlliDe IrillI, to tile 
Mediterraneao, and to the IDdiaa 0ceaL Those iD 
the f088i1 state,.and their living analogues from t_ 
tropics, correspond in size; when!!88 the iDdiridraal& ~ 
the same speeie8 &om the Mediterranean are dwarfish 
and appear degeaemte, aDd stIlnted in their grcnnh. 
for want of eonditions which the Indian Ocean ~ 
supplies.-

This mdence is of great weight, and is not neu
tralized by any facts of a con6icting character; IUch, 

for instance, as the asSociation, in the lame group, of 
individuals referrible to species now c0n6ned to arctic 
regions. Whenever any of the fossil sheDe are identi
fied with living 'species foreign to the Mediterranean, 
it Is not in the Northern Ocean, but between the 
tropics, that they must be sought t: OIl the other hand, 

• PJ:ofessors Guidotti of Parma, and Bonelli of Turin, pointed 
out to me, in l828, many examples in confirmation of this point. 
Among others, I may mention that Bulla lignaria, a very com
mon shell, is invariabty found fossil in the nonIl of ltal" of the 
_ magnitude .. it _ reeebeI in -the hdian ... aNi nmeh 

IIJIIa11er in aliviag ~ in the Medi~. ladiriciulalt, bow. 
ever, of this great size are said to have been found at La Rochelle. 
Tbe eommoa Ortboceraa of the Mediterran.... O. rapbanista, 
attains larger average dimensions in • fOlllil, than in a recent 
state. 

t Thus, for example, RosteUaria curvirostris, found fouil by 
Siguor Bonelli near Turin, is only knowa lit p_t .. an Indian 
shell. Murex cornu.a, to.il at AIti, is'now only Jr.nowa.-t 
iD wanner latitudes, the om" localities given by 14_ IIIlCl 
lAmarck being the African and Great Indian Oceans. Senegal 
is the principal known habitat at present. ConUII antediln'ri
_UII cannot be distiJlguiahed from a shell now brought ftom 
Owhybee. Among other familiar instan_ mentioned to me by 
Italian naturalists, in confirmation of the __ point, Euccinum 

","'''~"G'/ 
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the associated' unknown species belong, for the most 
part, to genera which are now most largely developed 
in equinoctial regions, as, for example, the g~nera 
Pleurotoma and Cypnea.· . 

On comparing the fossils of the tertiary deposits of 
Paris' and London with those of Bordeaux, and these 
again with the more modem strata of Sicily, we should 
at first expect that they would each indicate a ,higher 
temperature in proportion 'as they are situated farther 
to' the south. But the contrary is true; many shells 
are' common to all these groups, and some of tbem~ 
both freshwater and marine, are of species still living. 
Those found in the older, or Eocene deposits of Paris 
and London, although SO or 7° N. of the Miocene 
strata at Bordeaux, afford evidence of a' wBrmer 
climate; while those of Bordeaux imply that the sea 
in which they lived was of a higher temperature than 
that of Sicily, where the sheDy strata were formed six 
or seven degrees nearer to the equator. In these 
cases the greater antiquity of the several formations 
(the Parisian being the oldest and the Sicilian the 
newest) has more than counterbalanced the influence 
which latitude would otherwise exert, and this phe.!. 

clathratum, Lam., was cited; but Professor Costa assured me 
that this shell, although extremely rare, still occurs in the Medi:
terranean. M. Deshayes informs me that he has received it from 
the Indies. . .• 

...• Of the geDUII" Pleurotoms a very few living representatives 
!la,.. yet ,been found in the Mediterraneaa;_ yet DIJ' less . tUa 
~6ve species are now to be seen in the'wueUlll at Tu .. .p. 
pr:ocured hy Professor Bonelli from the Suh4~nipe ~b!-, flf 
northern Italy. The genus Cypnea is represented by many large 
fossil species iD the SUhspennine hills, with which are associated 
one small and two or .t:bree minute species of tbe same genus, now 
found in the Mediterranean. 
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nome2121 clearly point21 to a IIf:adual f:21frig21f:21tion, 
climate. 
, Siberian MammotAs.-1n the superficial deposits of 
~and, 10a1"n, Btrew"d very 'wer 
parts of Europe, the remains of extinct IIpecies of land 
duadrndnds h""e been fou"d, especially in pl84es 
where the all"nialmett"l' app,'''f:S to h""e be"n Hash",l 
into small lakes, or into depressions in the plains bor-

"ncient rive"e, Simil"r h"1ie al~42 
been lodged in rents caV1in,S of f:ed{1I where tb1iY \ 
may have been swept in by land floods, ot: introduced 

l:"hiilphed livers :hz::ing thii "mlS:'ii:ii, 
geography of countries. The various CU:CU1DSUmCes 
nndel nhich the bom::Ei ,If animals have; been thus P'i21, 
herved ::"ill more here:dd"r .• ; 
shall only state here, that among the extinct mam
malia tdiiS entnmbed, ne find :;pecieii the dephanh 
rhinoceros, hippopo£:nnms, heaii, hyaena, lion, tiger, 
and many others; consisting for the most part of 
hene,'R: "ow, :;iiililned war,,":l regi:ml, 

It has been inferred that the same change of climate 
ilihich has canf3nd celtslln Indian species of testacea to 
hecom" rare, to d':h:;nerate in er to di6:appen::: 
from the Mediterranean,-and certain genera of the 
dubapl:"nine nn" exc1n::i::ely tn:::picaI, retain 
no longer any representntives the nPjoining ::eas,~ 
may also have contributed to the annihilation of the 
::::l8JDlllEfl,rou:: henern which inhabiind tI:n 
continents. It is certainly probable that, when these 
n:::::imnlf3 aboundnd in Europ;:, the climate'was milder 
hhaIi nn" expelinnced, hnt by mea21f3 
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appear to have requiNd a tropical. heat. The h.ippGpo
tamus is now only met with in rivers where the temper
stur'e' of the water is-warm and De&l"ly uniCorm, but. the 
great fusaihpeci.es of the lUIIe genu.. (H. raqjor, CUY.) 
certainly inhabited Eagbmd when the teetacea of GUI: 

eountry wer. -i1 the same aa thole now exiatiog, 
ami when the climate cannot be BUppoaed to have beea 
very het. The boDe. ai. thi .. aDimaI bave lately been. 
fmmd by Mf'. Strickland, tegetha with those of a beat: 
8D'If o"'.r mammaJia., at Cropthorn, near: Eveaham, in 
WOFeestenibire,. in alIUlTW sand, t08et11er with twenty~ 
three species of te1'l'estrial and freshwater &bells, all, 
with tw.g exception.. of British speciel. The bed of 
8111Hl, OOBtaioiag tIN .. en.. and bones, reposes OB lias, 
and is cfWered with alternating strata of gravel, II8Ild 
and loant.. 

The mammoth allOappearS to have existed in Ens
land wlien the temperature of our latitudes C&Uld not 
lIave· been very different from that which now prevails ; 
for remains of this animal have been found at North 
CliIF, in the county of Yor~ in a laeustriDe formation, 
in which all tbe land and freshwater shells, thirteen in 
ftUmber, can be identified with species and varieties 
BOW existing in that COUDty. Bonea of the bison alll9, 

8ft animalDCMr inhabiting a cold or temperate climate; 
have been fond iD the same place. That these quad
rapeds, aoci the iodigenou& speciea of teatacea as .. 
mated-with- thelll; ware all. contemporary inhabitanta of 
Yorlalrire, h_ ooen eatabliahed by unequivoeal. proe£ 
The Rev. W.V. Vemon Harcourt caused a pit le be 
aunk to ttle depth of twenty-two feet tluough undis
turbed strata, in which the remains of the mammoth 

• GeoL Proceedings, No. 36. June, 1834. 
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were f'ouM imbedded, together witk the slreUa, in a 
cIepo8it wllich hd evidendy Nlulaed &om tmatquil 

water .. -
When reuoning on these phenomena. tbe reader 

must always bear in miDd dIat the fOBlil iudivicluaIa 
belonged to 8pecW of elephant, rhinocerOl, hipp0po
tamus, bear, tiger, and hyena, distinct &om tboae 
which now dwell within or near the tmpica. Dr. 
Ftemiog, in a discussion on this subject, b. well re
marked that a near resemblance in form and OIIteolo .. 
gieal sti'llcture is not always followed, ia the exiating 
creatioD, by a similarity of geographical distribution; 
aud we must therefere be on our guard againat ~ 
ing too confidently, from· mere analogy of anatomical 
structure, retlpeeting the babita and physiological pecu .. 
liarities of BpeCiu, now DO more. "The zebra. clelighu 
to J!08ID over the tropical p1ailY, to which. it is in a great 
measure rettl'icted; while the horae C3l maintain ita 
existence thnugbollt an Icelaad winter. The buiFalo, 
like the zebra, prefers a high temperatore~ and cannot 
thme even where the common ox prospera. The musk: 
011. on the other band, though nearly resembling the 
buIalo,. prefers the stinted herbage of the arctic re
gions, and is able, by its periodical migratiens, to eut~ 
lin a northerr& winter. The jacbl (Cmei8. _mu) 
inhabits Afiica, the warmer parts of Asia, and Greece; 
while the isatis (Cam. ~) resides in dte arctic 
regions. The African ham and the polar hare hue 
their geographical diJtribution expressed in their trivial 
namest ; ,. and: GifFerent species. of bears thrive in tr0-

pical, temperate, and arctic latitudes. 

• Phil. Mag., Sept. 1829 and Jan. 1880. 
t FIeming, Ed. New Phil. Journ., No. 12. p. 282.1829. 
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Rec{;nt have pRlkced Pttyond dOllM 
lkhe impottant thn:;t thgt a oh tiger, iPlknticIiB. 
with that of Bengal, is common in the neighbourhood 

Lakz; rhaI, in forth~hnh of 
·north latitude; and from time to time this animal is 
meW s:;:;rg in Siberia, in a latitude 88 far north 88 the 
parallel ;l;f Blk3:li;l and Hamhnlgh." Humh·lkHt re~ 

~rks that the part of southern Asia now inhabited by 
this Indi;gi of is frum thlk Hima-
laya by ,.wo chlk+tti of mikuntainfi, each euvertth 
with perpetual snow,-the chain ofKuenlun, lat. 35° N., 
.lknd thlkt gf Meu2klagh, klki_ 42" J ~ 80 thut is imlenfisibllk 
that these animals should merely have made excursions 
from Indin, so as to have penetrated in summer to the 

anh fifty-thifid of north hktitude; 
They must remain all the winter north of the Mouz-
t1igh, Celestifr Moun'~nins. The 188t 
'}P28, on the in 52f:·, ttasin dimate noldet 
than that of Petersburgh and Stockholm.t 

We In'k;:D frum Mr. aCCOimt of thlk mam; 
malia of Nepal, that the tiger is sometimes found at 
the verp ndge nf herpetual snow in the Himalapa t; and 
.:*:i;nnanf. mentinmi that is fOimh am;,eh the ;;n:kW8 0JI' 
Mount Ararat in Armenia. 

A n,;m ;;pecieB also (Felif i;:bia), z:nnereiR 
with long hair, beech JI'iEkCOVlkind in Siheria, ee£dently 
inhabiting, like the tiger, a region north of the Celestial 

OUIllhZ:n;:, whi::h are Int. 4d; 
The two-horned African trhinoceros occurs without 

th::; at the of Good H:::JI';e, in lat; S{.o 

Hunhnldt, Pi·agmen: Goo7;;7;;;;' &c.; t:;me n. 388. 
Ehrenberg. Ann. des Sri. Nat., tome xxi. p. 587. 

Ei:likberg, p. SP.i. 

JOiti". gf AS;::k. Soc., i. p. 
§ Ehrenberg, ibid. 
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i9I' S., where it is accompanied by the elephant, hippo
petamus, od hylllna. Here the migration of all these 
speciea towards the south is arrested by the ocean; 
but, if the continent had been prolonged still farther, 
and. the land had been of moderate elevation, it is very 
probable that they might have extended their range to 
a greater distance from the tropics. 
. Now, it'the Indian tiger can range in our own times 
to the southern borders of Siberia, or skirt the snows 
of the Himalaya, we may easily imagine that large 
species of the same genus may once have inhabited OUl' 

temperate climates. The mammoth (E. ~), 
already,alluded to as occurring fossil in England, was 
decidedly diJferent from the two existing species of 
elephants, one of which is limited to Asia, south of 
the :n° of,N.lat., the other to Africa, where it ex
tends, as. befOre stated, as far south as the Cape of 
Good Hope. The bones of the great fosail species 
are very widely spread over Europe and North Ame
rica; but are nowhere in such profusion as in Siberia, 
particularly near the shores of the frozen ocean. Me 
we, then, to conclude that this animal preferred a polar 
climate? If so,' by what food was it sustained, and 
why does it not still survive near the arctic 'circle ? 
. Pallas and other writers describe the bones. of the 
ID&mmoth as abounding throughout all ~he. Lowland of 
Siberia, stretching in. a direction west and eaSt, froa 
the borders of Europe to the extreme· point lleareK 
..America, aDd· south and north, &om the· bue of. the 
mountains of ceatral Asia to. the shores of ~ ,arane 
sea.· Within this space, scarcely inferior in area 
to the whole _of Europe, fossil ivory has been co],. 
lected almost every where, on the banks of·the.1rtish, 
Oby, Yenesei, Lena, ·and.otherrivers. The.eIephan-

VOL. I. H 
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tiDe re ..... do DOt OCOB' in the ....... and low 
,-s, but when! the baolea of the mers preaeat Iafty 
precipices of .aud ad clay; uom which circ:ulDlltaDce 
PaDaa Vert juatly interred that, if aectiODS could be 
obtaiaeci, similar booes might be fOUDd in all the 
ele9ated lands iaterveDing between the great riven. 
Strahlenberg, indeed, had stated, befOre the time 
of PaBas, tbat wherever ay of the great rivers mer· 
towed aDd cut ollt uesb clwmels during Roods, lIlore 
fOssil remains of the same kind were inftriably disclosed. 

As to the position of the bonel, Pall.. found them 
in 80IIle places imbedded together with marine re
..roa; in others, simply with fouil wood, or 1igoite, 
-oh, as he says, might have been derived uom car· 
'honiBed peat. On the baulea of the Yenesei, below the 
city of Krunojank, in late 56°, be obaerved.grinden, 
and bones of elephants, in strata ofyeUow and ted louI, 
IIltemating with C08J'8e saud and gravel, in which RI 

alJo much petrified wood of the willow and other trees. 
Heidler here nor in the neighbourin« country were 
tJaere any marine shella, but merely layen of bllck 
coal." But griodera of the m8lDDNlth were c:oJJeceei 
UlCh farther dowll the lIIUlle river, near the sea, in 
late 70°, mixed with man.. petrifaotionL t Many 
"er places in Siberia are cited by Pallas, where BeS 

shells and fishes' teeth acmmpany the bones·of die 
..ammeth, rhinecerGL MKl Siberian buffalo, or bisGD 
(Bor ",...,). But it it Dot on the Oby nor tile Ye
aesei, but on the Leaa, &nher to the eII8t, where, iD 
the lIBIIle parallels of latitude, tI1e cold is .. mote 
.tense, tUt fossil remains _e been fmad in the 
... t ... derful.aa.te of preservation. In 1112, PaDu 
dttaiDeci from WiijuisIaoi, in laL 64,0, fiom the ItanIaa ti 

• PIiIlas, Reise in ftuas. Reic:be, pp. 4M, 410-
t Nov. ColD. Petrop. voL 17. p. 584. 
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the Wiljui, a tributary. the Leaa, the cmcau of a 
rhinocerOl (R. ~_). taken from the 88Dd in 
which it mult haTe remained coagaled for ages, the 
soil of that region being always fracen to withia a 
slight depdl of the surface. This carcase ".. com
pared to a natural mDlDIDY, and emitted an odour like 
putrid fteih. pan of ~e akiD being still coyered with 
black aDd pay hair.. So great, indeed, " .. the quan
tity of hair on the foot aod head conveyed to at. 
PeterBburg, that Pallas asked whether the rhinoceros of 
the Le. ntislat not have been an inltabitant of tbe tem
perate regions of middle Asia, its clothing being so much 
warmer than that of the African rhinoceros.- After 
more than SO years, the entire carcass ofa mammoth w .. 
obtained in 1803, by Mr. Adams, much farther to the 
north. It fell from a mass of ice, iD which it had been 
encased, on the banb of the Leu, in Iat. 7~ ; and so 
palectly h..t the soft parts- of the carcass been pre
served, that the flesh, as it lay, was-devoured by wolves 
and bears. Thia skeleton is still in the museum of St. 
Petersburg, the head retaining its integument and 
many of the ligaments entire. The akin of the animal 
was covered, first, with black bristles, thicker than 
horse hair, from twelve to sixteen inches in length; 
secondly, with hair of a reddish brown colour, about 
four inches long; and thirdly, with woo] of the same 
colour as the hair, about an inch in length. Of the 
fur, upwards of thirty pounds' weight were gathered 
from the wet tumd-bank. The individual was nine feet 
high, and sixteen feet long, without reckoning the 
large cuned tusks; a size rarely surpassed by the 
largest living male elephants. t 

• Nil •• Cam. Petrop. voi. 17. P. 691. 
t Journal du NoM, St. Pet.erll.UI'Io 1107. 

R2 
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It is evident, then, that the mammoth, instead of 
being naked, like the living Indian and Afiican ele
phantB was enveloped in a thick shaggy covering of fur, 
probably as impenetrable to rain and co1d as that of 
the musk OX.- The species may have been fitted by 
nature to withstand the vicissitudes of a northern 
climate; and it is certain that, from the moment when 
the carcasses, both of the rhinoceros and elephant, 
above described, were buried in Siberia, in 1atitudes 
640 and 7et> N., the soil must have remained frozen. 
and the atmosphere nearly as cold as at this day • 

• Fleming, Ed. New Pbil. Journ., No. xii., p. 285. 
Bishop 'Heber informs us (Narr. of a Journey through the 

Upper Provinces of India, vol. ii. p. 166-219.), that in the 
lower range of the Himalaya mountains, in the north-eastern 
borders of the Delhi territory, between lat. 29" and SO", he saw 
an Indian elephant of a small size, covered with shaggy hair. But 
this variety must he exceedingly rare; for Mr. Royle (late super
intendent of the East India Company's BotaDic Garden at Saha
runpore) has_ured me, that being in India wben Heher's Jour
nal appeared, and having never seen or heard of sucb elephants, 
he made the strictest inquiries respecting the fact, and was never 
able to obtain any evidence in corroboration. Mr. Royle resided 
at &harunpore, lat. sO" N., upon the II%INme fIOrlAem limil of the 
range of the elephant. Mr. Everest also declares that he has hem 
equally unsuccessful in finding anyone aware of the existence of 
sucb a variety or breed of the animal, thougb one solitary indivi
dual was mentioned to him as baving been seeD at Delhi, with a 
good deal of long hair upon it. The greatest elevation, says Mr. 
E., at which the wild elephant is found in the mountains to the 
north of Bengal, is at a place called Nabun, about 4000 feet above 
,the level of the sea, and in the Sist degree of N. lat., where the 
mean yearly temperature may he about 64° FahreDheit, and the 
difference between winter and summer very great, equal to about 
S~ F., the month of January averaging 45°, and JUDe, the hottest 
month, 81° F. (Everest on Climate of F088. Eleph., Joum. or 
Asiat. Soc., No. 25, po 21.) 
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So fresh is the ivory throughout northern Russia. 
that, according to Tilesius, thousands of fossil tusks 
have been collected and used in turning; yet others 
are still procured and sold in great plenty. He de
clares his ,belief that the bones s~ left in northern 
Russia must greatly exceed in number all the ele
phants now living on the globe. 

We are as yet ignorant of the entire geographical 
range of this fossil mammoth; but its remains have 
recently been collected from cliffs of frozen mud and 
ice on the east side of Behring's Straits, in Eschscholtz's 
Bay, in Russian America, lat. 66° N. As the cliffs 
waste away by the thawing of the ice, tusks and bones 
fall out, and a strong odour of animal matter is exhaled 
from the mud.-

On considering all the facts above enumerated, it 
seems reasonable . to imagine that a large region in 
central Asia, including, perhaps, the southern half of 
Siberia, enjoyed, at no very remote period in the earth's 
history, a temperllte climate, sufficiently mild to afford 
food for large herds of elephants and rhinoceroses, of 
species distinct from tkose now living. At the time 
to which these speculations refer ... the Lowland of 
Siberia was probably less extensive towards the north 
than it is now; but the existing rivers, though of 
inferior length, may have flowed from south to north, 
as at present, and, during inundations, may have swept 
the carcasses of drowned animals into lakes, or the 
sea, as do the Nile, Ganges, and other rivers in our . , 
own tlme.t 

In Siberia all the principal rivers are liable, like the 

• See Dr. Buekland's description of these bones, Appen. to 
JJeechey's Voy. 

t See Book ill. cbaps. n. and ui. 
B S 
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Mackenzie, in North America,. t& remarkable floods, in 
conlequenc:e of flowiRg iD 8 direction ftoem MIlth to 
Borth; for they are fiUed with running water in Ibm 
upper coune whea completely &o.en ~f!I lor lleVeral 
hundred miles ne. their mouths. Here they remain 
blocked up by ice fur six monthl Ut every year, and 
the descending waters, finctiog no opea channel, rush 
oyer the ice; often changing their dil'ection; and 
sweeping along forests and prodigioul «fuaotities of soil 
and gravel mixed with ice. The riTers of this great 
country are among the Iargelt in the world, the 
Yenesei having a coorle of 2500, the Lena tit 2000 
miles; so that we may easily concei'fe that the b0-
dies of animals which fall into their waters may be 
transported to vast distances towards the arctic sea, 
and, before arriving there, may be stranded upon thick 
ice, and afterwards, when the ice breaks up, be 60ated 
still farther toward! the ocean, until at length they 
become buried in ftuviatile and submarine deposits near 
the mouths of rivers. 

It would doubtlel8 be impossible for herds of mam
moths and rhinoceroses to obtain subsistence at pre
sent, even in the southern part of Siberia, covered as 
it is during a great part of the year with SI'lollr: bot 
there is no diiiculty in supposing a vegetation capable 
of nourishing these great quadrupeds to have once 
flourished between the latitudes 40° and 6(1l N., re
sembling perhaps that of England; for we have seen 
that there are proo£! of the mammoth having c0-

existed with a large proportion of the living species of 
British testacea. 

It has been well observed by Dr. Fleming, that" the 
kind of food which the existing species of elephant 
prefers will not enable us to determine, or even to 
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eEer a probable conjecture, cencernmg that of the 
extinct species. No one acquainted with the gm. 
mineous character of the food of our fallow-deer, 
stag, or roe, would have assigned a lichen to the rein
deer." 

Travellers mention that, Ken DO'll, whea the climate 
of eastern Asia. is so much colder than the lame 
parallels of latitude farther west, there are woods DOt 

only of fir, but of birch, poplar, and alder on the 
banks of the Lena as far north Ba latitude 000. For
merly, when the arctic lands were less extensive, the 
temperature of the winter and summer may have been 
Blore nearly equalized, and the iDcreasing severity of 
the winters, . rather than a diminution of the mean 
annual temperature, may have been the chief cause of 
the extermination of the mammoth. It is probable 
that the refHgeration of the climate of nmb-eastern 
Alia was acoompanied, and in a great measure caused, 
by changes in its physical geography. The whole 
country, from the mountains to the sea, may have 
beeD upraised by a movement similar to that which 
is now experienced in part of Sweden; and as the 
shores of the Gulf of Bothnia are extended Dot only 
by the influx of sediment brought down by rivers, but 
also by the elevation and consequent drying up of the 
bed of the sea, so a similar combination of causes may 
have extended the low tract of land where marine 
meUs and fossil bODes DOW occur in Siberia. 

It has been suggested, that as, in our own times, the 
northern animals migrate, so the Siberian elephant 
and rhinoceros may have wandered towards the north 
in summer. The musk oxen annually desert their 
winter quarters in the south, and cross the sea upon 
the ice, to graze for four months, from May to Sep-

H 4 
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tember, on the rich pasturage of Melville Island, in 
lat.75'. The mammoths, without passing so far be
yond the arctic circle, may nevertheless have made 
excursions, during the heat of a brief northern summer, 
from the central or temperate parts of Asia to the 
sixtieth parallel of latitude; in which case the carcasses 
of. such as were· drowned, or overwhelmed by drift 
snow, may have been hurried down into the polar s~ 

. and imbedded in the deposits there accumulating. 
I have been informed by Dr. Richardson, that in the 

northern parts of America, comprising regions now 
inhabited by many herbivorous quadrupeds, the drift 
snow is often converted into permanent glaciers. It is 
commonly blown over the edges ofsteep cliffs, so as to 
form an inclined talus hundreds of feet high; and when 
a thaw commences, torrents rush from the land, and 
throw down from the top. of the cliff alluvial soiL and 
gravel. This new soil soon becomes covered with 
vegetation, and protects the foundation of snow from 
the raya of the sun. Water occasionally penetrates 
into the crevices and pores of the snow; but, as it .soon 
freezes again, it serves the.more rapidly to consolidate 
the mass into a compact iceberg. It may sometimes 
happen that cattle grazing in a valley at the base of 
such cliffs, on the borders of a sea or river, may be 
overwhelmed, and at length enclosed in solid ice, and 

'then transported towards the polar regions. 
The result of these investigations, therefore,· may 

lead us to conclude that the mammoth, and some other 
extinct quadrupeds fitted to live in high latitudes, were 
inhabitants of northern Asia at a time when' the 
climate was milder, and more_uniform, than at present. 
Their extirmination was probably connected with 
changes in the physical geography of the arctic I:e~ 
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giODS, of which I shall consider the effects in the next 
chapter. 

CIumge of climate protJed by fossils in older strata.
Ifwe pass from the consideration of these more modem 
deposits, whether of marine or continental origin, in 
which existing species are abundantly intermixed with 
the extinct, to the older tertiary strata, we can only 
reason from analogy; since none of the species of ver
tebrated animals, and scarcely any of the testacea of 
those formations, are identifiable with species now in 
being. In the deposits of that more remote period, we 
find the remains of many animals analogous to those of 
hot climates, such as the crocodile, turtle, and tortoise, 
together with many large shells of the genus nautilus; 
and plants indicating such a temperature as is now 
found along the southern borders of the Mediter
ranean. 

A great interval of time appears to have- elapsed 
between the formation of the secondary strata, which 
constitute the principal portion of the elevated land in 
Europe, and the origin of the last-mentioned Eocene 
deposits. In that great series of secondary rocks, 
many distinct assembllJges of organized fossils are 
entombed, all of unknown species, and many of them 
referrible to genera and families now most abundant 
between the tropics. Among the most remarkable are 
many gigantic reptiles, some of them herbivorous, 
others carnivorous, and far exceeding in size any now 
known even in the torrid zone. The genera are for 
the most part extinct, but some of them, as the cro
codile and monitor, have still representatives in the 
warmer parts of the earth. Coral reefs also were evi
dently numerous in the seas of the same periods, and 
composed of species belonging to genera now charac-

H 5 . 
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terisUc of a tropicU climate. The Dumber of 'ftfrT 
large chambered she)]s also leads us to iDfer aD elevated 
temperature; and the associated foail p1antlt, although 
imperfectly known, tend to the aame condll8ion, d1e 
Cycadeal CODBtituting the IDOIt Dumerous family_ 

But it is from the more ancient coal deposits that 
the most extraordiDary evidence has been supplied in 
proof of the fonner existence of an extremely hot 
climate iD those latitudes which are now the temperate 
and colder regions of the globe. It appears from the 
fossils of the carboDiferous period, that tbe flora COD
sisted almost exclusively of large valCular cryptogamic 
plants. We learn, from the labours of M. Ad. Brong
Diart, that there existed at that epoch Equileta up
wards of ten feet high, and trom five to six iDches in 
diameter; tree ferns, or plants allied to them, trom 
forty to fifty feet in height, and arborescent Lycopo
diacee, from sixty to seventy feet high.· Of the above 
classes of vegetables, the species are all sma)] at pre
sent in cold climates; while in tropical regions there 
occur, together with small species, many of a much 
greater size, but their development, even in the hottest 
parts of the globe, is DOW iDferior to that indicated by 
the petrified forms of the coal formation. An elevated 
and uniform temperature, and great humidity in the air, 
are the causes most favourable to the numerical pre
dominance aDd the great size of these plants within the 
torrid zone at present. It is true that, as the fossil iora 
corisists of such plants as may accidentally bave been 
ftoated into seas, lakes, or estuaries, it may very com
monly give a false representation of the numerical 
relations of families then liviDg on the land. Yet, after 

• Consid. G~n~rales stir la Nature deJa V~~oo, &c. Ann. 
dell Sci. Nat., NOT. 1828. 
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allowing for liability to error on these grounds, the 
argument founded on the comparative numbers of 
the fossil plants of the carboniferous strata is very 
strong. 

"In regard to the geographical extent of the ancient 
vegetation, it was not confined," says M. Brongniart, 
Cl to a small space, as to Europe, for example; for 
the same forms are met with again at great distances. 
Thus, the coal plants of North America are, for the 
most part, identical with those of Europe, and all be
long to the same genera. Some specimens, also, from 
Greenland, are referrible to ferns, analogous to those 
of our European coal mines." -

The fossil plants brought from MelviIIe Island, 
although in a very imperfect state, have been sup
posed to warrant similar conclusions t; and assuming 
that they agree with those of Baffin's Bay, mentioned 
by M. Brongniart, how shall we explain the manner in 
which such a vegetation lived through an arctic night 
of several months' duration? t 

This point has of late been dwelt upon by Professor 
Lindley, as one of considerable difficulty §; and he is 
even inclined to resort again to the favourite hypothesis 
of earlier theorists - a derangement in the position of 

• Prodrome d'une Hist. des V~ge,. Foss. p. 179. 
t Konig, Joum. of Scl. vol xv. p. 20. Mr. Konig informs 

me, tbat he no longer believes any of these fossils to be tree lems, 
as he at first stated, but that tbey agree with tropical forms of plants 
iD our EogliM eoal-beds. Tbe Melville IslaDd apecimens, now 
in the Britislt Mueum, are very obsc:are impreasioas. * Fouil Flora or Great BritaiD, by John LiDdleyaDd WiIHam 
Button, Esqrs. No. IV. 

§ Foesil Flon, No. IV. ; aDd in hi. Lectures. Mr. Lindley tells 
me, however, that he has not yet (Oct. 18SS) had opponunities of 
examining the fossil plaDts or high latitudes. 

H6 
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the earth's axis of rotation. But all astronomers are 
agreed that speculations on such a change are inad
missible, as being incompatible with the laws of equili. 
brium. Even if a catastrophe, such as the collision of 
a comet, be called in, and admitted as adequate to alter 
the obliquity of the axis, the problem is by no meaDS 
solved; for in that case the seas would have all rushed 
to the new equator, and would probably still be insuf· 
ficient to restore equilibrium.-

It may seem premature to discuss the question D01I' 

raised, until the true nature of the fossil flora of the 
arl.:tic regions has been more accurately determined; 
yet, as the question has attracted some attention, let 
us assume for a moment, that the coal plants of Me!
ville Island are strictly analogous to those of North· 
umberland - would such a fact present an inexplicable I 
enigma to the vegetable physiologist? 

Plants, it is affirmed, cannot remain in darkness, 
even for a week, without serious injury, unless in a . 
torpid state; and if exposed to heat and moisture they 
cannot remain torpid, but will grow, and must there
fore perish. If, then, in the latitude of Melville Island, 
75° N., a high temperature, and consequent humidity, 
prevailed at that period when we know the arctic seas 
were filled with corals and large multilocular shells, 
bow could plants of tropical forms have flourished? 
Is not the bright light of equatorial regions as indis
pensable a condition of their well-being as the sultry 
heat of the same countries? and how could they annually 
endure a night prolonged for three months? t 

Now, we must bear in mind, in the first place, that, 

• Mrs. Somerville's Mech. of Heavens, !'reI. Disc. p. 58. 
t Fossil Flore, No. IV. 
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so far as experiments have been made, there is every 
reason to conclude, that the range of intensity oflight 
to wIHch living plants can accommodate themselves is 
far wider than that of heat. No palms or tree ferns 
can live in our temperate latitudes without protection 
from the cold; but when placed in hot-houses they 
grow luxuriantly, even under a cloudy sky, and where 
much light is intercepted by the glass and frame
work. At St. Petersburg, in lat. 60° N., tllese plants 
have been successfully cultivated in hot-houses, al. 
though there they must exchange the perpetual equi
nox of their native regions for days and nights which 
are alternately protracted to nineteen hours and 
shortened to five. How much farther towards the 
pole they might continue to live, provided a due quan
tity of heat and moisture were supplied, has not yet 
been determined; but St. Petersburg is probably not 
the utmost limit, and we should expect that in late 65° 
at least, where they would never remain twenty-four 
hours without enjoying the SUD'S light, they might 
still exist. 

Nor must we forget that we are always speaking of 
lil7ing species formed to inhabit within or near the 
tropics. The coal plants were of perfec~ly distinct 
species, and may have been endowed "\:Yith a different 
constitution, enabling them to bear a greater variation 
of circumstances in regard to light. We find that par
ticular species of palms and tree ferns require at pre
sent different. degrees of heat; and that some species 
can thrive only in the immediate neighbourhood of 
the equator, others only at a distance from it. In tlte 
same manner the minimum of ligllt, sufficient for the 
now existing species, cannot be taken as the standard 
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for all analogous tribes that may ever have flourished 
on the globe. 

But granting that the extreme northern point to 
which a flora like that of the carboniferous era could. 
ever reach may be somewhere between the latitudes 
or 65° and 7(/', we should still have to inquire whether 
the vegetable remains might not have been drifted 
from thence, by rivers and currents, to the parallel of 
Melville Island, or still farther. In the northern hemi
sphere, at present, we see that the materials for future 
beds of lignite and coal are becoming amassed in high 
latitudes, far from the districts where the forests grew, 
and on shores where scarcely a stunted shrub can now 
exist. The Mackenzie, and other rivers of North Ame
rica, carry pines with their roots attached for many 
hundred miles towards the north, into the arctic sea, 
where they are imbedded in deltas, and some of them 
drifted still farther by currents towards the pole. 

Some of the appearances of our English coal fields 
seem to prove that the plants were not floated from 
great distimces; for the outline of the stems of succu
lent species preserve their sharp angles, and others 
have their surfaces marked with the most delicate lines 
and streaks. Long leaves, also, are attached in many 
instances to the trunks or branches "'; and leaves we 
know, in general, are soon destroyed when steeped in 
water, although ferns will retain their forms after an 
immersion of several months.t It seems fair to pre
sume that the coal plants may have grown upon the 
same land, the destruction of which provided materials 
for the sandstones and conglomerates of the group of 

• Fossil Flora, No. X. 
t This fits been proved by Mr. Lindley, who is now conducting 

a series of experiments on the subject. 
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strata in which they are imbedded; especially as the 
coarseness of the particles of many of these rocks 
attests that they were not borne from very remote 
localities. 

Before we are entitled to emarge farther on this 
4f11e8tion oftl'8ll8pOrtation, we must obtain more preciae 
informatioa respecting the state of the various fonils 
which have been found principally in the coal sud
stones of high latitudes, and we must l~am whether 
they bear the marks of friction and decay previous to 
their fossilization. 

To return, therefore, from this digression, the un
injured corals and chambered univalves of Igloolik 
(1at. 69tO N.), Melville Island, and other high latitudes. 
sufficiently prove that, during the carboniferous period, 
there was an" elevated temperature even in northern 
regions bordering on the arctic circle. The heat and 
humidity of the air, and the uniformity of climate, 
appear to have been most remarkable when the oldest 
strata hitherto discovered were formed. The approx
imation to a climate similar to that now enjoyed in 
these latitudes does not commence till the era of the 
formations termed tertiary; and while the different 
tertiary rocks were deposited in succession, the tem
perature seems to have been still further lowered, and 
to have continued to diminish gradually, even after the 
appearance upon the earth of a great portion of the 
existing species. 
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CHAPTER VU. 

PARTRER EXAIlINA.TION OP THII: Ql1ES'I'lON AI TO TIIB 

DI8OORDA.NOE OP THE A.NOUlNT A.ND 1l0DIIRN CAU81!8 

OP OHA.NGE. 

On the causes of vicissitudes in climate- Remarks on the present 
diffusion of heat over the globe- On the dependence of the 
mean temperature on the relative position or land and sea
Isothermal lines- Currents from equa&orial region. (p. 165~
Drifting of icebergs - Different temperature of Northern and 
Southem hemispheres - Combination of causes which might 
produce the extreme cold of which the earth's surface is sus
ceptible (p. 18 J). - Conditions necessary for the production 
of the extreme of heat, and its probable effects on organic life 
(p. 189). 

Oauses cf fJiei8situdea in Olimate. -:- As the proofs 
enumerated in the last chapter indicate that the earth's 
surface has experienced great changes of climate since 
the deposition of the older sedimentary strata, we 
have next to inquire, how such vicissitudes can be re
conciled with the existing order of nature. The cos· 
mogonist has availed himself of this, as of every obscure 
problem in geology, to confirm his views concerning a 
period when the laws of the animate and inanimate 
world difFered essentially from those now established; 
and he has in this, as in many other cases, succeeded 
~o far, as to divert attention from that class offacts, 
which, if fully understood, might probably lead to an 
explanation of the phenomena. At first it was ima
gined that the earth's axis had been for ages perpen
dicular to the plane of the ecliptic, so that there was a 
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perpetual equinox, and uniformity of seasons throughout 
the year;- that the planet enjoyed this 'paradisiacal' 
state until the era of the great flood; but in that cata
strophe, whether by the shock of a comet, or some other 
coDvulsion, it lost its equal poise, and hence the obli
quity of its axis, and with that the varied seasons of 
the temperate zone, and the long nights and days of 
the polar circles. 

When the progress of astronomical science had 
exploded this theory, it was assumed, that the earth 
at its creation was in a state of fluidity, and red hot, 
and that ever since that era it had been cooling down, 
contracting its dimensions, and acquiring a solid crust, 
-an hypothesis hardly less arbitrary, but more calcu
lated for lasting popularity, because, by referring the 
mind directly to the beginning of things, it requires no 
support from observation, nor from any ulterior hypo
thesis. They who are satisfied with this solution are 
relieved from all necessity of inquiry into the present 
laws which regulate the diffusion of heat over the 
surface; for, however well these may be ascertained, 
they cannot possibly afford a full and exact elucidation 
of the internal changes of an embryo world. 

But if, instead of forming vague conjectures as to 
what might have been the state of the planet at the 
era of its creation, we fix our thoughts on the connexion 
at present existing between climate and the distri
bution of land and sea; and then consider what in
fluence former fluctuations in the physical geography 
of the earth must have had on superficial temperature, 
we may perhaps approximate to a true theory. If 
doubts and obscurities still· remain, they should be 
ascribed to our limited acquaintance with the laws of 
Nature, not to revolutions in her economy; - they 
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should stimulate us to further research, not tempt us 
to indulge our fancies in framing imaginary systems 
for the government of infant worlds. 

lJi.fI'wion Dj Iietd ~ tl&e globe. - In considering the 
laws which regulate the dilFusion of heat aver the 
globe, we muet be careful, as Humboldt well remarks, 
not to regard the climate of Europe as a type of the 
temperature which all countries placed under the same 
Jatitude enjoy. The physical sciences, observes this 
philosopher, always bear the impress of the placea 
where they began to be cultivated; and as, in geology, 
aD attempt was at first made to refer all the volcanic 
phenomena to those of the volcanos in Italy, so, in 
meteorology, a small part of the old world, the ceDtre 
of the primitive civilization of Europe., W88 for a long 
time considered a type to which the climate of aD 
corresponding latitudes might be referred. But this 
region, . cODstituting only one seventh of the whole 
globe, proved eventually to be the exception to the 
general rule. For the same rea8OIl, we may warn 
the geologist to be on his guard, and not hastily to 
8I8QDle that the temperature of the earth in the 
present era is a type of that which most usuaDy 
obtains, since he contemplates far mightier alterations 
in the poaition· of land and sea, at diWerent epooIts. 
than those which now cause the climate of Europe 
to dilFer from that of other countries in the same 
parallels. 

It is DOW wen ascertained that zones of equal 
warmth, both in the atmosphere and in the waters 
of the ocean, are neither parallel to the equator DOr to 
each other.- It is also known that the 1JIMn annual 

- We are indebted to Baron Aiel[. Humboldt for collectillg 
together, in a beautiful essay, the scattered data OD which he 
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telbperatllre IDfI1 be the same in two pl81C'e8 which 
enjoy very diffel'ent climates, for the Setl80Da may be 
nearly llaifurm, or violently COIltrasted, 10 that the 
linea of equal winter temperU1n'e do DOt coincide 
1rilh those of equal 8IUlual hat, or isothenud lines. 
The deviations of all these liues from the llUDe parallel 
of latitude are de&ermiDed by a multitude of ciream-
8tances, among &he Fincipal of which are the position, 
direction, and elevation of the continents and itllands, 
the poshiob aDd depths of the sea, ami the direction of 
currents and of winds. 

On comparing the two COBtmeDtl or Europe and 
America, it is fouad that places in the same latitude. 
have scmetimes a mean difilrence of temperature 
&mOWlling to 11°, or even in a few ca.es to 17° Fahr.; 
aod lCIIDe JI-:ea OIl tile two comments, which bave the 
aame mean temperature, differ from 7° to USa iD lati
tude. t The principal c:aase of greater iDteuity of 
cold in corresponcfmg latitudes of North America and 
EUl'O~ i. the connexiOD of North AmeriCa with the 
polar cirde, by a large tract of land, 801De of which is 
nom three to ire thousand feet iD height, and, OD the 
other hand, the IlepatatiOD of Europe from the arctic 
circle by an oceaa. The ocean hIS a tendency to 
preserve every where a mean temperature, wbich it 
communicates to the contiguous land, 80 that it temyJers 
the climate, moderating alike an eltCel8 of bESt or cold. 

founded all a~Oft te a true tlJeo'1 er tile diRributlon of 
heat mer dae gl8be. Many of thne cIara are derived ftvm the 
llU&hor'a 0WIl obIervatiollll, allll -1 fl'OlD the warks Gi Mo Pierre 
Prevllllt, er Gea!!v., 011 the radi8tion of heat, and other writers.
See Humboldt on Isothermal Lines, Mt!moires d' Arcueil, tom. iii. 
traDalated in the Edin. PbiL Joum. voL iii. July, 1820. 

t Humboldt'. taItleI, Esu1 OIl Iaothermal Lines, &c. 
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The elevated land, on the other hand, rising to the 
colder regions of the atmosphere, becomes a great 
reservoir of ice and snow, arrests, condenses, and con
geals vapour, and communicates its cold to the adjoin
ing country. }o'or this reason, Greenland, forming part 
of a continent which stretches northward to the 82d 
degree oflatitude, experiences under the 60th parallel 
a more rigorous climate than Lapland under the 'T2d 
parallel. 

But if land be situated between the 40th parallel 
and the equator, it produces, unless it be of extreme 
height, exactly the opposite effect; for it then warms 
the tracts of land or sea that intervene between it and 
the polar circle. For the surf lice being in this case 
exposed to the vertical, or nearly vertical rays of the 
sun, absorbs a large quantity of heat, which it cllifuses 
by radiation into the atmosphere. For this reason, the 
'western parts of the old continent derive warmth from 
Africa, " which, like an immense furnace, distributes 
its heat to Arabia, to Turkey in Asia, and to Europe." -
On the contrary, the north-eastern extremity of Asia 
experiences in the same latitude extreme cold; for it 
has l!IDd on the north between the 60th and 70th 
parallel, while to the south it is separated from the 
equator by the North Pacific. 

In consequence of the more equal temperature of 
the waters of the ocean, the climate of islands and of 
coasts differs essentially from that of the interior of 
continents, the more maritime climates being charac
terized by mild winters and more temperate summers ; 
for the sea breezes moderate the cold of winter, as 
well as the heat of summer. When, therefore, we 

• Malte-Brun. Phys. Geog. book xvii. 
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trace round the globe those belts in which th~ mean 
annual temperature is the same, we often find great 
difFerences in climate; for there are imular climates 
in which the seasons are nearly equalized, and ezce8. 

ftW climates, as they have been termed, where the 
temperature of winter and summer is strongly con
trasted. The whole of Europe, compared with the 
eastern parts of America and Asia, has an insular 
climate. The northern part of China, and the Atlantic 
region of the United Sta~s, exhibit "excessive cli
mates." We find at New York, says Humboldt, the 
summer of Rome and the winter of Copenhagen; at 
Quebec, the summer of Paris and the winter of Peters
burg. At Pekin, in China, where the mean temper
ature of the year is that of the coasts of Brittany, the 
scorching heats of summer are greater than at Cairo, 
and the winters as rigOrous as at U psala.-

If lines be drawn round the globe through all those 
places which have the same winter temperature, they 
are found to deviate from'the terrestrial parallels much 
farther than the lines of equal mean annual heat. The 
lines of equal winter in Europe, for example, are often 
curved 80 as to reach parallels of latitude 9° or 100 
distant from each other, whereas the i80thermallines, 
or those passing through places having the same mean 
annual temperature, difFer only from 4° to 5°. 

InJlflBftt:e of current. on tempemture.-Among other 
inftuential causes, both of remarkable diversity in the 
mean annual heat, and of unequal division of heat in 
the different seasons, are the direction of currents and 
the accumulation and drifting of ice in high latitudes. 
The temperature of the Lagullas current is 10° or 1 ~ 

• On IIOthenul LiD.., &c. 
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BUr. above daM of the Ie& at the Cape of Good Hope; 
.. the greater part of ita waters tow tbraugit the Mo
zambique clwmel, cIowa tlIe IOUth·eaat ooest of Africa, 
aDd are derived from regions iD the Indian Ocean 
much nearer the line, aod m1ldl hotter than the Cape.
Aa opposite eWect is produced by the cc equtorw" 
current, which CI'OISe8 the Atlantic frC* Africa to 
Brazil, haviBg a breadth varying from 160 to t60 
nautical naileL Ita waters are coMer by So or 4° Fahr. 
than those of the ocean DD41er the line, 80 that it 
moderatea the heat of the tropics.t 

But tbe e4fects of the Gulf stream OIl tM climate 
of the north Atlantic Ocean are far .ore remark
able. Thia mOlt powerful of known currents has ita 
lO\D'ce in the Gulf or Sea of Mexico, whida, like the 
Meeiterr-.n and other close leal iD ~mperMe « 
low latitudes, i. warmer than the opeIl ocean in the 
same parallels. The temperature of the M~can sea . 
iD eummer H. according to Reanell, 8GO Fur. or 
at least 7° ab8lVe that of the AtlaItie ia. the __ 
latitucie. t Fl'OIIl this pat I'ellel"Yoir or eaIdnJo _ 
W'&rm water, a coostant current poant fortb t~h 
the straits of Dabama at the rate of S or 4 miles _ 
hour; it cr~ the oceeR in a IlOrth-ealteriy direc
tie, skirtiftg the great bank of Newfoundland, wheN 
it still retains a temperattlre of 8° above that 4)£ tIae 
811n'OUading sea. It reaches the Azores in but 78 
days, after flowing nearly SOOO geographieal miles, 
_ti from theftce it sometimes extends its course a 
thousmtd mites firrther, so as to I'each the Bay of BiB
cay, fltill retaining an excess of 5° above the mean 
temperature of tllat sea. As it has been imowll to 

• Rennell on Currents, p. 96. London, 18311. 
t Ibid. p. 153. * Ibid. p. liS. 
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....me there in the maaths of November and Janwuy. 
it may ten" gready to moderate die cold rX winter in 
countries on the west of Europe •. 

There is a large tract ia the centre of the North 
Atlantic, between the paraDe1a of 33° aaCl 35° N. lat. 
which Rennell caDs the «recipieat of the gulf water." 
A great part of it is covered by the weed called Bar
gauo, which t!le CUITellt Soats iD abuadance from tbe 
Gulf of Mexico. This mass of wmer is nearly stag
n_t. is warmer by 7° Ql l(f than the waters of tJae 
AtlaDtic, and may be COIIIpared to the frem water of 

. a river overflowing the heaviet salt water of the lea. 

. ReDDell estimates the area of the "recipient," toget1Ier 
I with that (lOverea by the maiD current, aB being 2000 
miles in leugth from E. to W .. and 350 in breadth 

; 

, from N. to S., which, he remarks, is a larger area than 
I that of the l\IediterraBeao. The heat of this grel& 
body of water is • Qp by the iooessat and quick 

I arrival of fresh supplies ef warm water from the sou.th. 
: and there can be no do.ubt that tae pneral climate of 
~ parts of Europe .00 America are materially afFected 
, by this cause. 
! It is considered probable by Scoresby, that the in
t fluence of the gulf stream extends el'S to the sea, near 
I Spitzbergen, where its waters may pass under those of 
I melted ice; for it has been found that, in tbe neigh
I bourhood of Spitzbergen, the water is warmer by 6° 
I or 7° at the depth of one hoodred and two hundred 
i fathoms than at the surface. This might arise from 
the know. law that fresh water passes the point M 
~ density when eooled down below 40°, and 
between that and the freezing point expands again. 
ne water of melted ice might be lighter, both 88 

being fresh (having lost its salt in the decompoaiDg 
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process of freezing), and because its. temperature is 
nearer the freezing point than the inferior water of the 
gulf stream.-

The great glaciers generated in the valleys of Spitz
bergen, in the 79° of north latitude, are almost all cut 
off at the beach, being melted by the feeble remnant 
of heat still retained by the gulf stream. In BafIin's 
Bay, on the contrary, on the west coast of Old Green
land, where the temperature of the sea is not mitigated 
by the same cause, and where there is no warmer 
under-current, the glaciers stretch out from the shore, 
and furnish repeated crops of mountainous masses of 
ice which Hoat off into the ocean.t The number and 
dimensions of these bergs is prodigious. Captain Rosa 
saw several of them together in Baflin's Bay aground 
in water fifteen hundred feet deep I Many of them 
are driven down into Hudson's Bay, and accumulating 
there, diffuse excessive cold over the neighbouring 
continent; so that Captain Franldin reports, that at 
the mouth of Hayes river, which lies in the same 
latitude as the north of Prussia or the south of Scot-

• When Scoresby wrote in 1820 (Arctic Regions, vol. i. 
p. 210.), he doubted whether salt water expanded like fresh 
water when freezing. Since that time Erman (Poggendorf's 
Annalen,1828, vol. xii. p. 485.) has proved by experiment that 

~ sea-water does not follow the same law as fresh water, as De 
Luc, Rumford, and Marcet bad supposed. On the contnuy. 
it appears that salt water of sp. gr. 1'027 (which according to 
Berzelius is the mean density of sea water) has fit) maim"M 
'11 demil!l80 long as it remains fluid; and even when ice begins to 
form in it, the remaining fluid part always increases in denait)' iD. 
proportion to the degree of refrigeration. 

t Scoresby's Arctic Regions, vol. i. p. 208.-Dr. Latta's Ob
lIIII'Vations on the Glaciers of Spitzbergen, &c. Edin. New PbiL 
Journ •. voL ill. p. 97. 
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land, ice is found every where in digi~g w!£'lls, in 
Bummer, at the depth of four feet I Other bergs are 
!£',c,ee~;lellleez~ met with, in a state of rapid thaw, as filr 
eoyth t~S let. '0,0", oft' the east"rn eoe13t of Greenland, 
wh,zre e<}ol th" wetez' sensibly the dZstexhcc of 
fOk'ty !£'r fifty miles the ,heR'momet!£'r c:inking 
sometimes 17°, or even 18° Fahrenh!£'it in theiR' 
bourhood.-

IJi.ffererwe cif climate of tire Northern and SouiItern 
h.el'!Ri~til,~:eri't'9. ,- \Vh"" ,,,e eompare the climate of the 
northI,rn and SI}ntherz hemi:xpheres, Wi, nbtain §tiU 
more instxuctiotk in §egnrd to the influenee of the dis_ 
tribution of land and sea on climate. The dry land in 
the southern hemisphere is to that of the northerIl in 
the ratio only of one to three, excluding from our con
sidHotion thnt part which lies between the pole and 
the 7h" s¥zuth'latitude, whx:xh has hitherto proved 
in,'ecGIsihle. AYld wherees, in tht nn§thern hemi
sphere, betwne±± the pole end the thirtieth ot' 
north latitude, the land and sea occupy nearly 
areas, the ocean in the southern hemisphere covers no 
less than fifteen parts in sixteen of the entire space 
induded l±et±±±een the Q4±1taR'ctie circle and the tt'irtieth 
pak'all131 of south latitufe. 

Thic: great extent of sea girl'S perticdar ch'itaetes 
to climates south of the the winter" b,,'ing 
mild and the summers cool. Thus, in Van Di"man'" 
land, corresponding nearly in latitude to Rome, the 
wintec::x are mori' mild than at Naples, and the summers 
not wormor than thoso at Paris, which is 70 farther 
fr,sID the aquthtor.t The uiFIlet en is altry 

• Rennen on Currents, p. 95. 
t Hu:mboldt I,,,th,,,mdl Li'les. 
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.eJJl8l'bble :-tHe«rm, for i •• tance, wllich 'requiJe 
abwuiance of moisture • .and .. efJ'laliatioa • the 
'Seaaonl, ... e found in Vu. Diemen's bad, in IatitlHle 
4.20 S.; .Dld ID NewZealanj in ·south latitade 411. 
The .rdlideo.s pllJUites also advance to the 3So an4 
·~·oftloothU&itude. Hmnboklt obBel'¥es tbat it is in &he 
.fhOIlflttJitwu, ~ llUmid, and 8iuJdy paI1t8 ef the 
equatorial regions, that the family offerns produoes the 
:greateat namber of species. As we know, therefore, 
.hat elevation often compensates for the effect fi 
latitude in the geographical distribution of plants, we 
m&!J easily understand that a clll88 of vegetaWe&, 
'Which grow at a certaia height in the torrid !lODe, 

'Would ftourilh on the plains at greater diatances from 
.the equator, if the temperature, moilture, aDd other 
aeeeiSary conditions, were equally uniform through
owt the year. 

It h88 long been .. upposed that the general tell

lperatupe of :the iIOUthern hemisphere "88 ooosideralrly 
llow.er than that of the northern, and that the difference 
,aDlOWlted to .at least 10° Fahrenheit. BareD HlIIII" 
boldt, after. coDecting and comparing'a great BUmber 

.()f oblJen:atiODS, came to the c8nclU8ion that even a 
much larger difference existed, but that none ..... to 
he observed within the tropics, and only a small 
difference as far as the thirty-fifth and fortieth paralleL 
Captain ·Cook was of opinion that the ice of the aol
arctic predominatedgreatJy over that of the ardic 
region, that encircling the southern pole comiDg·aearer 
to the equator by 100 than the ice arDund .the lIodil 

.pole. But the recent voyages of Weddell and )liscge 

have shewn that on certain meridians it is possible to 
approach the south pole nearer by several degrees thso 
Cook had penetrated; and even in the seventy-tbird and 
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Il8venty-fourth degrees of 8O\lth latitude, they found t~ 
sea opeJ1 and with few ice-floes.· 
. Nevertbel,!ss, the greater cold of high southern 
latitudes is confirmed by the description given both by 
ancient and modern navigators of the lands in this 
hemisphere. In Sandwich land, according to Cook, 
in 59° of lIOuth latitude, the pe~tual snow and i~ 
reach to the sea beach ; ~d what is!l~ more astonish
ing, in the island of Georgia, which is in the 54° south 
latitude, or the same parallel as Yorkshire, the line of 
perpetllal snow ,dell(;~4s to the level of the ocean. 
When we consider this fact, and then recollect tha~ . 
the summit of the highest mountains in Scotland, 
four degrees farther to the nor~, do not attain the 
limit of perpetual snow on our side of the equator, we 
learn that latitude is one only of liDany powerful 
causes, which determine the climate of particular 
regions of the globe. The permanence of snow in 
the southern hemisphere, is in this instance partly due 
to the floating ice, which chills the atmosphere anc! 
condenses the vapour, so that in summer the sun 
cannot pierce through the foggy air. But besides the 
abundance of ice which covers the sea to the south of 
Georgia and Sandwich land, we ~ay also, as Humboldt 

• Captain Weddell, in 1829, advanced 9° farther than Captain 
Cook, and anived at late 74° 151 lOUth, long. 94° 17' west. After 
baving passed through a sea strewed with numerous ice islands, 
he arrived, in that high latitude, at an open ocean; but even if he 
bad sailed 6" f..-tber south, he would DOt have penetrated to higher 
latitudes than Captain Parry in the ~ctic'circle, who reached late 
81 ° 12' 51" north. Captain Bi!K"oe, in 1891 and 1892, di ... 

, covered Graham's Land between 64" and 68° S. lat., to the IOUth
ward of New South Shetland, and Enderby'B Land in the same 
latitude, on the meridian of Madagascar. Joum. of Roy. Geo
graph. Soc. of LondoD, 1899, p. 105. 

I 2 
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suggests, ascribe the cold of those countries in part to 
the absence of land between them and the tropics. 

If Africa and New Holland extended farther to the 
south, a diminution of ice would take place in conse
quence of the radiation of heat from these continents 
during summer, which would warm the contiguous sea 
and rarefy the air. The heated aerial currents would 
then ascend and flow more rapidly towards the south 
pole, and moderate the winter. In con6rmatio~ of 
these views, it is stated that the ice, which extends 
as far as the 68" and 7I ° of BOuth latitude, advances 
more towards the equator whenever it meets an open 
sea; that is, wIle re the extremities of the present 
continents are not opposite to it; and this circum
stance seems explicable only on the principle above 
alluded to, of the radiation of heat from the lands 80 

situated. 
The cold of the antarctic regions was conjectured by 

Cook to be due to the existence of a large tract of 
land between the seventieth degree of BOUth latitude 
and the pole; and it is worthy of observation, that 
even now, after the most recent voyages, the area of 
land still unexplored within the antarctic circle is far 
more than double the area of Europe.. Some geo
graphers think that the late discovery of Graham's and 
Enderby's Lands (between lat. 64° and 68° S.), both 
of which Captain Biscoe believes to be of great ex
tent, has strengthened the probability of Cook's con
jecture. These newly observed countries, although 
placed in latitudes in which herds of wild herbivorous 

• Mr. Gardner informs me that the surface of Europe con. 
tains about 2,793,000 square geographical miles, the unnplored 
antarctic region about 7,620,000. 
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animals are met with in the northern hemisphere, nay, 
where man himself exists, and where there are ports 
and villages, are described as most wintery in their 
aspect, almost entirely covered, even in summer, with 
ice and snow, and nearly destitute of animal life. 

The distance to which icebergs float from the polar 
regions on the opposite sides of the line is, as might 
have been anticipated, very different. Their extreme 
limit in the northern hemisphere islat. 40°, as before 
mentioned, off the eastern coast of Greenland; to 
which point, as also to the Azores, lat. 4~ N., they 
are sometimes drifted from Baffin's Bay. But in the 
other hemisphere they have been seen, within the last 
few years, at different points off the Cape of Good 
Hope, between latitude 96° and 99°.. One of these 
was two miles in circumference, and 150 feet high.t 
Others rose from 250 to 900 feet above the level of 
the Bea, and were therefore of great volume below; 
since it is ascertained, by experiments on the buoyancy 
of ice floating in sea-water, that for every solid foot 
seen above, there must at least be eight feet below 
water.:j: If ice islands from the north polar regions 
floated as far, they might reach Cape St. Vincent, and 
there, being drawn by the current that always sets in 
from the Atlantic through the Straits of Gibraltar, be 
drifted into the Mediterranean, so that the serene sky 
of that delightful region might soon be deformed by 
clouds and mists. 

Before the amount of difference between the tem
perature of the two hemispheres was ascertained, it 

• On Icebergs in low Latitudes, by Captain Horaburgh ; read 
to the Royal Society, February, 1830. 

t Emn. New Phi). Joum. No. xv. p. 198.; January, 1850. 
t Scoreeby'. Arctic Regions, vol. i. p. 254. 

I 9 
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was referred by lftaoyutrorMmeri tl thescceletMioa 
of the earth's motion in its petihelium, ill c01lsequend 
of which the ipring and sUlll1lJer of the 80utktrn heWfti. 
IIphere are lIhortet, by neatly eight days ... those 
seasons north of the equaeor. But Sir J. lleftchei 
reminds us that the excess or eight days in the 
duration of the sun'. presenc:e in the northern hemi40 
aphere is not productive of an exCless of annual light 
and heat: since, according to the I .... a o( elliptic 
motion, it is demonstt'able that whattver be the eftip. 
ticityof the eatth'lI orbit, the two hemispheres muat 
teceive eqtuJl ohflOlfllS ftUJ1IIUiu of light _tl heat per 
annum, the proximity of the sun in perigee eX46ly 
compensating the effect of ita Awifter mMioll.- Hutn
boldt, however, observes, that thi! accumulation of 
heat in the southern hemisphere must be lells on 
"account of the greater emission of radiant he"at, which 
continues during a winter Jonget by eight days thlUi 
that on the other side of the equ!tor.t 

Perhaps no very sensible effect lDay be produced by 
this source of disturblilice, yet the geologist should. bear 
ill tnind that to a "ertain elttent it operates alternately 
oil each of the two hemispheres tor a petidd of upwarcU 
Hf 10,000 yearll, dividing unequally the thtu!. c1urin~ 
WhicJ:t tbe annual supply bf solar ligbt and heat is 
tecel\'ed. This cause may sometime. tend to CClUntero. 

• This follows,obse"es Hersehel, from a very simple theorem, 
which may be thus stated: -" The amount of heat received by 
the earth from the sun, while descn'hing aily part of Its orbit, is 
l'rOpottiollal to the allgle described round the sun's centre." 80 
that if the orbit be divided into two portions by a line drawn in tmg 

direction through the sun's centre, the heat received in describing 
the two unequal segments of' the ellipse so produced. will be equaL 
Geol. Trans. vol. Iii. part ii. p. 298. ; second series. 

t On Isothennal Lines. 
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balance inequalitieaoftemperature reswtias ftoem other 
far more influential circumstances; but, on the other 
laand, it must sometimes tend to increase the extreme 
of deviation arising from certain combinations of cause .. 

But whatever may be at present the inferiori'y of 
heat in the temperate and frigid zones SOI.\th of the 
line, it is quite evident that the cold would be far IDOre 
intense if there happened, instead of open sea, to be 
tracts of elevated land between the 55th and 70th 
parallel; and on the other hand, the cold would be 
moderated jf there was more land between the line 
and the forty-fifth degree of south latitude. 

C1anges in Me position of land and IBa may give rise 
to tJieiuiturlu in climate. - Having offered these brief 
remarks on the diffusion of heat over the globe in the 
present state of the surface, I shall now proceed to 
speculate on the vicissitudes of climate, wbK:h must 
attend those eadles. variations in the geograpbkal 
features of our planet which are contempIat8l in geo
logy. That our speculatiOllS may be confined within 
the strict limits of analogy, I shall assume, 1st, That 
the proportion of dry land to sea contiBues always the 
same. 2dly, That the volume of the land rising above 
the level of the sea is a constant quant~ty; and not 
only that its mean, but that ita extreme height, are 
1iable only to trifling variations. Sdly, That both the 
mean anti extreme depth of the sea are invariable; 
and, 4th)y, It may be consistent with due caution to 
assume that the grouping together of the land in great 
eontinents is a necessary part of the economy cl 
nature; for it is possible that the laws which gove~ 
the subterranean forces; and which act simultaneously. 
along certain lines, cannot but produce, at every epoc~ 
fWDtinuoUs tnountain-cbains; 80 that the 8ubdivisiOQ 

I 4 
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of the whole land into innumerable islands may be 
precluded. 

If it be objected, that the maximum of elevation of 
land and depth of sea are probably not constant, nor' 
the gathering together of al1 the land in certain parts, 
nor even perhaps the relative extent of land and water, 
I reply, that the arguments about to be adduced will 
be strengthened, if, in these peculiarities of the sur
face, there be considerable deviations from the present 
type.· If, for example, all other circumstances being 
the same, the land is at one time more divided into 
islands than at another, a greater uniformity of climate 
might be produced, the mean temperature remaining 
unaltered: or if, at another era, there were mountains 
higher than the Himalaya, these, when placed in high 
latitudes, would cause a greater excess of cold. Or, if 
we suppose that at certain periods no chain of hills in the 
world rose beyond the height of 10,000 feet, a greater 
heat might then have prevailed than is compatible 
with the existence of mountains thrice that elevation. 

However constant may be the relative proportion of 
sea and land, we know that there is annual1y some 
small variation in their respective geographical posi
tions, and that in every century the land is in some 
parts raised, and in others depressed tiy earthquakes ; 
and so likewise is the bed of the sea. By these and 
other ceaseless changes, the configuration of the 
earth's surface has been remodelled again and again 
since it was the habitation of organic beings, and the 
bed of the ocean has been lifted .up to the height of 
some of the loftiest mountains. The imagination is 
apt to take alarm when called upon to admit the form
ation of such irregularities in the crust of the earth, 
after it had once become the habitation of living crea. 
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tures; but, if time be allowed, the operation need not 
subvert the ordinary repose of nature, and the result 
is in a general view insignificant if we consider how 
slightly the highest mountain-chains cause our globe 
to differ from a perfect sphere. Chimborazo, though 
it rises to more than 21,000 feet above the sea, would 
be represented, on a globe ohbout six feet in diameter, 
by a grain of sand less than one-twentieth of an inch 
in thickness.-

The superficial inequalities of the earth, then, may 
be deemed minute in quantity, and their distribution 
at any particular epoch must be regarded in geology 
as temporary peculiarities, like the height and outline 
of the cone of Vesuvius in the interval between two 
'eruptions. But although, in reference to the mag
nitude of the globe, the unevenness of the surface is so 
unimportant, it is on the position and direction of these 
small inequalities that the state of the atmosphere, 
and both the local and general climate, are mainly 
dependent. 

Before considering the effect which a material 
change in the distribution of land and sea must occa
sion, it-may be well to remark, how greatly organic 
life may be affected by those minor variations, which 
need not in the least degree alter the general tem
perature. Thus, for example, if we suppose, by a 
series of convulsions, a certain part of Greenland to 
become sea, and, in compensation, a tract of land to 
rise and connect Spitzbergen with Lapland, - an ac
cession not greater in amount than one which the 
geologist can prove to have occurred in certain dis
tricts bordering the Mediterranean, within a com
paratively modem period, - this altered form of the 

• Malte.Brun'. S)'8Iem of Geography, book i. p. 6. 
I 5 
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land might cause an itltercbange between tbe climate' 
of certain parts of North America and of Europe. 
which lie in corresponding latitudes. MlIDy Europeab 
species of plllDts IIDd abimaIa would probably periah ita 
consequence, because the llieao temperature would be 
greatly lowered; abd othel'8 Wttuld fail itl America, 
because it would the~ be hliJJed. On the other hand, 
in places where the mean annual heat remained un
altered, some species which flourish in Europe, where 
the seasons are more unifonn. wollld be unable to resist 
the greater heat of the Nel1b Atbeticm summer, or 
the intenser cold of the wibtet l 'Wbile others, no;,. 
fitted by their habits for th~ ~t contltit of the 
American seaSons, would not be fitted for the imula,. 
climate of Europe. The Tin~. fur example, according" 
to Humboldt, can be cultivated with advahtage 100 
farther north in Europe than in Norlh Atberica. Many 
plants endure severe frost, but cannot ripen their 
seeds without a certain intensity of summer heat and 
a certain quantity of light; others cannot endure a 
similar intensity either of heat or cold. 

It is now established that mmy of the existing 
ipecies of animals have survived great changes in the 
physical geography of the glObE!'. If such species be 
termed modem, in comparison to races whitli pt~ 
ceded them, their remains, neverthele8lt, enter into 
submarine deposits many hundred miles in length, 
and which have since been raised from the deep to 110 
inconsiderable altitude. When, therefore, it is shown 
that changes in the temperature of the atmospher<e; 
may be the consequence of such physical revolutions: 
of the surface, we ought no longet to wonder that we 
find the distribution of existing species to be local, ill 
regard. to .longi~ as well as latitude. If all species 
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were now, by an exertion of creative power, to be 
diftUsed uniformly throughout those lIones where there. 
is an equal degree of heat, and in all relpeell a simi
larity of climate, they would begin from this moment 
to depart more and more from their original diatribu
tion. Aquatic and terrestrial species would be dis
placed, as Hooke long ago observed, 80 often as land 
and water exchanged places; and there would also, by 
the formation of new mountainl and other changes, be 
transpositionaof climate, contributing, in the manner be
fore alluded to, to the local extermination of lpecies •• 

If we now proceed to consider the CirCUblltanoes 
required for a general change of temperature, it will 
appear, from the facts and principles already laid down, 
that whenever a greater extent of high land is col
lected in the polar regions, the cold will augment; and 
the same result will be produced when there is more 
sea between or near the tropics; while, on the con. 
trary, so often as the above conditions are reversed, 
the heat will be great~r. (See Map, PI. I.) If this 
be admitted, it will follow, that unless the superficial 
inequalities of the earth be fixed and permanent, there 
must be never-ending fluctuations in the mean tem
perature of every zone; and that the climate 'of one 
era can no more be a type of every other, than is one 
of our four seasons of all the rest. 

It has been well said, that the earth is covered by 
an ocean, in the midst of which are two great islands, 
and many smaller ones; for the whole of the conti
nents and islands occupy an area scarcely exceeding 
one fourth of the whole superficies of the spheroid. 

• A full coll8ideratiOll. of the eftect of chanp in physical geo
graphy OD the distribution aDd extiDction of species, is given ia 
book ill. 

I 6 
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Now, on a fair estimate of probability, we may rea
sonably assume that there will not, at any given epoch, 
be more than about one fourth dry land in a particular 
region; such, for example, as within the arctic and 
antarctic circles. If, therefore, at present there should 
happen, in the only one of these regions which we can 
explore, to be much more than this average proportion 
of land, and some of it above five thousand feet in 
height, this alone affords ground for concluding that; 
in the present state of things, the mean heat of the 
climate is below that which the earth's surface, in its 
more ordinary state, would enjoy. This presumption 
would be heightened, were we to assume that the 
mean depth of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans is as 
great as some astronomers have imagined"'; for then 

• See Young's Nat. Phil. Lect. :Ilrii.; Mrs. Somerville's Con
nex. of Phys. Sci., sect. 14. p.ll0. Laplace, endeavouring to 
estimate the probable depth of the sea from some of the phenomena 
of the tides. says of the ocean generally, "que sa profondeur mo
yenne est du meme ordre que la hauteur moyenne des continens et 
des tles au-dessus de son niveau, hauteur qui ne surpasse pas mille 
m~tres (8280 ft.)." Mec. C~leste, Bk. si. et Syst. dll Monde, 
p. 254. The expression "du meme ordre" admits, in mathe
maticallanguage, of considerable latitude of signification, and does 
not mean that the depth of the water below the level of the sea 
corresponds euctly to the. height of the land above it. I have 
endeavoured, in vain, after consulting several eminent mathema
ticians, among others, Professor Airy, Mr. Lubbock, and Mr. 
Whewell, to arrive at some conclusion as to the absolute depth of 
the ocean. My informants all agree in declaring that the hypo-
thetical data on which the calculations of Laplace necessarily pro. 
ceeded, cannot give even an approximation to a solution of the 
problem. Neither does Mr. Wbewell believe in the alleged ap
proach to uniformity in the depth of the ocean, which some have 
wished to deduce from tile supposed smallness of the difFerenceof 
the two tides occurring on the same day. (London, March, 1885). 
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we might look not only for more than two thirds sea 
in the frigid zones, but for water of great depth, which 
could not readily be reduced to the freezing point. 
The same opinion is confirmed, when we compare the 
quantity ofland lying between the poles and the 80th 
parallels of north and BOuth latitude, with the quantity 
placed between those parallels and the equator; for, it 
is clear, that we have at present not only more than 
the .usual degree of cold in the polar regions, but also 
le88 than the average quantity of heat within the 
tropics. 

POBition of land and sea wAicA migllt prodUCIJ tM 
tJII:treme of oold of wkicl& tAe ear"" 8 surface is 8U8ceptible. 
- To simplify our view of the various changes in cli
mate, which different combinations of geographical 
circumstances may produce, we shall first consider 
the conditions necessary for bringing about the ex
treme of cold, or what may be termed the winter of 
the" great year," or geological cycle, and afterwards, 
the conditions requisite to produce the maximum of 
heat, or the summer of the same year. 

To begin with the northern hemisphere. Let us 
suppose those bills of the Italian peninsula and of 
Sicily, which are of comparatively modem origin, and 
contain many fossil shells identical with living species, 
to subside again into the sea, from which they have 
been raised, and tbat an extent of land of equal area 
and height (varying from one to three thousand feet) 
should rise up in the Arctic Ocean between Siberia 
and the north pole. In speaking of such changes, I 
shall not allude to the manner in which I conceive it 
possible that they may be brought about, nor of the 
time required for their accomplishment-reserving 
for a future occasion, not only the proofs that revolu .. 
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lionl of equal magnitude have taken place, but that 
analogOUl opera'ionl are ltiIl in gradual progre81. The 
alteration DOW luppoeed in the physical geography of 
the northern regionl would c:ause additional snow and 
fce to accumulate where now there is usually an open 
lea; and the temperature of the greater part of 
Europe wuuld be somewhat lowered, so aa to resemble 
more nearly that of corresponding latitudes of North 
America z or, in other words, it might be neceaaary to 
travel about 10° farther south in order to meet with 
the same climate which we now enjoy. No compens. 
.tion would be derived from the disappearance of land 
in the Mediterranean countries; but the contrary, 
since the mean heat of the soil in those latitudes is 
probably far above that which would belong to the 
lea, by which we imagine it to be replaced. 

But let the configuration of the surface be still fur. 
ther varied, and let some large district within or near 
the tropics, such aa Mexico, with its mountains risiug 
to the height of twel'Ye thousand feet and upwards, be 
converted into sea, while lands of equal elevation and 
extent rise up in the arctic circle. From this change 
there would, in the first place, result a sensible dimi. 
nution of temperature near the tropic, for the soil of 
Mexico would no looger be heated by the sun; 80 

that the atmosphere would be less warm, aa ·a1so the 
neighbouring Atlantic. On the other band, the whole 
of Europe, Northern Asia, and North America, would 
be chilled by the enormous quantity of ice and SDOW, 

thus generated at vaat heights OD the new arctic con
tinent. If, as we have already seen, there are now 
some points in the sou.thern hemisphere where SDOW 

is perpetual down to the level of the sea, in latitudes 
as low as central Eng~d, such might assuredly be 
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the caie throughout a great part of Eul'Ope, under th. 
change of cirelltnlltall~s above 8tlpposed I and if at 
ttresl!nt the exttem~ rallge of drifted icebergs it the 
Mores, the, might ealUy reach the equator after thl 
IiII8\lm~d altel'lLtiOfl.. But to pUl'IIue the subject sdU 
farther, let the Himtlaya nlOUbWDS, with th~ whole 
of Hindostan, sink down, and their place be occupied 
by the Indian ocean, while an equal extent of territory 
and mountains, of the same vast height, rise up be .. 
tween NOrth Greenland and, the Orkney islands. It 
seems difficult to exaggerate the amount to which the 
climate of the northern hemisphere would then be 
puled. 

But the refrigeration brought about at the same 
time in the southern hemisphere, would be nearly equal, 
and the difference of temperature between the arctic 
and equatorial latitudes wou1~ not be much greater 
than at present; for no important disturbance can 
occur in the tlitnate of a particular region, without its 
immediately afiec'ing all other latitudes, however re
mote. Tire heat and cold which surl'Ound the globe 
are in a state bf constant and universal flux and reflUx. 
The heated and rarefied air i. always rismg and flowing 
fioc>rn the equator towards the poles in the higher 
regions of the atmosphere; while in the lower, the 
colder air is flowing back to restore the equilibrium. 
That this circulation is constantly going on in the 
aerial currents is 110t disputed; it is often proved by 
the opposittl course of the clouds at different heights, 
and the fact was farther illustrated in a striking man
bel' by an event which happened during the present 
century. The trade wind continually blows with great 
force from the island of Barbadoes to that of St. Vin
cent's; notwithstanding which, during the eruption of 
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the volcano in the island of St. Vincent, in 1812, ashes 
fell in profusion from a great height in the atmosphere 
upon Barbadoes. This apparent transportation of 
matter against the wind, confirmed the opinion of the 
existence of a counter-current in the higher regioD8, 
which had previously rested on theoretical conclusions 
only.-

That a corresponding interchange takes place in 
the seas, is demonstrated, according to Humboldt, by 
the cold which is found to exist at great depths be
tween the tropics; and, among other proofs, may be 
mentioned the mass of warmer water which the Gulf 
stream is constantly bearing northwards, while a cool~ 
current 60ws from the north along the coast of Green
land and Labrador, and helps to restore the equili
brium·t 

Currents of heavier and colder water pass from the 
poles towards the equator, which cool the inferior 
parts of the ocean t ; so that the heat of the torrid zone 
and the cold of the polar circle balance each other. 
The refrigeration, therefore, of the polar regions, re
sulting from the supposed alteration in the distribution 
of land and sea, would be immediately communicated 
to the tropics, and from them its in6uence would 
extend to the antarctic circle, where the atmosphere 
and the ocean would be cooled, so that ice and snow 

.. DanieU's Meteorological Essays, p. 10S. 
t In speaking of the circulation of air and water in this chapter. 

no allusion is made to the trade winds, or to irregularities in the 
direction of currents, caused by the rotatory motion of the earth. 
These causes prevent the movements from being direct from north 
to south. or from south to nortb. but they do not affect the theory 
of a constant circulation. . * See note. p. 168 •• on the increasing density of sea-water in 
proportion to the degree of cold. 
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wou1d augment. Although the mean temperature or 
higher latitudes in the southern hemisphere is, as 
before stated, for the most part lower than that of the 
same parallels in the northern, yet, for a considerable 
space on each side of the line, the mean annual heat 
of the waters is found to be the same in corresponding 
parallels. If, therefore, by the new position of the 
land, the formation of icebergs had become of common 
occurrence in the northern temperate zone, and if 
these were frequently drifted as far as the equator, 
the same degree of cold which they generated wou1d 
immediately be communicated as far as the tropic of 
Capricorn, and from thence to the lands or ocean to 
the south. 

The freedom, then, of the circulation of heat and 
cold from pole to pole being duly considered, it will 
be evident that the mean temperature which may pre
vail at the same point at two distinct periods, may 
differ far more widely than that of any two points in the 
same parallels of latitude, at one and the same period. 
For the range of temperature, or, in other words, the 
curvature of the isothermal lines in a given zone, and 
at a given period, must always be circumscnoed within 
narrow limits, the climate of each place in that zone 
being controlled by the combined influence of the ge0-

graphical peculiarities of all other parts of the earth. 
Whereas, if we compare the state of things at two 
distinct and somewhat distant epochs, a particular 
ZOl)e may at one time be under the influence of one 
class of disturbing causes, and at another time may be 
aft'e~ed by an opposite combination. The lands, for 
example, to the north of Greenland cause the present 
climate of North America to be colder than that or 
~urope in the same latitudes; but the excess of cold 
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• DOt 80 great • it WMllcl baye beeR jf' the weltern 
hemisphere had ben entiPeIy isolated, er aeparatetl 
mm the eBltem Jig a disciRet p1uet. For not oaIy 
does die refrigeration produced by GreenlaBd chill 
to a cel1llil1 extent the atmellphere of Dortbem and 
weatem Earope, but the mild climate of EUFOpe reactll 
allo upon North Ameriea, and moderates the ebilliBg 
infiuence of tile adjoilliog polar landIJ. 

To retom to the state of the earth after the cbtmges 
above supposed, we must Bot omit to chrell OD the im· 
portant eWects to whicb a wWIe expanse of perpetual 
.now would give tise. It is probable that nearly the 
whole sea, &om the poles to the parallels of +.;«>, would 
be frozen over; for it is well known that the imme
diate proximity of land is not essential to the formation 
Md increase of field ice, provided there be in BOIIIE! 

part of the same zone a suf6cient quantity of glaciers 
generated OIl or near the land, to cool down the Ilea. 

Captain 8~resby, in his account of the arctic regiOlll, 
ob8en'es, that when the sun's rays" fall upon the SBOW

iliad lurface of the ice or land, they are in a great 
measure reflected, without producing any material 
elevation of temperature; but when they impinge oJt 

the black exterior of a ship, the pitch on one side 
occasionally becomes flwd, while iee is rapidly gener
ated at the other."-

Now field ice is almost always covered with snowt; 
and thus not only land as extensive as our ezistillg 
C!ontinents, but immense tracts of sea in the frigid and 
temperate zones, might present a solid surface covered 
with snow, and reflecting the sun's rays for the ptet' 
part of the year. Within the tropics, moreover, where 

• See Seoresb1'a Arctic Regions, vol. i. p. S78. t l'b. po IIfO;' 
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the ocean aOW predomiaates,. die sky W'ctuld ftO lcWfget 
be serene and clear, as in the preS6ftt era J but masses 
of 60ittiBg ice would cause quick condensations of 
Yapour; so that fogs and clouds would deptive the vel'· 
tical raye of the sUn of half their power. The note 
planet, therefore; W'OUld recem 8DU8lly a arnallet 
proportion of the solar inftuence, IIJJd the exte" crust 
'Would part, by radiation. with some of the heat 1tbieb 
had been accumulated in it, during a difFerenntate of 
the sorface. This heat would be disiipated in the 
apace. surrounding oUt atnwsphere, which, according 
to the calculations of M. Fourier, have a temperature 
mUM inferior to that of freezing water. 

After the g~ical revolution above assumed, 
the dimate Of eq1liRoctial lands might be bl'()ught at 
last to resemble that of the present temperate zone', 
.1' perhape be far mm'e wintery. They who should. 
then inbabit sueh smaU Iales and coral reefs as are 
noW seen iD the Indian ocean and South Pacific, would. 
wonder tMt zoophytes of large dimensions had once 
been so prolific in theil:' seas; or if, perchance, they 
found the wood and fruit of the cocoa-nut tree or the 

. paIm silieified by the watere of some ancient mineral 
Bpring; 01' iocrbSted with calcdreOUS matter, they would 
muse on the revolutions which had annihilated such 
generftt and replaced them by the oak, the chestnut, 
and the pine. With equal admiration would they 
compare tbe skeletons of their small lizards with the 
bones of fMsil idligatol's and crocOdiles more than 
twenty feet in length, which, at a former epoch, had 
multiplied between the tr.pies; and when they saw a 
pine included ht an ioebergl drifted from latitudei 
which we how call temperate, they would be aatonilhed 
at the proof th .. afI'ordtld, that foreats had once growu 
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where nothing could be seen in their own times bui 
wilderness of snow. 

If the reader hesitate to suppose so extensive I 
alteration of temperature as the probable conseq~ 
of geographical changes, confined to one hemispheli 
he should remember how great are the local anomalil 
in climate now resulting from -the peculiar distribua. 
of land and sea in certain regions. Thus, in the ialu 
of South:Georgia, before mentioned (p. 171.), Capti 
Cook found the eterlasting snows descending to Ib 
level of the sea, between lat. 54° and 55° S.; no me 
or shrubs were to be seen, and in summer a few nd 
only, after a partial melting of the ice and snow, Well 

scantily covered with moss and tufts of grass. If BUd 
a climate can now exist at the level of the ses in i 
latitude corresponding to that of Yorkshire, in spite 0 

all those equalizing causes before enumerated, b) 

which the mixture of the temperatures of distan 
regions is facilitated throughout the- globe, wba 
rigours might we not anticipate in a winter generalei 
by the transfer of the mountains of India to our arcti 
circle I 

But we have still to contemplate the additiODl 
refrigeration which might be effected by changes i 
the relative position of land and sea in the souther 
hemisphere. If the remaining continents were traDl 

ferred from the equatorial and contiguous latitud.es t 
the south polar regions, the intensity of cold produce 
might, perhaps, render the globe uninhabitable. \\" 
are too ignorant of the laws governing the direction' 
subterranean forces, to determine whether such a cri! 
be within the limits of possibility. At the same tim 
it may be observed, that no distribution of land Cl 

well be imagined more irregular, or, as it were, cap! 
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cious, than that which now prevails; for at present, by 
drawing a line in a particular direction, the globe may 
be divided into two equal parts, in such a manner, that 
one hemisphere shall be entirely covered with water, 
with the exception of some promontories and islands, 
while the other shall contain less water than land; and, . 
what is still more extraordinary, on comparing the 
extratropicallands in the northern and southern hemi
spheres, the lands in the northern are found to be to 
those in the southern in the proportion of thirteen to 
one! • To imagine all the lands, therefore, in high, 
and all the sea in low latitudes, as delineated in the 
annexed plate (PI. I.), would scarcely be a more 
anomalous state of the surface. 

Position of land and sea whiM migAt give rise to tile 
u:treme of heat. - Let us now turn from the con
templation of the winter of the "great year," and 
consider the opposite train of circumstances which 
would bring on the spring and summer. To imagine all 
the lands to be collected together in equatorial latitudes, 
and a few promontories only to project beyond the 
thirtieth parallel, as represented in the annexed map 
(fig. 1. PI. I.), would be undoubtedly to suppose an 
extreme result of geological change. But if we con
sider a mere approximation to such a state of things, 
it would be sufficient to cause a general elevation of 
temperature. Nor can it be regarded as a visionary 
idea, that, amidst the revolutions of the earth's surface, 
the quantity of land should, at certain periods, have been 
simultaneously lessened in the vicinity of both the 
poles, and increased within the tropics. We must re
collect that even now it is necessary to ascend to ,the 

• Humboldt OD Isothermal Lines. 
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height « .aeea .thousanci feet ill the Andes UDder Ge 
liDe, and in the Himalaoya mountains, which are widllut 
tile tropic, to sev-.enteen too\lsand feet, hefore w.e r_ 
,the limit of perpetual snow. On the nol'ltbera slope, 
indeed, of the Himalaya ·range, where the heat ra
.diated Kom a great continent moderates the col4, 
:there are meadows and cukiyated land at an elevatiol 
.equal to the height of Mont Blanc.. If then there 
were no arctic Jands to clilll the atmosphere, and &eeze 
~e aea, and if the loAieat chains were near the line, ~ 
seems reasonable to imagille that the highest moOD' 
tains might be clothed with a rich vegetation to tbeir 
'Wllmtts, and that nearly all s.igns of frost would dis
appear from the earth. 

Whea the absOl"ption of the .solar rays W88 in DO 

region lmpeded, ev.en iD winter, by a coat .of sno .. , &he 
mean beat of the earth's crust would augmeiK to_ 
siderable depths, and springs, which we know to be iD 
general an index of the mean temperatur.e of the 
dima.te, :wcmld be warmer in all latitudes. The waten 
of lakes, therefore, and rivers, woWtl be .much hotlB 
iu. winter, and w.ould be never .chilled in .sununer by 

. melted IIOOW and ice. A remankable uniformity d 
climate would prevail amid the archipelagos of the 
temperate 1Uld polar oceans, where the tepid watel'i 
of ,equatorial currents would freely circulate. The 
general humidity .of the atmosphere would far exceed 
.that fIIf the presentperwd, for increased heat would 
promote ,evaporation in all parts of the globe. The 
wWc¥ would be first heated in their passage over the 
.tropical pJains, and wO.uld then gather moisture from 
~esurfal:e of .the deep, till, charged with vapour. 

• Humboldt, Tableaux de la Nature, tom. i. p. l1l1. 
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tile,. £iffived £it 6:L~ Borthern and southern 1'e

gioM, £ind d",re a ':;ffJEer at£i(k£ispl14C"£i£i, 
discharged their burden in 'W8rm Tarn. If, during the 
long or" polar :;:;inter, ®;£ie Sft£i_£i mouEd whii£iu 
:q;he summit !4ome £i!4etic !4hey "wonEd be 
solved as rapidly by the returning sun, as are the 
snOW!4 £if EtffL the hlast" the !4i_cco. 

'We learn from those who have studied the geo'

graFhiscal distribution of plants, that in verd low lati
tude!4L et the "egetatiun of smdl isla"h!4 Tem"tu 
from contments has a "peculiar character; the ferns 
and dlied familiies, a F,eat 
porti@ to total uumbel' ef otFee plantt§" 
circumstances being the same, the more "remote the 
isles e£ie fren, the ~ccmtinentcc, the F,"eatecc dees 
p1'Qportion hecome. Thus, in the continent of India, 
and the troh§eal parts of New Holland, the proportion 
of to phmnugamumc plantt is onEF es one 
wenty-six; whereas, in 'the South-Sea Islands, it is 
as OCC4:' to or eccun as Oge to th4:eec. 

We might exped, in summer of 
" great year," which we are now considering, that 
there ,,,ould a tree~fd,ns 

plants allied "to palms and arborescent grasses intde 
islands of the wide ooean, while the dicotyledonous 
plantsc and ether feee"s nnm most ,emmm, in tzLm~ 
perate regions would almost disappear from the eartli. 
The, might tbese F4:,uera nnimalf3 tetu,u, of which 
the m,morieIi:; are in tIic:, ancient rockt Gf 

our continents_The "huge iguanodon might reappear 
in tIi" woodsc, and ichthdosaucc the GGa, while 

". Ad" 'Brongniart, Consid. Genaales sur la Nato de la Veget. 
&c. des :;:;",nces Now" Ae28. 
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the pterodactyle might flit again through umbrageous 
groves of tree-ferns. Coral reefs might be prolonged 
once more beyond the arctic circle, where the whale 
and the narwal now abound; and turtles might again 
be found in regions now inhabited by the wa1rus and 
the sea1. 

But, not to indulge too far in these speculations, I 
may observe, in conclusion, that however great, during 
the lapse of ages, may be the vicissitudes of temper
ature in every zone, it accords with this theory that 
the general climate should not experience any sensible 
change in the course of a few thousand years; because 
that period is insufficient to affect the leading features 
of the physical geography of the globe. Notwith
standing the apparent uncertainty of the seasons, it is 
found that the mean temperature of particular loca1ities 
is very constant, when observations made for a suffi
dent series of years are compared. 

Yet, there must be exceptions to this rule, and even 
the labours of man have, by the drainage of lakes and 
marshes, and the felling of extensive forests, caused 
such changes in the atmosphere as greatly 10 raise our 
conception of the more important influence of those 
forces to which, in certain latitudes, even the existence 
of land or water, hill or valley, lake or sea, must be 
ascribed. If we possessed accurate information of the 
amount of local fluctuation in climate in the course of 
twenty centuries, it would often, undoubtedly, be con
siderable. Certain tracts, for example, on the coast of 
Holland and of England consisted of cultivated land 
in the time of the Romans, which the sea, by gradual 
encroachments, has at length occupied. Here, at least, 
a slight alteration has been effected; for neither the 
distribution of heat in the different seasons, nor the 
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mean annual temperature of the atmosphere investing 
the sea, is precisely the same as that which rests upon 
the land. 

In those countries, also, where earthquakes and 
,volcanos are in full activity, a much shorter period 
may produce a sensible variation. The c~imate of the 
once fertile plain of Malpais in Mexico must differ 
materially from that which prevailed before the middle 
of the last century; for, since that time, six mountains, 
the highest of them rising sixteen hundred feet above 
the plateau, have been thrown up by volcanic erup
tions. It is by the repetition of an indefinite number 
of such local revolutions, and by slow movements 
extending simultan!,!ously over wider areas, as will be 
afterwards shewn, that a general change of climate 
may finally be brought about. 

VOL. I. K 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

FARTHER BXAIUNATIOK OP THE QUESTION AB TO TBB 

DI800RDANCE OP THB ANCIENT AMD J(ODERN CA USE8 

OP CBANGB. 

Whether the geographical features of the northern hemisphere, at 
the period of the deposition of the oldest fossiliferous strata. 
were such as might have given rise to an extremely hot cli. 
mate - State of the surface when the sreywacU, Cl!' transition 
formations, originated-State or the same when the mountain 
limestone, coal-sandstones, and c:oal were deposited (p. 199.)
Changes in physical geography, between the ClII'boniFerous 
period and the chalk - Abrupt transition from the secondary 
to the tertiary fossils (p. 202.) - Accesaion of land, and 
elevation of mountain chains, after the consolidation of the 
secondary rock. - Explanation of Map, Ibewing the area 
covered by sea, since the commencement of the tertiary period 
(p.209.) - Remarks on the theory or the diminution of central 
heat (p. 216.)-Astronomical_ offtuctuations in climate 
(p. 219.)' 

WietAer tile geograpAicoJ ftaturu of tile nortAern Aemi
spAere, at tile period of tile deporieion of tile oldest f06-
Iilifet'OUl 'trata. were .nu:A cu migl&t Aave giwm ri8e to 
an e:m-emely 1wt climate.-IN the sixth chapter, I 
stated the arguments derived from organic remains 
for concluding that the mean annual temperature of 
the northern hemisphere was considerably more ele
vated when the ancient carboniferous strata were de
posited than it is at present; 88 also that the climate 
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had been modified more than once since that epoch, 
and that it had been reduced by successive changes 
more and more nearly to that now prevailing in the 
same latitudes. Farther, I endeavoured, in the last 
chapter, to prove that vicissitudes in climate of no 
less importance may be expected to recur in future, 
if it be admitted that causes now active in nature have 
power, in the lapse of ages, to produce considerable 
variations in the relative position of land and sea. It 
remains to inquire whether the alterations, which the 
geologist can prove to have actually taAen place at 
former periods, in the geographical features of the 
northern hemisphere, coincide in their nature, and in 
the time of their occurrence, with such revolutions in 
climate as would naturally have resulted, according to 
the meteorological principles already explained. 

The oldest system of rocks which afford by their 
. organic remains any decisive evidence as to climate, 
or the former position of land and sea, are those gene
rally known as the trafl8ition, or gregUJaCke, formations. 
These have been found in England, France, Germany, 
Sweden, Russia, and other parts of central and north
em Europe, as also in the great Lake district of Canada 
and the United States; and they appear to have been 
~eposited in a sea of considerable extent. The fossils 
have been regarded by many naturalists as indi
cating a greater uniformity in the species of marine 
animals inhabiting the sea at that early period than 
would now be found to prevail in a similar extent of 
ocean. The number and magnitude of the multilocular 
or chambered univalves, and of the corals, obtained 
from the limestones of this group, recall the forms now 
most largely developed in tropical seas. Hitherto few 
vegetable remains have been noticed, but such as are 

K 2 
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mentioned are said to agree more nearly with the 
plants of the carboniferous era than any other, and 
would therefore imply a tropical and humid atmo
sphere.· 

CarbonifeF'0U6 group.-This group comes next in the 
order of succession, and one of its principal members, the 
mountain limestone, was evidently a marine formation, 
as is shewn by the shells and corals which it con
tains. That th~ ocean of that period was of consider
able extent in our latitudes, we may infer from the con
tinuity of these calcareous strata over large areas. The 
same group appears also to have been traced not only 
through different parts of Europe, but also in North 
America, towards the borders of the arctic sea.t 

The coal itself is admitted to be of vegetable origin, 

• Mr. Mun:hison, during his in't'estigations of the English and 
Welsh transition rocks, has not met with any 1'egetable remains 
of land plants; but MM. Elie de Beaumont, Virlet, and De la 
Beche have pointed out places where they occur in members or 
that series. Mr. Weaver also formerly supposed that the coal and 
coal-plants of Munster, in Ireland, belonged to the transition 
rocks; but he has lately retracted this opinion, and believes tbaI: 
the coal and plants alluded to occur in the carboniferous series. 

t It appears from the observations of Dr. Richardson, made 
during the expedition under the command of Captain Franklin 
to the north.west coast of America, and from the specimens pre
sented by him to the Geological Society of London, that, between 
the parallels of 6Cf' and 70" north latitude, there is a great calca
reous formation, stretching towards the mouth of the Mackenaie 
river, in which are included corallines, producUe, terebratul_, 
&c. having a close affinity in generic character to those of our 
mountain limestone, of which the group has been considered the 
equi1'alent. There is also in the same region a newer series of 
Itrata, in which are shales with impressions or ferns, lepidodea
drons, and other 1'egetsbles, and also ammonites. -~ 
'If Geol. &c. No. 7, p. 68 M_la 1828. 
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and the state of the plants, and the beautiful preserv
ation of their leaves in the accompanying shales, 
precludes the idea of their having been floated from 
great distances. As the species were evidently ter
restrial, we must suppose that so~e dry land was not far 
distant; and this opinion is confirmed by the shells 
found in some strata of the Newcastle and Shropshire 
coal-fields. - These shells, whieh are chiefly found in 
the upper coal-measures, are referrible to freshwater 
genera, and lived, perhaps, in Jakes or small estuaries. 
There are some regions in the northern parts of Eng
land and Scotland where the marine mountain lime
stone alternates with strata containing coal. Such an 
arrangement of the beds may possibly have been pro
duced by the alternate rising and sinking of large 
tracts, which were first laid dry, and then submerged 
again. The land of that period appears to have con
sisted in part of granitic rocks, the waste of which may 
have produced the coarse sands tones, such, for ex
ample, as the millstone-grit. Volcanic rocks, how
ever, were not wanting, as in Scotland, for example, in 
the present basins of the Forth and Tay, where they 
seem to have been poured out on the bottom of the sea 
during the accumulation of the carboniferous strata • 

. The arrangement of· the sandstones and shales in 
this group has been thought by some geologists, as by 
MM. Sternberg, Boue, and Adolphe Brongniart, to 
favour the hypothesis of the strata ha:ving resulted 
from the waste of small islands placed in rows, and 
furming the highest points of submarine mountain 
chains. The disintegration of such clusters of islands 

• See Mr. W. Hutton, Foss. Flora of Great Brit. Preface, and 
Mr. Murchison'spapers on Shropshire, &c. 

K 3 
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might produce around and between them detached 
deposits, which, when subsequently raised above the 
waters, might resemble the strata formed in a chain 
of lakes; for the boundary heights of such apparent 
lake-basins would be formed of the rocks once consti
tuting the islands, and they might still continue, after 
their elevation, to preserve thei(relative superiority of 
height, and to surround the newer strata on several 
sides.-

This idea is also confirmed by the opinion of many 
botanists who have studied with care the vegetation 
of the carboniferous period, and who declare that it 
possesses the character of an insular flora, such as 
might be looked for in islands scattered through a wide 
ocean in a tropical and humid climate. 

There is, as yet, no well. authenticated instance of 
the remains of a saurian animal having been found in a 
member of the carboniferous series.t Now the larger 
oviparous reptiles usually inhabit rivers of considerable 
size in warm latitudes; and had crocodiles and other 
animals of that class been abundant in a fossil state, as 
in some of the newer secondary formations, we must 
have inferred the existence of rivers, which could only 
have drained large tracts of land. Nor have the bones 
of any terrestrial mammalia rewarded our investiga
tions. Their absence may be regarded by some geolo
gists as corroborating the theorY'of the non-existence 
of the higher orders of animals in the earlier ages: but 
the circumstance may, perhaps, be connected with the 

• See some ingenious speculations to this effect. in the work of 
M. Ad. Brongruart, Consid. Generales sur la Nat. de la Vt!get. 
&c., Ann. des Sci. Nato, Nov. 1828. 

t The supposed saurian teeth found by Dr. Hibbert in the 
carboniferous limestone of Burdie House, near Edinburgb, bave 
since been clearly referred by Dr. Agassiz to sauroidal fish. 
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geographical condition of the northern hemisphere at 
that time; for it is a general character of small islands 
remote from continents, to be altogether destitute of 
land quadrupeds, except such as appear to have been 
conveyed to them by man. Kerguelen's land, which is 
of no inconsiderable size, placed in lat. 49° 20' S., a pa
rallel corresponding to that of the Scilly islands, may 
be cited as an example, as may all the groups of fer
tile islands in the Pacific Ocean between the tropics, 
where no quadrupeds have been found, except the 
dog, the hog, and the rat, which have probably been 
brought to them by the natives, and also bats, which 
may have made their way along the chain of islands 
extending from the shores of New Guinea far into the 
southern Pacific.- Even the islands of New Zealand, 
which may be compared to Ireland and Scotland in 
dimensions, appear to possess no indigenous quad
rupeds, except the bat; and this becomes the more 
striking, when we recollect that the northern extre
mity of New Zealand stretches to latitude 34°, where 
the warmth of the climate must greatly favour the 
prolific development of organic life. 

So far then the examination of the phenomena ex
hibited by the greywacke and. carboniferous groups 
accord well with the prevalence of such a state of 
physical geography in the northern hemisphere as 
would have given rise to a hot and uniform climate. 
The subaqueous aspect of the igneous products, - the 
continuity of marine deposits over vast spaces - the 
basin-shaped disposition of the fragmentary rocks
the insular character of the flora-the absence oflarge 
fluviatile reptiles and of land quadrupeds, - all concur 

• Prichard's Phys. Hist. of Man., ToL i. p. 75. 
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to establish the fact of the northern hemisphere hav· 
ing been pervaded by a great ocean, interspersed,like 
the south Pacmc, with small islets or lands of moderate 
dimensions, and with insular or submarine volcanos. 

Olumgea in p/lyaical geography lJetrDeen tile ftmnll
tion of the carlxmiferotl8 strata and the cluzllt.
We have evidence in England that the strata of the 
ancient carboniferous group, already adverted to, were, 
in many instances, fractured and contorted, and often 
thrown into a vertical position before the deposition of 
some of the newer secondary rocks, such as the new 
red sandstone. 

Fragments of the older formations are sometimes 
included in the conglomerates of the JOOre modem; and 
some of thelle fragments still retain their fossil shells 
and corals, so as to enable us to determine the parent 
rocks from whence they were derived.- There are 
other proofs of the disturbance at successive epochs 
of different secondary rocks before the deposition of 
others ; and satisfactory evidence that, during these 
reiterated convulsions, the geographical features of the 
northern hemisphere were frequently modified, and 
that from time to time new lands emerged from the 
deep. The vegetatioB during some parts of the period 

- Thus, for example, on the banks of the Avon, in the Bristol 
coal-field, the dolomitic conglomerate, a rock of an age interme
"diate between the carboniferous series and the lias, rests on the 
tnincated edges of the coal and mountain limestone, and i:ontsins 
rolled and angular fragments of that limestone, in which its charat
teristic mountain-limestone fossils are seeR. For accurate sections 
illustrating the disturbances which rocks of the carboniferous se
ries underwent before the newer red sandstone was formed, the 
reader should consult the admirable memoir of tbe south-western 
coal district of England, by Dr. Buckland and Mr. Conybeare> 
Geol. Trans. vo!. i. second series. 
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ill question (from the lias to the chalk inclusive), 
appears to have approached to that of the larger 
islands of the equatorial zone; such, for example, as 
we now find in the West Indian, archipelago." These. 
islands appear to have been drained by rivers of con
siderable size, which were inhabited by crocodiles and 
gigantic oviparous reptiles, both herbivorous and car
nivorous, belonging for the most part to extinct genera. 
Of the contemporary inhabitants of the land we have 
as yet acquired but scanty information, but we know 
that there were flying reptiles, insects,and small mam
mifera, allied to the opossum. 

When desa-ibing the Weal den, one of the upper 
members of the great secondary series, and evidently 
of freshwater origin, I shall' point out the reasons 
which incline me to believe that, when those strata 
originated, a large continent advanced very near to the 
space now occupied by the south-eastern extremity of 
England. A river, equal, perhaps, in size to the Ganges 
or the Indus, seems to have continued to pour its turbid 
waters for ages into the sea in those latitudes at the 
period referred to. t 

It might at first appear, that the position of a con
tinent so far to the north, as the counties of 'Surrey 
and Sussex, at a time when the mean temperature of 

. the climate is supposed to have been ·much hotter 
than at present, is inconsistent with the theory before 
explained, that the heat was caused by the gathering 
together of all the great masses of land in low lati
tudes, while the polar regions were almost entirely 
sea: But provided that none of the land was arctic or 

• Ad. Brongniart, Consid. Gen~rales sur la Nat. de la Veget. 
&c. Ann. des Sci. Nat., ·Nov. 1828 

t See Bookiv. chap. uili. 
)[5 
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antarctic, and a large part of the continents intra
tropical, considerable elevation of temperature may be 
presumed to result, even when large continental tracts 
were prolonged from the equatorial to the temperate 
zone. 

CAangea during tile tertiary perioth. - It will be 
seen hereafter. that the Maestricht beds are classed 
as the newest of the secondary series; and the fossils 
of that group, including the remains of gigantic rep
tiles, indi~te the prevalence of a very hot climate. 
Between this uppermost member of the secondary 
series, and the oldest of the newer class of formations 
called tertiary, there is a remarkable discordance as 
to speciea of organic remains, none having yet been 
found common to both. This abrupt transition nom 
one set of fossils to another, is also accompanied by 
evident signs of a change of climate; the older ter
tiary species having a far less tropical aspect than 
those found fossil in the newest secondary group. 

Nor are there wanting signs of a decided coinci
dence between this alteration of climate, and geogra
phical changes which occurred between the formation 
of the cretaceous series and that of the older tertiary 
group.t On comparing the tertiary formations of diffe
rent ages, we may trace a gradual approximation in the 
imbedded fossils from an assemblage in which extinct 
species predominate, to one where tbe species agree 
for the most part with those now existing. In other 
words, we find a gradual increase of animals and plants 
fitted for our present climates, in proportion as the 
strata which we examine are more modern. Now, 

• See Book iv. chap. xxiii. 
t See cbaps. xxi. and uii. B. iv. on the period of the eleTatioD 

of the chalk of the S. E. of England. 
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during all these successive, tertiary periods, there 
are signs of a great increase of land in European 
latitudes. By reference to the map (PI. H.), and its 
description, p. 209., the reader will see how great have 
been the physical revolutions which have occurred 
since the commencement of the tertiary period. 

In the present state of Europe, the chalk and asso
ciated strata, are of considerable extent, and some
times rise to the summits of lofty mountains. As all 
the members of this group contain almost exclusively 
marine remains, it follows that every tract which 
they now occupy has, since their origin, been con
verted from sea into land, and, in some cases, from 
deep sea to mountains of great altitude. We cannot 
doubt that part of the changes alluded to happened 
before the older tertiary strata originated; because 
these last consist, in a great degree, of the ruins of 
the newer secondary rocks; which must therefore 
have been raised and exposed to aqueous erosion before 
the derivative beds were formed. It wi1l moreover be 
seen, in the fourth book; (chap. m.,) that the secondary 
and tertiary formations, considered generally, may be 
.contrasted as having very different characters; the 
one appearing to have been deposited in open seas, 
the other in regions where dry land, lakes, bays, and 
perhaps inland seas, abounded. The secondary series 
is almost exclusively marine; the tertiary, even the 
oldest part, contains lacustrine strata, and not un
frequently freshwater and marine beds alternating. 

Now, the facts depicted in the map (PI. H. p. 209.), 
demonstrate that abollt two thirds of the present 
European lands have emerged since the earliest of 
these tertiary groups originated. Nor is this the only. 

K6 
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change which the same region has undergone within 
this comparatively modem period; some tracts, which 
were previously land, having gained in altitude, or, on 
the contrary, having sunk below their former level, . 
within the period alluded to. 

The evidence that this rise of land did not take 
place all at the same time, is most striking. Several 
Italian geologists, even before the time of Brocchi, 
had justly inferred that the Apennines were elevated 
several thousand feet above the level of the Medi
terranean, before the deposition of the recent Suba
pennine beds which flank them on either side. What 
now constitutes the central calcareous chain of the 
Apennines must for a long time have been a narrow 
ridgy peninsula, branching off, at its northern extre
mity, from the Alps near Savona. This peninsula has 
since been raised from one to two thousand feet, by 
which movement the ancient shores, and, for a certain 
extent, the bed of the contiguous sea, have been laid 
dry, both on the side of the Mediterranean and the 
Adriatic. 

The nature of these vicissitudes will be explained 
by the accompanying diagram, which represents a 

. A 
Fig. I. 

transverse section across the Italian peninsula. The 
inclined strata A are the disturbed formations of the 
Apennines into which the ancient igneous rocks a are 
supposed to have intruded themselves. At a lower 
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level on each flank of the chain are the more recent 
sheDy beds b b, which often contain rounded pebbles 
derived from the waste of contiguous parts of the 
older Apennine limestone. These, it will be seen, 
are horizontal, and lie in what is termed " unconform
able stratification" on the more ancient series. They 
now constitute a line of hills of moderate elevation 
between the sea and the Apennines, but never pene
trate to the higher and more ancient valleys of that 
chain. 

The same phenomena are exhibited in the Alps on' 
a much grander scale; those mountains being com
posed in some even of their higher regions of newer 
secondary formations, while they are encircled by a 
great zone of tertiary rocks of different ages, both on 
their southern flank towards the plains of the Po, and 
on the side of Switzerland and Austria, and at their 
eastern termination towards Styria and Hungary •• 
This tertiary zone marks the position of former seas 
or gulfs, like the Adriatic, which were many thousand 
feet deep, and wherein masses of strata accumulated, 
some single groups of which seem scarcely inferior in 
thickness to the whole of our secondary formations in 
.England. These marine tertiary strata have been 
raised. to the height of from two to four thousand feet, 
and consist of formations of different ages, charac
terized by different assemblages of organized fossils. 
The older tertiary groups generally rise to the greatest 
heights, and form interior zones nearest to the central 

• Se .. a Memoir on the Alps, by Professor Sedgwick and Mr~ 
Mur.:hison. Trans. oC Geol. Soc. second set. vol. iii. accompanied 
by a map. 
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ridges of the Alps. Although we have not yet ascer· 
tained the number of different periods at which the 
Alps gained accessions to their height and width, yet 
we can affirm, that the last series of movemenll 
occurred when the seas were inhabited by many 
existing species of animals. 

We may imagine some future series of convulsiODl 
once more to heave up this stupendous chain, together 
with the adjoining bed of the sea, so that the moun· 
tains of Europe may rival the Andes in elevation; 
in which case the deltas of the Po, Adige, and Brenta, 
now encroaching upon the Adriatic, might be uplifted 
so as to form another exterior· belt of considerab~ 
height around the south-eastern Bank of the Alps. 

The Pyrenees, also, have acquired the whole of their 
present altitude, which in Mont Perdu exceeds eleven 
thousand feet, since the origin of some of the newer 
members of our secondary series. The granitic axil 
of that chain only attains about the same height as a 
ridge formed by marine calcareous beds, the organic 
remains of which shew them to be the equivalents ri 
our chalk and green-sand series.· The tertiary strata 
at the base of the chain are raised to the height of 
only a few hundred feet above the sea, and retain a 
horiZontal position, without partaking in general in the 
disturbances to which the older series has been sub
jected; so that the great barrier between France and 
Spain was almost entirely upheaved in the inte"al 
between the deposition of the chalk and certain ter· 
tiary strata. The Jura, also, owes a great part of its 
present elevation to subterranean convulsions which 

• This observation, first made by M. Boue, bas been since c:on
firmed by M. DufrenO)'. 
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happened after the deposition of certain tertiary 
groups.- , 

The remarkable break above alluded to, between the 
most modem of the known secondary rocks and the 
oldest tertiary, may be in some measure apparent only, 
and ascribable to the present deficiency of our inform
ation t ; in which case the signs of the intermediate 
steps, by which a passage was effected from one state 
of things to another, may hereafter be discovered. 
Nevertheless, it is far from impossible that the interval 
between the chalk and tertiary formations constituted 
an era in the earth's history, when the transition from 
one class of organic beings to another was, compara
tively speaking, rapid. For if the doctrines above ex
plained in regard to vicissitudes of temperature are 
sound, it will follow that changes of equal magnitude 
in the geographical features of the globe, may at dif
ferent periods produce very unequal effects on climate; 
and, so far as the existence of certain animals and 
plants depends on climate, the duration of species 
would be shortened or protracted, according to the 
rate at which the change of temperature proceeded. 

Even if we assume that the intensity of the subter
ranean disturbing forces is uniform and capable of 
producing nearly equal amounts of alteration on the 
surface of the planet, during equal periods of time, 
still the rate of alteration in climate would be by no 
means uniform. Let us imagine the quantity of land 
between the equator and the tropic in one hemisphere 
to be to that in the other as thirteen to one, which, as 

- M. Eliede Beaumont. Ann. des Sci. Nat., Dec. 18!l9,p. 346. 
t Sr. Book iv. cbap. 23. 
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before stated, represents the unequal proportion of the 
extra-tropical lands in tbe two hemispheres at present. 
Then let the first geographical change consist in the 
shifting of this preponderance of land from one side of 
the line to the other, from the southern hemisphere, 
for example, to the northern. Now this need not 
affect the gerreral temperature of the earth. But if, at 
another epoch, we suppose a continuance of the same 
agency to transfer an equal volume of land from the 
torrid zone to the temperate and arctic regions of the 
northern and southern hemisphere, or into one of 
them, there might be so great a refrigeration of the 
mean temperature in alllatitrules, that scarcely any of 
the pre-existing races of animals would survive, and, 
unless it pleased the Author of Nature that the planet 
should be uninhabited, new species would then be sub
stituted in the room of the extinct. We ought not, 
therefore, to infer, that equal periods of time are always 
attended by an equal amount of change in organic life, 
since a great fluctuation in the mean temperature of 
the earth, the most influential cause which can be 
conceived in exterminating whole races of animals and 
plants, must, in different epochs, require unequ~ por
tions of time for its completion. 
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Ihowing tile ftIent t!/ mr:f1lCe in Europe which '"" been eovef'ed 
E water lince tile commencement t!/ the. deposition t!/ the older 

.E Eoee1/8 TertiGry slrtJta. (Strata t!/ ,he Paris and London 
- . ,«,e.)-

Is map will enable the reader to perceive at a 
.• ce the great extent of change in the physical 
~aphy of Europe, which can be proved to have 
jin place since some of the older teniary strata 

an to be deposited. The proofs of submergence, 
ing some part or other of this period, in all the dis
ts distinguished by ruled lines, are of a most un
ivocal character; for the area thus described is 

covered by deposits containing the fossil remains 
_ animals which could only have lived under water. 
~e most ancient part of the period referred to can
- - t be deemed very remote, considered geologically; 

cause the deposits of the Paris and London basins, 
Auvergne, and many other districts belonging to 

e older tertiary epoch. are newer than the greater 
~".rt of the sedimentary rocks, commonly called se-

.ndary and transition, of which the crust of the globe 
composed. The species. moreover, of marine and 

esh water testacea, of which the remains are found 
l these older tertiary formations, are not entirely dis
.net from such as now live; a proportion of more than 
Ilree in a hundred of the fossils having been identified 
rith species now living.t Yet, notwithstanding the 

• Constructed chielly from M. Ami Boue's Geological Map 
)f Europe. . 

t See Book iv. ch. 5. 
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comparatively recent epoch to which the retrospect is 
carried, the variations in the distribution of land and 
sea depicted on the map form only a part of those 
which must have taken place during the period under 
consideration. Some approximation has merely been 
made to an estimate of the amount of &ea comJeI'tIid into 
land in part of Europe best known to geologists; but 
we cannot' determine how much land has become sea 
during the same period; and there may have been 
repeated interchanges of land and water in the same 
places, changes of which no account is taken in the 
map, and respecting the amount of which little accu
rate information can ever be obtained. 

I have extended the sea in two or three instances 
beyond the limits of the land now covered by tertiary 
formations, because other geological data have been 
obtained for inferring the submergence of these tracts 
after the deposition of the tertiary strata had begun. 
Thus I shall explain, in the 4th Book-, my reasons for 
concluding that part of the chalk of England (the 
north and BOuth downs, for example, together with the 
intervening secondary tracts) continued beneath the 
sea until the Eocene or earliest tertiary beds had 
begun to accumulate. 

It is possible also that a considerable part of Caer
narvonshire might with propriety have been repre
sented as sea, if our information respecting the geology 
of that county had been more complete; for marine 
shells have been found in sand and gravel at the 
height of one thousand feet above the level of the 
sea, on the summit of Moel Tryfane, bet~een Snow
don and the Menai Straits. The species, so far as 

• Ch. ni. and xxii. 
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they can be recogniZed by the fragments hitherto col
lected, are: recent, and the formation appears to be 
newer than the crag.-

The introduction of a small bay where the river 
Ribble enters into the sea in Lancashire is warranted 
by a newly discovered deposit of tertiary shells cover
ing an area of about thirty miles square in that 
region·t 

A portion also of the primary district in Brittany is 
divided into islands, because it has been long known to 
be covered with patches of marine tertiary strata; and 
when I examined the disposition of these, in company 
with my friend, Captain S. E. Cook, R. N., in ] 880, I 
was convinced that the sea must have covered much 
larger areas than are now occupied by these small and 
detached deposits. 

The former connexion of the White Sea and the 
Gulf of Finland is proved by the fact that a broad 
band of tertiary strata extends throughout part of the 
intervening space. The channel, it is true, is repre
sented as somewhat broader than the tract now occu
pied by the tertiary formation; because the latter is 
bordered on the north-west by a part of Finland, which 
is extremely low, and so thickly interspersed with lakes 
as to be nearly half covered with fresh water. 

Certain portions of the western shores of Norway 
and Sweden have been left blank, because the dis
covery by Von Buch, Brongniart, and others, of de
posits of recent shells along the coasts of those countries, 

- J. Trimmer, Esq. Proceedings Geol. Soc. London, No. 22. 
1881. 

t See memoir by Mr. Murchison, Proceedings of York Meet
iDg, 1881. 
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at several places and at various heights above the level 
of the sea, attest the comparatively recent date of the 
elevation of part of the gneiss and other primary rocks 
in that country, although we are unable as yet to deter
mine how far the sea may have extended. 

On the other hand, a fonsiderable space of low land 
along the shores on both sides of the Gulf of Bothnia, 
in the Baltic, is represented as sea, because the gra
dual rise of the land and the shoaling of the water on 
that coast, known to have taken place during the his
torical era, leave no room for doubt that the boundaries 
of the gulf ml,lst have been greatly contracted within 
a comparatively modem period. Beds of sand and 
clay are also found far inland in these parts, containing 
fossil shells of species now inhabiting the neighbouring 
seas. A portion of Scania, and other tracts in the 
south of Sweden, have also been marked with ruled 
lines, because they are covered with clay, sand, and 
erratic blocks, which appeared to me, after examining 
the district, to be tertiary. If the space overspread by 
such formations were more accurately known, the area 
represented as land in this part of Europe, would, 
doubtless, be much more circumscribed. 

1 was anxious, even in the title of this map, to guard 
the reader against the supposition that it was intended 
to represent the state of the physical geography of part 
of Europe at any one point of time. The difficul ty, or 
rather the impossibility, of restoring the geography of 
the globe as it D1ay have existed at any former period, 
especially a remote one, consists in this, that we can 
only point out where part of the sea has been turned 
into land, and are almost always unable to determine 
what "land may have become sea. All maps, therefore, 
pretending to represent the geography of remote geo-
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logical epochs must be ideal. The map under con
sideration is not a restoration of a former state of 
things, at any particular moment of time, but a synop
tical view of a certain amount of one kind of change 
(the conversion of sea into land) known to have been 
brought about within a given period. 

It may be stated that the movements of earth
quakes occasion the subsidence as well as the uprais
ing of the surface; and that, by the alternate rising 
and sinking of particular spaces, at successive periods, 
a great area may have been entirely covered with ma
rine deposits, although the whole may never have been 
beneath the waters at one time; nay, even though the 
relative proportion of land and sea may have continued 
unaltered throughout the whole period. I believe, 
however, that since the commencement of the tertiary 
period, the dry land in the northern hemisphere has 
been continually on the increase, both because it is 
now greatly iu excess beyond the average proportion 
which land generally bears to wq.ter on the globe, andbe
cause a comparison of the secondary and tertiary strata 
affords indications, as I shall endeavour to shew here
after, of a passage from the condition of an ocean inter
spersed with islands to that of a 18llge continent--

But supposing it were p~ssible to represent all the 
vicissitudes in the distribution of land and sea that 
have occurred during the tertiary period, and to ex
hibit not only the actual existence ofland where there 
was once sea, but also the extent of surface now SIlb

merged which may once have been land, the map 
would still fail to express all the important revolutions 
in physical geography which have taken place within 

• See Book iv. cbap. iii. 
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the epoch under consideration. For the oscillations Of 
level, as was before stated, have not merely been such 
as to lift up the land from below the waters, but in 
some cases to occasion a rise of several thousand feet 
above the sea. Thus the Alps have acquired an 
additional altitude of from 2000 to 4000 feet, and even 
in some places still more; and the Apennines owe a 
considerable part of their height (from 1000 to 2000 
feet and upwards) to subterranean convulsions which 
have happened within the tertiary epoch. 

On the other hand, some mountain chains may have 
been lowered during the same series of ages, in an 
equal degree, and shoals may have been converted 
into deep abysses.-

Concluding remarlu on cAangea in p/&yW:al geograpAg. 
-These observations, it may be said, are confined to 
Europe, and therefore to a space which constitutes but 
a small portion of the northern hemisphere;- but it 
appeared from the remarks offered in the preceding 
chapter, that the great Lowland of Siberia, lying chiefly 
between the latitudes 55° and 75° N. (an area nearly 
equal to all Europe) is covered for the most part by 
marine strata, which, from the account given by Pallas, 
and other writersJl may be considered as of tertiary 
formation. 

Upon a review of Iill the phenomena above enu
merated, there appear grounds for inferring that the 
eras of the principal alterations in climate, as deduced 
from fossil remains, were coincident with the periods 
of the most remarkable changes in the former position 

• It may be observed, that the facts and inferences exhibited ill 
this map bear not merely on the theory of climate above propoeed, 
but serve also to illustrate the views explained in the third book 
respectiug the migrations of anima1a and plants, and the gmdUll 
elI:tinc:tion of _pecies. 
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of sea and land. A wide expanse of ocean interspersed 
with islands, seems to have pervaded the northern hemi
sphere at the periods when the transition and carboni
ferous rocks were formed, and the temperature was 
then hottest and most uniform. Subsequent modific
ations in climate accompanied the deposition of the 
secondary formations, when repeated changes were 
effected in the physica1 geography of our northern 
latitudes. Lastly, the refrigeration became most de
cided, and the climate most nearly assimilated to that 
now enjoyed, when the lands in Europe and northern 
Asia had attained their full extension, and the moun
tain chains their actual height. 

It has been objected to this theory of climate, that 
there are no geological proofs of the prevalence at any 
former period of a temperature lower than that now 
enjoyed; whereas, if the causes above assigned were 
the true ones, it might reasonably have been expected 
that fossil remains would sometimes indicate colder as 
well as hotter climates than those now established.,· 
In answer to this objection, I may suggest, that our 
present climates are probably far more distant from 
the extreme of possible heat than from its opposite 
extreme of cold. A glance at the map (PI. L fig. 1.) 
will shew that all the existing lands might be placed 
in the zone intervening between the 80th parallels of 
latitude on each side of the equator, and that even 
then they would by no means fill that space. In no 
other position would they give rise to so high a tem
perature. But in the present geographica1 condition 

• Allgemeine Literatur Zeitung. No. cnxix. July. 18SS. 
Since the last edition was published, I bave learnt, that I was mis
informed in imputing this criticism to Count Sternberg. 
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the land ::xclu:kd from this z:m~: and 
4ying tmh:een pol::~ ::nd the parallels of 30~, isin 
great excess; so much so that, instead of being to the 
ceea in the prcp::rtion 1 whkh is as iI 

possible the average general ratio throughout the 
plobe, it is as 9 to 23.- Henec: it not sur· 

if, in ::::r g::::l::gicsl }' ::trospcd, eml:~~::ing, 

perhaps, a small part only of a complete cycle of change 
the t:eEestri:~1 climate::: we sl:::::ld happ::n, to 

every where the: ~igns oh a higl:er temperature. The 
strata hitherto examined may have originated when 
the qu::::tity of lanh ::::::8 de::~::~:ing, 

and the land in regions nearer the poles augmenting in 
hdght ::nd are:h until ::t length it att~im:d iCE 
::ucess high Igtitudes~ Ther:: nothmg imp:::bable 
in supposing that the geographical revolutions imme
di~tely our had this t~mlency :md in I 
that ca::: the gefrigeration mU8t have heen constao~ 
although, for reasons before explained, the rate of cool· 

map got h::u::: been ::nifor::::~ 
Tkeoru of Central Heat. - The gradual diminution 

of the supposed :;:ent:al heat nf the plnbe hi::: been 
nesorte:5 by :::r:ny g::n1ogist:: ::8 thu :nuse 

• In this estimate, the space within the antarctic circle:ofwhicb 
::::thing is hg::wn, i:: ::::t tak:::: :::to ac::::gr:t: l:::luded. 
it would probably add to the excess of dry land; for the greataccu
mulation of ice in the antarctic region seems to imply the presence 

ceU~"f:e: eiuant::t ::f terr:oz !:rma. The nu:::!:::::: of sq::::~:: miles 
on the surface of the globe, are 148,522,000, the part occupied 
by the sea being 110,849,000, and that by land, 57,678,000;50 

the E::::d is nearln the liS 1 p:::: in 4. in-
t:::rmed !:y nlr. Ga::::ner, that, according to a rough approximatioD, 

the land between the 900 N. lat. and the pole occupies a space 
::ho'l" :0 that :ir:he lea~ ::::d the bet::z:::g the W. 

the :::::::::::ltic about 1u of t!:::: zone. 
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'of alterations of climate. The matter of our planet is 
imagined, according to the conjecture of Leibnitz, to 
have been ()I!jginally in an intensely heated state, and 
to have been .parting ever since with portions of its 
heat, at the same time that it has contracted its di
mensions. There are, undoubtedly, some grounds for 
inferring, from recent observation and experiment, that 
the temperature of the earth increases as we descend 
from the surface to that slight depth to which man can 
penetrate; but there are no proofs of a secular decrease 
of heat. accompanied by contraction. On the contrary, 
La Place ,has shown, by reference to astronomical 
observations made in the time of Hipparchus, that in 
the last'two thousand years there has been no sensible 
.contraction of tbe globe by cooling; for had this been 
tbe .case, even to an extremely small amount, the day 
.would have been ·shortened, whel'eas its length has 
.certainly not diminished during -that period by rtlr th 
of a 3econd. Baron Fourier, after making a curious 
lIeries of experiments on the cooling of incandescent 
-bodies, has endeavoured, by profound mathematical 
.ealculetions, to prove tbat the actual distribution of 
'heat in the earth's envelope is precisely that which 
..-ould have tak-en place if the globe had been formed 
. in a medium of a very high temperature, and had after~ 
-·wards been constantly cooled. • 

Now this conclusioois appealed to by many as cor
·roborating the theory of 4Iecular 'refrigeration, although 
the phenomenon might perhaps be ucribed, with equal 
-propriety, 'to the action of volcanic .heat,which we 

• See a Memoir on the TeJllperature of the Tel'l!!tltrial Globe, 
ad the Planetary ~pac... Ann. de ,Cbimie et Ph,s. tcqn. uT.iL 
p. 196. Octo 1824. 

VOL. J. L 
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know has, in former ages, shifted its points of chief 
development over every part of the earth's crust. 

M. Cordier announces, as the result of his experi
ments and observations on the temperature of tbe in
terior of the earth, that the heat increases rapidly with 
the depth; but the increase does not follow the same 
law over the whole earth, being twice or three times 
as much in one country as in another, and these differ
ences are not in constant relation either with the 
latitudes or longitudes of places. - All this is pre
cisely what we should have expected to arise from 
variations in the intensity of volcanic heat, and &om 
that change of position, which the principal theatres 
of volcanic action can be proved to have undergone. 

But the advocates of the doctrine of central heat 
contend, that although no contraction can be demon
strated to have taken place within the historical period 
(the operation being slow and the time of observatioo 
limited), yet it is no less certain that beat is annually 

, passing out by radiation from the interior of the globe 
into the planetary spaces. Fourier even undertook tD 

demonstrate that the quantity of heat thus transmitted 
into space in the course of every century, through 
'every square metre of the earth's surface, would suf
fice to melt a column of ice having a square metre 
for its base, and being three metres (or 9 feet 10 
inches) high. On the other hand, it is said, there is 
no assignable mode in which this heat can be again 
restored to the earth. 

Streams of incandescent lava rise up from unknown 
depths, flow out upon the surface, and before they 

• See M. Cordier's Memoir on the Temperature of the Interior 
of the Earth, read to the Academy of Sciences, 4th June, 182'1. 
- Edin. New PbiL Joumal, No. viii. p. 27S. 
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consolidate emit much light and heat. In what manner 
does the igneo.us and luminous matter thus withdrawn 
from OU1· planet return again from the celestial spaces? 
or, iflost, does it not imply a continual cooling of the 
central parts of the earth? 

This argument may appear plausible, until we reflect 
.how ignorant we are of the sonrces of volcanic beat, 
or indeed of the nature of light and heat in general. 
It is doubtless true, that light and heat are continually 
emanating from the earth; but, in the same manner, it 
may be said that they escape without intermission 
from the sun, and we know not whether .there be any 
compensating causes which again restore them to that 
luminary.-" It is a mystery," says Herschel, speaking 
of the sun, " to conceive how so enormous a conflagra
tion (if such it be) can be kept up. Every discovery 
in chemical science here leaves us completely at a loss, 

. or rather seellls to remove farther the prospect of 
probable explanation. May not," he adds, cc a continual 

. current of electric matter be constantly circulating in 
· the sun's immediate neighbourhood, or traversing the 
planetary spaces?" &c. &c. .. 

Astronomical causu of fluctuations in climate. - Sir 
John Herschel has lately inquired, whether there are 

· any astronomical causes which may offer a possible 
explanation of the difference between the actual cli. 
mates of the earth's surface, and those which formerly 

· appear to have prevailed. He has entered upon this 
subject, he says, cc impressed with the magnificence 
of that view of geological revolutions, which regards 
them rather Ill! regular and necessary effects of great 
and general causes, than as resulting from a series of 

· convulsions and catastrophes, regulated by no . laws, 

• Treatise OD Aetronom)', § 997. 
L 2 
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and "reducible to no fill!ed p~mciples." Geomet£'rS, 11& 
adds, 'have ,demonstrated the absOlate invariability 
of the mean distance of the earth from the lUll; 

whence ,it 'Would at :firSt seem ,to follow, 'that -the me"tiD. 
annual supply of light and heat derived from that 
,luminary would be Itlike invariable: ,but a closer con_ 
sideration of the lIobject will show, that this would nllt 
be a legitimate conclusion; but that, on the contrary, 
the mean amourit of l!Iolar radiation is dependelit 00. 

'ihe exeentricity of the earth's orbit, and'therefm-e 
'lilible to variation." 

Now, the excentricity'of the 'orbit, he continues, 
,is actually diminishing, and 'has been so for ages be
·,.Md the records of history. In consequence, the ellipse 
"is:ih astate dfapproach to a circle, and'the annual aye
''rage of solar heat radiated to'the earth is actUlill y on 'the 
'tItcrerue. So ~far this is in accordance 'with geological 
'evidence, 'which indicates a general refrigeration' of 
elimtite; but the question remains, whether"the'lttnoWil 
'\)ftlhrilnution 'whiehthe 'excentricity may have cyer 
'Undetto"e, 'can be supposed sdflicient to accoubt'fbr 
any sensible refrigeration. The calculatiotls neeessar, 
'fa detemtitie this 'poirit,'though practidlbte, have'bever 
'yet 'been 'made, and 'would be 'extremely 'labonous; 
!tbr:theymustembrace 'all the'peY1:utblitions'which ,the 
lfri08t influential :planets, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, 4nil 

• The theorem is thus stated: -" The excentricitT of the erbi.t 
varying, the total quantity or heat receiYed by the earth 'rem the 
"8un'in one revolution is invenely proportional to the minor aiis 
'6r I the 'bi'biL ''hie ·ttt'Jor axis' is ilivaiiible," and 'thl!ret'6re. or 
~..,,' die abIOliate·IftI~' IJr the 1*: tltMee'it fMld," -that' .., 
....an annlMl1 a~IbI'IIest,trill'~lIe<ta dletaeetJlIWfW'IiMIo 
of the minor nil. .. - Geol. Tran .. second _riee, ToL ill. po 29S. 
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Saturn, would cause in the eartb's orbit, and in each 
other's movements round the sun. 

The problem is also very complicated, inasmuch as 
it depends not merely on the elIipticity of the earth's 
orbit, but on the as$lJmed temperature of the celestial 
spaces beyond the earth's atmosphere; a matter still 
open .Go discussion, and on which MM. Fourier aDd· 
Herschel have arrived all very diflkrent opinions. 
But if, says Hersehel, we suppose an extreme case, 
as if the earth's orbit should ever become as excentric 
as that of the planet Juno, or Pall as, a great change of 
climate might be conceived to result, the winter and 
summer temperatures being sometimes m.i.tigated, and 
at others exaggerated, in the same latitudes. 

It is much to. be desired that the calculations alluded 
to were executed, as even, if they should demonstrate, 
as M. Arago thinks highly prohable., that the mean 
amount of solar radiation: can never be materially 
affected l»y irregularities in the earth.'s ~~, ~~ wouJ,d 
s~i,Il be 8at~factory to ascel,"tain the point. Such in
q,Wries, how~ver, can never supersede the necessity of 
io.velltigating the· consequences of the varying positio~ 
of continent!!. shifted as we know them to have been 
dI.lring successive epo~St frol)!. one part of t\le gloQe 
to the other. 

LS 
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CHAPTER IX. 

II'ARTHER DISCt188ION 011' THE QUESTION AB TO TU DJIo 

CORDANCE 011' THE ANCIENT AND MODERN CAUSBII fit 

CHANGE. 

Theory of tbe progressive development of organic life.,..-Evidellte 
in its support inconclusive - Vertebrated animals, and pbDIs 
of the most perfect organization in strata of very high antiquit) 
(p. ~27.)-Di/Ferences between the organic remains of suc· 
cessive fonnations- Remarks on the comparativl'ly moden 
origin of the human race (p. 239.) - The popular doctriae rl 
successive development not confirmed by the admission dill 
man is of modern origin - Iotroduction of man, to _I 
extent a change in the system (p. 243.) 

Progressive development of organic life. - IN the pre
ceding chapters I have considered many of the most 
popular grounds of opposition to the doctrine, that all 
former changes of the organic and inorganic creation 
are referrible to one uninterrupted succession of phy· 
sical events, governed by the laws of Nature now in 
operation. 

As the principles of our science must always remain 
unsettled so long as no fixed opinions are entertained 
on this fundamental question, I shall proceed to ex· 
amine other objections which have been urged agaiost 
the assumption of the identity of the ancient and IJIO' 

dem causes of change. A late distinguished writer 
has formally advanced some of the most popular rJ. 
these objections. "It ill impossible," he affirms, "to 
defend the proposition, that the present order of tbiDgS 
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is the ancient and constant order of nature, only modi
fied by existing laws: in those strata which are deep
est, and which must, consequently, be supposed to be 
the earliest deposited, forms even of vegetable life are 
rare; shells and vegetable remains are found in the 
next order; the bones of fishes and oviparous reptiles 
exist in the following class; the remains of birds, with 
those of the same genera mentioned before, in the next 
order; those of quadrupeds of extinct species in a still , 

, more recent class; and it is only in the loose and 
slightly consolidated strata of gravel and sand, and 
which are usually called diluvian formations, that the 
remains of animals such as now people the globe are 
found, with others belonging to extinct species. But" 
in none of these formations, whether called secondary, 
tertiary, or dilu\'ial, have the remains of man, or any 
of his works, been discovered; and whoever dwells 
upon this subject must be convinced, that the present 
order of things, and the comparatively recent existence 
of man as the master of the globe, is as certain as the 
destruction of a former and a different order, and the 
extinction of a number pf living forms which have no 
types in being. In the oldest secondary strata there 
are no remains of such animalll as now belong to the 
surface; and in the rocks, which may be regarded as 
J;IIore recentIydeposited, these remains occur but rarely, 
and with abundance of extinct species; - there seems, 
as it were, a gradual approach to the present system of 
things, and a succession of destructions and creations 
preparatory to the existence of man."-

- Sir H. Da"1, Consolations in Travel, Dialogue Ill. "The 
VnknoWD." 

L4 
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In the above passages, the author dedaces two im
portant conclusions from geological data: first, that ia 
the successive groups of strata, from the oldest to the 
most recent, there is a pragressi:fe development rJ. 

organic life, from the simplest to the most complicatri 
formsi-secondly, that man is of comparatively rectDI 
origin. It will be easy to show that the first of the!l 
propositions, though very generally received, has but 
a slender foundation in fact. The second, on tbe 
contrary, is indisputable i and it is important, therefol't. 
to consider how far its admission is inconsistent with 
the doctrine, that the system of the natural "GIld 
may have been uniform from the beginning, or rather 
from the era when the oldest rocks hitherto discovered 
were formed. 

First, then, let us consider the geological proofs IP
pealed to in support of the theory of the successive 
development of animal and vegetable life, and their 
progressive advancement to a more perfect state. No 
geologists who are in possession of all the data no' 
established respecting fossil remains, will mr a memenl 

contend for the doctrine in all its detail, as laid dollD 
by the great chemist to whose opinions we have re
ferred i but naturalists, who are not unacquaiDted with 
recent discoveries, continue to defend it in a modified 
form. They say that, in the first period of tbe worl~ 
(by which they mean the earliest of which we bate 
yet procured any memorials,) the vegetation consisted 
almost entirely of cryptogamic plants, while the 8D~ 
mals which co-existed were almost entirely confined to 
zoophytes, testacea, and a few fish. Plants of a less 
simple structure succeeded in the next epoch, wbeD 
oviparous reptiles began also to abound. Lastly, the 
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terrestri41 flor. ~came mOllt diver.i6ed 8Qd m<¥lt Pl!'~ 
feet when the highest orden of lUlimalsl ~le mft~mi~ 
{era and birlls. wer" ~lled into elti!l\en~. 

Now, in the ~r't pl$ce, it m".)' 0l,Jaerve4. tha~ many 
~aturaliit. are g\lilty 9f ~o 1\ID4l,1l ~~Wq~iI!t~nc.y in e~
cleavouring to connect the phenQmen. pf ~\le earli~~ 
vegetation wi~h a nascel\t ~ndition Qf orgapjp lift!, 
and at the ~me time \0 dQCIl,lce fr~ th" D~ericfJ. 
predominance of (:ertain types of fOrlll. tht! gre_lPf 
heat of the ancient climate. The orgum4'JltB in fll-vour 
of the la~ter conclusion are without ~y force, ~less 
we can assume that the rules followed by the 4uthor 
of Nature in the creation and distribution of organic 
beings were the lalPe formt!rly 81 pow; and th~t, ., 
certain families of animals and pl$fits are now most 
.bundant, or exclusively confined, to regions where 
there is a certain temperature, I/o certain degree of 
humidity, a certain intensity of light, and other condi
tions, 80 also the same phenomena were elthibit.ed ~t 
every former era. 

If this postulate Qe denied, and the prevalence of 
particular families be declared to depend on a certaiQ 
order of precedence in the introductiop of pifFerellt 
classes into the earth, and if it be main~aine4 that the 
standard of organization w~ raised ~cessiveJy, we 
must then ascribe the numerical preponder/Ulce in the 
earlier ages of plants of simpler structure, not to • 
luJat, but t9 those different laws which reg!.dat.e organi" 
life in newly (:reated worlds. If. according to the law. 
of progre .. ive development, cr,ptopmic pleJltB alw.YAl 
Bourish for ages before the dicotyledoDous order can 
be established, then is the small proportion of the latter 
fully explained; for jq this caae, whatever may have • 

L5 
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been the mildness or severity of the climate, they could 
not make their appearance. 

Before we can infer an elevated temperature in big!! 
latitudes, from the presence of arborescent Fellll, 
Lycopodiacee, and plants of other allied families, " 
must be permitted to assume, that at all times, pal. 
present, and future, a heated and moist atmosphen 
pervading the northern hemisphere has a tendencyll 
produce in the vegetation a predominance of analogous 
types of form. 

In the ancient strata of the carboniferous era, 1» 
tween200 and 300 species of plants have been found. 
In these, say the authors of the "Fossil Flora',· III 
traces have been as yet discovered of the simple!! 
forms of flowerless vegetation, such as Fungi, Lichem 
HepatiCll!, or Mosses; while, on the contrary. there 
appear in their room Ferns, Lycopodiacele, and sup
posed Equisetacele, the most perfectly orgaoizel\ 
cryptogamic plants. In regard to the remains J 
monocotyledons of the same strata, they consist J 
palms and plants analogous to Draclenas, ]Jsnana!, 

and the Arrow Root tribe, which are the most highly 
developed tribes of that class. Among the dicotyle
dons of the same period coniferous trees were abund
ant, while the fossil Stigmarilll, which accomparry 
them, belonged probably to the most perfectly or
ganized plants of that class, being allied to the Cactee. 
or Euphorbiacelll. "But supposing," continue the 
same authors, "that it could be demonstrated, Ib" 
neither Coniferm nor any other dicotyledonous plants 

• Fossil Flora of Great Britain, by John Lindley aod W.w
. Button, Esquires. London, 1882. PreflCe. 
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existed in the first geological age of land plants, still 
the theory of progressive development would be un
tenable; because it would be necessary to show that 
monocotyledons are inferior in. dignity, or, to use a 
more intelligible expression, are less perfectly formed 
than dicotyledons. So far is this from being the case, 
that ,if. the exact equality of the two classes were not 
admitted, it would be a question whether monocotyle
dons are not the more highly organized of the two; 
whether palms are not of greater dignity than oaks, 
and cerealia than nettles." 

Animal remains in tile transition, or greywacJre, and 
carboniferotUstrala.-By far the largest part of the 
organic remains found in the earth's crust consist of 
corals and testacea, the bones of vertebrated animals 
being comparatively rare. When these occur, they 
belong much more frequently to fish than to reptiles, 
and but seldom to ~errestrial mammalia. This might, 
perhaps, have been anticipated as the general result of 
investigation, since all are now agreed that the greater 
number of fossiliferous strata were deposited beneath 
the sea, and that the ocean probably occupied in an
cient times, as now, the greater part of the earth's sur
face. We must not, however, too hastily infer from 
the absence of fossil bones of mammalia in the older 
rocks, that the highest class of vertebrated animals did 
not exist in the remoter ages. There are regions at 
present, in the Indian and Pacific oceans, co-extensive 
in area with the continents of Europe and North 
America, where we might dredge the bottom and draw 
up thousands of shells and corals, without obtaining one 
bone of a land quadruped. Suppose our mariners 
were to report, that on sounding in the Indian Ocean 
near some coral reefs, and at some distan.ce from the 

1.6 
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land, they drew up on hooka attached to their line 
portions of a leopard, elephant, or tapir, should we n. 
be aceptical as to the accuracy of their ItatemeDt8? 
and if we had no doubt of their l'eracity, might we not 
IOSpect them to be UDlkilful naturaliltl? or, if the 
fact were unquestioned, should we not be diapoaed to 
believe that BOme "ellel had been wrecked OIl the 
apot? 

The casualtiea mUlt ahraya be rare by which lud 
quadrupeds are swept by rivers far out into the apeD 

sea, and still rarer the contingency of luch a hting 
body not being devoured by marks or other predaceous 
fish, such as were those of which we fiod the teeth 
preserved in some of the carboniferoul strata. But if 
the carcasl should escape, and should happen to sink 
where sediment was in the act of accumulating. and if 
the numerous causes of subsequent disintegration 
should not efface all traces of the body, included for 
countless ages in solid rock, is it not contrary to all 
calculation of chances that we should hit upon the 
exact spot - that mere poiDt in the bed of an ancient 
ocean, where the precious relic was entombed? Can 
\Ire expect for a moment, when we have only sue· 
ceeded, amidst several thousand fragments of corals 
and shells, in finding a few bones of tIfJII4Iie or a",p/Ii· 
6i0rJ8 animals, that we should meet with a single 
akeleton of an inhabitant of the land? 

Clarence, in his dream, Saw, "in the slimy bottom 
of the deep," 

-a thousand f'earful wrecks; 
A thousand men, that fishes guaw'd upou; 
Wedges of gold, great anchors, heaps of pearl. 

Had he also beheld, amid "the dead bones that Jay 
scattered by," the carcasses of liuna, deer, and dw 
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other wild tenants of the forest and the plain, the fictiOll 
would have been deemed unworthy of the genius of 
Sbakapeare. So daring a disregard of probability and 
violation of analogy would have been condemned as 
unpardonable, even where the poet was painting those 
incongruous images which present themselves to a dis
turbed imagination. during the visions of the night. 

But, as fossil mammiferous remains have been me' 
with in strata of the more modern periods, it will be 
desirable to take a rapid view of the contents of suc
cessive geological formatioos, and inquire how far they 
confirm or invalidate the opinions commonly enter
tained respecting the doctrine of successive develop
ment. 

In the finit place it should be stated, that faint traces 
of animal remains make their appearance in strata of as 
early a date as any io which the impressions of plants 
have been detected. We are as yet but imperfeCtly 
acquainted with the fossils of the deposits called by 
Wemer "transition," or those below the carboniferous 
Rries; yet in some of these, as in the limestone of 
Ludlow, for example, scales and bones of fish have 
been found. - In these ancient rocks we cannot ex
pect to bring many vertebral remains to light until we 
have obtained more information respecting the z0o

phytes and testacea of the same period. The rarer 
species cannot be discovered until the more abundant 
have been found again and again; and it may be 
doubted whether we shall ever succeed in acquiring 
80 extensive a knowledge of the fossil bodies of strata 
anterior to the coal as to entitle us to attach much im
portance to the absence of birds and mammalia. In 

• Murchisoo, ProceediIIpGf GeoL Soc:. No. Sf. po 19. 
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rocks of high antiquity many organic forms have heeD 
obliterated by various cause&, such as subterrsueanb~ 
and the percolation of acidulous waters, which bate 
operated during a long succession of ages. The nu. 
of organic forms which have disappeared from the 
oldest strata may be conjectured trom the fact, tilt 
their former existence is in many cases merely nwealei 
to us by the unequal weathering of an exposed face ~ 
rock, on which the petrifactions stand out in relief. 

If we next consider the old red IIIlndstone, we find 
that entire skeletons of fish have been discovered i 
it both in Scotland and in the West of Englsnd, and 
Wales, but no well-authenticated instance is recorded 
of a fossil reptile trom this formation. - Neither bill 
any reptilian remains been met with in the incumbell 
carboniferous group, either in the mountain limeston~ 
or in the shales and sandstones of. the coal. Tb! 
supposed saurian teeth found by Dr. Hibbert in car' 
boniferous strata near Edinburgh, have been Iatelf 
shewn by Dr. Agassiz to belong to sauroidal fish," 
fish of the highest rank in structure, and approadIiu! 
more nearly in their osteological characters than aJy 
others to true saurians. 

It would be premature to conclude that no bones rJ. 

reptiles are to be found in the carboniferous formatiOl\ 
because it is only within a few years that several dit 

• Scales of a tortoise, nearly allied to Trionyx, are stated in. 
Geol. Trans. second series, vol. ill. part 1. p. 144., to bave bell 
found abundantly in the bituminous schists of Caithness, in Sc0t
land, and in the same formation in the Orkneys. These -
have been shewn by Professor Sedgwick and Mr. Murcbison to be 

Of the age of the old red sandstone. But M. Agassis has Iatrl! 
decided that the scales in question are those of a fish (_ figuIr

'lhem, plate 16., GeoL Trans., same part). 
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tiDet species and genera of fish have been ascertained 
to abound in the B8Dle. It should also be recollected, 
that if we infer from the fossil flora of the coal, and 
other circumstances before enumerated, that our lati
tudes were occupied at the remote period in question by 
an ocean interspersed with small islands, such islands 
may, like those of the modern Pacific, have been almost 
entirely destitute of mammalia and reptiles.-

In regard to birds, they are usually wanting in de
posita of all ages, even where fossil animals of the 
highest order occur in abundance.t 

There was evidently a long period, of which the 
formationl from the magnesian limestone to the chalk 
inclusive may be said to contain the history, when 
reptiles of various kinds were lllrgely developed on the 
earth: their remains are particularly numerous in the 
Jias and oolitic strata. As there are now mammalia 
entirely confined to the land, others which, like the bat 
and vampyre, fly in the air; others, again, of amphi
bious habits, which inhabit rivers, like the hippopo
tamus, otter, and beaver; others exclusively aquatic 
and marine, like the leal, whale, and narwal, so in 
the early ages under consideration, there were ter
restrial, winged, and aquatic reptiles. There were 
iguanodons walking on the land, pterodactyles winging 
their way through the air, monitors and crocodiles in 
the rivers, and the ichthyosaur and plesiosaur in the 
ocean. It appears also that some of these ancient 
saurians approximated more nearly in their organi
zation to the type of living mammalia than do any of 
our existing reptiles. 

I shall not dwell here on a question, which will 

• See p. 199. t See Book ill. ch. 15. 
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afterwards be di.cuaaed more fully, how far the all106l 
entire suppression of one class of vertebrata and the 
development of another, as, for example, the pre
dominance of reptiles over mammalia, or of these over 
reptiles, may be reconcileable with the notioo of coe
stant and uniform laws governing the distribution rl 
animlll life at particular perioda.· I .hall now mere~ 
cal1 the reader's attention to a striking exccptiOll te 
the general rule of the non-occurrence of any signs of 
warm-blooded quadrupeds in secondary rock •• 

In the oolite of Stonesfield, .11 rock which has bees 
well ascertained to hold a somewhat inferior position 
in the great oolitic series, the jaws of at least two 
species of small mammiferous quadrupeds have been 
found. A specimen of one of these, now in the Oxfurd 
Museum (see fig. 2.), was examined by M. euvier, 
and pronounced by him to be allied to the didelphis. 
According to this naturalist, it lVas probably a amaIl 
carnivorous animal not larger than a mole, yet differ· 
ing from all known carnivora in having ten teeth in a 
row. 

Lower jaw of a mammiferofU quadruped, from tke slate of ~ 
field, "ear Oxford. t 

• Book i •. chap. xtiii. 
t This figure(No. 2.) is from a drawing by Professor C. Pre,osr, 

published Ann. des Sci. Nato, Avril, 1825. The fOS$ll is a lowerj ... , 
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Another specimen now in LondOD, in the collection 
of Mr. BllOderip. consists also of·a lower jaw·, ancl 
belonged certainly to a quadruped of a distinct species, 
or eyen genus (see fig. s.) for the number of teeth 
is different, IUId agrees precisely with that of the 
lildng didelphis. 

Natural ... 

LateBr' jaw of DidBlphia BucldarWi, from St_field.· 

I. Tbe jaw magnified twice in length. 
2. The second molar tooth magnified six times. 

adhering by its inner side to the slab of oolite, in which it is sunk. 
The fOrm of the eondyle, or posterior process of the jaw, is dis
tinctly seen, an impression of it being left on the stooe, although 
the bone is wanting. The anterior part of the jaw has been par
tially broken away, so that the fangs of six molar teeth are seen 
fixed in tbeir sockets, the form of the fangs beiog characteristic 
_ the mammaUa. The e'Dame1 of IOme of the teeth is well pr.. 
.-.eel. 

• Thi. figure (No.. S.) is aka from the original. iD Mr. 
lJnMIerip's col\ection. It conaistsol tbe rigllt half of • lower jaw, 
_ which the inller side is seen. The jaw COIItaina seven molu 
teeth, one canine, and ahree incillOl'S, but die end of the jaw is frae-
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The" occurrence of these individuals, the most ancient 
memorials yet known of the mammiferous type, so low 
down in the oolitic series, while no other represent
atives of the same class have yet been found in the 
superior secondary strata, either in the Middle or 
Upper Oolite, or in the Wealden, Green Sand, or Chalk, 
is a striking fact, and should serve as a warning to us 
against hasty generalizations. So important an excep· 
tion to a general rule may be perfectly consistent with 
the conclusion, that a small number only of mammalia 
inhabited Europe.an latitudes when our secondary rocks 
were formed; but it seems fatal to the theory of pro
gressive development, or the notion that the order of 
precedence in the creation of animals, considered 
chronologically, coincided with the order in which 
they would be ranked according to perfection or com· 
plexity of structure. 

Of eke Tertiary strata. - The tertiary strata, as will 
appear from what has been already stated, were de
posited when the physical geography of the nortbern 
hemisphere had been entirely altered. Large inland 
lakes had become numerous, as in Central France and 
many other countries. There were gulfs of the sea, 
into which considerable rivers emptied themselves, 
where strata were formed like those of the Paris basin. 
There were then also littoral formations in progress, 

tured, and traces of tbe alveolus of a fourth incisor are seem 
With this addition. the number of teeth would agree el[8cdy with 
those of a lower jaw of a didelphis. The fossil is well preserved 
in a slab of oolitic structure containi ng sbells of Trigoniae and 
other marine remains. Two other jaws, besides those .ooft 
represented, have been procured from the quarries of Stone.fielcL 
-See Broderip. ZooL Joum. voL ill. p. 408. 
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such as are indicated by the English Crag, and the 
Fa/una of the Loire. The state of preservation of the 
organic remains of this period is very different from that 
of fossils in the older rocks, the colours of the shells, 
and even the cartilaginous ligaments uniting the valves, 
being in some cases retained. More than 1100 species 
of testacea have been found in the beds of the Paris basin, 
and nearly an equal number in the more modem form
ations of the Subapennine hills; and it is a most curious 
fact in natural history, that the zoologist has already 
2tcquired more extensive information concerning the 
testacea which inhabited the ancient seas of northern 
latitudes at those remote epochs than of the species 
now living in the same parallels in Europe. 

Paris Ixuin.-The strata of the Paris basin are 
partly of freshwater origin, and filled with the spoils 
of the land. They have afforded a great number of 
skeletons of land quadrupeds, but these relics are con
fined almost entirely to one small member of the group, 
and their conservation may be considered as having 
arisen from some local and accidental combination 
of circumstances. - On the other hand, the scarcity 
of terrestrial mammalia in lubmarine sediment is eluci
dated, in a striking manner, by the extremely small 
number of such remains hitherto procured from the 
calcaire grossier, one of the formations of the Parisian 
series·t 

London clay-Plamc cla!J.-The inferior member 
of our oldest tertiary formation in England, usually 
termed the plastic clay, has hitherto proved as destitute 
of mammiferous remains as our ancient coal strata; 
and this point of resemblance between these deposits 

• Book iv. cb. xviii. t Ibid. 
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i. the more worthy of oosel!1'ation, beettu~ the 1~~ 
iD the one ease, IUld. the- £001, in the· .ber" are exe 
si'fely eomp08ed of llefresvi$l plu.u. From. tbe L 
do. clay we have· procllrlilQ, three- Qf four bUIld 
speeies of testacea. but the only bones of vertebra 
aDimaJs are those of reptiles and fisb. On compar 
therefOre. the contents of these marine strata 1 
those of our oolitic series, we fi.i¥i\ the supposed 0: 

of precedeoee inverted. In the more 8"Pcient sys 
oE rock~ a h mamlllaJia have beeR recogDi: 
where. iD _ ~, if negative e:vidence we~ 
be out" criterioo, Nat..,e has made a retJ1Qg1'3de 
steed er an advaac:iog mONement. (Wd QQ. animals I 
exalted in the scale of organirzati.oa tb,an reptile: 
_ovuable. It .w,uld, ~evet, l>e stlWtd. thl 

a freshwater rorl8llttm. resting lApOD \\w, LoRdon 
m the Isle ofWit:ht, an.d lihh:"lo.",gtot~E~ 
epoch, some 1118Dl1Q¥erou~ ruwinl mmueettll4Ly 
fowld. 

Sw/xJ.petmifte 6eds.--Although the Subepeanine I 
have been examined by oollecwrs for three hur 
years, ad have yielded mope than a thoullHl:d spec 
testacea, the autbenti£ated examples of imbeddE 
mains of terrestrial mammalia are ex.remely se 
and severaJ of tbose which have been cited by e 
writers as bele~ing to the elepbaat or rhin~ 
have since been declared, by competent anatomis 
be the bones of whales and other eelacea. In ,boil 
or ten jnstaaees, perhaps, bones of the mast~)I1 
noeeros, and some other land wmal.. have 
observed iD tbis formation with marme 8h~ atta 

• Buckland and Allan, Jameson's EeL PhiL Journ., N 
p. 190. Pratt, Proceedings of Geol. Soc., No. 18. 1831. 
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These ttJ'Ust -h'aVe !been waShed .into the .bed of the 
IiDcie'rlt sea when lthe stratawetle forming,.and they 
serve to attest the contiguity ofland inhabited by la,~ 
herbivora, wbich renders the'rarif.1 ef such exceptions 
more worthy ofat'ention. On .he ,contrary, ·tbenum
ber of 'skeletons .of 'elllillting .ahimalslin the upper Val 
a'Arno, which have bean ;usually 'considel'ed to be 
·l'eferrible to ,the 'Same . age .s the Subapennine beds, 
OCCUr in a deposit whwh 'Was ,formed entireIyin an 

inland lalre, sul'l'oundedby lofty . mountains. • 
-Not a single 'bone 'of any quadrumRnous ·animal h. 

'e'\I'tll' yet been discoyered in a f08silstate; ·and their 
absence has 'apl'ea'fed, to some geologists, 'tocounte
nance the idea that the type of organization moat 

. nearly resembling the ,human ·came last lin .the 'ol'der 
of ·crelltion, 'and was sca,cely :perhaps antetiorlto that 
of man. 'But·the evidence'tJn ·this point is quite ill
eunchllllve·; for, fil'M, we knOlV nothing of the-details 

, ,of the '91lrious dasles· of: the animal ~ingdom which ma.y 
, . ha\'einhabited :thecland wban) the secondary strata.wel'e 
'acnum11lllted; 'and -in ,regard 'to 'Bomeof the ·mere 
I mod~rn tettial',Y 'periods, 'dre alimate:of fEurope.dOlls 
I I1Gt appear:to hlWe'been 'of 'SUch:a tropical :c~.r 
I 
, 881Dl'llybtw.e ~n ·nece886"Y'for -the clevelopment IOr 
"the' tribe· orapes, 'mookeys, .• nd allied'genera. Besi., 
.1i.lJnust Dot be fm-gotten, that .almost ·all :the animals 
whi~h 'McUr 'in ·Iu.queous . deposits . are such·as'floe
.:quetit marshes, ''five,"" . or the bOlder8 of labs, :as the 
·thinoeer08, 'tapir, hippopotalJlUS, OK, ~deer, 'pig, :.arid 
·()rhel'6. ~Speei~8 ";hidt ~i.~ ·in·trees 181e iflllttr.nreIIy 
rare in a f088il state; and we lwwe'BO data'88'yet'for 

, deterDJining 'hOlfr great a number of the· one '\kind we 

• See Book iy. eb. xvi. 
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ought to find, before we have a right to expect a 
individual of the other. Even therefore, if we 
led to infer, from the presence of crocodile! 
turtles in the London clay, and from the coco 
and spices found in the Isle of Sheppey, that 
period when our older or Eocene tertiary strati 
formed, the climate was hot enough for th. 
drumanous tribe, we nevertheless could not 
to discover any of their skeletons until we had 
considerable progress in ascertaining what 
the contemporary Pachydermata; and a very 
number of these have, as was before remarke( 
hitherto discovered in any strata of this ep 
England. 

The result then, of our inquiry into the evidf 
the su ccessive development of the animal and 
table kingdoms, may be stated in a few worl 
regard to plants, if we neglect the obscul 
ambiguous impressions found in some of the 
fossiliferous rocks, which can lead to no sal 
clusions, we may consider those which chara 
the great carboniferous group as the first deservi 
ticular attention. They are by no means confiner 
simplest forms of vegetation, as to cryptogamic 
but, on the contrary, belong to all the leadingdil 
of the vegetable kingdom; some of the mor' 
developed forms, both of dicotyledons and mOl 
ledons having a1ready been discovered, even 

- I' 
the first three or four hundred species brOIl 
light: it is therefore superfluous to pursue tlli~ 

-I 
the argument farther. 

If we then examine the animal remains of tbI 
formations, we find bones and skeletons of': 
the old red sands tones, and even in some trj 

I 
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limestones below it; in other words, we have already 
vertebrated animals in the most ancient strata respect
ing the fossils ot" which we can be said to possess any 
accurate information. 

In regard to birds and quadrupeds, their remains are 
almost entirely wanting in marine deposits of every 
era, even where interposed freshwater strata contain 
those fossils in abundance, as in the Paris basin. The 
secondary strata of Europe are for the most part 
marine, and there is as yet only one instance of the 
occurrence of mammiferous fossils in them, four or five 
in~viduals having been found in the slate of Stones-

· field, a rock unquestionably of the oolitic period, and 
· which appears, from severa~ other circumstances, to 

have been formed near the point where some river 
· entered the sea. 

When we e][amine the tertiary groups, we find in the 
· Eocene or oldest strata of that class the remains of a 
) great assemblage of the highest or mammiferous class, 
, all of extinct species, and in the Miocene beds, or those 
: of a newer tertiary epoch, other forms, for the most 
, part of lost species, and almost entirely distinct from 

the Eocene tribes. Another change is again perceived, 
· when we investigate the fossils of later or of the Plio

cene periods. But in this succession of quadrupeds, 
we cannot detect any signs of a progressive develop. 
ment of organization,-any indication that the Eocene 
fauna was lels perfect than the Miocene, or the Mio
cene, than what will he designated in the fourth book 
the Newer Pliocene. 

Recent origin of man. - If then the popular theory 
. of the successive development of the animal and vege
table world, from the simplest to the most perfect 
forms, rests on a very insecure foundation; it. may be 
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.. ked, whether the recent origin of man lends arty sup
port to the same doctrine, or how fin' the influence'of 
man may be considered as such a deviation from the 
analogy of the order of things previously establishec1, 
as to weaken our confidence in the uniformity of the 
course of nature. 

I need not dwell on the proofs of the low antiquity 
of our species, for it is not contl'OYerted by any elpe
Tienced geologist; indeed, the Teal diHicu1ty consists it 
tracing back the signs of man's existence on 'the eart 
to that comparatively modem period when species, 
now his contemporaries, began to predommallr'" 'If 
'there be a dilFerence of opinion respecting the occur· 
rence in certain deposits of the Temains of man and his 
works, ·it is always in referen.ce to strata confessedly rl 
the most modern order; and it is never pretended that 
our race co-existed with assemblages of animals and 
-plants, of which aU·01' I!tmI a great parloj' tile ",., 
'are extinct. 'From the concurrent testimony of'hiltGlf 
and tradition, we learn that parts of 'Europe, now the 
"DIost fertile and mOlt completely 'SUbjected 10 'the 
'Dominion of man, were, less than three 'thousand ,
'ago, COTered with forests, ana the abode of wild 'beaIIIo 
The archives of nature are in perfect accordance' with 
'bistoric8l Tecords; and when we lay open the moIt 
-.uperficial'covering'of peat, we 'IOmetimes findthereill 
the canoes of ' the savage; together with -huge anden 
of,the wild stag, or'horns of the wild bull. In QnI 

'DOW 'Open to· the day in various parts of 'Europe, the 
bones of large beasts of prey occur in abundance; ana 
"\bey indicate ,that, at· periods comparatively modem iD 
-the'history of the globe, 'the ascendancy of'mau,'iflf 
'exi.tea at all,bat! scarceJy'beenfelt by the bru&eII' 

• RespecUug the probable aatiquitJ asaignable to certaia buIIIia 
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No inbabitant of the. land exposes bimself to so 
maoy dangers on the \faters as man, whether in a 
savage or a civilized state ._; and there is no animal, 
therefore, whose skeleton is so liable to become im
bedded in lacustrine or submarine deposits: nor can 
it be said that his remains are more perishable than 
those of other animals; for in ancient fields of battle, 
as euvier has observed, the bones of men have sufFered 
as little decompolition al tbose of horses which were 
buried in the same grave.t But even if the more 
solid parts of our species had disappeared, the impres
sion of their form would uve remained engraven on 
the rocks, as have the ~I of the tenderelt leaves of 
plants, and the so~ intt.,uments of many animals. 
Works of art, mortuJeft-!o:".sed of the most inde
structible materials, would have outlasted almost all 
the organic contents of sedimentary rocks. Edifices, 
and even entire cities, have, within the times of history, 
been buried under volcanic ejections, submerged be
Death the sea, or engulphed by earthquakes; and had 
these catastrophes been repeated throughout an inde
finite lapse of ages, the high antiquity of man would 
have been inscribed in tar more legible characters on 
tbe framework of the globe than are the forms of the 
ancient vegetation which once covered the islands of 
the northern ocean, or of those gigantic reptiles which 
at sti11later periods peopled tbe seas and rivers of the 
northem hemispbere.:f: 

Dr. Prichard has argued tbat the buman race have 

bonea and worb or art found intermilled with remains of extioct 
auimal. in several ea .... in France, _ Book iii. ch. DY, 

• See Book ill. eh. ui. t ibid • 
• Ibid. 

VOLoL 11 
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not always existed cm the surfiree of the earth, because 
" the 'strata of which oUr cODtinents are composed 
were once a part of the ocean's bed" -" mankind bad 
a beginning, since we can took back to the period 
when the surface on which they lived began to exiaL"' 
'This proof, however, is insoJlicient, for many thousands 
of human beings now dwell in various quarters of the 
globe where marine species lived within the times of 
history, and, on the other hand, the sea now prevails 
permanently over large districts once inhabited by 
thousands of human beings. Nor can this intercboge 
of sea and land ever cease while the present ca1l8eS 
are in existence. It is conceivable, therefore, that 
terrestrial species might be' older than the continents 
which they inhabit, a~ a4uatic "Pecies of higher anti· 
quity than the lakes and seas which they people. 

Doctrine of BUCCe8ftfJfJ dtmelopment not con.Jir-ed fig 
tAe admiuitm 'that man i, of modJJm M"igin. -It is 011 , 

other grounds that we are entitled to 4afer tbaur8D 
is, comparatively speaking, of modem origin; and 
if this be assumed, we may then ask whether bism' 
troduction can be considered as one step in a progres
sive system, by which, as some suppose, the organic 
world advanced slowly from a more simple toa mOlll 

perfect state? In reply to this question, it shouldfint 
be observed, that the superiority of man depends not l1li 

those faculties and attributes which he ahares in COOl' 

mon with the inferior animals, but on his reasoll, by 
which he is distinguished from' them. \ When lit is·said 
that the human race is of far higher dignity than were 
any pre-existing beings on the earth, it is the intel· 
lectual and moral attributes only of our race, not the 

• Ph)'s. Hist. of MIlIlkind, voL ii. p. 594. 
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animal, which are considered; and it is by no ~eans 
clear, that the organization of man is such as would 
confer a decided pre-eminence ~pon him, if, in place 
of his reasoning powers, he was merely provided 
with such instincts as are possessed by the lower 
animals. 

If this be admitted, it would by no means follow, 
even if there had been sufficient geological evidence 
in favour of the theory of progressive development, 
that the creation of man was the last link in the same 
chain. For the sudden passage from an irrational to a 
rational animal is a phenomenon of a distinct kind from 
the passage from the more simple to the more perfect 
forms of animal organization alld instinct. To pretend 
that such a st~p, o~h~r. leap, can be part of a 
regular series of changes in the animal world, is to 
strain analogy beyond all reasonable bounds. 

Introduction of man, to what e:dmtt a change in tile 
system.-But setting aside the question of progressive 
development, another and a far more difficult one 
may arise out of the admission that man is compara
tively of modem origin. Is not the interference of 
the human species, it may be asked, such a deviation 
from the antecedent course of physical events, that the 
knowledge of such a fact tends to destroy all our con
~dence in the uniformity of the order of nature, both 
in regard to time past and future? If such an innova
tion could take place after the earth had peen exclu
sively inhabited for thousands of ages by inferior 
animals, why sho.uld not other changes as extra
ordinary and unprecedented happen from, time to 
time? If one new cause was permitted to supervene, 
differing in kind and energy from any before in oper
~tipn, why JDay pot ,o.thers have eoQle into. faction at 

)(2 
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difFerent epochs? Or what security have we that 
they may not arise hereafter? And if such be the cue, 
how can the experience of one period, even though 
we are acquainted with all the possible effects of the 
then existing causes, be a standard to which we can 
refer all natural phenomena of other periods ? 

Now these objections would be unanswerable, if 
adduced against one who was contending for the abs0-
lute uniformity throughout all time of the succession 
of sublunary events-if, for example, he was disposed 
to indulge in the philosophical reveries of some Egyp
tian and Greek seets, who represented all the changes 
both of the moral and material world as repeated at 
distant intervals, so as to follow each other in their 
former connexion of prace wd time. For they com· 
pared the course of events on our globe to astr0-
nomical cycles ; and not on]y did they consider aD 
sublunary affairs to be under the influence of the celes
tial bodies, but they taught that on the earth, as well 
as in the heavens, the same identical phenomena re
curred again and again in a perpetual vicissitude. 'The 
same individual men were doomed to be re-born, and 
to perform the same actions as before; the same arts 
.were to be invented, and the same cities built and de
stroyed. The Argonautic expedition was destined to 
sail again with the same heroes, and Achilles with his 
Myrmidons to renew the combat before the waDs 
of Troy. 

Al. erit tum Tipbys, et alt.era que veat Argo 
J)ileetoa herou: erunt etiam altera belle, 
,Atque iterum ad Trojam magnus mittetur Achilles.· 

• Virgil, Eclog. iv. For an account of these doctrines, .. 
Dugald 8tewart's Elements of the 1'1n1oaoph1 dI !he HUJIIIII 
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The geologist, however, may condemn these tenets 
88 absurd, without running into the opposite extreme, 
and denying that the order of nature has, from the 
earliest periods, been uniform in the same sense in 
which we believe it to be uniform at present, and 
expect it to remain 80 in future. We have no reason 
to suppose, that when man first became master of a 
small part of the globe, a greater change took place in 
its physical condition than is now experienced when 
districts, never before inhabited, become successively 
occupied by new settlers. When a powerful European 
colony lands on the shores of AustraIia, and introduces 
at once those arts which it bas required many cen
turies to mature; when it imports a multitude of plants 
and large animals from the. opposite extremity of the' 
earth, and begins rapidly to extirpate many of the in
digenous species, a mightier revolution is effected in a, 
brief period than the first entrance of a savage borde, 
or their continued occupation of the country for many 
centuries, can possibly be imagined to have prodpced. 
If there be no impropriety in assuming that the system 
is uniform when disturbances so unprecedentecl occur 
in certain localities, we can with much greater con
fidence apply the same language to those primeval 
ages when the aggregate number and power of the 
human race, or the rate of their advancement in civil
ization, must be supposed to have been rar inferior. 
In reasoning on the state of the globe immediately 
before our species was called into existence, we must 
be guided by the same rules of induction as when we 
speculate on the state of America in the interval that 

Mind, vol. ii. chap. ii. sect. 4., and Pricbard's Egypt. MythoL 
po 177. 

MS 
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elapsed between the introduction or man into Asia, the 
8upposed cradle of our race, and the arrival of the first 
adventurers on the shores or the New World. In that 
interval, we imagine the state of things to have gone 
on according to the order now observed in regions un· 
occupied by man. Even now, the waters of lakes, 
seas, and the great ocean, which teem with life, may 
be said to have no immediate relation to the human 
race- to be portions of the terrestrial system of which 
man has never taken, nor ever can take, possession; 
80 that the greater part of the inhabited surface of the 
planet may remain still as insensible to our presence 
as before any isle or continent was appointed to be 
our residence. 

If the barren soil around Sydn~y had at once become 
fertile upon the landing of our first settlers; if, like 
the happy isles whereof the poets have given us such 
glowing descriptions, those sandy tracts had begun to 
yield spontaneously an ~nual supply of grain, we 
might then, indeed, have fancied alterations still more 
remarkable in the economy of nature to have attended 
the first coming of our species into the planet. Or if, 
when a volcanic island like Ischia was, for the first 
time, brought under cultivation by the enterprise and 
industry of a Greek colony, the internal fire had 
become dormant, and the earthquake had remitted 
its destructive violence, there would then have been 
some ground for speculating on the debilitation of the 
subterranean forces, when the earth was first placed 
under the dominion of man. But after a long interval 
of rest, the volcano bursts forth again with renewed 
energy, annihilates one half of the inhabitants, and 
compels the remainder to emigrate. The course of 
nature remains evidently unchanged; and, in like 
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, manner, we may: suppose the general condition of the 
globe, immediately before and after the period when 

i our species first began toexjst, to hav.e been the same, . 
with the exception only of man's presence. 

The modifications in the system of which man is 
the instrument, do not, perhaps, constitute s6 great a. 
deviation from previous analogy as we usually imagine; 
we often, for example, form an exaggerated estimate 
of the extent of our power in extirpating some of the 
inferior animals, and causing others to multiply; a 
power which is circumscribed within certain limits, 
and which, in all likelihood, is by no means exclu
sively exerted by our species.- The growth of human 
population cannot take place without diminishing the 
numbers, or causing the entire destruction, of many 
animals. The larger carniv.orous species give way 
before us, but other quadrupeds of smaller size, and 
innumerable birds, insects, and plants, which are ini
mical to our interests, increase in spite of us, some 
attacking our food, others our raiment and persons, 
and others interfering with our agricultural and horti
cultural labours. We behold the rich harvest which 
we have raised with the sweat of our brow devoured 
by myriads of insects, and are often as incapable of 
arresting their depredations, as of staying the shock 
of an earthquake, or the course of a stream of lava. 

A great philosopher has observed, that we can cem
mand nature only by obeying her laws; and this prin
ciple is true even in regard to the astonishing changes 
which are superinduced in the qualities of certain 
animals and plants by domestication and garden cul
ture. I shall point out in the third book that we can 

• See Book ill. ch. ix. 
1114 
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only effect such surprising alterations by assisting the 
development of certain instincts, or by availing our· 
selves of that mysterious law of their organization, by 
which individual peculiarities are transmissible from 
one generation to another.-

It is pfobable from these, and many other consider· 
ations, that as we enlarge our knowledge of the sys
tem, we shall become more and more convinced, that 
the alterations caused by the interference of uian 
deviate far less from the analogy of those effected by 
other animals than is usually supposed.t We are often 
misled, when we institute such comparisons, by our 
knowledge of the wide distinction between the instincts 
of animals and the reasoning power of man; and we 
are apt hastily to infer, that the effects of a rationsl 
and an irrational species, considered'merely tu pAyliaJl 
agents, will difFer almost as much as the faculties by 
which their actions are directed. 

It is not, however. intended that a real departure 
from the antecedent course of physical events cannot 
be traced in tbe introduction of man. If that latitude of 
action which enables the brutes to accommodate·them· 
selves in some measure to accidental circumstances, 
could be imagined to have been at any former period 
so great, that the operations of instinct were as much 
diversified as are those of human reason, it might, 
perhaps, be contended, that the agency of-man did not 
constitute an anomalous deviation from the previously 
established order of things. It might then have been 
said, that the earth's becoming at a particular period 
the residence of human beings, was an era in the 

• See Book iii. cb. ill. 
t Id. chapten v. vi. vii. and ix. 
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moral, not in ,tht) physical world- that our study and 
contemplation of the earth, and the laws which govern 
its animate productions, ought DO more to be con
sidered in the light of a disturbance or deviation from 
the system, than the discovery of the satellites of 
Jupiter should be regarded as a physical event affect
ing those heavenly bodies. Their inftuence in ad
vancing the progre88 of science among men, and in 
aiding navigation and commerce, was accompanied by 
no reciprocal action of the human mind upon the 
economy of nature in those distant planets; and so 
the earth might be conceived to have become, at a 
certain period, a place of moral discipline, and intel
lectual improvement to man, without the slightest 
derangement of a previously existing order of change 
in its animate and inanimate productions. 

The distinctness, however, of the human from all 
other species, considered merely as an efficient cause 
in the physical world, is real; for we stand in a relation 
to contemporary species of animals and plants widely 
different from that which other irrational animals can 
ever be supposed to have held to each other. We 
modifY their instincts, relative numbers, and ge0-

graphical distribution, in a manner superior in degree, 
and in some respects very different in kind, from that 
in which any other species can affect the reat. Be
sides, the progressive movement of each successive 
generation of men causes the human species to difFer 
more from itself in power at two distant periods, than 
anyone species of the higher order of animals differs 
from another. The establishment, therefore, by geo
logical evidence, of the first intervention of such a 
peculiar and unprecedented agency, long after other 

1\15 
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parts of the animate and inanimate world existed, 
affords ground for concluding that the experience 

- during thousands of ages of an the events which mar 
happen on this globe would DOt enable a philosopher 
to . speculate with confidence concerning future con· 
tingencies. 

If then an intelligent being, after obse"ing the 
order "Of events for an indefinite series of sges, had 
witnessed at last so wonderful an innovation as this. 
to what extent would his belief in the regularityofthe 
system be weakened? - would he cease to assume 
that there was permanency in the laws of nature?
would he no longer be guided in his speculations by 
the strictest rules of induction? To these questions it 
may be answered, that, had he previously presumed ID 

dogmatize respecting the absolute uniformity of the 
order of nature, he would undoubtedly be checked 
by witnessing this new and unexpected event, and 
would form a more just estimate of the limited range . 
of his own knowledge, and the unbounded extent of 
the scheme of the universe. But he would soon per· 
ceive that no one of the fixed and constant laws of the 
animate or inanimate world was subverted by human 
agency, and that the modifications produced were 011 

the occurrence of new and extraordinary circumstances, 
and those not of a physical but a moral nature. The 
deviation permitted would also appear to be as lIIigbl 
as was consistent with the accomplishment of the neY 
'InO'I'al ends proposed, and to be in a great degree 
temporary in its nature, so that, whenever the power 
of the new agent was withheld, even for a briefperioc!, 
a relapse would take place to the ancient state of 
things; the domesticated animal, for example, re
covering in a few generations itS wild instinct, and the 
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garden-flower and fruit-tree reverting to the likeness 
of the parent stock. 

Now, if it would be reasonable to draw such infer
ences with respect to the future, we cannot but apply 
the same rules of induction to the past. We have no 
right to anticipate any modifications in the results of 
existing causes in time to come, which are not con
fonnable to analogy, unless they be produced by the 
progressive development of human power, or perhaps 
by some other new relations which may hereafter 
spring up between the moral and material worlds. In 
the same manner, when we speculate on the vicissitudes 
of the animate and inanimate creation in former ages, 
we ought not to look for any anomalous results, unless 
where man has interfered, or unless clear indications 
appear of some other moral source of temporary 
derangement. 

For the discussion of other popular objections ad
vanced against the doctrine of the identity of -the 
ancient and modem causes of change, especially those 
founded on the supposed suddenness of general catas
trophes, and the transition from one set of organic 
remains to another, I must refer to the 4th Book. In 
the mean time, when difficulties arise in interpreting 
the monuments of the past, I deem it more consistent 
with philosophical caution to refer them to our present 
ignorance of all the existing agents, or all their pos
sible effects in an indefinite lapse of time, than to causes 
fonnerly in operation, but which have ceased to act; 
and if in any part of the globe the energy of a cause 
appears to have decreased, I consider it more probable 
that the diminution of intensity in its action is merely 
local, than that its force is impaired throughout the 
whole globe. But should there appear reason to be-

M 6 
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lieve that certain agents haye, at particular periods Ii 
past time, been more potent instruments of change 
over the entire surface of the earth than they nor 
are, it it still more consistent with analogy to presume, 
tha' after an interval of quiescence they will reconr 
their pristine vigour, than to imagine that they are 
worn out. 

The geologist who assents to the truth of these 
principles will deem it incumbent on him to examiBe 
with minute attention all the changes now in prop 
on the earth, and will regard every fact collected 
respecting the causes in diurnal action, as aft'ordiDg 
him a key to the interpretation of some mystery ia 
the archives of remote ages. His estimate of the 
value of geological evidence, and his interest iD the 
investigation of the earth's history, will depend en
tirely on the degree of confidence which he feels ia 
regard to the permanency of the great causes cl. 
change. 'nteir constancy alone will enable him to 

reason trom analogy, and to arrive, by a comparison 
of the state of things at distinct epochs, at the know
ledge of the general laws which govern the economy 
of our system. 

The uniformity of the plan being once assumed, 
events which have occurred at the most distant periods 
in the animate and inanimate world will be acknow
ledged to throw light on each other, and the deficiency 
of our information respecting some of the most obscure 
parts of the present creation will be removed. For &I, 

by studying the external configuration of the existiDg 
land and its inhabitants, we may restore in imagination 
the appearance of the ancient continents which bave 
passed away, so may we obtain trom the depoaits of 
ancient seas and lakes an insight into the nature of the 
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subaqueous processes now in operation, and of many 
forms of organic life, which, though now existing, 
are veiled from sight. Rocks, also, produced by sub
terranean fire in former ages at great· depths in the 
bowels of the earth, present us, when upraised by 
gradual movements, and exposed to the light ofheaven, 
with an image of those changes which the deep-seated 
volcano may now occasion in the nether regions. Thus, 
although we are mere sojourners on the surface of the 
planet, chained to a mere point in space, enduring but 
for a moment of time, the human mind is not only 
enabled to number worlds beyond the unassisted ken 
of mortal eye, but to trace the events of indefinite 
ages before the creation of our race, and is not even 
withheld from penetrating into the dark secrets of 
the ocean, or the interior of the solid globe; free, like 
the spirit which the poet described as animating the 
universe, 

--- ire per omnes 
Tenuque, UIIctuIqUe mari., _lumque profundum. 
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BOOK 11. 

CHANGES OP THE INORGANIC WORLD. 

AQUKOUS CAUSES. 

CHAPTER I. 

Division of the subject into changes of the organic od inorganic 
world - Inorganic cau_ of change dirided into aqueous IIIIIl 
igneous - AqUeoUl c:au_ lint considered - Destroying 8Dd 
transporting power of running water - Siou08ities of rivel'll
Two streams when united do Dot oc:cupy a bed of double sur
face (p. 261.) - Heavy matter removed by torrents and ftoods 
_ Recent inundations in Scotland - Effects of glac:iers and 
icebergs in removing stones - Erosion of chasms througb bard 
rocks (p. 268.) - Excavations in the lava of Etna by Sicilian 
rivers - Gorge of the Simeto - Gradual recession of the c:ata
rac:ts of Niagara. 

Division of tI&e sulQect.-GEOLOGY was defined to be 
the science which investigates the former changes 
that have taken place in the organic, as well as in the 
inorganic kingdoms of nature; and we may next pro
ceed to inquire what changes are now in progress 
in both these departments. Vicissitudes in the in
organic world are most apparent; and as on them all 
Buctuations in the animate creation must in a great 
measure depend, they may claim our first consideration. 
The great agents of change in the inorganic world 
may be divided into two principal classes, the aqueous 
and the igneous. To the aqueous belong Rivers, 
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Torrents, Springs, Currents, and Tides; to the igneous, 
Volcanos and Earthquakes. Both these classes are 
instruments of decay as well as of reproduction; but 
they may also be regarded as antagonist forces. For 
the aqueous agents are incessantly labouring to reduce 
the inequalities of the earth's surface to a level; while 
the igneous are equally active in restoring the uneven
ness of the external crust, partly by heaping up new 
matter in certain localities, and partly by depressing 
one portion, and forcing out another, of the earth's 
envelope. 

It is difficult, in a scientific arrangement, to give an 
aceurate view of the combined effects of so many 
forces in simultaneous operation; because, when we 
consider them separately, we cannot easily estimate 
either the extent of their efficacy, or the kind of 
results which they produce. We are in danger, there
fore, when we attempt to examine the influence ex
erted singly by each, of overlooking the modifications 
which they produce on one another; and these are so 
complicated, that sometimes the igneous and aqueous 
forces co-operate to produce a joint effect, to which 
neither of them unaided by the other could give rise, 
- as wIlen repeated earthquakes unite with running 
water to widen a valley; or when a thermal spring 
rises up from a great depth, and conveys the mineral 
ingredients with which it is impregnated from the 
interior of the earth to the surface. Sometimes the 
organic combine with the inorganic causes; as when a 
reef, composed of shells and corals, proteets one line 
'of coast from the destroying power of tides or currents, 
and turns them against some <other point; or when 
drift timber, Boated into a lake, fills a hollow to which 
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the Itream would not hlP'e had ndlieient velocity to 
convey earthy sediment. 

It iI necetll8l'Y, however, to divide our obIemtiOlll 
on these various causel, and to clauify them .ystem
atically, endeavouring RI much RI poeeible to keep iD 
view that the eft'ectl in nature are mixed, and DOt 

limple, RI they may appear in an artificial arraugemeat. 
In treating, in the fint place, of the aqueous ca_ 

we may consider them under two divisionl: first, -
which are connected with the circulation of water ftom 
the land to the sea, under which are included all the 
phenomena of riven and Ipringe; secondly, thoee wbieh 
arise from the movements of water in lakes, seas, andtlle 
ocean, wherein are comprised the phenomena of tides 
and currents. In turning our attention to the former 
division, we find that the efFects of riven m.y be sub
divided into those of a destroying and those of • re
novating nature; in the deltroying are included the 
erosion of rocks, and the transportation of matter tD 

lower )eve).; in the renovating cl ... , the formation rJ 
deltas by the in8ux of sediment, and the shaDowing rJ 
seas • 

..4ctitna of f'WInifIg tDt.IIM'. - I shall begin, then, by 
describing the destroying and transporting power of 
running water, as exhibited by torrents and riven. It 
is well known that the lands elevated above the" 
attract, in proportion to their volume and density, a 
larger quantity of that aqueoul vapour which the 
heated atmosphere continually absorbs from the sur· 
face of lakes and the ocean. By these means, the 
higher regions become perpetual reservoin of water, 
which deacend and irrigate the lower valleys 8JIfI 
plains. In consequence of thil provision, almlllt III 
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the water is fint carried to the highest regions, and is 
then made to descend by steep declivities towards the 
aea; so that it acquires superior velocity, and removes 

, a greater quantity of soil, than it would do if the rain 
; had been distributed over the plains and mountains 
, equally in proportion to their relative areas. Almost 
: all the water is also made by thele means to paBB 
· over the greatest distances which each, region afford&, 
I before it can regain the sea. The rocks allO, in the 
· higher region., are particularly exposed to atmo-
· spheric in8uence., to frOIt, rain, and vapour, and to 
· grest annual alternations of cold and heat, of moisture 
· and desiccation. 
I II8 datroging and tramportirrg JIOIfM.-Among the 
: moat powerful agents of decay may be mentioned that 
property of water which causes it to expand during 
congelation; so that, when it has penetrated into the 
crevices of the most solid rocks, it rends them open 
on freezing with mechanical force. For this reason, 
although in cold climates the comparative quantity of 
rain which falls is very inferior, and although it de
scendl more gradually than in tropical region., yet the 
severity of frost, and the greater inequalities of temper- , 
ature, compensate in some degree for this diminished 
source of degradation. The solvent power of water 
also il very great, and acts particularly on the cal
careous and alkaline elements of stone, especially when 
it holds carbonic acid in solution, which is abundantly 
supplied to almost every large river by Ipringa, and 
is collected by rain from the atmosphere. The 01y
gen of the atmosphere is also gradually absorbed by all 
animal and vegetable productions, and by almoat aD 
JDineral masses exposed to the open air. It gradually 
destroys the equilibrium of the elements of rocks, and 
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tends T"T"T"in,ce into and to it four. 
even hT"T"delt aggre:27T"ffiliTI belongbh ~obe.' 

Whf::;n matnns nnce been nsie:fillixed with 

running water, a new mechanical power is obtained ~ 
the attrition of aand and pebbles, borne along will 
violennn stream~ Nhmming WafffiliTI dffrged witI 
foreihn ln~ndients rock, eI-

cavatsT"Z3 mechfnslT"ffN three, tnd UDiII!· 

mining till the superincumbent portion is at lengd 
precipitated into the stream. The obstruction CIIlIfl 

teJ]nff~ffl'iliTIf'ff increase of the water, which then swa? 

a repeti fAnff these 1aDi 

slips, the ravine is widened into a small, narro"valI~ 
in which sinuosities are caused by the deflexion ofw 
stream first to one side and then to the other. Th 
unequnN hniliTIdness of mnterials which 11 
chann,fN nT"oded, tendiliTI pfilltly to giiliTIff 
to th'f force of nfffiliTIffffftion. these, 
by accidental shiftings of the alluvial matter in • 
channel, and numerous other causes, the current 
made its gennffnN line of eats 00: 

curvn oppositn or in the: iliTIf the hi 
bounPnnh [he valley, which is tur.l1 

back again at an equal angle, so that it recrosstl d 
line of descent, and gradually hollows out another (Ul1 

low~r down in the OPdosite bank, till the whole sid 

of thn or present iliTInt~ 
salient T"etiring Among ffT"uses of i 
viation from a straight course by which torrents a 
rivers tend in mountainous regions to widen thevaTh 
through which they flow, may be mentioned the cc 
fluennn Interal tOfnnff,hf, swollen at d 



ciLl] 

ferent seasons by partial storms; and, discbBl'ging at 
dilf'erent times unequal quantities of debris into the 
main cbannel. 

When tbe tortuous fle:tilres of a river are extremely 
great, the aberration nom the direct line of descent is 
often restored by the river cutting through the isthmus 
whicb separates two neighbouring curves. Thus, in 
the annexed diagram,' the extl'eme' sinuosity of the 

~iver has caused it to return for a brief space in a con
:rary direction to its main course, so that a peninsula 
s formed, and the isthmus (at a) is consumed on both 
:ides by currents flowing in opposite directions. In 
,bis case an island is soon fottned, -on either side of 
rbicb a portion of the stream usually remains.- These 
findings occur not only in the channels of rivers, flow
ng like tbe Mississippi through flat alluvial plains, but 
uge valleys also are excavated to a great depth 
hrougb solid rocks in this serpentine fottn. In the 
alley of the Moselle, between BemcastIe and Roam, 
'hich is sunk to a depth of nom six to eight hundred 
let tbrough an elevated platform of transition rocks, 
le curves are so considerable that the river returns, 
fl:er a course of seventeen miles in one instance, and 
early as much in two others, to within a distance of 
few hundred yards of the spot it passed before. t 
• See a Paper on the El:Cavation of Valleys, &~. by G. Poulett 
,rope. Esq. P~nga of Geol. Soc. No. 14., 18so. 
t Ibid. 

/ 
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The valley of the Meue, near Givet, and many others 
in clliFerent countries, oWer similar windinga. Mr. 
Scrope has remarked, that these tortuous fiexures are 
deciaively opposed to the hypothesi-, that any violent 
and transient rush of water suddenly swept out such 
valleys; for great floods would produce straight chan. 
nels in the direction of the current, not sinuous ex· 
cavations, wherein rivers flow back again in an oppoaite 
direction to their general line of descent. 

I cannot however accede to the doctrine, that the 
valleys of the Meuse and Moselle above alluded to 
were formed simply by river action; believing them, 
like many other deep valleys of a similar form, to have 
been principally due to the tides and currents of the 
sea, which acted throughout a great lapse of ages 
during the gradual elevation of the country •• 

Traruporting power of toater.-In regard to the 
transporting power of water, we may often be surprised 
at the facility with which streams of a small size, and 
descending a slight declivity, bear along coarse sand 
and gravel; for we usually estimate the weight of 
rocks in air, and do not reflect on their comparative 
buoyancy when submerged in a denser fluid. The 
specific gravity of many rocks is not more than twice 
that of water, and very rarely more than thrice, 80 

that almost all the fragments propeUed by a atream. 

have lost a third. and many of them half, of what we 
U8IJal1y term their weight. 

It has been proved by experiment, in contradiction 
to the theories of the earlier writers on hydrostatics, to 
be auniveraallaw, regulating the motion of runniag 

• For remark, on the valley ot the Meuse, ne..- St. Mihiel, 
alluded to in this pI ..... in a Cormer editio.., _ Book iv. Cb. L 
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water, that the velocity at the bottom of the stream is 
every where less than in any part . above it, and is 
greatest at the surface. Also, that the superficial 
particles in the middle of the stream move swifter 
than those at the sides. This retardation of the low
est and lateral currents is produced by friction; and 
when the velocity is sufficiently great, the soil com
posing the sides and bQttom gives way. A velocity of 
three inches per second at the bottom is ascertained to 
be sufficient to tear up fine clay,-six .inches per 
second, fine sand, - twelve inches per second, fine 
gravel,-and three feet per second, stones of the size 
of an egg.-

When this mechanical power of running water is 
considered, we are prepared for the transportation of 
large quantities of gravel, sand, and mud, by the tor
rents and rivers which descend with great velocity 
trom mountainous regions. But a question naturally 
arises, how the more tranquil rivers 'Of the valleys and 
plains, flowing on comparatively level ground, can 
remove the prodigious burden which is discharged 
into them by their numerous tributaries, and by what 
means they are enabled to convey the whole mass to 
the sea. If they had not this removing power, their 
channels would be annually choked up, and the valleys 
of the lower country, and plains at the base of moun
tain-chains would be continually strewed over with 
tragments of rock and sterile sand. But this evil is 
prevented by a general law regulating the conduct of 
running water-that two equal streams do not, when 
united, occupy a bed of double surface. In other 
words, when several rivers unite into one, the super-

• EDCJCo Brit. -art. Ri .... 
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ficlal area of ~ Iluid lJl.s is .far less than I 

previously occupied by th~ separate streams. . 
c:oUective waters, instead of spreading themselves 
over a larger horilootal space, contract themselves 
a colUQln of wbich the height is greater relative!: 
its breadth. Hence a alWlller proportion of the w! 
il retarded by friction againlt the bottom and side 
the changel; II,Ild in this IJijUlQ8r the main cunei 

often accelerated in the lower country, even where 
slope of the river's bed is lesaened.. 

It not unfiequently happens, al will be aftem 
demonstrated by examples, that two large rivers, I 
their junction, have only the aurface which one ofd 
had pl'eviously; and even in some cases their un 
waters are confiDed in a narrower bed than earl 
dlem .tilled before. By thil beautiful adj1:lstmen~ 
water which drains the interior country is madel 
tinually to occupy less room as it approaches the 
and thus the most valuable part of our COIltine 
the rich deltas, and great alluvial plains, ~ prevel 
Rom being constWly under water.· 

PloodI ia &O(laad, 18~9.-Many remarkableili 
tntiOQS of the power of running water in mori 
;8tooes and heavy materials were afforded by the sIOI 

and.fiood,which occurred ,on the Sd and 4th of AifII 
1829; in Aberde~DJbire and otber counties in ~ 
The elements during .tbis atorm assumed all thedl 
J'acten which mark the :tropical hurricanes; the ,j 
bl.wing.in sudden gusta and whirlwinds, the lighllli 
aod thunder being such as is rarely wituessed iD 0 

.climate, and heavy.rain falling ,without iDte~ 
The floods extended almDat JiPlultaneously, ,n4 WJI 

• .... artiele .W, ... ~.el Brit. 
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equal violence, _ ov~r ,that, part of the nortl!.,east of 
Scotland which would be cut off by two liaes drawn 
from the head of Loehl'llllUCh, one towards Inv.erneas 
and the other to Stonehaven. The united line of the 
difFerent rivers which were flooded could not be leas 
than from five to lix hundred miles in l~gth; and the 
-whole of their courses were marked by the deltruction 
of bridges, roads, crops, and buildings. Sir T. D. 
Lauder has reCGrded the destruction of thirty-eight 
bridges, and the entire obliteration of a great numJaer 
of farms and bamletl. On the Nairn, a &agme.llt of 
sandstone, fourteen feet long by three feet wide and 
one foot thick, was carried above two hundred yards , 
down the river. Some new ravines were formed on the 
sides of mountains where no streams had previously 
Bowed, and ancient river-channels, which had never 
been -filled &om time immemorial, gave passage to .a 
copious flood." 

The bridge over the Dee at Ballatu consisted of five 
arches, having upon _ the ';hole a water-way of 260 
feet. The bed of the river, on which the piers rested, 
was composed of rolled pieces of granite and gneiss. 
The bridge was built of granite, and had stood un
-injured for twenty years; but the difFerent partB were 
swept away in succession by the flood, and the whole 
mass of masonry disappeared in the bed of the river.t 
"The river Don," observes Mr. Farquharson, in his 
account of the inundations, "bas -upon my own pre-

• Sir T. D. Lauder's Account of the Great Floods in Moray_ 
shire, Aug. 1829. 

t From ~ IICCDWIt giYell by the Rev. James Farqubanon, 
in .the Quarterly Joum. of Science, &eo No. xii. New Series, 
p. S28. 
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TRANSPORTING POWER 

mises forced a mB88 of four or five hundred too 
stones, many of them two or three hundred po! 

weight, up an inclined plane, rising six feet in I 
or ten yards, and left them in a rectangular t 
about three feet deep, on a flat ground ;-the I 
ends abruptly at its lower extremity:'. 

The power even of a small rivulet, when &Woo 
rain, in removing heavy bodies, was lately exempl 
in the College, a small stream which flows at a m 
rate declivity from the eastern water-shed of 
Cheviot-Hills. Several thou&8IId tons' weightofgJ 
and sand were transported to the plain of the T.n. 
a bridge then in progress of building was carried 81 

some of the arch-stones of which, weighing from 
to three quarters of a ton each, were propelled 
miles down the rivulet. On the same occasioa, 
current tore away from the abutment of a mill·dr 
large block of greenstone-porphyry, weighing Jlj 

two tons, and transported it to the distance ( 
quarter of a mile. Instances are related as occun 
repeatedly, in which from one to three thoU8lDd t 
of gravel are, in like manner, removed by this atreII 
to still greater distances in one day.t 

In the cases above adverted to, the waten rJ 
river and torrent were dammed back by the brid! 
which acted as partial barriers, and illustrate the iJ 
siabble force of a current when obetructed. ~ 
are also liable to be'destroyed by the tendency of~ 
to shift their course, whereby the pier, or the 11 

on which the foundation stands, is undermined. 

• Quarterl)' JOUI'IIo of Sci. &c. No. Do New .... p.\sI. 
t See a paper b)' Mr. Culler, F.G.s.,Proc:eediDI'.611 

Soc:. No. 12. 18J9. 
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When we consider how insignificant are the volume 
and velocity of the rivers and streams in our island, 
when compared to those of the Alps and other lofty 
chains, and how, during the successive changes which 
the levels of various districts have undergone, the 
contingencies which give rise to floods must have 
been multiplied, we may easily conceive that the 
quantity of loose superficial matter distributed over 
Europe must be considerable. That the position also 
of a great portion of these travelled materials should 
now appear most irregular, and should often bear no 
relation to the existing water-drainage of the country, 
is a necessary consequence, as we shall afterwards see, 
of the combined operations of running water and sub
terranean movements. 

Bjfeeta ojiee in removing st0ne8.-In mountainous 
regions and high northern latitudes, the moving of 
heavy stones by water is greatly assisted by the ice 
which adheres to them, ana which, forming together 
with the rock a mass of less specific gravity, is readily 
bome along. lit The snow which falls on the summits 
of the Alps throughout nine months of the year is 
drifted into the higher valleys, and being pressed down
ward by its own weigbt, forms those masses of ice and 
snow called glocUra. Large portioDs of these often 
descend into the lower valley., where they are seen in 
the midst of forests and green pastures. The mean 
depth of the glaciers descending from Mont Blanc is 
from 80 to-lOO feet, and in some chasms is seen to 
amount to 600 feet. t The surface of the moving 
mass is usually loaded with sand and large stones, 

• Silliman's Jourllal, No. xxx. p. sos. 
t SaUIISure, VO'l. daDS le. Alpes, tom.. i. p. 440. 

VOL. I. N 
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derived from the disintegration of the surrounq 
rocks acted upon by frost. These transported mate
rials are generally arranged in long ridges or mound!, 
sometimes thirty or forty feet high. They are oftill 
two, three, or even more in number, like 80 my 
lines of intrenchment, and consist of the debris which 
have been brought in by lateral glaciers. The whole 
accumulation is called in Switzerland cc the moraiDe,' 
which is slowly conveyed to inferior valleys, and left 
where the snow and ice melt, upon the plain, the 
larger blocks remaining, and the smaller being pep! 

away by the stream to which the melting of the ~ 
gives rise. This stream flows along the bottom rj' 

each glacier, issuing from an arch at its lower ex· 
tremity. 

In northern latitudes, where glaciers descend~' ~ 
valleys terminating in the sea, great masses of' 
on arriving at the shore, are occasionally detached 
Hoated oft' together with their "moraine." The 
rents of the ocean are then often instrumental ia 

transporting them to great distances. Scoresb! 
counted 500 icebergs drifting along in latitude ffi 
and 70" north, which rose above the surface from tile 
height of one to two hundred feet, and meaaured froII 
a few yards to a mile in circUmference. - MaD! ;. 
these contained strata of earth and stones, or wen 
loaded with beds of rock of great thickness, of wJilij 
the weight was conjectured to be from fifty tJwusaDi 
to one hundred thousand tons. Such bergs must '
of great magnitude; because the mass of ice beIo, 
the level of the water is between seven and eighl 
times greater than that above. Wherever they 8IC 

• VOJIP in 181111, P. 1Ias. 
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dissohr%':d, it if{ r~r%':ident that ,thfr "mofrrine" %':!"ilI fall to 
%':he bott%':m of sea. fn thlff manDfr!" may {fuhmarimr 
valleys, mountains, and platforms become strewed 
frver scattffued:bl%':e6s of ±4ffeign natUf'e 
perfectly dissimdar from aB in the whicb 
may have" been transported across unfathomable 
ubysseff~ Wrf buve bd~ff{fe that ff£fme islandf{ 
have been known to drift from Baffin's Bay to the 
dzowfr and ,fr%':m th%': South Pole to the immediate 
fleigh6%,:ffrhoud ef thrf q::rrpe Good dupe.· 

M. Lariviere relates that, being at Memel, on the 
Galtic, 1821, rffhen ice the ri'f%':r' Niemee br06u 
up, he saw a glacier thirty long, '{which had d%':, 
scended the stream, and had been thrown ashore. In 
hhe mihhle of f'£faS pierfe about 
a yard in diameter, resembling in composition the red 
q::ranit'f ef Fbl%':£fd.t Many rocky fr%':hments are in 
r,his mUffrrer irztf"ffducffd ri'f'f'fff int%': the B%':lfrff; and 
some of much larger dimensions are carried annually 

thff iee fmm one another' in the Gulf 
Gothnia, wherff fhe freeeez: every wintff:f to the 
depth of five or six feet. Blocks of stone resting on 
f'hoals first bfozen and then Off the mrfh,ing 
the snow as summer approaches, when the waters 
%':f the dulf rise about three feet, they are lifted 
up &Dh to distf1ff:ees bq:: the iCfr, which 
in that season has broken' up into floating islands. 

E!lJC,er'f7tWn rocAff by mff.zer.- ,Le ra, 
pidity mith wErrffh eeee the ffmallest fftffeamff hollom 
out deep channels in soft and destructible soils is re-

• For fartberremarks on the transporting power of glaciers, see 
Df"k i, ~ 11. 

t Cff",f?f, Bur BloCB Dffat., 
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markably exemplified in volcanic countries, where the 
I&nd and half·consolidated tufFs oppose but a alight 
resiatance to the torrents which descend the mountain 
side. After the heavy rains which followed the erup
tion of Vesuvius in 1822, the water flowing from the 
Atrio del Cavallo cut, in three days, a new chasm 
through strata of tufF and ejected volcanic matter, to 
the depth of twenty-five feet. I found the old mule
road, in 1828, intersected by thia new ravine. 

The gradual erosion of deep chasms through BOme 
of the hardest rocks, by the constant passage of run· 
ning water charged with foreign matter, ia another 
phenomenon of which striking examples may be ad· 
duced. muatrations of thia excavating power are 
presented by many valleys in central France, where 
the channels of rivers have been barred up by solid 
currents of lava, throug~ which the streams have re
excavated a passage to the depth of from twenty to 
seventy feet and upwards, and often of great width. 
In these cases there are decisive proofs that neither 
the sea, nor any denuding wave or extraordinary body 
of water, has passed over the spot since the melted 
lava was consolidated. Every hypothesis of the in· 
tervention of sudden and violent agency ia entirely 
excluded, because the cones of loose score, out of 
which the lavas flowed, are often times at no great 
elevation above the rivers, and have remained uncfi&. 
turbed during the whole period which has been suffi· 
cient for the hollowing out of such enormous ravines.-

Rece1Il u:caMt1on by the 8imeto.-But I shall at 
present confine myself to examples derived from 
events which have happened since the time of hiatory. . 

• See Book iv. cb. 19. 
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At the western base of Etna, a great current of 
lava (A A, fig. 5.), descending from near the summit of 
the great volcano, has flowed to the distance of five 

lUctmI ezeavation of lava at the fool qf Etu ~y the rilHlr Simelo. 

or six miles, and then reached the alluvial plain of the 
Simeto, the largest of the Sicilian rivers, which skirts 
the base of Etna, and falls into the sea a few miles 
south of Catania. The lava entered the river about 
three miles above the town of Aderno, and not only 
occupied its channel for some distance, but, crossing 
to the opposite side of the valley, accumulated there in 
a rocky mall. Gemmellaro gives the year lOOS 88 

the date of the eruption." The appearance of the 
current clearly proves that it is one of the most 
modem of those of Etna: for it has not been covered 
or crossed by subsequent streams or ejections, and the 
olives on its surface are all of small size, yet older 
than the natural wood on the same lava. In the course, 
therefore, of about two centuries, the Simeto has 
eroded a passage from fifty to several hundred feet 
wide, and in some parts from forty to fifty feet deep. 

The portion oflava cut through is in no part porous / 

• Quadro Istorico dell' Etna, 1824. Some doubts are entel'-
tained as to the exact date of this CUl'I'ent by othen. but all agree 
tba& it is not one of the older streams even of the histol'ical era. 

NS 
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or acoriaceous, but consists of a compact homegeoe 
mB88 of hard blue rock, BOIDewha' inferior in weigli 
ordinary basalt, and conw.,ing crystals of oliriDe 
glusy felspar. The general declivity of this ~ 
the bed of the Simeto is not considerable; 00t 
consequence of the unequal waste of the lan, 
waterfalls occur at Passo ManzaneUi, each about 
feet in height. Here the chasm (D, fig. 5.) iSl 
forty feet deep. and only fifty broad. 

The sand and pebbles in the river-bed consist ch 
of a brown quartzose sandstone. derived trom theu 
country; but the materials of the volcanic rock i 
must have great1y usisted the attrition. Thisr 
like the Caltabiano on the eastern sideofEtna,~ 
yet cut down to the ancient bed of which it W3! 

poaaeBsed, and of which· the probable position is· 
cated in the annexed diagram (c, fig. 5.). 

On entering the·. narrow ravine where the 1 
foams down the two cataracts, we are entirely sbu 
nom all view of the surrounding country; and a~ 
gist who is accustomed to associate the characttl 
features of the landscape with the relative age 01 
lain rocks, can scarcely dissuade himself trom tht 
lief that he is .contemplating a scene in some ~ 
gorge of a .primary district. The external fGnr 
the hard blue lava are as massive as any of the I 
ancient trap-rocks of Scot1and. The solid surface 
some parts smoothed and almost polished by attri 
and covered in others with a white lichen, "hick 
parts to it an air of extreme antiquity, so as great 
heighten the delusion. . But the moment we re-BSI 

the cliff the spell is broken: for we scarcely reef' 
few paces, before the ravine and river disappear. 
we stand on the black and .rugged surface of a ' 
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current of lava, which seems unbroken, and which we 
can trace up nearly to the distant summit of that ma
jestic cone which Pindar called " the pillar of heaven," 
and which still continues to send forth a fleecy wreath 
of vapour, reminding us that its fires are not extinct, 
and that it may again give out a rocky stream, wherein 
other scenes like that now described may present them
selves to future observers. 

Falk of Niagam. - The falls of Niagara afford a 
magnificent example of the progressive excavation of 
a deep valley in solid rock. That river flows from 
Lake Erie to Lake Ontario, the former lake being 
880 feet above the latter, and the distance between 
them being thirty-two miles. On flowing out of the 
upper lake, the river is almost on a level with its 
banks; so that, if it should rise perpendicularly eight 
or ten feet, it would lay under water the adjacent flat 
country of Upper Canada on the West, and of the 
State of New York on the East.- The river, where it 
issues, is about three quarters of a mile in widtli. 
Before reaching the falls, it is propelled with great 
rapidity, being a mile broad, about twenty-five feet 
deep, and having a descent of fifty feet in half a mile. 
An island at the very verge of the cataract divides it 
into two sheets of water; one of these, called the 
Horse-shoe Fall, is six hundred yards wide, and 158 
feet perpendicular; the other, called the American 
Falls, is about tw" hundred yards in width, and 164 
feet in height. The breadth of the island is about 
five hundred yards. This great sheet of water is pre
cipitated over a ledge of hard limestone, in horizontal 

• Captain HaU's Tranlls in North America, ",oL j, p. 179. 

N4 
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strata, below which· is a somewhat greater tbickJ 
of soft shale, which decays and crumblea away D 

rapidly, so that the calcareous rock fOl'lJlS an 0 

hanging mass, projecting forty feet or more abatE 

hollow space below. 
The blasts of wind, charged with spray, which 

out of the pool into which this enormous C8SCII 

projected, strike against the shale beds, so that 
disintegration is constant; and the superincUII 
limestone, being left without a foundation, falls 
time to time in rocky masses. When these eDon 
fragments descend, a shock is felt at some dill 
accompanied by a noise like a distant clap of th1l 
After the river has passed over the falls, its chan 
observes Captain Hall, is immediately and com~ 
changed. It then runs furiously along the bolll 

a deep wall-sided valley, or huge trench, wbicl 
been cut into the horizontal strata by the coDti 
action of the stream during the lapse of ages. 
cliffs on both sides are ~ most places perpendic 
and· the ravine is only perceived on approacbia! 
edge of the precipice.-

The waters, which expand at the falls, wbere 
are divided by the island, are contracted _ again. I 
their union, into a stream 110t more than 160 f 
broad. In the narrow channel, immediately belOf 
immense rush of water, a boat can pass aCf0S8 
stream with ease. The pool, it is said, into which 
cataract is -precipitated, being 170 feet deep. the 
scending water sinks down and forms an under.cul' 

- Captain Hall'. Travels in North America, vol. i. p~: 
196.216. -
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while a superficial eddy carries the uppet stratum back 
tOflKlf'dl the main fall.. This is not improbable; and 
we must also suppose, that the confiuence of the two 
streams, which meet at a considerable angle, tends 
mutually to neutralize their forces. The bed of the 
river below the falls is strewed over with huge frag
ments which have been hurled down· into the abyss. 
By the continued destruction of the rocks, the falls 
have, within the last forty· yean,. receded nearly fifty 
yards, or, in other words, the ravine has been prolonged 
to that extent. Through this deep chasm, the Niagara 
flows for about seven miles; and then the table-land, 
which is almost on a level with Lake Erie, suddenly 
sinks down at a town (.-alled Queenstown, and the river 
emerges from the ravine into a plain, which continues 
to the shores of Lake Ontario.t 

Recu8ima of the Falls. - There seems good found
ation for the general opinion, that the falls were once at 
Queenstown, and that they have gradually retrograded 
from that place to their present position, about seven 
miles distant. The table-land, extending from thence 
to Lake Erie, consists uniformly of the same geological 
formations as are now exposed to view at the falls. The 
upper stratum is an ancient alluvial sand, varying in 
thickness from 10 to ]400 feet; below which is a bed 
of hard lime.stone, about ninety feet in thickness, 
stretching nearly in a horizontal direction over the 
whole country, and forming the bed of the river above 

• See Mr. Bakewell, jun. on the falls of Niagara.- Loudon's 
Nag. of Nat. Hist. No. xii. March,1850. 

1: The memoir of Mr. Bakewell, jun., above referred to, con
tains two very illustrative sketches of the physical geograpby of 
the country between Lakes Erie and· Ontario, including the Falls. 

N5 
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the fall~ as do the inferior .bales Wow. The lower 
shale is nearly of the same thickness as the Umeatone; 
but this last is .id to thicken at the poiDt now reached 
by the falls, a circumstance which may enable it in 
future to offer greater reliatance to the force of the 
cataract.-

If the ratio of recession had never exceeded fifty 
yards in forty yea~ it must have required nearly ten 
thoulBnd years for the excavation of the whole ravine; 
but scarcely any estimate can be formed of the quan
tity of time consumed in such an operation, because the 
retrograde movement was probably much more rapid 
when the whole current was confined within a space 
not exceeding a fourth or fifth of that which the falls 
now occupy.· Should the erosive action not be accele
rated in future, it will require upwards of thirty thou. 
sand years for the falls to reach Lake Erie (twenty-five 
miles distant), to which they seem destined to arri,e 
in the course of time, unless some earthquake changes 
the relative levels of the district. 

If that great lake should remain in its present state 
until the period when the ravine recedes to ita shores, 
tbe sudden escape of so vast a body of ·water might 
cause a tremendous deluge; for the ravine would be 
much more than sufficient to drain the whole lake, of 
which the average depth was found, during the late 
survey, to be only 10 or 12 fathoms. But, in conse
quence of its shallowness, Lake Erie is fast filling up_ 
with sediment; and it may be questioned, whether its 
entire area may not be converted into dry land, before 
the falls recede so far. 

• Monthly American JoU(ll. July. 18SI, p. lIl. 
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CHAPTER 11. 

ACTION 01' BUNNING WATEB- continued. 

Course of the Po - Desertion of its old channel-Arti6cial em
bankments of the Po, Adige, and other Italian rivers- Basin 
of the Mississippi - Its meanders - Islands - Shifting ot its 
course- Raft of the Atchafalaya (p. 282.)- Drift .-ood-New
formed lakes in Louisiana - Earthquakes in valley of Missis
sippi - Floods caused by land-slips in the White Mountains 
(p. 289.) - Bursting of a Jake in Switzerland - Devastations 
caused by the Anio at Tivoli. 

Course of tAe Po. - THE Po affords an instructive 
example of the manner in which a great river bears 
down to the sea the matter poured into it by a multi
tude of tributaries descending from lofty chains of 
mountains. The changes gradually effected in the 
great plain of Northern Italy, since the time of the 

I Roman republic, are conside;able. Extensive lakes 
I and marshes have been gradually filled up, as those 
, near Placentia, Parma, and Cremona, and many have 

been drained naturally by the deepening of the beds 
of rivers. Deserted river-courses are not un&equent, 
as that of the Serio Morto, which formerly fell into 
the Adda, in Lombardy; and the Po itself has often 
deviated &om its course. Subsequently to the year 
1990, it deserted part of the territory of Cremona, 
and invaded that of Parma; its old channel being still 
recognizable, and bearing the name of Po Morto. 
Bressello is one of the towns of which the site was 
formerly on the left of the Po, but which is now on 

N6 
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the right bank. There is aIeo an old channel of the 
Po in the territory of Parma, called Po Vecchio, which 
wu abandoned in the twelfth century, when a great 
number of towns were destroyed. There are records 
of pariah-churcbes, as thOle of Vicobellignano, Agojolo, 
aud MartignaDa, having been pulled down and after
wards rebuilt at a greater distance from the devonring 
stream. In the fifteenth century the main branch 
again resumed its deaerted channel, aad carried away 
a great island opposite Casalmaggiore. At the end of 
the same century it abandoned, a second time, the 
bed called" Po Vecchio," carrying away three streets 
of Casalmaggiore. The friars in the monastery de' 
Serviti took the alarm in 1471, demolished their build
ings, and reconstructed them at Fontana, whither they 
had transported the materials. In like manner, the 
church of S. Rocco was demolished in 15H. In the 
seventeenth century also the Po shifted its course for 
a mile in the same district, causing great devastations.. 

A.rtificial emlnmIunmu of Italian mer •. - To check 
these and similar aberrations, a general system of 
embankment has been adopted; and the Po, Adige, 
and almost all their tributaries, are now confined 
between high artificial banks. The increased velocity 
acquired by streams thus closed in, enables them to 
convey a much larger portion of foreign matter to the 
sea; and, consequently, the deltas of the Po and 
Adige have gained far more rapidly on the Adriatic 
since the practice of embankment became almost 
universal. But, although more sediment is borne to 
the sea, part of the sand and mud, which in the 

• Dell' Autieo Corso de' Flumi Po, Oglio, ed Adda, dell' Gio
nnni Romani. Milan,1828. 
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natural state of things would be spread out by annual 
inundations over the plain, now subsides in the bottom 
of the river-channels, and their capacity being thereby 
diminished, it is neceuary, in .order to prevent· in
undations in the fonowing spring, to extract matter 
from the bed, and to add it to the banks, of the river. 
Hence it happens that these streams now. traverse the 
plain on the top of high mounds, like the waters of 
aqueducts, and at Ferrara the surface of the Po has 
become more elevated than the roofs of the houses •• 
The magnitude of these barriers is a subject of· in
creasing expense and anxiety, it having been some
times found necellsary to give an additional height of 
nearly one foot to the banks of the Adige and Po in a 
single season. 

The practice of embankment was adopted on some 
of the Italian rivers as early as the thirteenth century; 
and Dante, writing in the beginning of the fourteenth, 
describes, in the seventh circle of hell, a rivulet of 
tears separated from a burning sandy desert by em
bankments "like those which, between Ghent and 
Bruges, were raised against the ocean, or those which 
the Paduans had erected along the Brenta to defend 
their villas on the melting of the Alpine snows." 

Quale i Fiammingbi tra GWlZllnte e Bruggia, 
Temendo il flotto cite in ver ]or .'a"en.., 
Fanno 10 adIermo, perc:he it mar si (uggia, 
E quale i Padovan lungo la Bren.., 
Per difender 10r ville e 10r castelli, 
Anzi che Chiarentana iI caldo aenta-

Inferno, Canto xv. 

Ban,. of tile Missiuippi.-The hydrographical basin 
of the Mississippi displays, on the grandest scale, the 

• Pron)'. see euvier, Disc. PriUm. p. 146. 
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. action of running· water on the sunace or a V88t III 

tinent. This magnifiCent river rises nearly in then.t 
ninth parallel of north latitude, and flows to theGl 
of Mexico in the twenty-ninth -a course, incl1lClq 
meanders, of nearly five thousand miles. It pill 

from a cold arctic climate, traverses the tempen 
regions, and discharges its waters into the' sea in I 
region of the olive, the fig, and the sugar-cane.' 1 
river affords a more striking illustration of the! 
before mentioned, that an augmentation ofvolume& 
not occasion a proportional increase of sm-mce, nay, 
even sometimes -attended with a narrowiDg of I 
channel. The Mississippi is half a mile wide at 
junction with the Missouri t, the latter being also 
equal width; yet the united waters have ooly) 
their confluence to the mouth of the Ohio, s m~ 
width of about three quarters of a mile. The jUDct 
of the Ohio seems also to produce no increase, I 
rather a decrease, of surface.:!: The St. Francis, WII 
Arkansas, and Red rivers, are also absorbed by: 
main stream with scarcely any apparent increaseol 
width; and, on arriving near the sea at New 0rItf1 
it is somewhat less than half a mile wide. Its de! 
there is very variable, the greatest at high water bei 
168 feet. The mean rate at which the whole body 
water flows is variously estimated. According tost1l 
it does not exceed one mile an hour.§ 

• Flint's Geography, vo1. i. p. 21. 
t .Flint says (vol. i. p. 140.) that, where the Mississippi!f(li 

the Missouri, it is a mile and a half wide, but, according ID C 
tain B. Hall, this is a great mistake. _ Travels in the UBi 
States, vol. iii. p. S28. 
* Flint's Geography, voL i. p. 1411. _ 
§ HaU's Travels in North America, vol. iii. p. sso.,"ho ~ 

Darby. 
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The alluvial plaiD of this great·· river is bounded 
011 the east and west by' great 'nnges of mountains 
stretching along· their1'espective . oceans. Below the 
junction of the Ohio,. the ,plain is from. thirty to fifty 
miles broad, and after that point it goes OD increasing 
in width, till the expanse is perhaps three times as 
great I On the borders of this 'Vast· alluvial tTact· are 
perpendicular ,cliffs, or "bluffs," as they are called, 
sometimes three hundred feet or more in height, com
posed of limestone and other rocks, and often of allu
vium. For a great distance the MiBBissippi washes the 
eastern "bluffs;" and below the mouth of the Ohio, 
never once comes in contact with the western. The 
waters are thrown to the eastern side,because all the 
large tributary rivers entering from the west, have 
filled that side of the great valley with a sloping mass 
of clay and sand. For this reason, the eastern bluffs 
are continually undermined, and the Mississippi is 
slowly but incessantly progressing eastward.. 

OUf'WI of eM MiasiMippi. - The river traverses the 
plain in a meandering course, describing immense and 
uniform curves. After sweeping round the half of a 
circle, it is carried ill a rapid current diagonally across 
its own channel, to another curve of the same uni
formity upon the opposite shore.t These curves are 
so regular, that the boatmen and Indians calculate 
distances by them. Opposite to each of them there 
is always a sand· bar, answering, in the convexity of 
its form, to the concavity of" the bend," as it is 
called. :j: The river, by continually wearing these 

• Geograpb. Descrip. or the Slate or Louisiana, b)' W. Darb)" 
Philadelpbia, 1816, p. 102. 

t Flint'. Geog. vol. i. p. 152. t Ibid. 
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curves deeper, retums, like many other streams bel 
- described, on its own tract, so that a vessel in S( 

- places, after "l8iling for twenty-five or thirty mile! 
brought round again to within a mile of the p 
whence it started. When the waters approacl 
near to each other, it often happens at high ftJ 

that they burst through the small tongue of laud, 
insulate a portion, rushing through what is called 
"cut off" with great velocity. At one spot, a 
the "grand cut off," vessels now pass from one I 
to another in half a mile to a distance which itfonn 
required a voyage of twenty miles to reach.-

Waste of its hanJu. - After the flood season,' 
the river subsides within its channel, it acts 
destructive force upon the alluvial banks, softt 
and diluted by the recent overflow. Several acres 
time, thickly covered with wood, are precipitated 
the stream; and large portions of the islands fOl 
by the process before described are swept away. 

" Some years ago," obserVes Captain Hall," I 
the Mississippi was regularly surveyed, all its isb 
were numbered, from the confluence of the Miss 
to the sea; but every season makes such revoluti 
not only in the number but in the ma"anitude 
situation of these islands, that this enumeratW1 

now almost obsolete. Sometimes large islauds 
entirely -melted away - at other places they h 
attached themselves to the main shore, or, whid 
the more correct statement, ~he interval has b 
filled up by myriads of logs cemented together 
mud and rubbish." t W~en the Mississippi and ml 

• Flint's Geog. vol. i. p. 154-
t Travels in North America, vol. iii. p. 961. 
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of its great tributaries overflow their banks, ·the waters, 
being no longer bome down by the main current, and 
becoming impeded amongst the trees and bushes, 
depolit the sediment of mud and sand with which 
they are abundantly charged. Islanda arrest the pro
gress of floating trees, and they often become in this 
mallner reunited to· the land; the rafts of trees, together 
with mud, constituting at length a solid mass. The 
coarser and more sandy portion is thrown down first 
nearest the banks; and finer particles are deposited at 
the farthest. _tances from the river, where an im
palpable mixture subsides, forming a stiff unctuous 
black soil. Hence, in the alluvial plains of these rivers 
the land slopes back, like a natural glacis, towards the 
cliffs bounding the great valley (see fig. 6.), and during 

Fig. 6. \ • r,,-----_ 
~ V -1 

a, Channel or the river. 6, Due or the .. blu&''' 

inundations the highest part of the banks form narrow 
strips of dry ground, rising above the river on one 
side, and above the low flooded country on the other. 
The Mississippi therefore has been described as a 
river running on the top of a long hill or ridge, which 
bas an elevation of twenty-four feet in its highest part, 
and a base three miles in average diameter. Flint, 
however, remarks, that this picture is not very cor
rect, for, notwithstanding the comparative elevation of 
the banks, the deepest part of the bed of the river 
(a, fig. 6.) is uniformly lower than the lowest point of 
the alluvium at the base of the bluffs.-

It appears then that the Mississippi, by the continual 

• Flint'. Geograph,., vol. i. p. )SI. 
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shifting of its eoune, sweeps away, during a great 
portion of the year, considerable tracts of alluvium 
which were gradually accumulated by the overflow of 
former yean, and tile matter now left during the spring. 
800da will be at some future time removed. 

Raft of tile AIdUIfala!Jfl. - One of the most interest· 
ing features in this basin is "the raft." The dimen· 
sions of this mass of timber were given by Darby, in 
18] 6, as ten miles in length, about 220 yards wide, 
and eight feet deep, the whole of which had aecu· 
mulated, in consequence of some obstruction, during 
about thirty-eight years, in an arm of the Mississipp~ 
called the Atchafalaya, which is supposed to have 
been at some past time a channel of the Red River 
before it intermingled its waters with the main 
stream. This arm is in a direct line with the general 
course of the Mississippi, and it catches a large por. 
tion of the drift wood annually brought down. 

The mass of timber in the raft is continually in· 
creasing, and the whole rises and falls with the water. 
Although floating, it is covered with green bushes. 
like a tract of solid land, and its surface is enlivened 
in the autumn by a variety of beautiful flowers. 

The rafts on Red River are equally remarkable; in 
some parts of its course, cedar trees are heaped up by 
themselves. and in other places pines; There is also 
a raft on the Wash ita, the principal tributary of the 
Red River, which seriously interrupts the navigation, 
concealing the' whole river for seventeen leagues. 
This natural bridge is described in 1804 as supporting 
all the plants then growing in the neighbouringfores~ 
not excepting large trees; and so perfectly was the 
stream concealed by the superincumbent mass, thatit 
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might be crossed in some places without any knowledge 
of its existence.-

Drift Wood. - Notwithstanding the astonishing 
number of cubic feet of timber arrested by the rafts, 
gt'eat deposits are unceasingly in progress at the ex
tremity of the delta in the Bay of Mexic~ " Unfor
tunately for the navigation of the Mississippi," observes 
Captain Hall, "some of the largest trunks, after being 
cast down from the posi~ion on which they grew,' get 
their roots entangled with the bottom of the river, 
where they reInain anchored, as it were, in the mud. 
The force of the current naturally gives their tops a 
tendency downwards, and, by its flowing past, Boon 
strips them of their leaves and branches. These 
fixtures, called snags or planters, are extremely dan. 
gerous to the steam·vessels proceeding up the stream, 
in which they lie like a lance in rest, concealed be
neath the water, with their sharp ends pointed directly 
against the bow of the vessels coming up. For the 
most part, these formidable snags remain so still, that 
they can be detected only by a slight ripple above 
them, not perceptible to inexperienced eyes. Some
times, however, they vibrate up and down, alternately 
showing their heads above the surf'ace and bathing 
them beneath it."t· So imminent is the danger caused 
by these obstructions, that almost all the boats on the 
Mississippi are constructed on a particular plan, to 
guard against fatal accidents4 

• Navigator, p. 269. Pittsburgh, 1821. 
--t Travela in North Americs, vol. m. p.962. 
* cc The hoats are fitted,O' says Captain Hall, "with what i. 

called asnsg-rhamberj-a partition f'ormedofatout planks, which 
is caulked, and made so eWectually water-tight, that the f'OrelbOlt 
end of' the vessel is cut ofF aa entirel, f'rom the rest of' the hold al 
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The prodigious quantity of wood annually drifted 
down by the Millillippi and its tributaries, is a subject 
oC geological interest, not merely as illustrating the 
manner in which abundance of vegetable matter be
comes, in the ordinary course of Nature, imbedded in 
submarine and estuary deposits, but as attesting the 
constant destruction of soil and transportation of mat
ter to lower levels by the tendency of rivers to shift 
their courses. Each of these trees must have required 
many years, some of them many centuries, to attain 
their full size; the soil, therefore, whereon they grew, 
after remaining undisturbed Cor long periods, is ulti
mately tom up and swept away. Yet, notwithstand
ing this incessant destruction of land and up-rooting of 
trees, the region which yields this never-failing supply 
of drift wood is densely clothed with noble forests, 
and is almost unrivalled in its power of supporting 
animal and vegetable life. 

Innumerable herds of wild deer and bisons feed on 
the luxurious pastures of the plains. The jaguar, the 
wolf, and the Cox, are amongst the beasts of prey_The 
waters teem with alligators and tortoises, and their 
surface is covered with millions oC migratory water
fowl, which perform their annual voyage between the 
Canadian lakes and the shores of the Mexican Gulf. 
The power of man begins to be sensibly felt, and the 
wilderness to be replaced by towns, orchards, and 
gardens. The gilded steam-boat, like a moving city, 
now stems the current with a steady pace - noW' 

if it belonged to another boat. If the steam-vessel happell to I'IIIl 
against a snag, and that a hole is made in her bow, under the sur
face, this chamber merely fills with water." Travels in North 
America, vol. iii. p. S69. 
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shoots rapidly down the descending stream through 
the solitudes of the forests and prairies. Already 
does the flourishing population of the great valley ex
ceed that of the thir.teen United States when first 
they declared their independence, and, after a san
guinary struggle, were severed trom the parent 
country.- Such is the state of a continent where 
rocks and trees are hurried annually, by a thousand 
torrents, from the mountains to the plains, and where 
sand and finer matter are swept down by a vast cur
rent to the sea, together with the wreck of countless 
forests and the bones of animals which perish in the 
inundations. When these materials reach the Gulf, 
they do not render the waters unfit for aquatic ani
mals; but, on the contrary, the ocean here swarms 
with life, as it generally does where the influx of a 
great river furnishes a copious supply of organic and 
mineral matter. Yet many geologist&, when they 
behold the spoils of the land heaped in successive 
strata, and blended confusedly with the remains of 
fishes, or interspersed with broken shells and corals, 
imagine that they are viewing the signs of a turbulent 
instead of a tranquil and settled state of the planet. 
They read in such phenomena the proof of chaotic 
disorder, and reiterated catastrophes, instead of indi
cations of a surface as habitable as the most delicious 
and fertile districts now tenanted by man. They are 
not content with disregarding the analogy of the 
present course of Nature, when they speculate on the 
revolutions of past times, but they often draw conclu
sions, concerning the former state of things, directly 
the reverse of those to which a fair induction from 
facts would infallibly lead them. 

• Flint', Geography, vol. i. 
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ForfIIIiItiIm Q/' laIta in LouiWma. - Another strikiDK 
feature in the basin of the Missil8ipp~ illustrative or 

the changes now in progress, is the formation ~ 
natural causetl of great lakes, and tbedrainage ~ 
others.· These are especially frequent in the buiD~ 
the Red River in Louisiana,. where the largest m 

them. called Bistineau, is more than tiirty _ lOO; 
and has a medium. depth of from jifoIen to twItMty fteI 
In the deepest partaareseen. numerous cypress-trees 
of all sizes, now dead,and most of them with thei 
tops broken by the wind, yet standing erect unile 
water. This tree resists the action of air and wale 

longer than any other, and, if not submerged through 
out the whole year, will rEltain life for 8Il extraordiDat: 
period.- Lake Bistineau, as well as Black LaII 
Cado Lake. Spanish Lake, Natchitoches Lake,. 
many others, have been formed, according to DarIi! 
by the gradual elevation of the bed of Red River, i 
which the alluvial accumulations have been 80 grtl 

as to raise its channel, and cause its waters, d~ 
the ftood season, to flow up the mouths of many tribI 
taries, and to convert parts of their· courses into JahI 
In the autumn, when: the level of Red River isagai 
depressed,.the waters rush back again, and someJale 
become grassy meadows, with streams meanderia! 
through them.t Thus, there is a'periodical Bus 81! 

reflux between Red River and some of these basiIII 
which are merely l'eser~ira,· alternately emptied p 

• Captains Clerk and Lewis found a-renal of. pines· ~ 
erect under: water in tbe body of tbe Columbia .River iD NOJ1 
America, whicb, they supposed, from the appearance of the tne 
to have been submerged only about .twenty Jean. _ VoL i 
po 241. 

t Derby's Louiaiana,:p..Ss. 
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ed like our tide estuaries - with this difference, 
it in the one case the land is submerged for several 
Inths continuously, and, in the other, twice in every 
enty.four hours. It has happened, in several cases, 
Lt a bar has been thrown by Red River &Cross some 
the openings of these channels, and then the lakes 
~ome, like Bistineau, constant repositories of water. 
t even in thelle cases, their level is liable to annual 
vation and depression, because the flood of the main 
er, when at its height, passes over the bar; just as, 
ere sand·hills :close the entrance of an estuary o~ 
, Norfolk or Suffolk coast, the sea, duriDg some high 
e or storm, has often breached the barrier and inun
ed again the interior. 
~artAquaku in basin of KurilJlippi. - The frequ.ent 
:tuations in river courses, in various parts of the 
in of the Mississippi, are partly, perhaps, to be 
ribed to the co-operation of subterranean move
lts, which alter from time to time the relative 
:ls of various parts of the surmce. So late as the 
r 1812, the whole valley from the mouth of the 
:0 to that of the St. Francis, including a tract three 
Idred miles in length, and exceeding in area the 
.Ie basin of the Thames, was convulsed to such a 
ree, as to create new islands in the river, and lakes 
Ite alluvial plain, some of which were tuJtmtg milu 
~ I shall allude to this event, by which New 
lrid was in great part destroyed, when I treat of 
hquakes; but may state here, that it happened 
:tIy at the same time as the fatal convulsions in the 
~ict of Caraccas; and the country shaken was 
'Iy five degrees of latitude farther removed from 
great centre of volcanic disturbance, than the 

11 of the Red River before alluded to. Darby 
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mentions beds of marine shells on the banks of RI 
River, which seem to indicate that Lower Louisia 
is of recent formation: its elevation, perhaps, abo 
the sea, may have been due to the same series 
earthquakes which continues to agitate equatl.1 
America. 

When countries are liable to be so extensively I 
permanently affected by earthquakes, speculations c 
ceming changes in their hydrographical features m 
Dot be made without regard to the igneous as wel 
the aqueous causes of change. It is scarcely n~ 
sary to observe, that the inequalities produced eve! 
ODe shock might render the study of the alluvial p 
of the Mississippi, at some future period, most! 
plexing to a geologist who should reason on the 
tribution of transported materials, without being a' 
that the configuration of the country had varied m 
rially during the time when the excavating or remo 
power of the river was greatest. 

FLOODS, BURSTING 01' LAKES, ETC. 

The power which running water may exert, in 
lapse of ages, in widening and deepening a valley, I 
not so much depend on the volume and velocity of 
stream usually flowing in it, as on the number 
magnitude of the obstructions whi~h have, at diffel 
periods, opposed its free passage. If a torrent, b 
ever small, be effectually dammed up. the size of 
valley above the barrier, and its declivity below, 
Dot the dimensions of the torrent, will determine 
violence of the debacle. The most universal souro 
local deluges are land.slips, slides, or' avalanche~ 
they are sometimes called, when great masses of r 
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and soil, or sometimes ice and snow, are precipitated 
into the bed of a river, the boundary cliffs of which 
have been thrown down by the shock of an earthquake, 
or undermined by springs or other causes. Volumes 
might be filled with the enumeration of instances on 
record of these terrific catastrophes: I shall therefore 
select a few examples of very recent occurrence, the 
facts of which are well authenticated. 

Floods caused by land-slips, 1826. - Two dry seasons 
in the White Mountains, in New Hampshire, were fol
lowed by heavy rains on the 28th August, 1826, when 
from the steep and lofty declivities which rise abruptly 
on both sides of the river Saco innumerable rocks and 
stones, many of sufficient size to fill a common apart
ment, were detached, and in their descent swept down 
before them, in one promillCuous and frightful ruin, 
forests, shrubs, and the earth which sustained them. 
No tradition existed of any similar slides at former 
times, and the growth of the forest on (he flanks of the 
bills clearly showed that for a long interval nothing 
similar had occurred. One of these moving masses 
was afterwards found to have slid three miles, with an 
average breadth of a quarter of a mile. The natural 
excavations commenced generally in a trench a few 
yards in depth and a few rods in width, and descended 
the mountains, widening and deepening till they be
came vast chasms. At the base of these hollow 
ravines was seen a wide and deep mass of ruins, con
sisting of transported earth, gravel, rocks, and trees. 
Forests of spruce-fir and hemlock were prostrated with 
as much ease as if they had been fields of grain; for, 
where they disputed the ground, the torrent of mud 
and rock accumulated behind till it gathered sufficient 
force to burst the temporary barrier. 

VOL. I. o 
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The valleys of the AmooOO8uck aad &co presented, 
for many miles, an uninterrupted scene of desolation; 
all the bridges being carried away, as well u thDlle 
over their tributary streams. In some places, the road 
was excavated to the depth of from fifteen to twenty 
feet; in other., it W88 covered with earth, rocks, and 
trees, to 88 great a height. The water flowed for 
many 'weeks after the flood, as densely charged with 
earth 88 it could be without being changed into mud, 
and marks were seen in various localities of its baYing 
risen on either side of the valley to more than twenty· 
five feet above its ordinary leveL Many sheep and 
cattle were swept away, and the Willey family. niDe 
in Dumber, who in alarm had deserted their house, 
were destroyed on the banks of the Saco; seven. 
their mangled bodies were afterwards found near the 
river, buried beneath drift wood and mountain ruiD&' 
The geologist should remark that the lower alluvii 
plains are most exposed to such violent floods, and 
at the same time are best fitted for the sustensnce rI. 
herbivorous animals. If, therefore, any organic re
mains are fouod amidst the superficial hea~ of tI'IIIII' 
ported matter, resulting from those catastrophes, at 
whatever periods they may have happe~ed, and what
ever may have been the former configuration and re
lative levels of the country, we may expect the 
imbedded fossil relics to be principally referrible to 
this class of mammalia. 

But these catastrophes are insignificant, when com
pared to those which are occasioned by earthquakes. 
when the boundary hills, for miles in length, are 

• Silliman's Jolll'llal of Science, TelL n. No. 2. p.216. Silo 
1829. 
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thrown down into the hollow of a valley. I shall have 
opportunities of alluding to inundations of this kind 
when treating expressly of earthquakes, and shall con
tent myself at present with selecting an example, of 
modern date, of a Bood caused by the bursting of a 
temporary lake; the facts having been described, with 
with more than usual accuracy, by scientific observers. 

Flood in tile VaIJeu of Bugnes, 1818.-The valley 
·of Bagnes is one of the largest of the lateral embranch. 
ments . of the main valley of the Rhone, above the . 
Lake of Geneva. Its upper portion was, in 1818, 
converted into a lake by the damming up of a nar
row pass, by avalanches of snow and ice, precipitated 
from an elevated glacier into the bed of the river 
Dranse. In the winter season, during continued frost, 
scarcely any water Bows in the bed of this river to 
preserve an open chw:mel, so that the ice-barrier re
mained entire until the melting of the snows in spring, 
when a lake was formed above, about half a league 
in length, which finally attained in some parts a 
depth of about two hundred feet, and a width of 
about seven hundred feet. To prev.ent or lessen the 
mischief apprehended from the sudden bursting of the 
barrier, an artificial gallery, seven hundred feet in 
length, was cut through the ice, before the waters had 
risen to a great height. When at length they accu
mulated and Bowed through this tunnel, they Wssolved 
the ice, and thus deepened their channel, until nearly 
half of the whole contents of the lake were slowly 
drained off. But, at length, on the approach of the 
hot season, the central portion of the remaining mass 
of ice gave way with a tremendous crash, and the 
residue of the lake was emptied in half an hour. In 
the course of its descent, the waten eDcountentd 

02 
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leveral narrow gorges, and at each of tbesetheyl 
to a great height, and then burst witb new lick 
into the next basin, sweeping along rocks, fOIl 

houles, bridges, and cultivated land. For the gre 
part of its course the flood resembled a moving I 
of rock and mud, rather than of water. Some I 
ments of granitic rocks, of enormous magnitude) 
which, from their dimensions, might be com, 
without exaggeration to houses, were torn out 
more ancient alluvion, and borne down for a qu 
of a mile. One of the fragments moved was 
paces in circumference.- The velocity of tbe1 
in the first part of its course, was thirty-tbreefee 
second, which diminished to six feet before it rei 

the Lake of Geneva, where it arrived in six bOIll 

a half, the distance being forty-five miles.t 
This flood left behind it, on the plains of M~ 

thousands of trees torn up by the roots, togetbd 
the ruins of buildings. Some of the houses ID 
town were filled with mud up to the second I 
After expanding in the plain of Martigny, it em 

the Rhone and did no further damage; but I 
bodies of men, who had been drowned above MJrli 
were afterwards found, at the distance of about d 
miles, floating on the farther side of the J$ 
Geneva, near Vevey. . 

The waters, on escaping from the temporary 1 
intermixed with mud and rock, swept along, for thI 
four miles, at the rate of above twenty miles an b 

• This block WIIII measured by Capt. B. Hall, R. N. 
t See an account of the inundation of the Val de )lip 

1818, in Ed. PhiL Journ., vol. i. p. 181., drawn ip (!Ill 

Memoir of M. Eacher, with a IIIICtion, &c:. 
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and M. Escher, the engineer, calculated that the flood 
f'urnished SOO,OOO cubic feet of water every second 
- an efBux which is five times greater than that of 
the Rhine below Basle. Now, if part of th~ lake 
had not been gradually drained off, the flood would 
have been nearly double, approaching in volume to 
some of the largest rivers in Europe. It is evident, 
therefore, that, wh~n we are speculating on the exca
vating force which a river may have exerted in any 
particular valley, the most important question is, not 
the volume of the existing stream, nor the present 
levels of its channel, nor even the nature of the rocks, 
but the probability of a succession of floods, at some 
period since the time when the valley may have been 
first elevated above the sea. 

For several months after the debacle of 1818, the 
Dranse, having no settled channel, shifted its position 
continually from one aide to the other of the valley, 
carrying away newly erected bridges, undermining 
houses, and continuing to be charged with as large a 
quantity of earthy matter as the fluid could hold in 
suspension. I visited this valley four months after the 
flood, and was witness to the sweeping away of. a 
bridge, and the undermining of part of a house. The 
greater part of the ice-barrier was then standing, pre
senting vertical clifFs 150 feet high, like ravines in the 
lava-currents of Etna or Auvergne, where they are' 
intersected by rivers. 

Inundations, precisely similar, are recorded to have 
occurred at former periods in this district, and from 
the same cause. In 1595, for example, a lake burst, 
and the waters, descending with irresistible fury, de
stroyed the town of Martigny, where from sixty to 

o 8 
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eighty persons periahed. In a similar ftood, j 

years before, 140 persoDs were drowned. 
Flood at 7'itJoli, 1826. - I shall COIIclude with 

more example, derived from a land of classic reco 
tions, the ancient Tibur, and which, like all the , 
inundations above alluded to, occarred within the 
sent century. The younger Pliny, it will be ren 
bered, describes a flood on the Anio, wbich desl! 
'Woods, rocks, and houses, with the most sump! 
villas and works of art.. For fOUl' or me cent 
consecutively, this cc headlong stream," • HI 
truly called it, has often remained, within its bo 
and then, after so long an iDt.erval of rest, bas a 
ferent periods inundated its banks agaiu, and,ni 
its channel. The last of these catastrophes hlA 
15th Nov. 1826, after heavy rains, tmeh 88 pro! 
the floods before alluded to in Scotland. The, 
appear also to have been impeded by an artificial 
by which they were separated into two parts, a 
distance above Tivoli. They broke through this 
and, leaving the left trench dry, precipitated t 
_Ives, with their whole weight, on the right 
Here they uadermined, in the coune of a _ b 
a high cliff, and widened the river'. channel I 
fifteen paces. On this height stood the church
Lucia, and about thirty-six houea of the lOll 

Tivoli, which were all carried away, presen~ 
they sank into the roaring flood, a terrific -
destruction to the spectators on the opposite i 
As the foundations were gradually removed. , 
building, lome of them edificel of considerable Mi 

• Lib. viii. Epist. 17. 
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was first traversed. with numerous rents, which soon 
widened into large fissures, until at length the roofs 
fell in with a crash, and then the wails sank into the 
river, and were hurled down the cataract below •• 

The destroy~ agency of the flood came within 
two hundred yards of the precipice on which the 
beautiful temple of Vesta stands; but fortunately this 
precious relic of antiquity was spared, while the wreck 
of modern structures was hurled down the abyss. 
Vesta, it will be remembered, in the heathen mytho
logy, personified the stability of the earth; and when 
the Samian astronomer, Aristarchus, first taught that' 
the earth revolved on its axis, and round the sun, he 
was publicly accused of impiety, "for moving the 
everlasting Vesta from her place." PIayfair observed, 
that when Hutton ascribed instability to the earth's 
surface, and represented the continents which we 
inhabit as the theatre of incessant change and move
ment, his an.tagonists, who regarded them as un
alterable, assailed him, in a similar man.ner, with 
accusations founded on religious prejudices. t We 
~ht appeal to the excavating power of the Anio as 
corroborative of one of the most controverted parts 
of the Huttonian theory; and, if the days of omens 
had not gone by, the geologists who now worship 
Vesta might regard the late catastrophe as portentous •• 
We may, at least, recommend the modem votaries of 
&be goddess to lose no time in making a pilgrimage to 
her shrine, for the Dext &od may not respect the 
temple. 

• When at Tb-oll, in 1829, I received this account from eye
witnesses Qf the event. 

t Illustl'. GC Hutt.' Theory, § s. p.147. 
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CHAPTER lli. 

PBBNOIIBNA. OP IIPIUXOII. 

Origin of Springs - Bored wells - Distinct causes by whicb 
mineral and thermal wateR may he raised to the surface
'Their connection with volcanic agency (p. 904.) - Calcareous 
Springs - Travertin of the Elsa- Baths at San ViguODe ad 
at San Yillppo, near Radicofmi - Spheroidal structure in Ill
vertin, .. in Englilh magD.um limestone (p. 818. )-Bul_ 
of Viterbo- Lake of the Solfatara, near Rome- Tram1in1l 
Cascade of Tivoli (p.S18.)- GypaeGus, Siliceous, and FefI1Io 
ginous Springs - Brine Springs (p. 826.)[- Carbo_ 
Springs - Disintegration of granite iu Auvergne _ Petroleum 
Springs - Pitch Lake of Trinidad. 

Origin of 6pf"ing •• - TUB action of running water III 
the land having been considered, we may next tolD 

our attention to what may be termed "the subter
ranean drainage," or the phenomena of springs. E,ery 
one is familiar with the fact, that certain porous soils, 
such as loose sand and gravel, absorb water with rapi. 
dity; and that the ground composed of them soon drieI 
up after heavy showers. If a well be sunk in 8IId1 
soils, we often penetrate to considerable depths befure 
we meet with water; but this is usually found on aI11 

approaching the lower parts of the formation, where it 
rests on some impervious bed; for here the water, 
unable to make its way downwards in a direct line, 
accumulates as in a reservoir, and is ready to ooze oul 

into any opening which may be lIlade, in the same 
D\anner as we see the salt water fiow into, and tiJ1, 
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any hollow which we dig in the sands of the shnre at 
low tide.· 

The facility with which water can percolate loose 
and gravelly soils is clearly illustrated by the effect of 
the tides in the Thames between Richmond and 
London. The river, in this part of its course, flows 
through a bed of gravel overlying clay, and the porous 
superstratum is alternately saturated by the. water of 
the Thames as the tide rises, and then drained again 
to the distance of several hundred feet from the banks 
when the tide falls, 80 that the wells in this tract regu
larly ebb.and flow. 

If the transmission of· water through a porous 
medium be so rapid, we cannot be surprised that 
springs should be thrown out on the side of a bill, 
where the upper set of strata consist of chalk, sand., or 
other permeable substances, while the subjacent are 
composed of clay or other retentive soils. The only 
diflicu1ty, indeed, is, to explain, why the water does 
Dot ooze out every where along the line of junction of 
the two formations, so as to form one continuous land
soak, instead of a few springs only, and these far dis
tant from· each other. The principal cause of ,this 
concentration of the waters at a few points is, first,. the 
frequency of rents and fissures, which act as na~ural 
drains; secondly, the existence of inequalities in the 
upper surface of the impermeable stratum, which lead 
the water, as valleys do on the external surface of a 
country, into certain low levels and channels • 

. That the generality of springs owe their supply to 
the atmosphere is evident from this, that they become 
languid, or entirely cease to flow, after long droughts, 
and are again replenished after a continuance of rain. 
Many of them are probably indebted for the c~nstaDcy 

05 
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and unifonnity of their volume to the great extent of 
the subterranean reservoirs with which they commu. 
nicate, and the time required for the~ to empty them· 
selveS by percolation. Such • gradual and regulated 
discharge is exhibited, thouglt iD a le88 perfect degree, 
in e<tery great lake, which is not sensibly alFected in 
ita le<tel by sudden showers, but only slightly railed; 
10 that ita channel of eftlux, instead of being swoIn 
suddenly like the bed of a torrent, is enabled to carry 
off th~ surplus water gradually. 

Much light has been thrown, of late yean, on the 
theory of springs, by the boring of what are called by 
the French " Artesian wells," because the method has 
long been known and practised iD Artois; and it i 
now demonstrated that there are sheets, and, in some 
places, currents of &esb water, at various depths in the 
earth. The instrument employed in excavating these 
wells is a large auger, and the cavity bored is usually 
from tbree to four inches in diameter. Ifa hard rock 
is met with, it is first triturated by an iron rod, and 
the materials, being thus reduced to small fragments 
or powder, are readily extracted. To hinder the aides 
of the well from falling in, as also to prevent the 
spreading of the ascending water in tbe surroundiDg 
soil, a jointed pipe is introduced, formed of wood in 
Artois, but ·in other countries more commonly of metaL 
It frequently happens that, after passing through bun
dreds of feet of retentive soils, a water-bearing stratum 

is at length pierced, when the Buid immediately ascends 
to the surface and Bows over. The first rush of the 
water up the tube is often violent, 80 that for a time 
the water plays like a fountain, and then, sinking, c0n

tinues to Bow over tranquilly, orsometimes remains sI:*
tionary at a tertain depth below the orifiteofthe well. 
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This Spouting of the water in the first instance is pro
bably owing to the disengagement of air and carbonic 
acid gas, for both of these have been seeD to bubble 
up with the water." 

At Sheerness, at the mouth of the Thames, a wen 
was bored on a low tongue oflaod near the sea, through 
SOO feet of the blue clay of London, below which a 
bed of sand and pebbles was entered, belonging, doubt
less to the plastic clay formation: when this stratum 
was pierced, the water burst up with impetuosity, and 
6lled the well. By another perforation at the same 
place, the water was found at the depth of 828 feet, 
below the surface clay; it' first rose rapidly to the 
height of 189 feet, and then, in the course of a few 
hours, ascended to an elevation of eight feet above the 
level of the ground. In 1824, a well was dug at Fulham, 
near the Thames, at the Bishop of London's, to the 
depth of 817 feet, which, after traversing the tertiary 
strata, was continued through 67 feet of chalk. The 
water immediately rose to the surface, and the dis
charge was above 50 gallons per minute. In the 
garden of the Horticultural Society at Chiswick, the 
borings passed through 19 feet of gravel, 242 feet of 
clay and loam, and 67 feet of chalk, and the water then 
rose to the surface &om a depth of 829 feet. t At the 
Duke of N orthumberlaod's, above Chiswick, the borings 
were carried to the extraordinary depth of 620 feet, 

. so as to enter the chalk, when a considerable volume 
of water was obtained, which rose four feet above the 
surface of the ground. In a well of Mr. Brooks, at 
Hammersmith, the rush of water from a depth of 860 

• Consult Hencart: de Tbul')"s work on cc Puits Fores." 
t Sabine, Journ. of Sci., No. ss. p. 7S1. 1894-
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feet was 80 great, as to inUDdate several buildilga I 
do contiderable damage; and at Tooting, a _ 
stream WBl obtained to tum a wheel, and raiseu 
water to the upper storie. of the houses.. In the u 

• of three weDs bored through the chalk, at Toms. 
the depth of several hundred feet, the water rose !hit 
two feet above the level of the soil, and the disclII 
amounted to three hundred cubic yards of water el, 

twenty-four hours. t 
Excavations have been made in the same waylo 

depth of eight hundred,and even twelve hundredfee 
France (the latter at Toulouse), and without suere 
A similar failure was experienced in 18SO, in borin 
Calcutta, to the depth of more than 150 feet, tbll 
the alluvial cIay and sands of BE:ngal. Mr. Bri 
the British consul in Egypt, obtained water bell 

Cairo and Suez, in a ('.alcareous sand, at the depl 
thirty feet;' but it did not rise in the well.§ 
geological structure of the Sahara is supposed, b: 
Rozet, to favour the prospect of a supply of water 
artesian wells, as the parched sands on the outskirI 
the desert rest on a substratum of argillaceous mr 

The rise and overflow of the water in these we 
generally referred, and apparently with reason, tt 
same principle as the play of an artificial faun 
Let the porous stratum, or set of strata a a, re; 
the impermeable rock d, and be covered by anI 
mast of an impermeable nature. The whole mas 
may easily, in such a position, become saturated 

• Herican de Thury, p. 49. 
t Bull. de la Soc. G601. de France, tom. iii. p.194. * Id. tom. ii. p. 272. 
S Bou~ Bhume des Prog. de la G80I. en 18S2, p.I&!. 
11 BulL de la Soc. G8ol. de France, tom. ii. p. S6f, 
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water, which may descend from its higher and exposed 
parts-a hilly region to which clouds are attracted, 

Fig.7. 

and where rain fallll in abundance. Suppose that at 
some point, as at b, an opening be made which gives 
a free passage upwards to the waters confined in a a 
at so low a level that they are subjected to the pres
sure of a considerable column of water collected in 
the more elevated portion of the same stratum. The 
water will then rush out, just as the liquid from a 
large barrel which is tapped. and it will rise to a 
height corresponding to the level of its point of depart
ure, or, rather, to a height, which balances the pres
sure previously exerted by the confined waters against 
the roof and sides of the stratum or reservoir a a. In 
like manner, if there happen to be a natural fissure e, 
a spring will be produced at the surface on precisely 
the same principle. 

Among the causes of the failure of artesian wells, 
we may mention those numerous rents and faults· 
which abound in some rocks, and the deep ravines 
and valleys by which many countries are traversid; 
for, when these natural lines of drainage exist, there 
remains a small quantity only of water to escape by 
artificial issues. We are also liable to be bafBed by the 
great thickness either of porous or impervious strata, 
or by the dip of the beds, which may carry off the 
waters from adjoining high lands, to some trough in an 
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opposite direction; as when the borings are made 1 

the foot of an escarpment where the strata indi 
inwards, or in a direction opposite to the faceofd 
clifFs. 

The mere distance of hills or mountains need n 

discourage us from making trials; for the waters whi 
fall on these higher lands readily penetrate to gn 
depths through highly inclined or vertical strata, 
through the fissures of shattered rocks, and after & 
ing for a great distance, must often re-ascend 8Ild 
brought up again by other fissures, 80 as to appro 
the surface in the lower country. Here they DII! 
concealed beneath a covering of undisturbed bol'iz« 
beds, which it may be necessary to pierce in orde 
reach them. It should be remembered, that the ~ 
of waters flowing under ground bears but s ret 
resemblance to that of. rivers on the surface, I 
being, in the one case, a constant descent from a hi 
to a lower level from the source of the stream t( 
sea; whereas, in the other, the water may at one I 
sink far below the level of the ocean,· and afterw 
rise again high above it. 

Among other curious facts ascertained by ai, 

the borer, it is proved that in strata of different I 
. and compositions there are often open passage! 
which the subterranean waters circulate. Thus 
St. Ouen, in France, five distinct sheets of water 1 

intersected in a well, and from each of these a s~ 
obtained. In the third water-bearing stratum, 
the depth of 150 feet. a cavity was found in w[ 

the borer fell suddenly about a foot, and thence 
water ascended in great volume." The same &J]iD 

• H. de Thury, p. 295. 
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~e instrument, as in a hollow space, has been remarked 
in England and other countries. At Tours, in 1880, 
l well was perforated quite through the chalk, when 
:be water auddenly brought up, fiom a depth of 864 
eel, a great quantity of fine sand, with much vegetable 
natter and shells. Branches of a thorn several inches 
ong, much blackened by their stay in the water, were 
~ized, as also the .tems of marsh plants, aDd 
IOme of their roots, which were .till white, together 
with the seeds of the same, in a state of preservation 
which showed that they had not remained more than 
:hree or four months in the water. Amoog the seeds 
"ere those of the marsh-plant Galium uligiflO8Wll; 
and among the shells, a freshwater species (PIatwrlJil 
7UJf'{Iinatw), and some land species, as H_ rotImdaIa 
!Dd H. 6IriaIa. M. Dujardin, who, with others, observed 
his phenomenon, suppoaea that the waters had flowed 
rom some valleys of Auvergne or the Vivarais siDce 
he precediDg autumn.-

An analogous phenomenon is recorded at Riemke, 
lear Bochum in Westphalia, where the water of an 
Il"tesian well brought up, from a depth of 156 feet, 
everal small fish, three or four inches long, the nearest 
.treams in the country being at the distance of some 
eagues.t 

In both cases it is evident that water had pene
rated to great depths, not simply by filtering through 
. porous mass, for then it would have left behind the 
bells, fish, and fragments of plants, but by flowing 
brough some open channels in the earth. Such ex
mples may suggest the idea that the leaky beds of 
ivers are often the feeders of springs. 

• Bull. de J. Soc. G~l. de FI'BIlt:e, tom. i. p.95. 
t Id. ,.s .. 
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Almost allspringa, even those which we considerthe 
purest, are impregnated with some foreign ingredienll, 
which, being in a state of chemical solution, are 10 

intimately blended with the water, as not to afectill 
clearness, while they render it, in general, more agree
able to our taste, and more nutritious than simple rain· 
water. But the springs called mineral contain ID 

unusual abundance of earthy matter in solution, and 
the substances with which they are imprepated cor· 
respond remarkably with those evolved in a gaseous 
form by volcanos. Many of these springs are thel'lllll, 
'and they rise up through all kinds of rock; as, far 
example, through granite, gneiss, limestone, or !an, 
but are most frequent in volcanic regions, or where 
violent earthquakes have occurred at eras compara
tively modem. 

The water given out by hot springs is generally 
more voluminous and less variable in quantity at dif; 
ferent seasons than that proceeding from any others. 
In many volcanic regions, jets of steam, caned by the 
Italians" stufas," issue from fissures, at a temperature 
high above the boiling point, as in the neighbouriloed 
of Naples, and in tbe Lipari Isles, and are disengaged 
unceasingly for ages. Now, if such columns ofsteam. 
which are often mixed with other gases, should be 
condensed before reaching the surface, by coming iD 
contact with strata filled with cold water, they may 
give rise to thermal and mineral springs Of every 
degree of temperature. It is, indeed, by this means 
only, and not by bydrostatic pre88ure, that we ~ 
account for the rise of such bodies of water from great 
depths; nor can we hesitate to admit the adequacy rJ. 
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the cause, if we suppose the expansion of the same 
elastic fluids to be sufficient to mse columns of lava 
to the lofty summits of volcanic mountains. Several 
gases, the carbonic acid in particular, are disengaged 
in a free state from the soil in many districts, especi
ally in the regions of active or extinct volcanos; and 
the 88IIle are found more or less intimately combined 
with the waters of all mineral springs, both cold and 
thermal. Dr. Daubeny and other writers have re
marked, not only that these springs are most abundant 
in volcanic regions, but that when remote from them, 
their site usually coincides with the position of some 
great derangement in the strata; a fault, for example, 
or great fissure, indicating that a channel of commu
nication has been opened with the interior of the 
earth at some former period of local convulsion. 

The small area of volcanic regions .. mayappear, at 
first view, an objection to this theory, but not so when 
we include earthquakes among the effects of igneous 
agency. A large proportion of the land hitherto ex
plored by geologists can be shown to have been rent. 
or shaken by subterranean movements since the oldest 
tertiary strata were formed. It will also be seen, in 
the sequel, that new springs have burst out, and others 
have had the volume of their waters augmented, and 
their temperature suddenly raised 'after earthquakes; 
80 that the description of these springs might almost 
with equal propriety have been given under the head 
of "igneous causes," as they are agents of a mixed 
nature, being at once igneous and aqueous. 
, :put how, it will be asked, can the regions of,volcanic 

heat lend forth IUch inexhaustible supplies of water? 
The diBiculty -of &DIving this problem would, in truth, 
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be insurmountable, if we believed that all the aI 
spheric waters found their way into the basin of 

ocean; but in boring near the abore, we often I 
with atreams of fi-eah water at the depth ri. se 
hundred feet below the sea lenl; and these prO 
descend, in many cases, far beneath the bottom I 
sea, when not artificially intercepted in their 0 

Yet, how much greater may be the quantity c 
water which sinks beneath the floor of the ~ 
through the porous strata of wlUch it is often 
posed, or through fillures rent ·in it by earthtjl 
After pelletratiag to a considerable depth, this 
may encounter a heat of sufficient intensity to c 
it into vapour, even under the high pressure to 
it would then be subjected. This heat wool 
bably be nearest the surface in volcanic oountri 
&rthest from it in those districts which ha'!' 
longest &ee from eruptions or earthquakes: 
pursue this inquiry farther would lead us to 
pate many topics belonging to another division 
SUbject. 

It would follow from the views above e1p 

that there must be a two-fold circulation of ten 

1Vllters; ODe caused by solar heat, and the ot! 
heat generated in the interior of our plaDet 
know that the land would be unfit for vegeta 
deprived of the waters raised into the atmospb 
the sun; but it is also true that mineral sprim 
po\Yerful instruments in rendering the BUrfiIce s 
vient to the support of animal and vegetabl 
Their heat it said to promote the de..velopmeDt I 

aquatic tribes in many parts of the ocean, 811 

substances which they catTY up from the bowels 
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earth to the habitable surface, are of a nature and in a 
ferm whim adapts them peculiarly for" the nutrition of 
aniIIIaI. and plants. 

As "these springs derive their chief importance to 
the geologist from the quantity and quality of the 
earthy materials which, like volcanos, they convey 
from below upwards, they may properly be considered 
in reference to the ingredients with which they are 
impregnated. These consist of almost all known sub
stances; but the most predominant are, carbonate of 
lime, carbonic and sulphuric acids, iron, silica, mag
nesia, alumiae, aDd salt, besides petroleum, or liquid 
bitumen, and its various modifications, such as mineral 
pitch, naptJaa, and asphaItum. 
" OaIcarttnM ~.-Our first attention is naturally 
directed to springs which are highly charged with cal
careous matter; fur these produce a variety of pheno
mena of much interest in geology. It ill known that 
rain-water has the property of dissolving the calcareous 
rocks over which it flows, and thus in the smallest 
ponds and rivulets, matter is often supplied fur the 
earthy secretions of testacea, and for the growth of cer
tain plants on wbich they feed. But many springs hold 
ao mllCb carbonic acid in solution, that they are en
abled to dissolve a much larger quantity of calcareous 
matter than rain-water; and when the acid is dissipated 
in tbe atmosphere, the mineral ingredients are thrown 
down, in the form of tufa or travertin.-
.A.~.-caIcareous springs, although moSt abun

dant in limestone districts, are by no means confined 

• The more loose 8114 porous rock, 1JIAlalJy eontaining incrusted 
puts aDd other IUbsIances, is called tufa, the more mlDpacIt 

&llmlJtia. Bee w...r" .-del. Tu8i ancl 'l'lavda. 
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to them, but flow out indiscriminately from a1110 
formations. In Central Fraace, a district wheret 
primary rocks are unusually destitute of limesll 
springs copiously charged with carbonate of lime 1 

up through the granite and gneiu. Some of theie 
thermal, and probably derive their origin from 
deep source of volcanic heat, once so active in 
region. One of these springs, at the northern ba1 

the hill upon which Clermont is built, ilBues from 
canic peperino, which rests on granite. It has fIX! 
by its incrustations, an elevated mound of trBverti 
white concretionary limestone, 2+0 feet in length, 
at its termination, sixteen feet high and twelve· 
Another incrusting spring in the same deperl1 
situated at Chaluzet, near Pont Gibaud, rise! 
gneiss country, at the foot of a regular volcsnic 

I at least twenty miles from any calcareous rock. 
masses of tufaceous deposit, produced by this I 
~!lve an oolitic texture. 

Valley of tie EI8a. - If we pass from the VG 

district of France to that which skirts the Ape! 
in the Italian peninsula, we meet with innum 
springs, which have precipitated so much cald 
matter, that the whole ground in some pa 
Tuscany is coated over with travertin, aDd i 

hollow beneath the foot. 
, In other places in the same country, compact 
are seen descending the slanting sides of hilli 
Qluch in the manner of lava currents, except tba 
.e, of a white colour, and terminate· abnipdy 
they reaell the course of .• river.' These CODI 

the calcareous precipitate ,ot: Ilpringa, BOrn!! of 
still i1ow~g, while others have, disappeared:or ch 
~ir pqaiti~. Such ,...Q8. are. hqueat en the 
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of the hills which bound the valley of the EIsa, one of 
the tributaries of the Arno, which flows near Colle, 
through a valley several hundred feet deep, shaped 
out of a lacustrine formation, containing fossil shells of 
existing. species. The travertin is unconformable to 
the lacustrine beds, and its inclination accords with 
the slope of the sides of the valley. 

One of the finest examples which I saw, was at the 
Molino delle Caldane, near Colle. 

The Sena, and several other small rivulets which 
feed the EIsa, have the property of lapidifying wood 
and ,herbs; and, in the bed of the EIsa itself, aquatic 
plants, such as Chane, which absorb large quantities of 
carbonate of lime, are very abundant. Carbonic acid 
is also seen in the same valley, bubbling up from many 
springs, where no precipitate of tufa is observable. 
Targioni, who in his travels has mentioned a great 
number of mineral waters in Tuscany, found no dif. 
ference between the deposits of cold and thermal 
springs. They issue sometimes from the older Apen • 
. nine limestone, shale, and sandstone, while, in other 
,places, they flow from more modern deposits; but even 
in the latter case, their source may probably be in or 
below the older series of strata. 

BatA8 tf San Vagnone. - Those persons who have 
merely seen the action of petrifying waters in our own 

,country, will not easily form an adequate conception 
of the scale o~ which the same process is exhibited in 
those regions which lie nearer to the active centres 

-of volcanic disturbance. One of the most striking 
examples of the rapid precipitation of carbonate of 
lime from thermal waters occurs in the hill of San 
Vignone in Tuscany, at a short distance from Radi. 
cofani, and ooly a few hundred yards hm the high , 
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road between Sienaa and Rome. The.priDg -
from near the summit of. rocky bill, about 100 feet! 
height. The top of the hill is fiat, and stretches_I 
gently inclined platform to the foot of Mount Ad 
" lofty eminence, which consist! in great part ohl 
amic products. The fundamental rock, mm whi: 
the spring issues, is a black slate, with serpenIi 
(6 b, Fig. 8.), belonging to the older ApeDDineful 
ation. The water is ho~ has a strong taste,. 

Fig. 8. 

SecIiIm qf 7'rtwerlift, San P'rpcme. 

when not in very small quantity, is of a bright g 
colour. So rapid is the deposition near the SOl 

that in the bottom of a conduit-pipe for carrying 01 
waoter to the baths, and which is inclined at an a 
of 80°, half a foot of solid travertin is formed e 
year. A more compact rock is produced wben 
water flows slowly, MId the precipitation in wi 
when there is least eY8poration, is said to be I 

solid, but less in quantity by one fourth, thaI 
SDlDmer. The rock is generally white; some par 
it are compact, and riDg to the hammer; other! 
oellular, and with such cannes all are seeD in 
carious part of boDe 01' the ailiceoua millstoDe oJ 
Puis basia. A ~tioIl of it also below the ,i1I8! 
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San Vignone consists of incrustations of long vegetable 
tubes, and IDay be called tura. Sometimes the trs
vertin assumes precisely the botryoidal and mammillary 
forms, common to similar deposits in Auvergne, of a 
much older date, hereafter to be mentioned; and, like 
them, it often scales oft'in thin, slightly undulating layer&. 

A large mass of travertin (c, Fig. 8.) descends the 
hill from the point where the spring issues, and reaches 
to the distance of about half a mile east of San Vig
none. The beds take the slope of the hill at about an 
angle of ~, and the planes of stratification are per
fectly parallel. One stratum, composed of many 
layers, is of a compact nature, and fifteen feet thick; 
it serves as an excellent building stone, and a D1&88 of 
fifteen feet in length was, in 1828, cut out IOr the new 
bridge over the Orcia. Another branch of it (a, Fig. 8.) 
descenu to the weat, for 250 feet in length, of 'fBryiDg 
thickness, but sometimes 200 feet deep: it is then cut 
'. by the small riverOrcia, precisely as some glaciers 
in Switzerland descend into a valley till their progr~ 
is suddenly arrested by a transverse stream of water. 

The abrupt termination of the mass of rock at the 
river, when its thickness is undiminished, clearly shOWI 

that it would proceed much farther jf not arrested by 
the stream, over which it impends slightly. But it 
cannot encroach upon the channel of the Orcia being 
censtantly undermined, so that its solid fragments are 
seen strewed amongst the alluvial gravel. However 
enormous, therefore, the mass of solid rock may appear 
""hich has been given out by this single spring, we 
may feel assured that it is insignificant in volume when 
compaNd to that which has been carried to the sea 
since the .time wheD it began to fiow. What may 
have been the length of that period of time, we have 
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no dota for conjecturing. In quarrying the fmet' 

Roman tiles have been sometimes foUlld at the de 
of five or six feet. 

RatA. of San Filippo. - On another bill, Dot m 
miles from that last mentioned, and also conne 
with Mount Amiata, the summit of which is I 
three miles distant, are the celebrated baths of 
Filippo. The subjacent rocks consist of alternl 
of black alate, limestone, and serpentiDe, of b 
inclined strata, belonging to the ApenniDe form 
and, as at San Vignone, near the boundary of a le 

basin of marine origin, consisting chiefly of blue 
laceous marl. There are three warm springs 
containing carbonate and sulphate of lime, an 
phate of magnesia. The water which supplil 
bath falls into a pond, where it has been km 
deposit a solid mass tkirtg fetll tkid, in about 
year'.- A manufactory of medallions in basSO-I 

is carried on at these baths. The water is COOl 
by canals into several pits, in which it deposi 
vertin and crystals of sulphate of lime. .Aftel 
thus freed from its grosser parts, it is CODveye 
tube to the summit of a small chamber, and JDj 

fall through a space of ten or twelve feet. Th, 
rent is broken in its descent by numerous Cl 

sticks, by which the seray is dispersed around 
certain moulds, which are rubbed lightly over , 
solution of soap, and a deposition of solid malll 

marble is the result, yielding a beautiful cast ( 
figures formed in the moulcLt The geoIogisl 

• Dr. Groese on the Baths of San Filippo. Eel. filii. , 
vol. ii. p. 1191. 

t Id. p.297. 
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derive from these experiments considerable light, in 
regard to the high inclination at which some semi
crystalline precipitations can be formed; for some of 
the moulds' are disposed almost perpendicularly, yet 
the deposition is nearly equal in all parts. 

A hard stratum of stone, about a foot in thickness, 
is obtained from the waters of San Filippo in four 
months; and, as the springs are powerful, and almost 
uniform in the quantity given out, we are at no loss to 
comprehend the magnitude of the mass which de
scends the hill, which is a mile and a quarter in length 
and the third of a mile in breadth, in some places 
attaining a thickness of 250 feet at least. To what 
length it might have reached it is impossible to con
jecture, as it is cut off, like the travertin of San 
Vignone, by a small stream, where it terminates 

. abruptly. The remainder of the matter held in solu
tion is carried on probably to the sea. 

Splw-oidalmucture in tratJerlin.-But what renders 
this recent limestone of peculiar interest to the geo
logist, is the spheroidal form which it assumes, analo
gous to that of the cascade of Tivoli, afterwards to be 
described. The lamination of some of the coocentric 
masses is so minute that sixty may be counted in the 
thickness of an inch, yet, notwithstanding these marks 
of gradual and successive deposition, sections are 
sometimes exhibited of what might seem to be perfect 
spheres. This tendency to a mammillary and globular 
structure arises from the facility with which the cal
careous matter is precipitated in nearly equal' quan
tities on all sides of any fragment of shell or wood, or 
any inequality of the surface over which the mineral 
water flows, the form of the nucleus being readily 
transmitted through any Dumber of successive eove-

VOL. I. p 
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Eopee~ Bet th~J;;~: m5ses e~ ~ever be perf::ct 
although they often appear such when a transvl 
::ectien iJ made: in Ih~;e not in tfl£: dir~rtion 
point of attachment. There are, indeed, OCC8S10l 

reen tmelil oolitic e:fld which 

form is globular; for the nucleus, having been for a 
in mution in th£: wate£", he;; receiveJllilresh ecee;:" 
mattnr 0;£ ell rides. 

In the same manner have seen, on the 
rflallr of Yerge rteam boilers~ the healilr of 
rivets covered by a series of enveloping cnJl 

calcrreour matter, sulphate tif lime; 
concretionary nodule is formed, preserving a I 
hlobnlar Wflt"fl im:rearud a mass 
inches in diameter. In these: as in many travl 
there is olilten cembiflatiOli nf CtiflCent: 
radhrt("d rtrUCt:ice, Zifld the hrt-mZigtioiied eha 
is one of those in which the English magnesian 
etone agnes with tr£": Italian irnverti;:s. 

Another point of resemblance between these 
other eC;speli£s S£i dilisimilar~ is ktrrfen: 

one sphere with another, and the occasional OCCUI 

£if c£icitier and ¥acnities~ con3tituth'g What hi; 
e:alled a honeycombed structure; and also the fre 
interposition of loose incoherent matter, hetwe;' 
frrent" solid spheroidal eencciitionB" Yet, not 
standing such points of analogy, Professor Sed, 
ebse5es, that there fire of the 
arrangement in the magnesian limestone having I 

::ub£t£tqueniJy oridinal for 
case the spheroidal forms are often quite indepep 
of the dirnlitiott nf thn lamlnre.n 

• Tmns. n;;d ecenes, llt" Sr ~ I Iateh 
IOme specimens of spberoidal magnesian limestone, coller; 
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Bulieami of V"1terbr>.-I must not attempt to describe 
-all the places in Italy where the constant formation of 
limestone may be seen, as on the Silaro, near Pa!stum, 
on the Velino at Temi, and near the Bulicami, or hot 
baths in the vicinity of Viterbo. About a mile and a 
half north of the latter town, in the midst of a sterile 
plain of volcanic sand and ashes, a monticule is seen, 
about twenty feet high and five hundred yards in cir
cumference, entirely composed of concretionary tra
vertin. The lamina! are very thin, and their minute 
undulations so arranged, that the whole mass has at 
once a concentric and 'radiated structure. This rock 
has been largely quarried for lime, and much of it 
appears to have been removed. It has evidently been 
formed gradually, like the conical mounds of the gey
sers in Iceland, by a small jet or fountain of calcareous 
water, which overflowed from the summit of the mon
ticule. A spring of hot water still issues in the 
neighbourhood, which is conveyed to an open tank 
used as a bath, the bottom and sides of which, as well 
as the open conduit which conveys the water, are en
crusted with travertin. 

Professor Sedgwick, where the calcareous lamina! are intersected 
at a high angle by the boundary line of the globule of which they 
form a part. In a fonner edition I stated, that on visiting 
Sunderland immediately after examining the travertins of Au
vergne and Sicily (the fonner of Iacustrine, the latter of submarine 
origin), I recognized a striking degree of identity in the pre
vailing concretionary forms assumed by our magnesian limestone 
and those of the travertins with the appearance of which my eye 
was .then familiar. I am still convinced that much light would be 
thrown on the mode of formation of both these rocks by a com
parison of the points' in which they mutually agree with or 
cllif'er from each other. 

P 2 
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Campagna di Ronaa.-The country around Rcc 
like many parts of the Tuscan States already reren 
to, has been at some former period the site ofnume! 
volcanic eruptions; and the springs are still copim 
impregnated, with lime, carbonic acid, and sulphUIEI 
hydrogen. A hot spring has lately been discon 
near Civita Vecchia, by Signor Riccioli, wbichdep 
alternate beds of a yellowish travertin, and a 1 

granular rock, not distinguishable, in hand speci« 
either in grain, colour, or composition, from stat 

marble. There is a passage between this and ordi 
travertin. The mass accumulated near the spring 
some places about six feet thick. 

LoRe ojtluJ Solfatara.-In the Campagna, bet 
Rome and Tivoli, is the lake of the Solfatara,1 
also Lago di Zolfo (lacusalbula), into which flow; 
tinually a stream of tepid water, from a smallel 
situated a few yards above it. The water is a satl 
solution of carbonic acid gas, which escapes fron 
such quantities in some parts of its surface, that, 
the appearance of being actually in ebuUition.' "I 
found by experiment," says Sir Humphry Davy,' 
the water taken from the most tranquil part 0 

lake, even after being agitated and exposed to th 
contained in solution more than its own volume or 

bonic acid gas, with a very small quantity of su 

retted hydrogen. Its high temperature, whichisp 
constant at 80° of Fahr., and the quantity of ca~ 
acid that it contains, render it peculiarly fitted tOI 

nourishment to vegetable life. The banks of m' 
are every wbere covered with reeds, lichen, coon 
and various kinds of aquatic vegetables; and I 
same time that the process of vegetable life is ~ 
on, the crystallizations of the calcareous matter, ' 
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is every where deposited, in consequence of the escape 
of carbonic acid, likewise proceed.-There is, I believe, 
DO place in the world where there is a more striking 
example of the opposition or contrast of the laws of 
animate and inanimate nature, of the forces of inorganic 
chemical affinity, and those of the powers oflife .... 

The same observer informs us, that he fixed a stick 
in a mass of travertin· covered by the water in the 
month of May, and in April following he had some 
difficulty in breaking, with a sharp-pointed hammer, 
the mass which adhered to the stick, and which was 
several inches in thickness. The upper part was a 
mixture of light tufa and the leaves of conferve: below 
this was a darker and more solid travertin, containing 
black and decomposed ma88es of conferve; in the in
ferior part the travertin was more solid, and of a grey 
colour, but with cavities probably produced by the 
decomposition of vegetable matter.t 

The stream which flows out of this lake fills a canal 
about niDe feet broad and four deep, and is conspicUDus 
in the landscape by a line of vapour which rises from 
it. It deposits calcareous tufa in this channel, and the 
Tiber probably receives from it, as well as from nu
merous other streams, much carbonate of lime in solu
tion, which may contribute to the rapid growth of its 
delta. A large proportion of the most splendid edifices 
·of ancient and modem Rome are built of travertin, 
derived from the quarries of Ponte Leucano, where 
there has evidently been a lake at a remote period, OD 
the same plain as that already described. But the 
consideration of these would carry us beyond the 

• Consolations in Travel, pp. 1518-125. 
t Id. P. 127. 

P 8 
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times of' history, and I shall conclude with onen 
example of -the calcareous deposits of this neigbb 
hood,- those on the Anio. 

Trawrlin of TWoli. - The waters of the 
incrust the reeds which grow on its banks, IIlI 

foam of the cataract of Tivoli forms beautiful pe! 

stalactites; but, on the sides of the deep chasm 
which the cascade throws itself, there is see 
extraordinary accumulation of horizontal beda ~ 
and travertin, from four to five hundred fe 
thickness. The section immediately under tbe le 

of Vesta and the Sibyl, displays, in a precipice 
four hundred feet high, some spheroids which an 
riz ID eigAtfeet in diameter, each concentric layer 
about the eighth of an inch in thickness. Tbem 
diagram exhibits about fourteen feet of this iu 
mass, as seen in the path cut out of the rock in dE 

ing from the temple of Vesta to the Grotto di N 
I have not attempted to express in this dram 
innumerable thin layers of which these magt 
spheroids are composed, but the lines given 
some of the natural divisions into which thE 

separated by minute variations in the size or cd 
the lamime. The undulations also are much 51 

in proportion to the whole circumference, tban 
drawing. The beds a a are of hard travertin 81 

tufa; below them is a pisolite (b), the globules 
of different sizes: underneath this appears a DJ 

concretionary travertin (e c), some of the &ph 
being of the above-mentioned extraordinary siJ 
some places (as at d) there is a mass of amOl 
limestone, or tufa, surrounded by concentric I 
At the bottom is another bed of pisolite (b~ in' 
the small nodules are about the size and sba 
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beans, and some of them of filberts, intermixed with 
some smaller oolitic grains. In the tufaceous strata, 
wood is seen converted into a light tufa. 

The following seems the most probable explanation 
Fig. 9. 

Stctio1I qf Sp1leroidal CotocretioMrtI TTtI-'ia tmdn' tile CtuCtl4e " n.ou. 
of the origin of the rock in this singular position. 
The Anio flows through a deep irregular fissure or 

p 4 
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gorge in the Apennine limestone, which may have 
been caused by earthquakes. In this deep narrow 
channel there existed many small lakes, three of which 
have been destroyed since the time of history, by the 
erosive action of the torrent, the last of them having 
remained down to the sixth century of our era. 

We may suppose a similar lake of great depth ID 

have existed at some remote period at Tivoli, and 
that, into this, the waters, charged with carbonate en 
lime, tell from a height inferior to that of the present 
cascade. Having, in their passage through the upper 
lakes, parted with their sand, pebbles, and coarse 
sediment, they only introduced into this lower poci 
drift-wood, leaves, and other buoyant substances. ID 
seasons when the water was low, a deposit of ordinary 
tufa, or qf travertin, formed along the bottom; but si 
other times, when the torrent was swollen, the pool 
must have been greatly agitated, and every smaD 
particle of carbonate of lime which was precipitated 
must have been whirled round again and again in 
various eddies, until it acquired many concentric coats, 
so as to resemble oolitic grains. If the violence of the 
motion be sufficient to cause the globule to be sUS
pended for a sufficient length of time, it wouldgro" 
to the size of a pea, or much larger. Small fragments 
of vegetable stems being incrusted on the sides of the 
stream, and then washed in, would form the nucleus 
of oval globules, and others of irregular shapes would 
be produced by the resting of fragments for a time OD 

the bottom of the basin, where, after acquiring an un· 
equal thickness of travertin on one side, they would 
again be set in motion. Sometimes globules, projecting 
above the general level of a stratum, would attract, by 
chemical affinity, other matter in the act of precipi. 
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tation, and thus growing on all sides, with the exception 
of the point of contact, might at length form spheroids 
nearly perfect and many feet in diameter. Masses 
might increase above and below, so that a vertical 
section might afterwards present the phenomenon 80 

common at Tivoli, where the nucleus of some of the 
concentric circles has the appearance of having been 
suspended, without support, in the water, until it 
became a spheroidal mass of great dimensions. 

It is probable that the date of the greater portion 
of this calcareous formation may be anterior to the 
era of history, for we know that there was a great 
cascade at Tivoli in very ancient times; but, in the 
upper part of the travertin, is shown the hollow left 
by a wheel, in which the outer circle and the spokes 
have been deco~posed, and the spaces which they 
filled have been left void. It seems impossible to 
explain the position of this mould, without supposing 
that the wheel was imbedded before the lake was 
drained. 

Calcareous springs in the Caucasus. - Pallas, in his 
journey along the Caucasus, a country now subject, 
from time to time, to be rent and fissured by violent 
earthquakes, enumerates a great many hot springs, 
which have deposited monticules of travertin precisely 
analogous in composition and structure to those of 
the baths of San Filippo and other localities in Italy. 
When speaking of the tophus-stone, as he terms these 
limestones, he often observes that it is mow-white, a 
description which is very applicable to the newer part· 
of the deposit at San Filippo, where it has not become 
darkened by weathering. In many localities in the 

p 5 
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regions between the Caspian and Black Seas, whert 
subterranean cODvulsions are fl'equent, travellen JIIIiIIo 

tion calc-sioter as an abundant product of bot 8~ 
Near the shores of the Lake Urmia (or Mamghal 
for example, a marble which is much used in orna
mental architecture is rapidly deposited by a thenai 
spring.-

It is probable that the zoophytic and sbe1ly JimI. 
stones, which constitute the coral reefs of the IDdiI 
and Pacific Oceans, are supplied with carbooate Ii 
lime and other mineral ingredients from submariJi 
springs, and that their heat, as well as their eart!r 
and gaseous contents, may promote the developme; 
of corals, sponges, and testacea, just as vegetatiODI 
quickened by similar causes in the lake of the So\fa!ln, 
before described. But of these reefs and their pn~ 
bable origin I shall again have occasion to speak 
the third book. • 

Sulpkureous and gypseow springs.-The quanli~1 
other mineral ingredients wherewith springs in geDtl'l 
are impregnated, is insignificant in comparison to lilD/. 

and this earth is most frequently combined with et· 
bonic acid. But, as sulphuric acid and sulpburetwi 
hydrogen are very frequently supplied by springs 
gypsum may, perhaps, be deposited largely in certaP 
seas and lakes. The gypseous precipitates, bowet't'l. 
hitherto known on the land, appear to be confined 101 

very few springs. Those at Baden, near Vienna, which 
feed the public bath, may be cited as examples. ~ 
of these supply, singly, from 600 to 1000 cubicfeet
water per hour, and deposit a fine powder, composed 

- HofT, Gescbicbte, &c. vol. ii. p. 114. 
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of a mixture of sulphate of lime, with sulphur and 
muriate of lime." 

Siliceous spring •• - Azores. - In order that water 
should hold a very large quantity of silica in solution, 
it seems necessary that it should be raised to a high 
temperature t ; and as it may retain a greater heat 
under the pressure of the sea than in the atmosphere, 
submarine springs may, perhaps, be more charged 
with silex than any to which we have access. The 
hot springs of the Valle das Furnas, in the Island 
of 81. Michael, rising t1lrough volcanic rocks, preci
pitate vast quantities of siliceous sinter, as it is usually 
termed. Around the circular basin of the largest 
spring, called " the Caldeira," which is between 
twenty and thirty feet in diameter, alternate layers 
are seen of a coarser variety of sinter mixed with 
clay, including grass, ferns, and reeds, in different 
states of petrifaction. Wherever the water has flowed, 
sinter is found rising in some places eight or ten inches 
above the ordinary level of the stream. The herbage 
and leaves, more or less incrusted with silex, are said 
to exhibit all the successive steps of petrifaction, from 
the soft state to a complete conversion into stone; but 
in some instances, alumina, which is likewise deposited 
from the hot waters, is the mineralizing material. 
Branches 9f the same ferns which now flourish in the 
island are found completely petrified, preserving the 
same appearance as when vegetating, except that they 

. acquire an ash-gray colour. Fragments ot' wood, and . 
one entire bed from three to five feet in depth, com-

• C. Prevost, EIItIIIi sur la COnstitutiOD Physique du BassiD de 
V'IeIIDe, p. 10. 

t DaubeD10D Volcanos, p. 222-

P 6 
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posed of reeds now common in the island, have beaIIII 
completely mineralized. 

The most abundant variety of siliceous sioter OCCII! 

in layers from a quarter to half an inch in thi_ 
accumulated on each other often to the height ofl 
foot and upwards, and constituting parallel, and fir 
the most part horizontal, strata many yards io exlS 
This sinter has often a beautiful semi-opalescent lustII 
One of the varieties differs from that of Iceland!!1 
Ischia in the larger proportion of water it contain; 
and in the absence of alumina and lime. A recII 

breccia is also in the act of forming, composed of obi 
dian, pumice, and scorim, cemented by siliceous sinl~.' 

Geysers of Iceland. - But the hot springs in varKt 
parts of Iceland, particularly the celebrated geyiC'· 
afford the most remarkable example of the d~~ 
of silex.t The circular reservoirs into which 
geysers fall, are filled in the middle with a varie~ 
opal, and round the edges with sinter. The pll> 
incrusted with the latter substnnce have much ~ 
same appearance as those incrusted with csIcareo; 
tufa in our own country. 

In some of the thermal waters of Iceland a vesicul 
rock is formed, containing portions of vegetables JI)It 

or less completely silicified; and amongst other pr: 
ducts of springs in this island, is that admixturt I 
clay and silica, called tripoli. 

By analysis of the water, Mr. Faraday has aSCtI 

tained that the solution of the silex is promoted b 
the presence of the alkali, soda. He suggests tII 
the deposition of silica in an insoluble state taki 

• Dr. Webster on~ tbe Hot Springs of Fumas, Ed. l'Ii 
.Tourn., vol. vi. p. S06. 

t See. cut of the Icelandic geyser, Book IL c:bIp. 19. 
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place partly because the water when cooled by ex
posure to the air is unable to retain ai much silica 
as when it issues from the earth at a temperature 
of 1800 or 1900 Fahr.; and partly becauSe the eyapo
ration of the water decomposes the compound of silica 
and soda which previously existed. This last change 
is probably hastened by the carbonic acid of the atmo
sphere uniting with the soda. The alkali, when dis
united fro'm the silica, would readily be dissolved in and 
removed by running water.-

Ischia. - It has been found, by recent analysis, that 
several of the thermal waters of Ischia are impregnated 
with a certain proportion of silica. Some of the hot 
vapours of that island are above the temperature of 
boiling water: and many fissures, near Monte Vico, 
through which the hot steam passes, are coated with 
a siliceous incrustation, firsf noticed by Dr. Thompson 
under the name of fiorite. 

Ava, ~c.-It has been often stated that the Danube 
has converted the external part of the piles of Trajan's 
bridge into silex; the Irawadi, in Ava, has been sup
posed, ever since the time of the Jesuit Padre Duchatz, 
to have the same petrifying power, as also Lough 
Neagh, in Ireland. Modern researches, however, in 
the Burman empire, have thrown doubt upon the 
lapidifying property of the A va river t; there is cer
tainly no foundation for the story in regard to Lough 
Neagh, and probably none in regard to the Danube. 

Mineral waters, even when charged with a small 
proportion of silica, as those of Ischia, may supply 
certain species of corals and sponges with matter for 

- Barrow', Ic:eland, p. 209. 
t Dr. Buckland, Geol. TI'8IIIo, second series, yol. ii. part ill. 

p.584. 
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their siliceous secretions; but when in a ,ob 
archipelago, or a region of submarine volcanos, th 
are springs so saturated with silica as those oflctl 
or the Azores, we may expect layers. and nodule; 
silex and chert to be spread out far and wide ( 
the bed of the sea, and interstrntified with sbelly 
calcareous· deposits, which may be forming therE 
with matter derived from wasting cliffs or vole 
ejections. . 

FerruginotUJ apnng,. - The waters of almost 
springs contain some iron in solution; and it is a 
familiar to all, that many of them are so co~o 
impregnated with this metal, as to stain the rock 
herbage through which they pass, and to bind toge 
sand and gravel into solid masses. We maynatur 
then, conclude that this iron, which is constantly 
veyed from the interior of the earth into lakes and I 
and which does not escape again from them inw 
atmosphere by evaporation, must act as a colou 
and cementing principle in the subaqueous dept 
now in progress. It will be afterwards seen tbst m 
sands tones and other rocks in the sedimentary strat 

ancient lakes and seas are bound together or colou 

b~ iron, and this fact presents us with a striking pt 
of analogy between the state of things at very dift'er 
epochs. In those older formations we meet with gJ 

abundance of carbonate and sulphate of iron; and 
chalybeate waters at present, this metal is most I 
quentIy in the state ofa carbonate, as in thoseofT, 
bridge, for example. Sulphuric acid, however, is of 
the solvent, which is in many cases derived &om t 
decomposition of pyrites. 

BritUJ apnng'. - ClIukire. - So great is the qtJI 
tity of muriate of soda in some springs, that theyyH 
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one fourth of their weight in salt. They are rarely, 
however, so saturated, and generally contain, inter
mixed with salt, carbonate and sulphate of lime, mag
nesia, and other mineral ingredients. The brine springs 
of Cheshire are the richest in our country; those of 
Barton and Northwich being almost fully saturated. 
These brine springs rise up through strata of sandstone 
and red marl, which contain large beds of rock salt. 
The origin of the brine, therefore, may be derived in 
this and many other instances from beds of fossil 
salt; but as muriate of soda is one of the products of 
volcanic emanations and of springs in volcanic regions, 
the original SOUlce of salt may be as deep seated as 
that of lava. 

Dead Sea. - The waters of the Dead Sea contain 
scarcely any thing except muriatic salts, which lends 
countenance, observes Dr. Daubeny, to the volcanic 
origin of the surrounding country, these salts being 
frequent products of volcanic eruptions. Many springs 
in Sicily contain muriate of soda, and the "flume 
salso," in particular, is impregnated with so large a 
quantity, that cattle refuse to drink of it. 

Auvergne.-A hot spring, rising through granite, at 
Saint Nectaire, in Auvergne, may be mentioned as one 
of many, containing a large proportion of muriate of 
soda, together with magnesia and other ingredients." 

Carhonatetl spring8. - Auvergne. - Carbonic acid 
gas is very plentifully disengaged from springs in 
almost all countries, but particularly near active or 
extinct volcanos. This elastic fluid has the property 
of decomposing many of the hardest rocks with which 
it comes in contact, particularly that numerous. class 

• Annales de l' A UTeI'gne, tome i. p. 284. 
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in whose composition felspar is an ingredient. It 
renders the oxide of iron soluble in water, and con
tributes, as was before stated, to the solution of calca
reous matter. In volcanic districts these gaseous 
emanations are not confined to springs, but rise up in 
the state of pure gas from the soil in various places. 
The Grotto del Cane, near Naples, aWords an example, 
and prodigious quantities are now anaually disengaged 
from every part of the Limagne d' Auvergne, where it 
appears to have bee~ developed in equal quantity from 
time immemorial. As the acid is invisible, it is nOl 

observed, except an excavation be made, wherein it 
immediately accumulates, so that it will extinguish I 
candle. There are some springs in this district, where 
the water is seen bubbling and boiling up with moch 
noise. in consequence of the abundant disengagemeot 
of this gas. The whole ,'egetation is affected, and 
many trees, such as the walnut, flourish more Iun- I 

riantly than they would otherwise do in the same soil 
and climate- the leaves probably absorbing carbonic 
acid. This gas is found in springs rising through the 
granite near Clermont, as well as in the,tertiary lime
stones of the Limagne. - In the environs of Pont· 
Gibaud, not far from Clermont, a rock belonging to 

the gneiss formation, in which lead-mines are worked, 
has been found to be quite saturated with carbonic acid 
gas, which is constantly disengaged. The carbonates 
of iron, lime, and manganese are so dissolved, that the 
rock is rendered soft, and the quartz alone remaina 
unattacked.t Not far off is the small volcanic coneof 
Chaluzet, which once broke up through the gneiss, and 
sent forth a lava-stream. 

• Le Coq, Annales de l' Auvergne, tomei. p. 217. Ma,.,)8j& 
t ADD. Scient. de l'Auvergne, tome ii. June, 18119. 
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Disint8grtJtion of gnmil£. - The disintegration of 
granite is a striking feature of large districts in 
Auvergne, especially in the neighbourhood of Cler
mont. This decay was called by Dolomieu, "la 
maladie du granite;" and the rock may with propriety 
be said to have tile rot, for it crumbles to pieces in the 
hand. The phenomenon may, without doubt, be as
cribed to the continual disengagement of carbonic acid 
gas from numerous fissures. 

In the plains of the Po, between Verona and Parma, 
especially at Villa Franca, south of Mantua, I observed 
great beds of alluvium, .consisting chiefly of primary 
pebbles, percolated by spring water, charged with car
bonate of lime and carbonkacid in great abundance. 
They are for the most part incrusted with calc-sinter: 
and the rounded blocks of gneiss, which have all the 
outward appearance of solidity, have been so disin
tegrated by the carbonic acid as readily to fall to pieces. 

The subtraction of many of the elements of rocks 
by the solvent power of carbonic acid, ascending both 
in a gaseous state and mixed with spring-water in the 
crevices of rocks, must be one of the most powerful 
sources of those internal changes and re-arrangements 
of particles so often observed in strata of every age~ 
.The calcareous matter, for example, of shells is often 
entirely removed and replaced by carbonate· of iron, 
pyrites, silex, or some other ingredient, such as 
mineral waters usually contain in solution. It rarely 
happens, except in limestone rocks, that the carbonic 
acid can dissolve all the constituent parts of the mass; 
and for this reason, probably, calcareous rocks are 
almost the only ones in which great caverns and long 
winding passages are found. 

Petroleum spring •• -Springs impregnated with pe-
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troleum, and the various minerals allied to it, u bit, 
men, naphtha, asphaltum, and pitch, are very nllDll! 

oua, and are, in many cases, undoubtedly co~ 
with subterranean fires, which' raise or sublime t\ 
more subtle parts of the bituminous matters con. 
in rocks. Many springs in the territory of ModI! 
and Parms, in Italy, produce petroleum in abundatl 
but the most powerful, perhaps, yet known, are III 
on the Irawadi, in the lJurman empire. In OIIe: 

ca1ity there are said to be 520 wells, which yield ill 
ally 400,000 hogsheads of petroleum.-

Fluid bitumen is seen to ooze from the bottte 
the sea, on both sides of the island of TrinicJ.l, I 
to rise up to the surface df the water. Near Cart 
Braye there is a vortex which, in stormy welll 
according to Captain Mallet, gushes out, raising 
water five or six feet, and covers the surface for 81 
siderable space with petroleum, or tar; and thej 
author quotes Gumilla, as stating in his "Descrip 
of the Orinoco," that, about seventy years ago, 81 

of land on the western coast of Trinidad, near I 
way between the capital and an Indian village, I 
suddenly, and was immediately replaced by a g 

lake of pitch, to the great terror of the inhsbitaDl 
Pitck laM of Trinidad. - It is probable that 

great pitch lake of Trin.idad owes its origin I 

similar cause; and Dr. Nugent has justly remari 
tllat in that district all tlle circumstances are 
combined trom which deposita of pitch may I 
originated. The Orinoco has for ages been roI 
down great quantities of woody and vegetable bo 

• Symes, Embassy to Ava, vol. ii. - Geo). 1'naso, so 
mea, vol. ii. part iii. p. 888. 

t Dr. Nugent, GeoL Trana. vol. i. p.69. 
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into the surrounding sea, where, by the influence of 
currents and eddies, they may be arrested and accu
mulated in particular places. The frequent occurrence 
of earthquakes and other indications of volcanic action 
in those parts lends countenance to the opinion, that 
these vegetable substances may have undergone, by 
the agency of subterranean fire, those transformations 
and chemical changes .which produce petroleum, and 
this may, by the same causes, be forced up to the 
surface, where, by exposure to the air, it becomes 
inspissated, and forms the different varieties of pure 
and earthy pitch, or asphaltum, so abundant in the 
island.· 

The bituminous shales, so common in geological· 
formations of diJFerent ages, as also many stratified 
deposits of bitumen and pitch, seem clearly to attest 
that, at former periods, springs, in various parts of the 
world, were as commonly impregnated as now with 
bituminous matter, carried down, probably, by rivers 
into lakes and seas. It will, indeed, be easy to show, 
that a large portion of the finer particles and the 
more crystalline substances found in sedimentary rocks 
of different ages are composed of the same elements 
as are now held in solution by springtl, while the 
coarser materials bear an equally strong resemblance 
to the alluvial matter in the beds of existing torrents 
and rivers. 

• Dr. Nugent, GeoL Trans. yoL i. p.67. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

BIIPBODl1OTIVII EPPIIOTS 01' B11NNIlIG W.lTJI. 

Reproductive efFects of running water- Division of Delw 
lacustrine, mediterranean, and oceanic - Lake deltas-G! 
of the delta of the Upper Rhone in the Lake or Gto< 
Chronological computations of the age of deltas- R 
deposita in Lake Superior (p. 998.) - Deltas of iobad ~ 
Rapid aballowing of the Baltic - Marine delta or the I 
(p. 941.) -Various proofs of its increase- Stonyllllllft 
deposita - Delta of the Po, Adige, Isonzo, and other 
entering the Adriatic - Rapid conversion of that gulfinl 
- Mineral characten of the new deposits - Delta of III 
(p. 949.) - Ita increase since the time of Homer -Its! 
wh1 checked at present. 

HA VING considered the destroying and traDsptI 

agency of running water, we have now to examiDI 
reproductive effects of the same cause. The B! 
gate amount of deposits accumulated in a given' 
at the mouths of' rivers, where they enter a IaI 
sea, affords clearer data for estimating the eoeP, 
the excavating power of running water on the I 
than the separate study of the operations of the s 
cause in the countless ramifications into which ~ 
great system of valleys is divided. I shall there 
proceed to select some of the leading facta at pre 
aacertained respecting the growth of deltas, and i 
then olFer some general observations on the quail 
of sediment transported by rivers, and the JD8IIlle 
its distribution beneath the waters of lakes aod sel 
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Division of deltas into lacustrine, mediterranean, and 

oceanic.-Deltas may be divided into, first, those 
which are formed in lakes; secondly, those in inland 
seas; and thirdly, those on the borders of the ocean. 
The most characteristic distinction between the lacus
trint~ and marine deltas consists in the nature of the 
organic remains which become imbedded in their 
deposits; for, in the case of a lake, it is obvious that 
these must consist exclusively of such genera of 
animals as inhabit the land or the waters of a river or 
lake; whereas, in the other case, there will be an ad
mixture and most frequently a predominance of animals 
which inha,bit salt water. In regard, however, to the 
distribution of inorganic matter, the deposits of lakes 
and inland seas are formed under very analogous cir
cumstances, and may be distinguished from those on 
the shores of the great ocean, where the tides co
operating with currents give rise to another class of 
phenomena. In lakes and inland seas, even of the 
largest dimensions, the tides are almost insensible, but 
the currents, as will afterwards appear, sometimes run 
with considerable velocity. 

DELTAS IN LAKES. 

Lake of Geneva.-It is natural to begin our examin
ation with an inquiry into the new deposits in lakes, 
as they exemplify the first reproductive operations in 
which rivers are engaged when they convey the de
tritus of rocks and the ingredients of mineral springs 
from mountainous regions. The accession of new land 
at the mouth of the Rhone, at the upper end of the 
Lake of Geneva, or the Leman Lake, presents us with 
an example of a considerable thickness of strata which 
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have accumulated since the bistorical era. 'This 
of water is about thirty-seven miles long, and its br 
is from two to eight miles. The shape of the b 
is very irregular, the depth having been found, I 
measurements, to vary from 20 to 160 fathoms.' 
Rhone, where it er.ters at the upper end, is tun 
discoloured; but its waters, where it iS8uesatth 
of Geneva, are beautifully clear and transparen 
ancient town, called Port Vallail, (Portus Val 
the Romans,) once situated at the water's edge, 
upper end, is now more than a mile and a half 
-this intervening alluvial tract having been 81 

in about eight centuries. The remainder oftt 
consists of a flat alluvial plain, about five or si 
in length, composed of sand and mud, a little 
above the level of the river, and full of marshe 

Mr. De la Beche found, after numerous SOl 

in all parts of the lake, that there was a pretty I 
depth of from 120 to 160 fathoms throughout t 
tral region, and, on approaching the delta, tI 
lowing of the bottom began to be very sensil 
distance of about a mile and three quarters fi 
mouth of the Rhone; for a line drawn from S 
goulph to Vevey, gives a mean depth of so mew 
than six hundred feet, and from that part to the 
the Buviatile mud is always found along the bI 
We may state, therefore, that the strata annual 
duced are about two miles in length: so thst, DI 

standing the great depth of the lake, the new d 
are not inclined at a high angle; the dip of tbl 

indeed, is sO'slight,that they would be termed,i 
nary geological language, horizontal. 

• De la Becbr, Ed. Phil. J'ourn. "OL ii. P. 107. JIlIo : 
t De la Becbe, MS. 
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The strata probably consist of alternations of finer 
and coarser particles; for, during the hotter months 
from April to August, when the snows melt, the volume 
and velocity of the river are greatest, and large quan
tities of sand, mud, vegetable matter, and drift-wood 
are introduced; but, during the rest of the year, the 
influx is comparatively feeble, so much so, that the 
whole lake, according to Saussure, stands six feet 
lower. If, then, we could obtain a section of the ac
cumulation formed in th~ last eight centuries, we 
should see a great series of strata, probably from 600 
to 900 feet thick, and nearly two miles in length, in
clined at a very slight angle. In the mean time, a 
great number of smaller deltas are growing around the 
borders of the lake, at the mouths of rapid torrents, 
which pour in large masses of sand and pebbles. The 
body of water in these torrents is too small to enable 
them to spread out the transported matter over so ex
tensive an area as the Rhone does. Thus, for example, 
there is a depth of eighty fathoms within half a mile 
of the shore, immediately opposite the great torrent 
which enters east of Ripaille, so that the dip of the 
strata in that minor delta must be about four times as 
great as those deposited by the main river at the upper 
extremity of the lake.-

Ckronologicalcomputations of the ageofdeltas.-The 
capacity of this basin being now ascertained, it would 
be an interesting subject of inquiry, to determine iD. 
what number of years the Leman Lake will be con
verted into dry land. It would not be very difficult to 
obtain the elements for such a calculation, so as to 
approximate at least to the quantity of time required 

• De la Becbe, MS. 
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for the accomplishment of the result. The Dumber 
cubic feet of water annually discharged by the m 
into the lake being estimated, experiments m~ht 
made in the winter and summer months, to delem 
the proportion of matter held in suspension or in 0 
mical solution by the Rhone. It would be also D~ 
sary to allow for the heavier matter drifted along at 

bottom, which might be estimated on hydrostal 
principles, when the average size of the gravel an~ 
volume and velocity of the stream at diferent SeJ 

were known. Supposing all these obse"ations 101 

been made, it would be more easy to calculate \hj 

ture than the former progress of the delta, beaU 
would be a laborious task to ascertain, with an! 
gree of precision, the original depth and extent~ 
part of the lake which is already filled up. Even i 
information were actually obtained by borings, il] 
only enable us to approximate within a certain 01 
of centuries to the time when the Rhone began to 
its present delta; but this would not give us !hi 
of the origin of the Leman Lake in its present 
because the river may have flowed into it fortfwui 
of years, without importing any sediment wbal 
Such would have been the case, if the waters haJ 
passed through a chain of upper lakes; and ~ 
was actually the fact, is indicated by the courseo 
Rhone between Martigny and the I:.ake of Geneva 
still more decidedly, by the channels of many I 
principal feeders. 

If we ascend, for example, the valley through' 
the Dranse flows, we find that it consists of a SuCCI 

of basins, one above the other, in each of which I 
is a wide expanse offtat alluvial lands, separated 
the next basin by a rocky gorge, once eYidend) 
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barrier of a lake. The river has filled these lakes, one 
after the other, and has partially cut through the bar
riers, which it is still gradually eroding to a greater 
depth. The examination of almost all valleys in moun
tainous districts affords similar proofs of the obliter
ation of a series of lakes, by the filling up of hollows 
and the cutting through of rocky barriers..,-a process 
by which running water ever labours to produce a 
more uniform declivity. Before, therefore, we can 
pretend even to hazard a conjecture as to the era at 
which any particular delta commenced, we must be 
thoroughly acquainted with the geogr~phical features 
and geological history of the whole system of higher 
valleys which communicate with the main stream, and 
all the changes which they have undergone since the 
last series of convulsions which agitated and altered 
the face of the country. 

The. probability, therefore, of error in our chrono
logical computations where we omit to pay due atten
tion to these circumstances, increases in proportion to 
the. time that may have elapsed since the last disturb
ance of the country by subterranean movements, and 
in proportion to the extent of the hydrographical basin 
on which we may happen to speculate. The Alpine 
rivers of Vallais are prevented at present from contri
buting their sedimentary ·contingent to the lower delta 
of the Rhone in the Mediterranean, because. they are 
intercepted by the Leman Lake; but when this is fi~ed, 
they will transport as much, or nearly as much, matter 
to· the sea, as they now pour into that lake. They will 
then. ftow through a.long, flat, alluvial plain, between 
Villeneuve and Geneva, from two to eight miles in 
breadth, which will present no superficial marks of the 
existence of a thickness of more than one thousand 

VOL. I. Q 
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feet of reest secH.ena below. Many hundredaTh 
trKts of equal,. aad: seme • much gJeater' area. 
be seen if we foll:ow up the Rhone &0 .. its termin 
in the Mediterrane~ or explore tile valleys of: 
«its principal vibutariea. 

What, theD, aDall we tbiDk of the presumptioo 
1.1le, Kirwan. aDd. thm' followers.. who confidenl 
euced from the pbeaomeDa of modem deltas the 
origin of the present furm of GUW contined,' 
pretending to have colleeted any OIle of the nUl 
uta by which 80 mmplieated a problem can be 
Had they. after making all the Ileces ... ,. iDves~ 
succeeded in proving. as they desired, that tl: 
delta of the Rhone. aDd the Dew deposits 
MOuths of several other-riYers, whether iillaket 
W required about fOUll thGUIIIlDCl yeu8- to uti 
present dimensions, the conclusion. would: hI 
filtal to the chronological theories whieh, tb 
8Ilxioos to CGD&m. 

LsltI Superitw.-Lake Superior is the larg 
ot hh water in the world, being about 1.50( 

pbical miles iD cirellDlferenee wBea. we fo 
8iMKIutie.. af its eoasm, and. its leDgth, on 
lie&. drawn through itA eentl'e, heiog about 
its extreme breadth 140 geogr.aphK:al miles~ 
~ depth varieSJ fllom 80 to· 150 fathoms;, 
eording to· Captain. Bayfield, there is 1!e8SQn 

tIIlaI! its gtreatesll.depth, wCluld DDt. be OVerrat4 

... d .. ed. fathoms ..... 8O,that.its.OOttaJD·is.. in. lID 
JleBr\y six huncaedfitd belO1W't1le 1eveLof the 
kit 8IH'face about: aa. mucblabove.it. T~: aJ 

aces ia dUFareM.paN of this, .... of &be Gt.Ile~ 
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lakes, leading us to infer that its waters fonnerly occu
pied a much higher level than they reach at present; 
for at a considerable distance frOM the present shores, 
parallel lines of rolled stones and shells are seen rising 
f)IIe above the other, like the seats of an amphi
theatre. These 8IK:ient lines of IIhingle are exactly 
similar to tbe present beaches in most. bays, and they 
often attain an elevation of forty or fifty feet above the 
present level. 

A. the heaviest gales of' wind do not raise the watet1l 
more than three or four feet.", the elevated beaches 
must either be referred to the subsidence of the . lake 
at former periocls, in consequence of the wearing down 
of ita barrier, or to &he upraising of the shores by 
earthquakes, like those whicb have produced similar 
phenomena Oh the c:GMt of Chili. The streams which 
discharge their 1f'I.tel'll into Lake Superior are several 
h1mdred in number, without reckoning those at smaller 
.ize; and the quantity of water supplied by them is 
many'tiIDes greater than that discharged at the Falls 
f1f St. Mary, the ODIy oUtlet. The evaporation, there. 
fore, is very great, and such l1li might be expected 
tram so vast an extent of surface. 

On the northern side, which is encircled by primary 
mountains, the rivers sweep in many large boulders 
with smaller gravel and sand, chiefly composed of 
~anitic and trap rocks. There are also currents in 
:he lake, in various directions, caused by the continued 

• Captain Bay&eld nmnarks, that Dr. Big!lby, to whom we are 
~debted for eeyenll ~tfnllliCAIiOll& respec:titfg tire geology 0' the 
~n IDes, "'M flliain' ........ by the '_"It! iD ...... 
la •• ]It .... ~ hei&hl (tw...,. w 'hinJ _).., wbicb. _-. 
_t the autumnal gales will raise the water of Lake Superior. _ 
r-.. till Lit. _ HiA. Ioe. 01 QueNo, .ot.. i. .. .,. M!JI!I. 

Q2 
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prevalence of strong winds, and to their intluenCf' 
may attribute the difFusion of finer mud far and wii 
over great areas; for, by numerous soundings IDII 

during the late survey, it was ascertained that I 
bottom consists generally of a very adhesive clay, III 
taining shells of the species at present existing in t 
lake. When exposed to the air, this clay immc 
ately becomes indurated in so great a degree, as to 

quire a smart blow to break it. It effervesces sligI 
with diluted nitric acid, and is of different colour; 
different parts of the lake; in one district blue, in 
other red, and in a third white, hardening into a! 

stance resembling pipe-clay.- From these statetDf 
the geologist will not fail to remark how closely cl 

recent lacustrine formations in America resemble 
tertiary argillaceous and calcareous marls of lac, 
origin in Central France. In both cases, many 1 
genera of shells most abundant, as. Lymnea and. 
orbis, are the same; and in regard to other c1~ 
organic remains, there must be the closest anal~ 
I shall endeavour more fully to explain when spet 
of the imbedding of plants and animals in recenl 

posits. 

DELTAS OF INLAND SEAS. 

Baltic. - Having thus briefly considered SOU 

the lacustrine deltas now in progress, we may 
turn our attention to thos(l of inland seas. 
. The shallowing and conversion into ,land of D 

parts of the Baltic, especially the Gulfs of BotJmiI 
Finland, have been demonstrated by a series ofl 

• ',l'ran ... of ,Lit. and ,Hm. Soc. of Quebec, ToL i. p. 5. 1 
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rate observations, for which we are in a· great measure 
indebted to the animated\ controversy which has been 
Icept up, since the middle of the last century, concern
ing the gradual lowering of the level of the Baltic. 
[ shall revert to this subject when treating of the slow 
md insensible upheaving of the land in certain parts of 
Sweden, a movement which produces an apparent fall 
in the level of the waters, both of the Baltic and the 
ocean. - It is only necessary to state in this place, that 
the rapid gain of low tracts of land near Tomeo. Fitea 
and Lulea. near the head of the Gulf of Bothnia, are 
due to the joint operation of two causes - the influx 
of sediment from numerous· rivers, and a slow and 
general upward movement of the land itself, and bed 
of the sea, at the rate of several feet in a century. 

Delta of tAe Rlume. - We may now turn our at
tention to some of the principal deltas of the Mediter
ranean, for no other inland sea affords so many examples 
of accessions of new lands at the mouths of rivers within 
the records of authentic history. The lacustrine delta 
of the Rhone in Switzerland has already been con
sidered. and its contemporaneous marine delta may now 
be described. Scarcely has the river passed out of 
the Lake of Geneva, before its pure waters are again 
filled with sand and sediment by the impetuous Arve, 
descending from the highest Alps, and bearing along 
in its current the granitic detritus annually brought 
down by the glaciers of Mont Blanc. The Rhone 
afterwards receives vast contributions of transported 

• Since writing the former edition, I have visiteil Sweden, and 
removed the doubts which I before entertained and expressed re· 
.pecting the alleged gradual elevation of the land in Scandinavia. 
_ See Book ii. chap. xvii. 

Q 8 
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iliElttter fmm the iUpe of DaupiiR1Y, lUIi ~Elte priu 
and volcanic mountains of Central France; and, 
at length it enters the Mediterranean, it disro' 

blue fEltEltters that Wl&&u -.vhiii"Y aeWr 
for the distance of between six and seven I 

,"h"EltUR:hfEltlt whid" IpaZEltElt tize zzmzzent freih 

Proofs of its i1lC1Y!tUe ftl&C6 kUtori.eol periods.- S~ 
of tht:: delta inapphcablzz its pz 

configuration, as to attest a complete Uteration 
physical features of the country since the Aug 

It Elt izizearzz, that hm&iz (:r the 
or the point at which it begins to ramify, hai reo: 
14nnltereiz (ince thtz timzz uf for hElt itate 

RhonElt iividzzzl itself Arlzzt mto tznElt arms. 
is the case at present; one of the branches bein 

Lz"z I'etit zzzhich iElt Eltizain :",Z:"<:\1II01 
fore entering the YiediterranelUl. Tbe ad<:ance 
base of the delta, in the last eighteen centur 

YEltKkwnstEltEltfzzd bzl many KkUriO<:t: anti'imzu:ian I 

ments. The most striking of thelie is the great i 
biz the uId RozkiKkll road from UgernQ 

UKkt:Eers oi ihe road imtweu:zKk .Ail" 
SeztitB, and Nismes, Nemc,,"us). It is clear 
minn thiu: Wall £1&zt it illlptli 

to pass in a direct line as now, across dell!. 
that either the lea or marshell intervened in a 

conuiu:ting oi t<:rra £1tma.. Du:Yrun «1,,0 reil 
that all the places on low lands, lying to the nOl' 
the old Ruman mud bu&ween Niames and Bei 
hzzuzz nam«:z of Cubic euiizzntly to I 
by the first inhabitants of the country; whereas 

Me"," "'Astr~" zited mon vol. 228. 
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places lying IMMIth of that road, towards the sea. have 
JIIIII1e8 of Latin derivation, and were clearly founded 
after the Roman language had been introduced. 

Another proof, also, of the great ilxtent of land 
which has come in~ existence since the Romans con
quered and colonized Gaul, is derived from the fact, 
that the Roman writers never me.ntion the thermal 
waters of Balaruc in the delta, although they were well 
acquainted with those of Aix, and others still more 
distant, and attached great importance to them, as 
they invariably did to all hot springs. The waters of 
Balaruc, therefore, must have formerly issued under 
the lIea-a common phenomenon OD the borders of the 
Mediterranean; and on the advance of the delta they 
continued to flow out through the new deposits. 

Among the more direct proofs of the increase of land, 
we find that Mese, described under the appellation of 
Mesua Collis by Pomponiul Mela., and stated by him 
to be nearly an island, is now far inland. Notre Dame 
des Ports, also, was a harbour in 898, but is now a 
league from the shore. Psalmodi was an island in 
815, and is now two leagues from the sea. Several 
old lines of towers and sea.marks occur at differeat 
distances from the present coast, all indicating the 
successive retreat of the sea, for each line has in its 
turn become useless to mariners; which may well be 
COllceived, when we state that the tower of Tignaux, 
.ected on the shore 80 late as the year 1787, is 
already a French mile remote from it.t 

By the confiueDce of the Rhone &.Dd. the currents of 

• Lib. 11. c. T. 

t BOllehe, chorograpbie et Hlst. 4e Pro9enc:e, vol. i. p. ft., 
__ ""Ho~ veL i. p. ~ 

Q4 
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the Mediterranean, driven by winds from the souU. 
sand-bars are often formed across the mouths of the 

river : by these means considerable spaces becaIlI 
divided off from the sea, and subsequently from III 
river also, when it shifts ita channels of eftlux. Jl 
some of these lagoons are subject to the occasirtJl 
ingress of the river when flooded, and of the iiI 

during storms, they are alternately salt and fres!. 
Others, after being filled with salt water, are oM 
lowered by evaporation till they become more S&f. 

than the sea; and it has happened, occasionally. !hi: 
. a considerable precipitate of muriate of soda has uLl 
place in these natural salterns. During the latterpll 
of Napoleon's career, when the excise laws were eI 

forced with extreme rigour, the police was emp\oy~ 
to prevent such salt from being used. The fluviaL; 
and marine shells enclosed in these small lakes of: 
live together in brackish water; but the unconp 
nature of the fluid usually produces a dwarfish sa. 
and sometimes gives rise to strange varieties in for. 
and colour. 

Captain Smyth, in the late survey of the coa." ~ 
the Mediterranean, found the sea, opposite the JIlOIlC 

of the Rhone, to deepen gradually from fourlOftw!.' 
fathoms, within a distance of six or seven miles, 1111 

which the discoloured frellh water extends; ill \hat 
the inclination of the new deposita must be too sift 
to be appreciable in such an extent of section IS I 

geologist usually obtains in examining ancient font 
ations. When the wind blew from the south-west. thl 
ships employed in the survey were obliged 10 quU 

their moorings; and when they returned, the n~' 
sand-banks in the delta were found covered over with 
a great abundance of marine shells. By this DJe8DS, 
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we learn how occasional beds of drifted marine shells 
may become interstratified with fresh-water strata at 
a river's mouth. 

SIlmy1ltJlUre of ita depo8it8.- That a great propor
tion, at least, of the new deposit in the delta of the 
Rhone, consists of rock, and not of loose incoherent 
matter, is perfectly ascertained. In the ·Museum at 
Montpellier is a cannon taken up. from the sea near 
the mouth of the river, imbedded in a crystalline cal. 
careous rock. Large masses, also, are continually taken 
up of an arenaceous. rock,· cemented by calcareous 
matter, including multitudes of broken shells of recent 
species. The observations lately made on this subject 
corroborate the former statement of Marsilli, that th~ 
earthy deposits of the coast of Languedoc form a 
stony substance, for which reason he ascribed a certain 
bituminous, saline, and glutinous nature to the sub-
8tances brought down with sand by the Rhone.- If 
the number of mineral springs charged with carbonate 
of lime which fall into the Rhone. and its feeders in 
different parts of France be considered" we shall feel 
no surprise at the lapidification of the newly deposited 
sediment in this delta. It should be remembered, that 
die fresh water introduced by rivers, being lighter 
than the water of the sea, floats over the latter, and 
remains upon the surface for a considerable distance. 
Consequently, it is exposed to as much evaporation as 
the waters of a lake; and the area over which the 
river-water is spread, at the junction of great rivers 
and the sea, may well be compared, in point of extent, 
to that of considerable lakes. 

Now, it is well known, that so great is the quantity. 

.~ 
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et water eamed ofF by evaporatioe ia IICJIIfte IakeI, IIIi 
it is nearly equal to the water flowiag m; and iU8 

inland seas, as the Caspian, it is quite equaI. il 
may, therefOJ'e, well euppoa8. that, Pt CUll whtftl 
Itrong current does DOt interfere, the greater poI1iI 
aot only of the matter held meebanically iD 1Ulpeum, 
bat of that alao which is in cbemiad solution, may b 
precipitated at no great lliuance frem the &bore. Will 
these finer ingredients are extremely small in quautiI) 
they may only autice to eupply ct'u-taceoua animal 
ooral., and marine plants, with the eartby pertd 
uceeeary re. their sec'tltiou; but whenever it ili 
exceu (as generally happens if the _in .Iamerl 
partly in w district of active or extinct VOlclDCll~ III 
will solid dePQtita be formed, and the s~l" will 
cmce be included in a rocky lD8I8. 

Delta of tlu Po._ Tbe Adriatic pNleDtI s gJ 

combination of circumstances. favOQnble to the n 
fonaaiiDD of deltas- a gulf recediJIg far into tile 1 
...... a sea without tidel .r strong currena, and' 
iaflux of two great rivers, the ~ and the Aci 
beli~ nu .. erous miH' atrealR8, dfaiRing OD the I 
side a great ereecent of tbe Alp&, and OR the III 
10Il10 of the loftiest rictges of the ApellRine6. fl 
the northernmost point of the Gulf of Triaste, IFI 
dul 18OIlzo ell ten, down to ,11. south or}U.tI 

altere is .. uninterrupted aenet of recellt ~l 
of land, mON than ooe hunclNd Mites in ~ 
..melt, witbin the last tW& thoU88RcI years, have 
oreaeed from t7I19 19 ~ .ih i" Ireadl ' 
Isonzo, Tagliamento, Pia¥e, Bre&ta, Ad~ uti 
ItesIdeI many ~. inferior rh-en, centPibate to 
advance of the coast-line, and to the shallowing of 
gulf. The Po and the- AWge DlA1' DOW' be coosidE 
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.. entering by one common delta, for t"o branchea of 
the Adige are connected with arms of the Po. 

In con.equence of the great concentration of the 
ftooded waters of tbese streams since the syltem of 
embankment became general, the rate of en~roach. . 
ment of the Dew land upon the Adriatic, especially at 
that point where the Po and AcIige eDter, is aaid to 
have been greatly accelerated. Adria w.. a seaport 
in the time of Augustua, and had, in ancient timel, 
given its name to the gulf; it is I!0w about twenty 
Italian miles inland. Ravenna wu also a seaport, and 
is BOW about four Italian miles from the main .... 
Yet even before tbe practice of embankment W8I in
troduced, the alluvium of the Po advanced with rapidity 
on the Adriatic; for Spina, • very ancient city, ori
ginally bllilt in ~e district of Ravenna, at the mouth 
M a great arm of the Po, waa, 10 early as the com
mencement at ollr era, elevea Italian mile. diltaDt 
from the sea.· 

The greatest depth of the Adriatic, between Dal
lilMia and the mOlltha of the Po, is t"enty-two fhthorM; 
but a large part of the Gulf of Trieste and the Adriatic, 
"pposita Venice, ie leas than twelve fatbolu deep. 
Farther to the lOuth, where it is le.. affected by the 
influx of great I'ivera, the gulf deepens cOnliderably. 
Donati, after dredging the bottom, dillCOvered the new 
Iepo.its to conaiat partly of mud and partly of rodl:, 
:he reek being formed of calcareoUI matter, encrusting 
alteu.. He .• o 8IIClertained, that particular lpeciee of 
;estacea were grouped together in certain places, .. 
rere beClllllms ."ly incorporated widI the onad, or 

• See Broechi OD the various writera OIl tbia IIIbj_ Coudr. 
ll'CML Subap., YOl. L P. lJB. 

Q6 
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calcareous precipitates. '" Olivi, also, found some de

posits of sand. and others of mud. extending half 1IIj 

across the gulf; and he states that tl)eir distributiD! 
along the bottom was evidently determined by tb 
prevailing current.t It is probable, therefore, \hi 
the finer sediment of all the rivers at the head of ~ 
Adriatic may be intermingled by the-influence oft! 
current; .and all the central parts of the.gulf mayi 
considered as slowly fiUing up with horizontal depiliil 
similar to those o~ the Subapennine hills, and contJi 
ing many of the same species of shells. The 1 
merely introduces at present fine sand and mudjitl' 
carries no pebbles farther than the spot where it ~ 
the Trebia, west of Piacenza. Near the northl 
borders of tbe basin, the I80nzO, Tagliamento, I 
many otberstreams, are forming immense bed! 
sand and· some conglomerate; for here some b 
mOlmtains of Alpine limestone approach within al 
miles of the sea. 
. In the time of the Romans, the hot-baths of Idl 

falcone were on one of seveiaI islands of Alpine IiII 
stone, between which and the mainland, on the DIM' 

was a channel of the sea,' about a mile broad. E 
channel is ~ow converted into a grassy plain, I'll 
s~rrounds the islands on all sides. Among the nUll 

rous changes on this coast, we find that the pre!i 
channel of the .Isonzo is several miles to the west 
its ancient bed, in part of which, at Roncbi, thel 
Ro~an bridge which crossed the Via Appia was ~ 
found buried in fluviatile silt. 

Notwithstanding the present ahallowness of I 

• See Broccbi on the various writers on this subject. ColI 
Foe. Subap., vol. i. p. 89. 

t Ibid •• vol. ii. p. 94 • 
• 
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Adriatic, it is highly probable that ita original depth 
was very great; for if all the low alluvial tracts were 
taken away from its borders and replaced by sea, the 
high land would tenninate in that abrupt manner 
which generally indicates, in the Mediterranean, a 
great depth of water near the shore, except in those 
spots where sediment imported by rivers and currents 
has diminished the depth. Many parts of-the Medi
terranean are now ascertained to be above two thou
sand feet deep, close to the shore, as between. Nice 
and Genoa; and even sometimes six thousand feet. as 
near Gibraltar. When, therefore, we find, near Parma; 
and in other districts in the interior of the Italian pe
ninsula, beds of horizontal tertiary marl attaining a 
thickness of about two thousand feet, or when we dis
cover strata of inclined conglomerate, of the same age, 
near Nice, measuring above a thousand feet in thick
ness, and extending seven or eight miles in length, we 
behold nothing which the analogy of the deltas in the 
Adriatic might not lead us to anticipate • 

.DelI4 oftM Ntk.-That Egypt was "the gift of the 
Nile," was the opinion of her priests before the time 
I)f Herodotus; but we have no authentic memoriala 
for determining, with accuracy, the dates of successive 
additions made to the habitable surface of that country. 
The configuration and composition of the low lands 
leave no room for doubt, says Rennell, that "the sea 
I)nce washed the base of the rocks on which the pyra
mids of Memphis stand, the prumt base of. which is 
washed by the inundation of the Nile, at an elevation 
of 70 or 80 feet above the Mediterranean. But when 
we attempt to carry back our ideas to the remote 
period when the foundation of the delta was first laid, 
we are lost in the contemplation of 80 vaat an interval 
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of time."· W. bow that the bale of the deha. 
been conliderably modified since the daY' of HOIIII 
The ancient geograpben aaeotioo &even prmap 
mouth. of the Nile, of which the moIt eaatem,a 
PelUlian, has been entirely ailted up, anll the Me 
deaian, or Tuitic, hili m.appeared. The Pbabl 
mouth, and the 8ebenitic, hawe been 80 altered, d 
the country immediately about; them .. ,little me 
blaDce to that described by the ancients. The Jlij 

tiDe mOlltb has increased in ita dimeDliona, so. 
eaule the city of Rosett& to be at lome distaDee fi 
the aea. 

The alteratioos produced around the C8Dopic~ 
are also import&llt. The city Foah, which, 60 IaI 
the beginning of the fit\eeath centul'Y, waa on 
embouchure, is now more than a. mile inland. C 
pus. which. ill the tiole of Scylax, W88 a des4 
insular rock. ha been connected with the firm ~ 
and Pbaroa, aD island in timel of old, now belO11j 
the continent. Homer eays, its distance from ~ 
WII8 ODe day'a voy.ge by aea.t That this ih 
have been the case in Homer'a time, Lareber 
oahera have, with reaao." affirmed to be in the hif 
degree impwobable; but Strabo has jU~J ID 
pated their objectionl, ob.~ying. tbai; Homer 
probably acquainted with the gradual advauc:e ef 
land on this cosu, and aYailed himself of this pb 
me!lC)n to giTe an air of higher antiqui,y to the rei 
perUMl in whieh he laid the tcene of h. ~t 
Lab MareOu., also, toget.hfilr. with the eual ,I 

• Geog. Syst. of Herod. vol. ii. p. 107. 
t Odys., book Iv. v. 855. 
t Llb. I. P .... L pp. 10.9& c:-k ~ HoC _i.,.. 
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CIODDOCted it with the Canople ann 01 the Nile, has 
!Men filled with mud, and is becOIJle dry. Rerodotus 
obtervea, "that the country round Memphis .eemed 
formerly to haye been an at'ID of the sea gradually 
6lled by the Nile, in the same manner a. the Mean
cler, Acheloua, and other stream., had formed deltae. 
Egypt, therefore, he says, like the Red Sea, ",as 
once a long narrow bay, and both gulfs were separ
ated by a small neck of land. If the Nile, he adds, 
should by any means have an issue into the Arabian 
Gulf, it might choke it up with earth in twenty thou
sand, or even, perhaps, in ten thousand years; and 
why may not the Nile have filled with mud a still 
greater gulf in the space of time which has passed 
before our age ?" • 

Mud of tile Nile.- The analysis of the mud of the 
Nile gives nearly one half of argillaceous earth, and 
about one fourth of carbonate of lime, the remainder 
consisting of water, oxide of iron, and carbonate of 
magnesia.t 

The depth of the Mediterranean is about twelve 
fatlloms at a small distance from the shore of the del
ta; it afterwards increases gradually to 50, and then 
8uddeniy descends to S80 fathoms, which is, perhaps, 
the original depth of the sea where it has not been 
rendered shallower by fluviatile matter. The progress 
of the delta in the last two thousand years affords, 
perhaps, no measure for estimating its rate of growth 
when it was an inland bay, and had not yet protruded 
itself beyond the coast-line of the Mecliterranean. 

. . 
A powerful current now sweeps along the shores of 
Africa, from the Straits of Gibraltar to the prominent 

• Euterpe, XI. 
t GIrard, Mtlml sur l'Emte, tome i. pp. 848. S81l. 
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convent)' of Egypt, the western side of which is 
continually the prey of the waves; so that Dot only 
are fresh acceuiODS of land checked, bot ancient parts 
of the delta are canied away. By this cause Canopus 
and some other towna have been overwhelmed: but 
to this subject I ahall again refer when speaking· of 
tides and currents. 
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CHAPTER V. 

OCEANIC DELTAS, 

'ceanic deltas - Deltas of the Ganges and Burrampooter - Its 
size - Rate of advance, and nature of its deposits - Formation 
and destruction of isIanda- Abundance of crocodiles-· In
undations-Delta of the Mississippi (p. 360.)- Deposits of 
drift wood - Gradual filling up of the Yellow Sea- Estimate 
of the quantity of mud earned down by the Ganges- Form
ation ofvaIleys illustrated by the growth or deltas - Grouping 
of new strata in general (p. 867.) - Convergence of deltas -
Conglomerates- Various causes of stratification- Direction 
of lamilUe -Remarks on the interchange of land and sea. 

'HE remaining class of deltas are those in which 
.vers, on entering the sea, are exposed to the influ
Bce of the tides. In this case it frequently happens that 
n estuary is produced, or negative delta, as Rennell 
~rmed it, where, instead of any encroachment of the 
md upon the sea, the ocean enters the river's mouth, 
od penetrates into the land beyond the general coast
ne. Where this happens, the tides and currents are 
le predominating agents in the distribution of trans
orted sediment. The phenomena, therefore, of such 
stuaries, will be treated of when the movements of 
ile ocean come under consideration. But whenever 
ile volume of fresh water is so great as to counteract 
od almost neutralize the force of tides and currents, 
od in all cases where these agents have not sufficient 
ower to remove to a distance the whole of th~ sedi-

• 
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ment periodically brought down by rivers, _ 
deltas are produced. Of these. I shall now se\ic 

a few illustrative examples. 
Delta of tIte Ganges. - The Ganges and the Ri 

rampooter descend. fro~ the highest mountains in~ 
world, into a gulf which runs 225 miles into thw 
tinent. The Burrampooter is somewhat the lar; 
river of the two; but it first takes the name oft 
Megna when joined by a smaller stream so called,. 
afterwards loses this second name on its union (l 
the Ganges, at the distance of about forty miles In 
the sea. The area of the delta of the Ganges (r! 
out including that of the Burrampooter, which I 
now become conterminous) is considerably more r 
double that of the Nile; and its head commenCfSI 
diatance of 220 miles, in a direct line from the sea. 
base is two hundred miles in length, includiBg the IJI 
occupied by the two great arms of the Ganges wt: 
bound it on either side. That part of the dellA wk 
bomers on the sea is composed of a labyrinth of tin 
and creeks, all filled with salt water, except tbosei 
mediately communicating with the principal arm 
the Ganges. This tract alone. known by the name 
the Woods. or Sunderbunds. a wilderness infestedl 
tigers and alligators. is, accOfding to Rennen,. 
extent to the whole principality of Wales.-

On the aea·coast there are eight great openiDgs,er. 
of which has evidently, at some ancient period, SIfII 
in its,turn as the principal channel of discharge. ! 
though the Bux and reBux of the tide extend eveB I 

the head of the delta when the river is low; yrJ... 

• Aeoount 01 the Gages od B_paotIIr Biftrs," IIf 
:a-neu, PhiL Tran .. 1781. 
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it i. periodically swollen by tropical rain., the velocity 
of the stream counteracts the tidal current, 80 that 
except very near the lea, the ebb and flow become 
iDsensible. During the flood season, therefot;e, the 
Ganges almost assume. the character of a river enter
ing a lake or inland lea; the movements of the ocean 
being then eubordinate to the force of the river, and 

. only slightly disturbing its operations. The great gain 
of the delta in height and area takes place during the 
inundations; and, during other seasons of the year, the 
oeean makes reprisals, scouring out the channels, and 
sometimel devouring rich alluvial plains. 

So great is the quantity of mud and sand poured by 
'he Ganges into the gulf in the flood season, tbat the 
"ea only recovers its transparency at the distance of 
sixty miles from the coast. The general slope, there
fore, of the new strata must be extremely gradual. 
By the chart. recently published, it appears that there 
is a gradual deepening from four to about sixty fathoms, 
8$ we proceed from the base of the delta to the dis
tance of about one hundred miles into the Bay of 
Bengal. At lome few points seventy, or even one 
hundred, fathoms are obtained at that distance. 

One remarkable exception, however, occurs to the 
regularity of the ahape of the bottom; for, opposite the 
middle of the delta, at the distance of thirty or forty 

. miles from the coast, is a nearly circular space called 
the " swatch of no ground," about fifteen miles in dia
meter, where soundings of 100, and even 130, fathoms 
fail to reach the bottom. This phenomenon is the more 
extraordinary, .ince the deprellion occurs within five 
miles of the line of shoals; and not only do the waten 
charged with Gangetic sediment pass over it con
tlnually; but, during the monsoons, the sea, loaded 
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with mud and sand, is beaten back. in that direct 
towards the delta. As, the mud is known to ex\! 

for eighty miles farther into the gulf, we may be 
sured that, in the course of ages, the accumulafu 
strata, in "the swatch" has been of enormous tli 
ness; and we seem entitled to deduce, from the I 

sent depth at the spot, that the original inequalitil 
the bottom of the Bay of Bengal were OD a gt 

scale, and comparable to those of the main ocean. 
Opposite the mouth of the Hoogly river, and ill 

diately south of Sager Island, four miles from 
nearest land of the delta, a new islet was formed a 
thirty years ago, called Edmonston Island," 
there is a lighthouse. The islet has been for I 
years covered with vegetation and shrubs, bat 
whole surface was submerged for some hours dl 
"the late inundation of May, 1833, the light-ket 
having only escaped by ascending into the IJDi 
By this flood the dimensions of the islet were 
siderably diminished. Although there is eviil 
of gain at some points, the general progress Ii 
coast is very slow; for the tides, which rise t 
thirteen to sixteen feet, are actively emplo~ 
removing the alluvial matter, and diffusing it 011 

wide area. - The new strata consist entirely of ; 
and fine mud; such, at least, are the only mall! 
which are exposed to view in regular beds on 

• It is stated in the cbart published in the year"IB25, by( 
tain Horsburgb, that the sands opposite the whole delta sIftI' 

between four and live miles farther south ihan Ibe1 bad j 
forty years previously; and this was taken as tbe rIJl!ll!lll"tI 
progress of the delta itself, during the same period. Bat' ~ 
careful comparison of the ancient charts, during a ftCI!III Ill!' 
has proved that they were extremely inco~ in their ~ 
tbat the advance of the sand. and delta W8I greatly ~ 
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banks of the numerous creeks. No substance so coarse 
as gravel occurs in any part of the delta, nor nearer 
the sea than 400 miles. It should be observed, how
ever, that the superficial alluvial beds, which are 
thrown down rapidly from turbid waters during the 
floods, may be very distinct from those deposited at a 
greater distance from the shore, where crystalline pre
cipitates, perhaps, are forming, on the evaporation of 
so great a surface,exposed to the rays of a tropical 
SUD. The separation of sand and other matter, held 
in mechanical suspension, may take place where the 
waters are in motion; but mineral ingredients, held 
in chemical solution, would naturally be carried to a 
greater distance, where they may aid in the formation 
of corals and shells, and, in part, perhaps, become the 
cementing principle of rocky masses. 

A well was sunk at Fort William, Calcutta, in the 
hope of obtaining water, through beds of adhesive clay, 
to the depth of 146 feet. A bed of yellow sand was 
then entered, and at the depth of 152 feet another 
stratum of clay.· 

Islands jOf"Tlled and destroyed. - Major R. H. Cole
brooke, in his account of the course of the Ganges 
relates examples of the rapid filling up of some of its 
branches, and the excavation of new channels, where 
the number of square miles of soil removed in a short 
time (the column of earth being 114 feet high) was 

. truly astonishing. . Forty square miles, or 25,600 acres 
are mentioned as having been carried away, in one 
place in the course of a few years.t. The immense 
transportation of earthy matter by the Ganges and 

.' . 
• See India Gazette, JU1Ie 9., 1831. 
t Trans. of the Asiatic Society, vol. viL p. 14. 

. ".. 
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Megna il proved by the great magnitude of tht i!IaJ 
formed in their channels during a period far shorI 
that of a man's life. Some of thelJe, many mil~ 

extent, have originated in large hnd·banks throWII 
round the point. at the angular turning of the ri 
and af\erwarcls insulated by breaches of the etrl 
Others, formed in the main channel, are e&usee 
lome obetruction at the bottom. A large tree, 

IUJIken boat, is sometimes suflicient to check thecur 
aDd cause a deposit of sand, which accumulates t 
usurps a considerable portion of the channel. 
river then borrows on each side toaupply thedefici 
in its bed, and the island is afterwards raised by 
deposits doring eYery flood. In the great galf I 
Luckipour, formed by the united waters of the GI 
and Burrampooter (or Megna), some of the is] 

lI1ys Rennell, rival in size and fertility the Is 
Wight. While the river is forming neW' islands n 
part, it is sweeping away old ones in others. 1 
8ewly fbrmed are soon overrun with reeds, long I 
the Tamarix Indica, and other shrubs, forming i 
netrable tllicl:ets, where tigers, buftidoe'St deer, 
GIber wild animals, take shelter. It is easy, then 
.. percetTe, that both atriInal and vegetable rtII 
limIt cOfttinuaJ.Jy be precipitated into the flood. 
.emetimes become imbedded in the sediment 11 

e&bsidea in the delta. 
1'wo speeies of crocodiles, of distinct genera, ab! 

In the Ganges antf its tributary and contiguous wat 
IIld Mr. H. T. Colebrooke inboms me, that be 
.en bGdf kindS' ia p!aees far inltuld, many IUIa! 
miles from the sea. The Gangetic crococlile, 
Gavial (in correct orthography, Garial),. is coafined 
the fresla water,. 1Nt. tile ~""'Q; crocodile ieqUl 
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both fresh and salt; hemg much larger and fiercer iD 
oIt and brackish water. These animals· swarm in the 
brackish water along the line of sand-banks where the 
advance of the delta is most rapid. Hundreds of 
them are seen tegether in the creeks of the delta, or 
basking in the sun Oil the sboals without. They will 
attack men and cattle, destroying the aatins ,,_ 
bathing, and tame and "ild ammala wRich come to 
drink. "I have DOt unfrequently;- says. Mr. Cole
br9Olre, " been witness to the horrid spectacle of a 
loating corpse seize&: by a crocodile witla such avidity, 

i that he- half emerged above the water with Bis prey in 
I Jaia mouch." The geologist will not fail to wseI'Ve bow 

puuliarly the habits and distribution of these I8U1'ian 

! expose them to become imbedded in the horizontal 
I' strata of fine mud, which are anaually deposited over 
,! many hundred square miles in the Bay of Bengak 

The inhal;itanta of the ~ ",flich happen to be 
J dfowneli er WawD ioCo· cbe water, are usuaRy del'oured 

Dy these V9l'scioUIf reptiles; but we may sllppose the 
remains of the aaurians themselves tot be contm.aHy 
eatembecl iD the new formatioaB. 

I"fJIIItltJtimu.-1a SOl1letRnea: happens, at. the &eBBOD 

, when the periedicat SCHId is at it. height,. that a *'0. 
gale 01 wind,. C9DSpiriDg with • high. apring-~ 
eheelm the descending etmntt ef the rive,,. od gives 
rise ID IIlO8t dest,ucti". inuclaflil.... From this £auae, 
il tl\e ye. 1783, &be- waters at. Ji.Uckipollf rose six 
feet above thew .elmary level, alut.. iDiabitaom of 
• cooei.derable diltrictt, with thaill ho_ .. caatle!, 
.-ere- totally 81repl away. 

The ~ of all oceanin deltaa ant ,artic.uarI, 
~ed. tit' .uIIt,. by ..m calJll8tr.Gpk~ recuniDl .
considerable intervals of time;. and we may safely 



auUUlii:, that $;ucil t~kal eVeJI\!I llale ~ 
and again since the G8.i.lgetic dt:lt&¥,-Ilii inh&biu 
man. If humliJl expcriencif:, and forethought, 
alwaye gU3rd against. these calamities, Iitlllles.1 
inferior animals avoid them, &id ilie moourn 
sllch disastroua inundations must be looked for 
abundance in stram of aU ages, if the surface 
planet hgs always been go\<emed by the san 
W'hen we reflect Ut. the general order and tra 
that ceignIE in the rich and populous delta of 
notwithstanding the hll\<oc ou:asionally corn: 
the depredation .. of the ocean, wc perceive 
oocellsiliry it il! to attribute the imbedding of ~ 
races of animals in older strata to extraordiua 
in the cause .. of decay and reproduction in t~ 
of our planet, or t.o those general catastro 
sudden revolutions resurted to by liome tl,eOI 

,Delta qf tile J.lfisiiil>fi,ppi. - As the delt 
GaugeiZ rnliy be considered a type of those j 

the borders of the ocean, it wiiI beunncl 
accumulate ell.8iuplcti of others on a no less m 

scale, as, for example, at the mouths of tb 
and Amazon. To these, however, I shull 
!uld by, when treating of tIlt;; agency of CUlTl 

tides in the Mexicr?ll Gulf are so feeble, thll 
of tlU7 Missillsippi has somewhat of an inl 
character between an oceanic and med7t~1 
A long narrow tong-dc of land ill. protnlded, 
iZituply of the' banks of the river, weari."1g pfi 
Iilame appearance as in the inkiJid p~,ms [ 
periodical inundatiunfJ, when notbil'.g' appf 
water but the higher part of the sloping,gl, 
described,. This. tongue of laud hu ~dvar 

• Chapte~ It. 
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leagues since New Orleans was built.' Great eub-o 
marine deposits are also in progress, stretching far and 
wide over the bottom of the sea, which has becOme 
extremely shallow, not exceeding ten fathoms' in 
depth. Opposite the mouth of the Mississippi large 
rafts of drift trees, brough t down every spring, are 
matted together into a net-work many yards in thick
ness, and stretching over hundreds of square leagues.
They afterwards become covered over with a fine mud, 
on which other layers of trees are deposited the year 
following, until numerous alternations of earthy and 
vegetable matter are accumulated. 

Alternation ~ depositB.- An observation of Darby, 
in regard to the strata compolling part of this delta, 
deserves attention. In the steep banks of the Atcha
falays, an arm of the Mississippi before alluded to in 
our description of "the raft," the following section is 
observable at low water: - first, an upper stratum, 
consisting invariably of blueish clay, common to the 
banks of the Mi88issippi; below this a stratum of red 
ochreous earth, peculiar to Red River, under which 
the blue clay of the Mississippi again appears; and this 
arrangement is constant, proving, as that geographer 
. remarks, that the waters of the Mississippi and the 
Red River occupied alternately, at some former pe
riods, considerable tracts below their present point of 
union.t Such alternations are probably common in 
submarine spaces situated between two converging 
deltas; for, before the two rivers uni~, there must 
almost always be a certain period when an intermediate 
tract will by turns be occupied and abandoned by the 

• Captain Hall', Travels in North America, vol. iD. p. 888.
See also above, p. t71. 

t ~'. Louiliana, P. Ios. 
VOL. I. • 
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waters of each stream; since it can rarely bappen tIiaI 

the season of highest flood will precisely correspoudi 
each. In the case of the Red River and M~ 
which carry off the waters trom countries placal un" 
widely distant latitudes, an exact coincidence in iI 
time of greatest inundation is very improbable. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS ON DllLTAS. 

Quantity of lediment in rit:er roater.-Very i 
satismctory experiments have as yet been made. 
enable us to determine, with any degree of accun 
the mean quantity of earthy matter dischargedanDG 
into the sea by some one of the principal rivers of 
earth. Hartsoeker computed the Rhine to contaD 
suspension, when most flooded, one part in a bundre 
mud in volume - ; but it appears trom two sets of np 
ments recently made by Mr. Leonard Homer,atBl 
that l1nfOlrth ~ould have been a nearer approxi 
tion to the truth. t Sir George Staunton inferred.D 
several observations, that the water of the Yellow Ri 
in China contained earthy matter in the proportim 

one part to two hundred, and he calculated ~ 
brought down in a single hour two million cubic I 
of earth, or forty-eight million daily; so that, if 
Yenow Sea be taken to be 120 feet deep, it 11'1 

require seventy days for the river to convert anEDg 
aquare mile into firm land, and 24,000 years to t 
the whole sea into terra firma, assuming it to 

• Comment. Bonon., vol. ii. part. i. p. liS? 
t Edin. New Pbn. Journ •• Jan. l8SS. 
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12D,OOO square miles in area.- Man&edi, the cele
brated Italian hydrographer, conceived the average 
proportion of sediment in all the running water on the 
globe, which reached the sea, to be rh, and he 
imagined that it would require a thousand years for 
the sediment carried down to raise the general level 
of the sea about one foot. Some writers, on the 
contrary, as De Maillet, have declared the most turbid 
waters to contain far less sediment than any of the 
above estimates would import. One of the most ex
traordinary statements is that of Major Rennell, in 
his excellent paper, before referred to, on the delta of 
the Ganges. "A glass of water," he says, "taken out 
of this river when at its height, yields about one part 
in four of mud. No wonder, then," he adds, "that 
the subsiding waters should quickly form a stratum of 
earth, or that the delta should encroach on the sea!" t 

There must certainly be some mistake, perhaps a 
-misprint, in the statement in the Phil. Trans.; and 
some have conjectured that the learned hydrographer 
meant one part in four hundred of mud. In former 
editions of this work, I expressed ,my regret that so 
much inconsistency and contradiction should be found 
in the statements and speculations relative to this in. 
teresting subject; and I endeavoured to point out the 
high geological importance of reducing to arithmetical 
computation the aggregate amount of solid matter 
transported by certain large rivers to the sea. The 
deficiency of data has now been, in some degree, re
moved by the labours of the Rev. Mr. Everest, who has 

• Staunton's Embassy to China, Lond. 1797, 4to. \'01. ii. p.408. 
t Pbil. Tran .. 1781. 

R 2 
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instituted a series of' observatioos "On the eard! 
matter brought down by· the G~es'" at ~ 
above Calcutta.. 
, The first step to be made in aD such ealc!llla'tioMii 
ascertain the average volume of water passing tmnm! 
down the channel of a river. This might easilyl 
accomplished if the breadth, depth, and ,e1ocir:' 
a stream were constant and uniform tbroagbGut! 
year; but as all these conditions are liable to n 
,according to the seasons, the problem become! I 
tremely complex. In the Ganges, as in other ri1I 

in hot climates, there are periodical inundations, dmi 

which by far the greatest part of the an~usl discbJ 
takes place; and the most'important point, tberei 
to determine, is the mean breadth, depth, and ,do 
of the stream during this period. 

Mr. Everest found that, in 1881, the numbe 
cubic feet of w~ter dischar«ed 'by the Ganges 
second was, during the ' 

Rains, (4 months) 
Winter, (5 months) 
Hot weather, (8 months) 

494-,208 
71,~ 

S6,SSO 

80 that we may state in round numbers, that 500 
cubic feet flow down during the four months of 
flood season, from June to September, and only 1(X) 
during the remaining eight months. 

Having obtained the volume of water, we hafe I 
to inquire what is the proportion of solid matter 

'. Joum. of Asiatic Soc., No. 6. p. 2SS. June, 1832-
allO Mr. PrinBep, Gleanings iD Science, 'wL ill. p. lU 
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tained in. it iand for this puipo~ a definite quantity; 
as, for example, a quar~ is taken from the'river oD 

difFerent days, sometimes from the middle. of the 
current, and sometimes nearer the banks. This water 
is then evaporated, the solid residuur:n weighed, and 
the mean quantity of sediment thus ascertained, 
throughout the rainy season. The same observations 
must then be repeated for the other portions of the 
ye~. 

In computing the quantity of water, Mr. Everest 
made no allowance for the decreased velocity of the 
stream near the bottom, presuming that it is com
pensated by' the increased weight of matter held in sus
pen.ion there. Probably the amount of sediment is by 
no means exaggerated by this circumstance i but rather 
under-rated, as the hieavier grains of sand, which can 
never rise into the higher parts of the stream, are 
drifted along the bottom. 

Now the average quantity of solid matter suspended 
in the water during the rains was, by weight 4hth 
part; but, as the water is about one half the spe~ific 
gravity of the dried mud, the solid matter discharged 
is ·1I-h·th part in bulk, or. 577 cubic feet per second. 
This gives a total of 6,082,041,600 cubic feet for the. 
discharge in the 122 days of the rain. The proportion 
of sediment in the waters at other seasons was com
paratively insignificant, the total amount during the 
five winter months being only 247,881,600 cubic feet, 
and during the three months of hot weather, 38,154,240 
cubic feet. The total annual discharge, then; would 
be 6;368,077,440 cubic feet. 
. In or~er to give some idea of the magnitude of this 

result, we will assume that the specific gravity of the 
dried mud is only one half that of granite (it would, 

B S 

/ 
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however, be more); in that case, the earthy mall 

discharged in a year would equal S,184-,OS8,720eul 
feet of granite. Now about 12. cubic feet of grID 

weigh one ton; and it is computed that the ~ 
Pyramid of Egypt, if it were a solid ID888 of grID 

would weigh about 6,000,000 tons. The mass 
matter, therefore, carried down- annually, weuld, 
cording to this estimate, more than equal in wei 
and bulk forty-two of the great Pyramids of F.gJ 

and that bome down in the four months of the r. 
would equal forty pyramids. But if, without any ( 
jecture as to what may have been the specific grt 
of the mud, we attend merely to the weight of s 
matter actually proved by Mr. Everest to have! 
contained in the water, we find that the numb! 
tons weight which passed down in the 122 days of. 
rainy season was 889,(']8a760, which would give 
weight of fifty-six pyramids and a half; and in 
whole year S55,861,(.6(. tons, or nearly the weigh 
sixty pyramids. 

The base of the great Pyramid of Egypt COl 

eleven acres, and its perpendicular height is about 
hundred feet. It is scarcely possible to present: 
picture to the mind which will convey an adefj1 
conception of the mighty scale of this operation 
tranquilly and almost insensibly carried on by 
Ganges, as it glides through its alluvial plain. It m 
however, be stated, that if a fleet of more than e~ 
Indiamen, each freighted with about 1400 tons 1fe~ 
of mud, were to sail down the river every hour 
every day and night for four months continuously, d 
would only transport from the higher country to I 

sea a mass of solid matter equal to that bome dol 
by. the Ganges in the flood season. Or the es:ertio 
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of a Beet of about 2000 such ships going down daily 
with the same burden, and discharging it into the 
gulf, would be no more than equivalent to the opera
tions of the great riYer. Yet, in addition to this, it is 
probable that the Burrampooter conveys annually as 
much solid matter to the sea as the Ganges. 

The most voluminous current of lava which has 
Rowed from Etna within historical times was that of 
1669. Ferrara, after correcting Borrelli's estimate, 
calculated the quantity of cubic yards -of lava in this 
current at 140,000,000. Now, this would not equal 
in bulk one fifth of the sedimentary matter which is 
carried down in a single year by the Ganges, according 
to the estimate above explained; so that it would 
require five grand eruptions of Etna to transfer a mass 
of lava from the subterranean regions to the surface, 
equal in volume to the mud carriM down to the sea in 
one year by a single river in Bengal. 

Grouping of Strata in Deltas.-The changes which
have taken place in deltas, even since the times of 
history, may suggest many important considerations in 
regard to the manner in which subaqueous sediment 
is distributed. Notwithstanding frequent exceptions, 
arising from the interference of a variety of causes, 
there are some general laws of arrangement which 
must evidently hold good in almost all the lakes and 
seas now filling up. If a lake, for example, be 
encircled on two sides by lofty mountains, receiving 
from them many rivers and torrents of different sizes, 
and if it be bounded on the other sides, where the 
surplus waters issue, by a comparatively low country, 
it is not difficult to define some of the leading geological 
features which must characterize the lacu8trine form
ation, when this basin shall have been gradually con· 

at 
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ver&ed into dry land by the influx of sediment. 11 
strata would be divi~ible into two principal group 
the older comprising those deposits which origiuaII 
on the side adjoining the mountains, where DumBO 

deltas first began to form; and the 1UnDt!T group co 
sisting of beds deposited in the more central jIII 

of the basin, and towards the side farthest from 1 

mountains. The following characters would form 1 

principal marks of distinction between the strala 

each series. The more ancient system would be 01 

posed, for the most part, of coarser materials, 0 

tlJining many beds of pebbles and sand. often of gr 
thickness, and sometimes dipping at a considera 
angle. These, with associated beds of finer iD! 
dients, would, if traced round the borders of the ha 
be seen to vary greatly in colour and mineral 0 

position, and would also be very irregular in thickn 
The beds, on the contrary, in the newer group. '1'1 

consist of finer particles, and would be horizontal 
very slightly inclined. Their colour and mineral 0 

position would be very homogeneous throughout la 
areas, and would differ from almost all the sep8I 

beds in the older series. 
The following causes would produce the diver 

here alluded to between the two great members 
such lacustrioe formations.:-When the rivers 
torrents first reach the edge of the lake. the detr 
washed down by them from the adjoining hei! 
I.inks at once into deep water, all the heavier pebl 
and sand subsiding Dear the shore. The finer JDII 

carried somewhat farther out, but Dot to the disCi 
of many miles, for the greater part may be aeea, as, 
example, where the Rhone enters the Lake of (ieIf 

tJ) fall down in clouds to 'the bottom ~ not·. n-. ~ 
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river's mouth. Thus alluvial tracts are soon formed at 
the mouths of every torrent and river, and many of these 
in the course of ages become of considerable extent. 
Pebbles and sand are then transported farther from 
the mountains; but in their passage they decrease in 
size by attrition, and are in part converted into mud 
mId sand. At length some of the numerous deltas 
which are all directed towards a common centre ap
proach near to each other - those of adjoining torrents 
become united, and each is merged, in its turn, in the 
delta of the largest river, which advances most rapidly 
into the lake, and renders all the, minor streams, one 
after the other, its tributaries. The various mineral 
ingredients of all are thus blended together into one 
homogeneous mixture, and the sediment is poured out 
from a common channel into the lake. 

As the average size of the transported particles 
debreases, while the force and volume of the current 
augments, the newer deposits are diffused continually 
over a wider area, and are consequently more horizontal 
than the older. 'When at first there were many 
independent deltas near the borders of the basin, their 
separate deposits differed entirely from each other; 
one may have been charged, like the Arve where it 
joins the Rhone, with white sand, and sediment de
rived from granite - anothe~ may have been black; 
like many streams in the Tyrol, flowing from the W88te 

of deconiposing rocks of dark slate - a third may have 
heen coloured by ochreous sediment, like the Red 
River in LouiaimIa - a fourth, like the Eisa in Tu •• 
CII1I¥17 . may have held much carbouate of lime in sola-
tion. ,At ,firat they would each form distinct deposita 
qf. 1IIOd, gravel, limestone, marl, CH' other material.; 
.... after ,their junction ~e~, Chemi'CalCOmbiaL' ,~~ 
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and a distinct colour would be the result, and the I 
tieles, having been conveyed ten, twenty, or a greJ 

number of miles over alluvial plains, would beo 
finer. 

In deltas where the causes are more compliCl 
and where tides and currents partially interfere, 
above description would only be applicable. with 
tain modifications; but if a series of earthqu 
accompany the growth of a delta, and change 
levels of the land trom time to time, as in the re 
where the Indus now enters the sea, and others b 
after to be mentioned, the phenomena will tbend« 
still more widely from the ordinary type. 

ContJe1'gence of Deltas. - If we possessed aD i 

rate series of maps of the Adriatic for many thou 
years, our retrospect would, without doubt, cart 
gradualIy back to the time when the number of ri 
descending trom the mountains into that guIJ 
independent deltas was far greater in number. 
deltas of the Po and the Adige, for instance, 11" 

separate themselves within the recent era, as, in 
probability, would those of the Isonzo and the T( 
If, on the other hand, we speculate on future clw1 
we may anticipate the period when the numbel 
deltas will greatly diminish; for the Po cannot conti 
to encroach at the rate of a mile in a hundred yE 

and other rivers to gain as much in six or seven C 

turies upon the shallow gulf, without new juoct 
occurring from time to time, so that Eridanus," 
king of rivers," will continually boast a greater nt 

ber of tributaries. The Ganges and the Burrampo<l 
have probably become confluent within the histori 
era; and the date of the junction of the Red Hil 
and the Mississippi would, in all likelihood, have hi 
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known if America had not been so recently discovert;d. 
The union of the Tigris and the Euphrates must un
doubtedly have been one of the modern geographical 
changes on our earth, and similar remarks might be 
extended to many other regions. 

When the deltas of rivers, having many mouths, con
verge, a partial union at first takes place by the con
'fiuence of some one or more of their arms; but it is 
not until the main trunks are connected above the head 
• of the common delta, that a complete intermixture of 
their joint waters and sediment takes place. The 
union, therefore, of the Po and Adige,and of the 
Ganges and Burrampooter, is still incomplete. If we 
reflect on the geographical extent of surface drained 
by rivers such as now enter tllC Bay of Bengal, and 
then consider how complete the blending together of 
the greater part of their transported matter has already 
become, and throughout how vast a delta it is spread 
by numerous arms, we no longer feel so much surprise 
at the area occupied by some ancient formations of ho
mogeneous mineral composition. But our surprise will 
be still further lessened when we afterwaJ:dt! inquire 
into the action of tides and currents, in disseminating 
sediment.-

Ff»"1IUltion of COFI{Jlomerates. - Along the base of 
the Maritime Alps, bet.ween Toulon and Genoa, the 
rivers, with few exceptions, are now forming strata of 
conglomerate and sand. Their channels are often 
several miles in breadth, some of them being dry, and 
the rest easily forded for nearly eight months in the 
year, whereas during the melting of the snow they 
are swollen, and a great transportation of mud and 

- See Chap. Yili. 
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pebbles takes place. In order to keep open the main 
road from France to Italy, nOW' carried along the sea
coast, it is neceuary to remove annuaDy great masses 
of shingle brought down during the flood·season. A 
portion of the pebbles are seen in some localities, 81 

near Nice, to form beds of shingle along the shore, 
but the greater part are swept into a deep sea. The 
small progre81 made by the deltas of minor rivers on 
this coast need not surprise us, when we recollect that 
there is sometimes a depth of two thoUS8Dd feet at a 
few hundred yards from the beach, 81 neaf Nice. 
Similar observations might be made respecting a large 
proportion of the rivers in Sicily, and, among others, 
respecting that which, immediately north of the port 
of Melsina, hurries annually V8lt masses of granitic 
pebbles into the sea. 

Causu of Stratification in Deltas.-That the mat
ter carried by rivers into seas and lakes is not thrown in 
confused and promiscuous heaps, but is spread out fur 
and wide along the bottom, is well ascertained; and 
that it must for the most part be divided into distinct 
strata, may in part be inferred where it cannot be 
proved by observation. The horizontal arrangement 
of the strata, when laid open to the depth of twenty or 
thirty feet in the deltas of the Ganges, Indus, and 
Mississippi, is alluded to by many writers; and the 
same disposition is well known to obtain in all modem 
deposits of lakes and estuaries. 

Natural divisions are often occasioned by the intenai 
of time which separates annually the deposition of 
matter during the periodical rains, or melting of the 
snow upon the mountains. The deposit of each year 
may acquire some degree of consistency befure that of 
the succeeding year is superimposed. A variety of cif-
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·'cwnstaDces also give rise annually, or sometimes from 
day to day, to slight variations in colour, fineness of 
t;he particles, and o,ther characters, by which alterna
tions of strata distinct, in texture, and mineral ingre
dients, must be produced. Thus, for example, at one 
period of the year, drift wood may be carried down, and 
at another mud .. as was before stated to be the case 
in the delta of the Mississippi; or at one time, when 
the volume and velocity of the stream are greatest, 
pebbles and sand may be spread over a certain area, 
over which, when the waters are low, fine matter or 
chemical precipitates are formed. During inundations, 
the current of fresh water often repels the sea for 
many miles; but when the river is low, salt water 
again occupies the same space. When two deltas are 
converging, the intermediate space is often, for 
reasons before explained, alternately the receptacle 
of different sediments derived from the converging 
streams. The one is, perhaps, charged with calcareous, 
the other with argillaceous matter; or one sweeps 
down sand and pcbbl-:s, the other impalpable mud. 
These differences may be repeated, with considerable 
regularity, until a thickness of hundreds of feet of 
alternating beds is accumulated. The multiplication, 
also, of shells and corals in particular spots, must give 
rise occasionally to lines of separation, and divide a 
mass which might otherwise be homogeneous}nto dis
tinct strata. 

An examination of the shell marl now forming in 
the Scotch lakes, or the sediment termed "warp," 
which subsides from the muddy water of the Humber" 
and other rivers,shews that recent deposits are often 
composed of a great number of extremely thin layers,. 
either even or slightly undulating, and pre8ervin~ a 
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general parallelilm to the planes of Itratification.· 
Sometimes, however, the lamine in modem strata are 
disposed diagonally at a considerable angle, which ap
pears to take place where there are conflicting move
ments in the wateR. In January, 1829, I visited, in 
company ~ith Professor L. A. Necker, of Geneva, the 
confluence of the Rhone and Arve, when those rivers 
were very low, and were cutting channels through the 
vast heaps of debris thrown down from the waters of 
the Arvc, in the preceding spring. One of the sand
banks which had formed, in the spring of 1828, where 
the opposing currents of the two rivers neutralized 
each other, and caused a retardation in the motion, 
had been undermined; and the following is an exact 
representation of the arrangement of lamine exposed 
in a vertical scction. The length of the portion here 
seen is about twelve feet, and the height five. The 
strata A A consist of irregular alternations of pebbles 
and sand in undulating beds : below these are seams 
of very fine sand B B, Borne as thin as paper, others 
about a quarter of an inch thick. The strata c care 
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1111:n1C1'111ed ur lay11rs s:Rf fioc: gn~:ui8h~yray sand: as thin 
as paper. Some of the inclined beYs wHi be seen to 

thickeR' at their "pp::::, oiliers 11t th11ir luwer 
tremity, the inclination of some being very consider-
11l:le. The:;e mUl: ha1C1e ac::;gmghlted one Gn 
the other by lateral apposition, probably when one of 
the Gi¥ers was gery im,reallmg dimmishing 
in velocity, so that the point of greatest retardation 
:tflus"d by thel, flnrreut" shIfted 
nllowing the sediment to be thrown down in Sllcces
sive layers on a sloping bank. The same phenor",e
mm exhibited in "IPer :;"at" of all ages; and wh",n 
they are treated of, I shall endeavour more fully to 
inustl"lte the ondin sunh a s,iuctg'e. 

Constant interchange cif la1uJ ~nd sea.-I may here 
""nclude my renlard" on th2&t, 
perfect as is our information of th~ changes which 

have "nd,"gon" within thn:e thousand 
}cnars: then are sufficient to shew how constant an 
interchange of sea and land is loldng pla:x: on the fil,e 

our Rn the Mediterranean "lone: many 
flourishing inland towns, and a still greater number of 
ports: non stanh whnre the See rolkd its wan"" since 
the era of the early civilization of Europe. If we could 
e,lmplne nlith gCCn"gcy the :mcient anll actrml 
state of all the islands and continents, we should pro
habln discurer that millimlS of our tece ere mlW snp
p:orted by lands situated where deep seas prevailed in 
earli", ageS. many di"tricts not yet nccuhied 
Blan: land r,nimals and fOl(:sts now abound where ships 
once sailed, and on the other hand, we shall un 

thet inroads of the "cnan hav,: heen nO l(:ss 
considerable. When to these revolutions, produced 
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by aqueous C8UIeI, we add analogous changes W'rOlJghl 
by igoeous agency, we aball, perhapa, acknowledge the 
justice of the conclusion of Aristotle, who declared 
that the whole land and sea on our globe periodically 
changed places.. 

• See .. e. Book i. po 21. 
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GLOSSARY 

01' GEOLOGICAL AND OTHER SCIENTIFIC TERMS USED 

IN THIS WORK. 

ACUIIALOUS. The Acephala are that division of molluscous 
animals which, like the oyster and scallop, are without heads. 
The class Acephala of Cuvier comprehends many genera of 
animals with bivalve shells, and a few which are devoid of 
shells. Etgm., Cl, 11, without, and /C~"', cepA4Ie, the head. 

ADlfocm.. A substance apparently intermediate between fat 
and wax, into which dead animal matter is converted when 
buried in the earth, and in a certain stage of decomposition. 
Etym., ad4p6, fat, and cera, wax. 

ALDOIc. An apparatus for distilling. 
ALO&. An order or ~vjsion of the cryptogamic class of plants. 

The whole of the _weeds are comprehended under this 
division, and the application of the term in this work is to 
marine plants. Elym., algll, _weed. 

ALLUVUL. The adJective of alluvium, which see. 
ALLUVION. Synonymous with .alluvium, which see. 
ALLUVIUM. Earth, sand, gravel, stones, and other transported 

matter which has been washed away and thrown down by 
rivers, floods, or other causes, upo~ land not permaMrllly 
aubmtp'geci beneath the waters of lakes or seas. Etym., 
fIIlvo, to wash upon. For a further explanation of the term, 
as used in this work, see VoL Ill. p.218., and Vol. IV. 
p.57. 

ALUK-ftO!m, ALUM.If, ALUIlJNOI1s. Alum is the base of pure 
clay, and strata of clay are often met with containing much 
iron-pyrites., When the latter substance decomposes, sul
phuric acid is produced, which uuitel with the alluminoul earth 

"",~"L. 
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of the clay to form aulpbate of alumine, or ecJIIIIIIoo .... .;.m. 
Wbere manufactories are establiabed for obtaining th'; !dum, 
the indurated beds of clay employt!d are called Alum-stone. 

A_oNIT.. An extinct and very numerous genus of the or<!er 
of molluscous animals called Cepbalopoda, allied W 'the 
modem genus Nautilus, whicb inhabited a chambered' shell, 
curved like a coiled Bnake. Species of it are found in .n 
geological periods oftbe secondary strata; but they have nct 
been seen in the tertiary beds. They are named '~om their 
resemblance to the borns on the statues of Jupitl!f Ammon.' 

AKOILPHOl1& Bodies devoid of regular form. Ep, ca/a, with
out, and /ID"", motp/Ie, form. 

AxrGDALOID. One of the forms of the Trap-roc:ks..iD ..... 
agates and simple minenJa appear to be _ttered like almonds 
in a cake. Etym., ~ _y&dala, an almond. 

ANALCIK.. A simple mineral of the Zeolite family, alao called 
Cubisite, of frequent occurrence in the trap-roc:ks. 

ANALOGl1E. A body that resembles or corresponds with another 
body. A recent shell of the same species as a fOS&i.l-sbeU is 
the analogue of the latter. 

AlfOPLOTBSB&, AHOPLOTBSBIl1K. A fossil extinct quadruped 
belonging to the order Pacllydermata, resembling a pig. It 
has received its name because the animal must have been 
singularly wanting in means of defence, from the form 
of its teeth and the absence of claws, hOGfs, and horns. 
Elym., _Ao" anoplol, unarmed, and ~, tIterion, • 
wild beast. 

ANTAGONIS'r POWEIL& Two pow.,. in nature; the action of 
the one counteracting that of the other, by which a kind of 
equilibrium or balance is maintained, and the destruc:tift 
elFect prevented that would be produced by one operating 
without a cbeck. 

AN'lENN.... The articulated horns with which the heads of in
sects are invariably furnished. 

AJlTH&ACI'rB. A shining substance like blaclr.-lead; a spec:iea of 
mineral charcoal. E,ym., ..... pal, IIftIhnLT, coal. 

AJlTBILACO'rBEILIl1K. A name given to.an extinct qlllldruped, 
supposed to belong to the Pacbydermata, the bones of whim 
were found in lignite and coal of the tertiary strata. Btym., 
..... peat CItIIhru, coal, aad ~'" tMriIm, wild IleaL 
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A1ITB&Ol'OHOaPBOUS. 

-BP. '""P*""'. form. . 

GLOSSARY. 879 

Having a form resembling the human. 
MitAr0p08, a man. and POP4n/, motplie, 

"~ICLlNAL AXIs. If 11: range of hill •• or a valley. be com
,posed of strata; which on the two sides dip in opposite 
. directioDB, tile imaginary line that lies between them. to

wards which the strata on 8IICh side rise, is called the anti-
, clinal axIL)' In. row of houses with steep roofs facing the 

BOUth, the slates represent inclined strata dipping north and 
BOUth, and the ridge is an east and west anticlinal am. In 
the accomPanying diagram, Go Cl are the anticlinal, and b, b 
the synclinallines. Et!lm., IUI'I", anti, against, and IrA",." cliM. 
to incline. 

Fig. 11. 

a. b " 

~ 
ANTISl:PrlC. Substances which prevent corruption in animal and 

vegetable matter, as common salt does, are said to be anti
septic. Etym •• a..,." agmnlt, and t7'7/ftII, lepo, to putrefy. 

ABBNACBOUS. Sandy. Etym., arena, sand. 
ABOILUCBOUS. Clayey, composed of clay. Etym., argilla, 

clay. 
ABBAGONlTl!. A simple mineral, a variety of carbonate of lime, 

BO called from havinr; been first found in Arragon, in Spain. 
AUOITB. A simple mineral of a dark green, or black colour, 

which forms a constituent part of many varieties of volcanic 
rocks. 

A VAUNCHBS. Masses of snow which, being detached from g_t 
heights in the Alps, acquire enormous bulk by fresh accumu
lations as they descend; and when they fan into the valleys 
below often cause great destruction. They are also called 
lalHJngtI., and itwanclie., in the dialects of Switzerland. 

BASALT. One of the most common varieties of the Trap-rocks. 
It is a dark green or black stone, composed of augite and 
felspar. very compa« in texture. and of considerable hard
ness, often found in regular pillars of three or more sides, 
called basaltic column.. Remarbble examples of thia kind 
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__ at die 611111t" Cau_way, id IrelaBd, and de Fmgtl'a 
Cave, in 8ta6, one of tile Hebrides. "I:be term is uS;td by 
Pliny, and is laid to come from 6tual, an lEthiopian 'word 
signit;ing iron. The rock often contains much iron. 

(0 BASIN" of Paris," BASIN" of London. Deposits )ying'bt,~ 
hollow 01' trough, formed of olderrocb ; fOmetimes used in 
geology aJmCillt synonymously with cc formations," to express 
the depoeits lying in a ·certain cavity or depression· in older 
rocks. 

BlI:LDllfftB. An extinct genus of the order of monuseous 
animals called Cepbalopods, having a long, Straigbt, and 
chambered conical shell. Etym., /leA'pIO'" ~non, a 
dart. 

BftUJlBN. Mineral pitcb, of wbich the tar-like substance which 
is often _n to ooze out of the Newcastle coal wheD OD the 
fire, and wbich makes it cake, is a good example. EIgfII., 
bitumen, pitch. 

BrruJlIlfous SHALL An argillaceous shale, much impregnated 
with bitumen, which is very common in the coal measures. 

BLBlfDB. A metalUc ore, a compound of the metal zinc with 
sulphur. It is often found in brown shining crystals; heuce 
its name among the German miners, from the word blentlM, 
to dazzle. 

BLUFFS. High banks presenting a precipitous front to the .. 
or a river. A term used in the United States of North 
America. 

Bonyom.u.. Resembling a bunch of grapes. Etym., IloTpur, 
6oWyI, a bunch of grapes, and .lIof, eidOl, form. 

BoULDERS. A provincial term for large rounded blocks of Stone 
lying OIl the surface of the ground, or sometimes imbedded 
in loose soU, different in composition from the rocks in their 
vicinity, and which have been therefore transported from a 
distance. 

BaBCcIA. A. rock composed of angular fragments connected 
together by lime or other mineral substance. An le:di&n 
term. . ' . 

c...r.c 8I1f'l'1:a. A German name fur' tile depOsits ·,ftOm Slri'lDss 
holding carbonate et lime in solutiol{-petriI1f!ig ~ 
~,....,IiIIIe • ...,.,.,-.o-'Ibop.' ,'- ,- .',' .' j. :U.:i 
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~~> Ga,oSUDo Aa Q&ell8iu ~. or ntbar _es of 
_ strll~ found in thll ,Paris Buin. b!lJ,oogiag to the Eoeene 
,~period. See Table I. E. Vol. IV. poS09. BIym.. 
CIl:cMre. limestone, and~. coane. 

Cu.c..uuwUI RooL LimeatoDe. BIym.. calao, lime. 
c.t.LC4JLJtOUI Sl'AILo Crystallised c:arbooate of lime. 
CALC!tDO!o'Y. A siliceous simple mineral. UDcrystallized. Agates 

are partly composed of c:alcedony. 
eARBON. ~n undecomposed inftammable substance. one of the 

simple elementary bodies. Charcoal is almost entirely ~
posed of it. Etgm.. carbo, coa1. 

CARBONATE of LIKE. Lime combines with great avidity with 
carbonic acid. a gaseous acid only obtained ftuid when united 
with water. - and all combinations of it with other sub
stances are called CariJonaIu. All limestones are \:IU'boJIatea 
of lime. and quick lime is obtained by driving oft'the carbonic 
acid by beat. 

CABBONAT&D Sl'ILINGIIo Springs of water. containing carbonio 
acid gas. Tbey are very common. especially in volcanic 
countries; and sometimes contain 80 much gas, that if a 
little sugar be thrown into the water it effervesces lib soda
water. 

CAIlBONIC ACID GAS. A natural gas which often issues from 
the ground, especially in volcanic countries. EIymo. car6o. 
coal. because the gaa is obtained by the slow burning of 
charcoal. 

CAIlBONIFEB.OUS. A term usually applied, in.a technical aenae, to 
an ancient group of secondary strata, (_ Table I. M. Yol. IV. 
p. S J 2.); but any bed containing coa1 may be said to be CIf

boniferous. Etym •• carbo, coal. and/_, to bear. 
CATACLYSH. A deluge. Elgm.. KcrrcurAur .. catacl-. to deluge. 
CEl'HALOl'ODA. A cIaas ,of molluscous animalJl, having their organs 

of motion arranged l'Ound their bead. Etyrtt.,....,.", 
eepho.fe, head, and ... oIa, podG, feet. 

CftACEA. An order of vertebrated mammU8l'Ous allialak inha
biting the sea. Tbe whale, dolphin. and nuwal are elUllllples. 
Ely".., cm, whale. 

CJW&. A white earthy limeskllle,. the uppengost oftbe.1IeCIInII,.. 
ary sen. of ~trata. ,See Tllble I. F. VoL. IV., po SO&.. 

eKE.or. A siliceous mine~,awl, aWed • ~JOI ~ iin\ 
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but I_homogeneous and simple ill textare. A gr'ldUlI ~ 
sage from cbart to limestone is not uncommOll. 

CRLOarrlC SAwn. Sand coloured green by an admix~ '>. :ne 
simple mineral chlorite. Ep, xA_por, cItIoro., green. 

CUA TAG.. Certain rock., usually called slate-rocks, '.nay be 
cleaved into an indeftnite number of thin lamill8! wluch an 
pua1lel to eacb other, but wbicb are generally not parall,11D 
the planes of the tru~ s~ or layers of deposition. The 
planes of cleavage, therefore, are distinguishable from those 
of stratification; and they also differ from joints, which are 
fiuures or linea of parting, at deftnite diatancee, and often at 
right angles to the planes of stratification. 'lbe partings 
whicb divide columnar basalt into prisms are joints. 'The 
m_ of rock included between joints cannot be cleaved 
into an indefinite number of laminll! or slates, having tboir 
plan. of cleavage parallel to thejoints. See 6nt part of Chap. 
xxvii. Book iv. 

CUNItIl'1'ONIt, called also phonolite, a felspathic rock of the Trap 
family, usually ftasile. It is sonorous when struck with a 
hammer, wbence iljl name. 

CoAL FOBKATJON. This term is generally understood to mean 
the same as the Coal Measures. See Table I., M, Vol. IV. 
p. 812. Tbere are, bowever, .. coal formations" in all the 
geological periods, wberever any of tbe varieties of coal fonDs 
a principal constituent part of a group of strata. 

COLEOPrEILA. An order of insects (Beetles) which have four 
wing., the upper pair being crustaceous and forming. 
shield. Ely".., ICOAeor, coleo., a sheath, and ""'.poll, pItrOIIt 

a wing. 
CONroaJIAlIL&. When the planes of one set of strata are gene

rally parallel to those of another set which are in contact. 
they are said to be conformable. Thus the set a, 6, 

Fig. 115., Vol. IV. p.189., rest conformably on the in
ferior set c, tl J but c, tl rest unconformably on E. 

CoNGEnae. Species wbich belong to the same genus.. 
CotrGLOIIEBATIt OB PUnmNGII'1'ONE. Rounded water-worn frag

ments of rock or pebbles, cemented together by another 
mineral BUbatance, whicb may be of a siliceous, calcanouso 
or argil1aceous nature. Elym., con, together, SbJmno, to help. 

~ONJnB&o An ~er of plants whicb, like the Ilr and pine, bell 
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CCIIIaoJ' fOps in whieb the seeds are contained. Etym., 
conu." cone, and fero, to bear. 

Co~O '. provincial name in difFerent parts of England for a 
. .allel' on the declivity of a hill, Rnd which is generally with
out~ter. 

CoRnRAIIH. A rubbly limestone, forming a soil extensively cul
tivated in Wiltshire for the growth of corn. It is a provin
cial term adopted by Smith. Brash is derived from brecan, 
SuOM, to break. See Table I. H, Vol. IV. p. SW. 

CoRlfsToNl!. A provincial name for a.Fd limestone, forming a 
subordinate bed in the Old Red Sandstone group. 

COSKOGONY, COSMOLOGY., Words synonymous in meaning, ap
plied to' speculations respecting the first origin or mode of 
creation of the earth. Et!Jmo, ItlHl'piJS, lromaol, tbe world, and 
'Y1W7/, gonee, generation, or AtryOJ, logo., discourse. 

CRAG. A provincial name in Norfolk and SufFolk for a deposit, 
usually of gravel, belonging to the Older Pliocene period. 
See Table I., C, Vol. IV. p. 909. 

CRATER. The circular cavity at the summit of a volcano, from 
wbich the volcanic matter is ejected. Etym., crater, a great 
cup or bowl. 

CRETACEOUS. Belonging to chalk. Etym., CfftO., cbalk. 
CROP OUT. A miner's or mineral surveyor's term, to express the 

rising up or exposure at the surface of a stratum or series of 
strata. 

CRUST OF THE EAILTH. See Earth's crust. 
CRUSTACEA. Animals baving a shelly coating or crust which 

they cast periodically. Crabs, shrimps, and lobsters, are 
examples. 

CaYl'l'OGAMlc. A name applied to a claas of plants, such as ferns, 
mosses, _weeds, and fungi, in which the fructification 
or organs of reproduction are concealed. Etym., ltpIIff'I'os. 

InyptOB, concealed, and 'YGpDS, gamos, marriage. 
CILYSTALa. Simple minerals are frequently found in regular 

forms, with facets like the drops of cut glass of chandeliers. 
Quartz being often met with in rocks in such forms, and 
beautifully transparent like ice, was called rock-cryBlaJ, 
IrputlTaAlvlr, t:r!I.,al1D8, being Greek for ice. Hence the 
regular j'armI of other minerals are ealled Cl'Jltala, whether 

they be clear or opake. F 
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C"7ft.U~ A mineral which is found in reSOllar ronns or 
CJ1I*Is i8 said to be crystallized. 

CayftALLIII.. The internal texture wbich "}'s 
hibit when broken, or . a confused QS'ernbllll:e or II 
Cl'JItala. Loaf-sugar and statuary-marble hay a 
texture. Sugar-candy and calcareous pBl are cr) 

CyCAD.... A n order of plants which are natives of arat cli
.mates, mostly tropical, although some are found et the Cape 
of Good Hope. They have a short stem, SlIrmo ut by a 
peculiar foliage, termed pinnated fronds by botanist· which 
spreads in a circle. The term is derived from KlIK''', eye'". 
a nBlne applied by the ancie'!t Greek naturalist Tbeophrastus 
to a palm. . 

CYnUCLB. A tribe of.pIaJ)ts answering to the English sedges ; 
they are distinguished from graaeea by their stems being solid, 
and generally triangular, instead of being bollow and round. 
Togetber with gramine<B they constitute what writen on bota
nical geograpby often call glUfllQCetfl. 

DEUCLZ. A great rush of waters, which, breaking down all op
posing barriers, carries forward tbe broken fragments of 
rocks, and spreads them in ita coune. Etym., t:UiJtJcler, 
French, to unbar, to break up 88 a river does at the cessation 
of a long-continued frost. 

Dnu. When a great river, before it enten the sea, divides into 
separate. stl'eBlDs, they often diverge and form two sidO!S of. 
triangle, the sea beiug the base. The land included by tbe 
three lines, and which is invariably alluvial, was first called, 
in the ~ of tbe Nile, a delta, from ita resemblance to the 
letter of the Greek . alphabet which g~ by that name "
Geologists apply the term to alluvial land formed by a ri.-er 
at ita mouth, without reference to ita precise sbape. 

DEIIUDATIOII. The carrying away by the action of mnning w&aer 

of a portion of tbe solid materials of the land, by which iofe
rior rocks are laid bare. EI!/'IIo, dmtJdq, to lay bare. 

DE81CCATlOlI. The act of drying up. E#ym., daicco, to dry up. 
DEOXIDIZED, DEOXlIU.TEJ>. Deprived of oxygen. DiIRlllitll!d 

from oxygen. 
DlAGOIIAL 8TaATlnCA~lo.. For an explauatiOl1 of tbia &enD. Me 

Vol. IV. p.91. 
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l>Ico.ft~JrOUf, A.paad di-.ilioD at tile qrgetaIIIt kiIIgdom, 
to- .ldfli lID tile plant !aft. two eWylmou 01' ..d-lobeI. 
,p"..:/3,., dil,doubJe, and ~ ealJledon. 

D~ .rIIen ~ _ at tile UIUI&ndiIIed or ~ roeb, such_ 
gnJl~ tIJip, and Java, appean a. if injected into a great rent 
in the IIII'3tified mcb, cutting IIC1'OII8 the sirata, it forms a 
dike; and _ they are BOIDetimes _ running along the 

jp'OIand,.ad projecting, like a wall, from the aofter IIbIIta on 
both sides of them baYing wasted a_y, they are called in the 
DOrtb of England and in Scotland diiu, the provincial name 
for wall. It is not easy to draw the line between dikes and 
veins. The former are generally of Jarger dimensions, and 
have their sides parallel fOl' collsiderable diataneea; wbile 
veins have generally many ramifieatioaa, and these often thin 
away into slender threads. 

DILuVIuK. ThOll! accumulations of gravel and loose materials 
whicb, by BOIDe geo1lJ8ista, are said to bave been produced by 
the action of a diluvian wave or deluge sweeping over the 
.urface of the earth. Etym., diltWium., deluge. 

DII'. When a stratum does not lie borizontally, but is inclined, 
it is said to tHp towards BOIDe point of the compass, and the 
angle it makes with the bonson is called the angle of dip or 
inclination. 

DIPrJ:aA. An order of insects, comprising those wbicb have only 
two wings. Et!J"'o. IB, dU, double, and ""_po", pterotI, 

wing. 
DoLUIT.. One of the varieties of the trap-rocks, composed of 

augite and felspar. 
DoLOJUTII. A crystalline limestone, containing magnesia _ a 

constituent part. Named after the French geologist Dolo-
miell. 

Du.... Low hills of blown sand that skirt the shores of Holland, 
England, Spaia, and other countries. 

E,U'fH'S Caua. Such super6cial parts of our planet &8 are at
~ble to human observation. 

Ei.U&A. The winll-sbeatba, 01' upper oruataceous membrauel, 
which form the superior wings in the tribe of beetles. They 
coyer the body and protect the true membranous wing. 
EI!lm., lAw".". aatron, a sheath. 

VOL. I. 8 
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Eoc:J:X& See esplanation'althis word, ·VoI. IlL po~. 
EtcuPIOn, the abrupt face Of'" ridge of 1HgDJ,t t EtyrA.: 

. e,ca'7'er, Frencb, to _ iteep •. ". . -:. t. 

Esro.l.Bu:a. bleb of tht~d which uv..fateied • b;'ri.ers 
aDd the tides of tbe ... " ilua .... e ba~ tbt .. ~~ 01111. 
'Thames, Severn, Tay, .!kc.· ,:~, ~ ~ .ide. 

ESU&DIBNTUH ClLUCU. A d~e .sper~ent, so called bl" 
eau.., like a eroaa or direction \,pOst, it direeta men to trI:" 

knowledge; or, as aodIe npWn it" because it i. a kind "I 

torture wbereby the nature of tml thilJ8 is estoned, as it wert', 

by violence. .. 
EsuYI&. Properly speaking, the ~ent puts of certain anim:1ls 

wbicb they put off or lay down to assume new .ones, as ser
pents and caterpillars shift their ~ns ; bur in geology it refen 
not only to the cast-off coverings of anilnala, but to fossil 
shells and otber remain. which.animals baYe left in the stnII 
of the earth. E,!JffIo, ezuere, to put off or divest. 

FALUNs. A Frencb provincial name for some tertiary strata 
abounding in shells in Touraine, whicb resemble in litholo
gieal characten the .. crag" of Norfolk aDd Suffolk. 

FAULT, in the language of minen, is the sudden interruption of 
tbe continuity of stnta in the mme plane, accompanied 
by a c:rac:k or fissure varying in widtb from a mere line to 

leyeral feet, which is generally filled with broken stoDtt 
clay, .!kc. 

The strata D, .. 

c, &c., must at 
one time bate 
been continu
ous; butafile. 
tun havingla

ken place at 
the fault F, 

A B either by the 
upbeaving of the portion A, or the sinking of the portion B, 
the strata were so displaced, that the bed G in B is m.., 
feet lower than the same bed • in the portion A. 

FAUNA. The various kinds of animals peculiar to a countJy CG!l' 

wtute its FAUNA, as the variOUI kind. of plants eonSlibl&e 
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F'JlIV. Th%5 te¥11!l d~riv$l From tbr F ~ UIII, OI nll$d, 
, ddtis, if' ... "ffiFDar M;y1b~logy. 

FELI;PAR. k ,unple mineral, wbich, next to I{Uart~, constitutIs 
tbe~i: balerit;l of rocks. The white a~gular portions in 

:~:a,~!~ \:~fo~!;~ith~~~~iS J:i:~::~:;:';~~a:O~~i:k:~: 
potash; in &s)thcr nriety, calhrd Albit~ o:r Cls.svlsndit£:, iris 
soda. Glassy felspar is a term applied when the crystals 
'have a consi,lerable kegree of transparency. Compact felspar 

a sam%5 m:rre vak"e sig%5i6c%5tio". The su ,stauce so 
stalled addelitl1J t%5 contaift both kItattlt IIId lIda. 

FELSPATHIC: Of or belonging to felspl!~. 
FZRRUGINOUS. Any thing containing iron. Btym., jerrum, irIn. 
FWZ'II H.ocss. A German term applied to the secondary strata 

tlI" gs"loHist5 of thIt cIIunLry, itecsu5,I these rocks were 
'5ppI'Sef to OC5ur mc,l; f'el}I"nt1lt iI 1bt hI"jz'5ItlIl beds. 
Btym. ,jI:Ots, a layer or stratum. 

FLORA. The various kinds of trees aud plauta found in auy 
SItU"U"y Ioust.itu2'5 lke fora of that couutry in the lauguage of 
ZItrtsnZst5. 

F'.UV'stTILII. BLlonkink to rirer. EZIj'fF..,flrviuL, a Livn,. 
FORMATiON. A group, whether of allu"iai deposis" sLdhrrntts.ry 

strata, or igneous rocks, referred to a common oripin or 
pLrirk. 

FtESSlL All minernls Omse raHId fostAls, lIut geologists 
nnw nse the wors±' only enplLsS IlIe ,,,mt.ius "f aIAm"ls ""d 
plants found buried in the earth. Btym., .tol.,itis, aUf thisg 
'CiIat may be dug out of the earth. 

F~ll.OtAr. Cou-.aining oqanic remains. 

GALl!!tAA. A mr!a1li'5 O,tA, compo"nd of lead ank sulphm" It 
has often the appearan~ of high)p polisblld lead. Elym., 

'Y.u"", gaJeo, to shine. 
G., R"ft. simpl" minerAi, generally of a deep red colour, 

ccysitIJli,Il!l I m""t cSlmmonl" mIt Ic5th in mica llalZI, but aLilO 
IP'lIDiZZI aZId ZItheI igneOIr rc'Lb. 

GASDILOJ'ODS. A divisiou of the Test~ h, which, as in ,he 
limpet, the foot is attsched to the body. EIgm., '7ftUM'"!lp, 
~lly ansA ... oiia, pOda, fet!t. 

G.t.Ut . .,. A froGncA.t.l "ImI in m" east of E.t.gllWd dor a series 
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01 beds of clay aad marl, the geoloAieaI positl_ Il( '" hich Is 
bet:",~n the ~pper and lower gceeo_ot:l.~-.Ji,'({: Table 
Vo, •. '.V. p. ,,,09. , I 

4nFl, <%r G_",u"", from th" l='in &;e",,_, Il R'~'~·khe.!!1'II!:" 
a¥l¥lIHii tA:; I01'pb-ytea, irie!!ns a ¥l0ung li'niro""'"1.<" roulille<! 
within an omvelope or egg. '. .~.Ji 

GEOLOGV, G_NOSV. Both mean the 88me f\1111'g; _ RiUL wiG an 
unnecessaoy ,legr.;j8 ,"r "efiiimllnt in 'erms, ,t has bee" 
pny~ ,zy 4lf'n ;",r d_,lp';"D "r ,I,. ,tro,Lur,· of 'he "arI!l 

g""£l""f'! (E/5'11/,·, 'r''', earth, and 1',-,.." gin"feD, \0 
know), and ollr theoretical speculations as to i Is formation 
geology (Etym., 'rIG, and ~O')'OJ, logos, a discllllr,,). 

GLACIE&. V1ISt ll~cumul±itio,,' kzy azyd j,,,rd.,nl!d m·llW tll, 
Alps ,±Dd ',Rh"~, lZYfty ,00.,ot..,7n". h;zym., h'!lC!", F'ZYlICh for 
ie.,. 

G ""CIS. A term borrowed from the language of fOrtifitaUOll, 
where it means an easy insensihle slope ,Recl.hi~, ~ 

steep tha., a £ill"8, wf'lch lee· 
GNU". ltradfie,R pl1mm"Y lOC!" "'JmpOS€!d the sam" 

mRl,erl,ls ". granite, but having usually a larger proportion 
<if mica and a laminated texture. The word is a German 
miner's term. 

GILAHlNElE. The "fd" of pla"fs "hief grll1_ lJellfni;.H£Y."b. 
g.-"num, gnfss. 

iGnn!lh-lt. Ai! Ui!st,,,tifi,,d "r ignr-r-us ~k, denerally found 
inferior to or associated with the oldest of the stratified rocks, 
and sometimes penetrating them in the form of ,likes ami 
veins. It is us""Uy C"Yiposed of thlt,'e "mi"e 'm", .. " 

~eR~,~~:,:Y;::~::d ::;u~~~ d;::=~:' ~= i: ~~ 
-Westminster, Wata-loo, and London bridges, and the paviBg
stones in the carriage-way of the London 1Itnlet&. alfURi good 
examples of tin! moat eommon V11Aeti,-S griDit~ 

GailtN'ANi. of s""d, sanfsbne, HmeJk,ie, "ele~ieg 
the Cfitaeeo,,, P,riod. Se" Tl!ble I. F, Vel. IV" p. S4)9. 

Th"-d,,me is ,,;ve!! to theRe beds because they Gftep, but_'ot 
always, contain an' abundance of green eanh GC clotori!, 

ticattered-thJ'Oiigh tlJeiiUbioi:aBRle oC the owuli.tor" .. l'f"er.i!JII<Y, 
&". "ee VoL IV p. 21h. 
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GLOS¥RY. 888 

GILDNlTOllZ. ' A variety of trap, 'composed of hombleutle and. 
felspV. . 

GanwACItE. Gf'auVHlCM, a German name, generally adopted 
. by geologists for·tIle lowest members c( the secondary &&rata. 

- d;· Table 1. Vok IV. p. 818. j .a.ee also VoL IV. p. 804. 

The ra.:k is ''fIik1 ~ of.a grey colour, hence the name, 
gr_, beirig~n for grey, and waclte being a provincial 
miner's term. . . ' 

Garr. A provincial name for a coarse-grained sandstone. 
GnsuK. A mineral col'llposed of lime and sulpburic acid, hence 

called also IUlpAate 01 lime.' Plaster and stucco are obtained 
by exposing gypsum ti).& strong heat. It is found 80 abun
dantly nNt- Paris, that plaster.of Paris is a common'term in 
this country for the white powder of which casts are made. 
The term is used by Pliny for a stone used for the same 
purposes by the ancients. The derivation is uoinowDo 

Gv.Sl:ous, of or belonging to gypsum: 
GYlLOGollrrzs. Bodies found. in fresh-water deposits, originally 

supposed to be microscopic shells, but subsequently discovered 
to be the seed-vessel ofCresb-water plants of the genus chara. 
See Vol. Ill. p. 288. Etym., 'YIJPG$, gyrw, curved,and "101lOS, 

&_, seed, on account of their external structure. 

HltMIPTZlLA. An order of insects, 80 called from a peculiarity in 
. their wings, the superior being c:oriaceous at the base, and 

membranous at the apex, IIf1UTU, hemUu, half, and 'Ir''''pov, 
JIIeron, wing. 

HOIUIBLDDL A simple mineral of a dft green or black colour, . 
which eIlten largely into the composition of. RT8I'aI. ftl'ieties 
of the trap roc:b. 

'HOILIIII'l'OIIL A siliceous mineral substanee, ~ approach
ing nearly to flint, or commoa quartz., It bas a &:OlIIlboidal 
fracture, and is infullibIe, which distiDpialael it from com· 
pact felllJlllf. 

Hu.zau.. The boDe oftlae upper_. 
'HYDILOPIlYDS. I'IHta wbicb grow iD _t.er. /llyftI.,...." 

1a!Jfl1tr, waIer, ud ",.".tIII, ~plant., 
HTroo ... RooD. Poran aplaDUiea ol.m. t.erID,_ ~ol. IV. 

p.385. 
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soo GLOSSARY. 

INCAlfDUCElIT. White hot-having a more intense degree ,r 
heat than red heat. 

ICEBERG. Great muse of ice, often, the'size of hills, which fl .... t 
in the polar 8J\d acljacent seas. Elfltn., ice, and ~ '';,1_ 

man for hill. 
ICII'!HYoaAUILus. A gigantic ,fossil marite .~ti~, intel'lllediale ' 

between a crocodile arid a fish. BlgiA ~ ichllt/a, a .1-. 
and flV.vp.. MJurtJ, a. flzard. . " 

INDUCTION. A consequence, inference, or aeoeral principle dra ... J 

from a number of particular facti, or phenom~ The 
inductive philosophy, says Mr. '*Ibewell, has been rightly 
described 81 a science which asetbds from particular facts to 
general principles, 8J\d then descends again from these general 
principles to particular applications. • 

IlfPusolLY ANIIULCULE8. Minute living creatures found in many 
inforions; and the term itifuson has been given to all such 
animalcules, whether found in infusions or in stagnant 
water, vinegar, &c. 

INsPISSATlln. Thickened. Etym.,Ipissw, thick. 
IlfVERTl!JIlUTIID ANIKALII. Animals which are not furnished 

with aback-bone. For a f'urtha explanation, see .. Verte
brated Animals." 

lSOTHEBlIU. Such zones or divisions of the land, ocean, or 
atmosphere, which have an equal degree of mean annual 
warmth, are said to be isothermal, from 1801, ian, equal, and 
&.P/A'f/, IMrme, beat. 

JOIIITa, JOINTED S'rILVCTI1ILIIo See Cl Cleayage." 
JUILA Lma8TONIIo The limestones belonging to the Oolitic Group 

(see Table I. H, Vol. IV. p. SW.) CODBtitutethe chief part of 
die mounwDB of the Jun, between France and Switzerland, 
and hence the geolop at the Continent have given the 
name to the group. 

KumIlILlDOE CLAY. A thick bed of clay, CODBtituting a member 
of the Oolite Group. See Table L H, Vol. IV. P. Slo. So 
called because it i. fouud well denloped at K.immaidp in 
the isle of Purbeck, Doneubire. 
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GLOSSARY. 

WCVS'l!&JNB. Be!oaging to a lake. B 
L.UUNTINB. A living species of 

whale tribe, which inhabits the m' 
of Africa and South America: tb sea-cow. 

S91 

LAJlBL>:Q"BBOltS. Having a structure consistiBg of thin plates or 
leav~'like paper. Etym., ltJme ,the diminutive of lllmmll, ,.., . --

LAJlINAL. Latin fbr plates; used n geology, for the smaller 
plate, and'.J¥.ro,- to bear. ~' . 

layers of which a stratum is uently composed. 
LANDSLIP. A ~ortion~f land t haa slid down in, conse-

quence of disturbance _»y &IJ- earthquake, or from belDg un
dermined by water w.,ru'Jg away the lower beds which 
supported it. \J' 

LAPIDIFICATION- Lapidit'ying )rocess. Conversion into stone, 
Etym., lapis, stone, and jlo, to make. 

LAPILLI. Small volcanic cinden. ZlIpiIlUl, a little stone. 
LAVA, The stone which fl.ow~ in a melted state from a volcano. 
LBVCITB. A simple mineral found in volcanic roc:Its, crystallized, 

and of a white colour. Etym., AWICO~, kuco6, white. 
LIAS. A provincial name, adopted in scientific language, for a 

particular kind of limestone, which, being characterized to
getber with ita usociated beds, by peculiar foeails, forms a 
particular group .of the secondary strata. See Table I. 
VoL IV. p. su. 

LrGNlPE}LDOVS. A term applied to insects which destroy wood._ 
Blym.,l;gnum, wood, and perdo, to destroy. 

LIGNITE. Wood converted into a kind of coaL Etym., liBnum, 
wood. 

LITBODOIIUo Molluscous Dnimals which form holes in solid rocks, 
in which they lodge tbemselftl. The holes are 'not perfo
rated mechanically, but the rock appesn to be dissolved. 
Etym., AJIos, lWw., stone, and "'fAII, demo, to build. 

LIorHOGBlfOVS POLYPS. Animals which form coral. 
LITHOGaAPHIC STOlfL A slaty compact limestone, of a yellowish 

colour and fine grain, used In lithography, which is tbe art of 
drawiag upon and printing ft'OIIl stone. E1!JfIIo, AJIos, liIAoI, 
stone, and 7""" l.fYJPAo, to write. 

LITHOIDAL. Having a stony structure. 
LITHOLOGICAL. A term expressing the stony structure or charac. 

ter of. mineral 11l8iiio We speak of the lithological character 

8 4c 
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or ~_"m· • .di '- uWaed .... i.:~l ~ 
.EI,yIR" ~o" IiIAoI,. ne, md ~, ,..,~,' . 

le_-,OJ. )(.oI1..a...· wIIIdt farm boles in solid stldne< 

See "LithcJcl..L" ~,,.. .. IiIIN, 1IIIDDl!, .. ~ ... 
pAqft", to .. t. \ . . 

J.,msOPIIIr.,... The Hi;"I .. which form 1IIIiae-coral. 
LJ.ormIU.L. Belonging to tI~e Ibore. Btym., /itno6, die tIbore. 
LuJL A mizture or ~nd 'find clay. " 
LomlollON. A genua of exitiuet qlWlrupeds, allied to the Tap;;; 

named from enUDences M the teetb. 
L",col'OlllAc&.So Plmts of an iuferior desree or organiA1lon to 

Conifer." IOme ~ which th<\J vlfry mllch _ble in foliage, 
but all recent species are i ~fnitely smaller. Many or the 
foaail species are u giganti<-: .. recetI& ccmif'_. Their mode 
or reprodllction is &lJ&loi\)olus to tbat of ferns. In English 
they are called club-mosses, «ene;'Uy fOUJld in mountainous 
heaths in the nortll af England. 

WD1A)I STONE. A kind of qlllU'bl or flint, allied to horastoDe, 
bllt of a greyjlh black colour. 

M.t.CJGNo. In Italy this term bas been applied to a Sl1iceous 

sandstone lICIIbetimea containing calcareous grains, mica, &eo 
M.t.DILBPOllllo A genus or corals, but generally applied to all the 

corals diltinguisbed by superficial star-abaped cavities. There 
are several fossil species. 

M".t.GNl:Sl.t.X LUlESTONlIo An eztensive series of beds, the geoIo
,gic:al position or whim is immediately above the coal_-' 
&Ures; so called because the lim.estone, the principal member 
or the series, contains mucb of the earth magnesia as D COIl' 

stituentpart. See Table I. L, Vol.·IV. p. SHI. 
1II •• JllFltllous. Mammifera. A.imals which give lUck to their 

youllj. To this class all the warm-blooded quadrupeds, and 
the cetacea, or whales, belong. BIgm., _, a breast, 
fero, to bear. . 

M.t.lIOI:lldo.t.IlY. A surface which is studdell ewer with ronucIeci 
projections. Etym.. ~ a little breast or pap. 

M.t.lIMOTH. An extinct species oftbe elephant (E. ~~ 
of which the fossil bonell are frequently.met with in variea~1 
rountries. The name is of Tartar o~iu, and i. IlIIICl ill 
Siljeria for ~ tb4t b~ ... uod,er ground. ' 

, .' 
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lIfA~ . Oae . .s,.tIte ~ the ..-eo'" er!.JaMabtiee (Trio 
cAd", fJIdftIUtU,c ~} 

.~ A mi~r. of da, aDd lime; uaual., soft, but IIOI11etimft: 
harcl, in whicb C8,IIe it ia oiled indurated marl. . 

!\fA:&suruL AXDlAL8. A tribe of quadruped .. baving aaack or 
pouch under the belly, in which they carry their young. The 
.kanglll'oo is a well-known e:umple. Elym., marlUpium, .' 
purse. 

M..s~DOH. A genua of foaail extinct quadrupeds allied to tbe 
elephants; so called from the form of the hind teeth or grind
en, which have their surface covered with conical mam
miliary crests. Etm., ,.wrrOf, mllltol, pap, snd 0&.., odon, 
ta.otb. 

MA'1'aIx.If a simple mineral or sOO\1, in place of being detached, 
be still fixed in a portion of rock, it is said to be in its matrix. 
¥,atriz, womb. 

MltCUANICAL ORIGIN, RoCICS or. Rocks composed of sand, peb
bles, or fragments, are so called, to distinguish them fl'f)m 
those of a uniform crystalline texture, which are of chemical· 
origin. 

MXDUSlE. A genus of marine radiated animals, without shells; 
so called because their organs of motion spread out like the 
snaky hair of the fabulous Mcdusa. 

MEGALOSAURlIS. A fossil gigantic amphibious animal of the 
saurian or lizard and crocodile tribe. Et!lm., "'''Ya.A'f/, 7IIegaie, 
great, and q .. up", snura, lizard. 

MEGATIIERllIM. A fossil extinct quadruped, resembling a gigantic 
sloth. Etym., "."Yu., mega, great, and 8'f/ptov, therion, wild 
beast. 

MELASTOMA. A genus of MELAS-rOAlACJ<A, an order of exotic 
plants of the evergreen tree, and shrubby kinds. Etym., 

",I\(fS, mews, black, and rrro,.a, stoma, mouth; because the 
fruit of one of the species stains the lips. 

MESOTYPE. A simple mineral, white, and needle-shaped, one of 
the Zeolite family, frequently met with in the trap rocks. 

MXTA>10RPHIC ROCKS. For an explanation of tbis term, see 
Vol. IV. p. 586. 

MICA' A simple mineral, having a shining silvery surface, and 
capable of being split into very tbin elastic leaves or scales. 
It is often called lalc in common life, but minemlogists apply 
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the term talc to a ditrereDt mi..al. The brilJiaut __ in 
granite are mica. EIp., tnico, to shine. 

MICA-SLAB, MICA-BCBIII'I', MicACIIOUI 8cJnsTu1; One or the 
lowest of the stratited rock., belonging to the hypogeae or 
primary clus, wblch it dlaraeteriaed by being composed ota 
large proportioa of mica united with qWll'tz. 

MIOCElfL &e an uplanatioa ofthi. term, 'Vol. Ill. p.992-
MOLASlE. A provincial name for a soft green sandstone, 1ISIIOCi

ated with marl and conglomerates, beloaging to the Mioceae 
tertiary period, extensi'fel,. developed in the lower CCIUIltIy 

of Switzerland. See Vol. IV. p. 140. Elym., FrenclI, 
molIlI, soft. 

MOLLUSCA, MOLLUSCOUS AlfIlULS. 
which, being devoid of 'bones, 

moltu, soft:. 

Animals, such as shell.fish, 

have soft bellies.. :&p., 

MONAD. The smallest of ~ble animalcules, spoken of by Bub 
and his fonowers as constituting the elementary molecules oC 
organic beings. 

MqNROI<. An animal of the saurian or li.ard tribe, species ol 
which are found in both the fossil and recent state. 

MONOCOTYLEOOlfOUS. A grand div,iuon of the vegetable kingdom 
(inchiding palms, grasses,lilacem. &1:.), founded on the plant 
having only one C1Jtyiedon, or seed ~obe. Et!!W'-, fUWOr. -. 
single. 

MOSCHtls. A quadruped resembling the chamois or mountain 
goat, from which the perfume musk is obtained. 

MOUNTAIN LIHESTONL A series of limestone strata, of which the 
geolog,it'al position it immediately below the coal measures, 
and with which they also sometimes alternate. See Table I., 
M, Vol. IV. p. 912. 

MoVA. A term applied in South Ameriea to mud poured out 
from volcanos during eruptions. 

MULTILOCULAB., Many,chambered, a term applied to those shells 
which, like the nautilus, ammonite, and others, are divided 
into many compartments. Elgm., mullru, many, and loculra, 
a partition. 

Mtll<lATE 01' SoDA. The sCientific Dame for common culinary salt, 
bet'ftuse it is composed of muriatic acid and the alkali soda. 

MUSACEAI. A family of tropical monOCOlyledonous plants, iD
eluding the banana and plantains. 
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GLOSSARY. 895 

1II171C1lELlULE. A limestone which, in geologic:a1 JICIIIidon, belflllgs 
to the red sandstone group. This formatioa has not yet been 
found in England, and the German nlQlle is adopted by En
glish geologists. The word means shell-limestone. Btym., 
mtUClael, shell, and AalkIIeitI, limestone. See Table I., K, 
Vo}. IV. p. 812. 

NAP1'~A. A very thin, volatile, inflammable, and fluid mineral 
substance, of which the~ are springs in many countries, 
particularly in volcanic districts. 

N IINI1I"IIAIL. A yellow water-lily. 
NEW RIID SA.NDII'rON& A series or sandy, argillaeeous, and often 

c:a1eareous strata, the predeminant colour of which is brick
red, but containing portions which are of a greenish grey. 
These oeeur often in spots and stri..., 'So that the series has 
sometimes been c:a1led the variegated sandstone. The Eu
ropean formation so called lies in a geelogic:al position im
mediately above the eoal measures. See Table I., K, Vol. IV. 

p.818. 
NODULE. A rounded irreguIar-sbaped lump or mass. Btym., 

diminutive of fIOdtu, knot. 
NORMAL. GBOU... Groups of certain rocks taken as a rule or 

standard. Btym •• norma, rule or pattern. 
NUCLEUs. A solid central pi~, around which other matter is 

collected.. Tbe word is La~ for kernel. 
N l1JO(ULl'HS. An extinct genus of the order of molluscous 

animals cslled Cephalopoda, of a thin lenticular shape, in. 
ternally divided into small chambers. Bty"",. nummtu, Latin 
for money. and AI90r, liIlun, stone. from its resemblance to a 
coin. 

OBSIDIAN. A volcanic product, or species of lava, very like com
mon green bottle-glass, which is almost black in large m--, 
but semi-transparent in thin fragments. Pumice-stone is 
obsidian.in a frothy state; produced, most probably, by water 
that was contained in or had access to the melted stone, and 
converted into steam. There are very often portion. in 
massea of solid obsidian, which are partially converted into 
pumice. 

OGYGlAN DELUGE. A great inundation mentioned in fabulous 
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"""'i IIIIJIPOM'I to __ "'pllMwin lbe reip~,6~ 
in At&ic:a, wt.o. 'death is bed fa BWt'. ~ 
Tab'" ie -the year 1'164 before Cbrilt. . 

OLD RED SAXDII'fOXB. A stratified rock belonging to taCMboni
feroul Group. See Tllble I., N. Vol. IV. P. 81So 

OLIVIWZ. An oIift-COloured, semi-trantpareilt, simple miDeDI, 
ftry often oeeurring in die form of grains and of c:J1SIals in 
baukudla-. 

OoLlU, OoLITIc. A limestone, so named becansa k iscamposed 
of rounded panicles, like die roe or eggs of a 1iIIIt. ne 
name is also applied to a large group of stnda, H, 'Fable L 
Vol. IV. P. 810, cbarllcterized bypeculiarfoails, becaase lime
atone of thil kind oceun in this group in England, France, 
&c. Etgm., ~I', oon, egg, and ~s, litho., 1ItoIUt. 

OULDBn WOOD. Wood petrified by siliceous eanb, and acquir
ing a structure similar to die simple mineral called opal. 

OrumlOus RaPTILa.. Vertebrated animals, such as .-ba aad 
serpents. EIyfII., ." ophu, a &etpent. 

O .. £WIC R8K£IWL The remains nf animals and plants (orgaa
bred bodies) found in a fossil state. 

OamOCa1U.TA, or OaTUOCalL&. An utinct genus of the ord« of 
molluscoul animals, c:alled Cepbalopada, that inhabited • 
long-ehambered conical shell, like a straight homo Elgm., 
op8os, ort/to., straight, and ,",,"S, cera., horn. 

o.l8OUI Baaccl£. The cemented mass of fragments of boaes or 
mttinct animal. found in caverns and fisaures. o.n.s is a 
Latin adjective, signifying bony. 

OSTEOLOGY'. Tbat division of anatomy which treats of the bones, 
from .... el', oneon, bone, and Ao'YOJ', logor, a discourse. 

OUTLlZas. When a portion of a stratum. occurs at some distance, 

detached from the general mass of ~e formation to which it 
belongs, some practical mineral surveyon l!all it· an out&r 
and the term is adopted in geological language. 

OUT&., The shape ofan egg. Etym., -. egg. 
,o.lfOIITI.G. Tbe laying of eggs. 
Oama. Tbe combination of a metal with oaygen; rust is oxide 

of iron. 
Onoa.. 00. of the constituent parts of the air of the .tm~ 

sphere; that part which supports life. For a tiu&har explan. 
ation of ~e word. consult elementary worb on chemistrJ. 
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P.l.IIIII'D ...... A. Anont.rof ctuaUupeds, ~ the elephant, 
rllinoceres, bone, pigj &e., ~. by bMing thick 
skins. Elym., 1I'1IXW, JHIDAtu, thick, ancl BftI,.., ~ skin • .... 

P ACII1'DEIllUlroUS. Belonging to pIdIydermata. 
PAL&MBIULIUH, PALECl'rBUL A fossil extinct quadruped. be

longing to the order Pachydermata, resembling a pig, or 
tapir, but of great size. Etym., 1I'1IA_$ palaiol, .ancient, 
_d bt/pco", t/wrim, wild beast. 

PALEON'l'OLOGY. The science which treats of. fossil remaiu, both 
animal and vegetable. Elym., 1I'1IA/IIo$, pelaiDI, Mcient, 

0 .... , omta, beings, and AHyo" lOgo., a discourse. 
P ..... GUJf, PSLAGIC. Belonging to the deep &ea. Ep, pe/ •• 

&1". -. 
PUDlMo. An IUllian name for a particular kind of vQl.eanjc 

rock, formed, like tWF, by the cementiug together of volcanic 
II8Dd, cinders, or scorie, &c. 

PJ:raOL1!VIL A liquid mineral pitch, so called because it is seen 
to ooze like oil out of the rock. Etym., pew", roc:k. aDd 
oleum, oiL 

PJlJIllCOQAHOVS or PBAlIEILOGAHIC PLAI!ITII. A name given by LiD
Dll!US to those plants in whicb the reproductive orpns are 
apparent. Elgm., ~epoJ, pha'MnJI, evident, 01' CPIIW"', 
phaino, to show, aDd .,./.111$, BamOl, marriage. 

PBLSGaAUlI FULDS. Campi Pblegrei, or" the Bumt Fields." 
Tbe country around Naples, so named by the Greeb, from 
the traces of igneous action every where visible. 

PBOllOLIT& See Clin~tonll. 
PBILYGAJfEA. A genus of four·winged insects, the larve of which, 

called caddis worms, are used by anglers as a bait. ' 
PHYSICS. The department of science·which treats ofthe.proper

ties of natural bodies, laws of motion, &c.; sometimes called 
natural philosophyancl mechanical philosophy. Elyrll., 
."UfTlS, IHtym, uature. 

PBUOLOGY, PBVTOLOGICAL. The department of lCience whic:h 
relates to plants-synonymous with botany and boeaaicaI. 
Elym., "'IITO", IHt!Jllm, plant, and A4'y0s, logos, discourse. 

PBTJIOPBAGOUS. Plant-eating. Etym.., "'''''0''' pAy'.'" plant, and 
fNJ'1,w, pAttgein, to eat. 

.~ 
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898 GLOIIARY. 

Puouu. A ltOue poImring a structure like an agglutination 

of,-. Etym., "'_", piM&, pea, and A""If, litlaol, stoDe. 
Puru. Vol. Ill. p. 69. The plant mentioned by Malte-Brun 

ia probably the PiItita Slratiolu, a floating plant, related to 

Englilb duck.weed, but Yerf muc:h larger. 
Pft CO.l.L. Ordinuy c:oaJ.; c:alled so because it ia obtained bJ 

linking pita in the ground. 
PrrcK &roJlZo A rock of a uniform texture, belonging to the 

unstratified and volcanic: clasus, which has an unctuous ap
pearance like injlurated pitch. 

PLU"C CllT. One of the beds of the Eoc:ene tertiary period 
(see Table I. E, Vol. IV. p. S09.), so called because it is 
used for making pottery. The formation to which Ibis 
name is applied ia a series of beds chiefly sands, with wbich 
the clay is assoc:iated. Etym., ,..AIW .. ." pIGuo, to form or 
fashion. 

PLBSIOS.l.Uaus. A fossil elItinct amphibious animal, resembling 
the saurian, or lillU'd and crocodile tribe. Etyna., ,..A"".." 

pluion, near to, and SQ...,., 'QUra, a lizard. 
PLIOO&llZo See explanation of this term, Vol. Ill. p. S90-
PLUTONIC RoCKS. Granite, porphyry, and other igneous rocks, 

supposed to have consolidated from a melted state at a gresl 
depth from the surface. For an elIplanation of this term, 
see Vol. IV. p. S44. 

POLTPAILIA. COILALS. A numerous class of invertebrated 
animals, belonging to the great division called Radiata. 

POILPHYB.Y. An unstratified or igneous rock. The term is as 
old as the time of Pliny, and was applied to a red rock with 
small, angular, white bodies diiFused througb it, which are 
crystallised felspar, brought from Egypt. The term is hence 
applied to eftry species of unstratified rock in which de
tached crystals of felspar or 110mB other mineral are dilUsed 
through a base of other mineral composition. Elym.. 
,..o,*upA, pwph!l"Q. purple. 

POILTL.l.JlD LIIIUTONB, POILTL.l.Nn BRDs. A series of limestone 
strata, belonging to the upper part of the Oolite Group (see 
Table I. H, Vol. IV. p. 810.), found chiefly in Euglsnd, 
in the Island of Portland on the coast of Dorsetsbire. Tbe 
grl'Bt supply of the building stone used ia London ia &om 
these quarries. 
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GLOSSARY •. 899· 

POZZl1OL.&lfA. Volcanic ashes, largely used az mortar for build
ings, similar in nature to wbat iz called in this country Roman 
cement. It gets its name from pozzuoli, a town in the bay 
of Naples, from wbicb it is shipped in large quantities to all 
parIS of the Mediterranean. 

Pal!cD'lu'rB. Substances wbich having been dissolved in a 
fluid, are separated from it by combining cbemically and 
forming a solid, which falls to the bottom of the fluid. This 
process is the opposite to that of chemical solution. 

PaoDtIcu. An eztiDd: genus of fossil bivalve sbells, occurring 
only in the older secondary rocks. It is closely allied to the 
living genus Terebratula. 

PUlII!SCEII'CI!. The soft hairy do~ on insects. Btgm., pu/Juco, 
the first growth of the beard. 

PI7DDINGSTONJ:. See" Conglomerate." 
PUMICB. A light spongy lava, of a white colour, produc:ed by 

gases, or watery vapour getting access to the particular kind 
of glassy lava called obsidian, wben in a atate of fusion-it 
may be called tbe froth of melted volcanic glass. The word 
comes from the Latin name of the stone, pumez. 

PI7UECB: LIMIISTONB, PI7ILBIICB: Bus. Limestone strata belong
ing to the Wealden Group. See Table I. G, Vol. IV. p.81O. 

PYILITES (Iron). A compound of sulpbur and iron, found usually 
in yellow shining crystals like brass, and in almost every rock 
strlLtified and unstratifled. Tbe shining metallic bodies, 
. so ofteu seen in common roofing slate, are a familiar esample 
of the mineral. Tbe word is Greek, and comes from 'ItVp> 

pyr, fire; because, under particular circumstances, the stone 
produces spontaneous beat, and even inflammation. 

PYROKIITE&. An instrument for measuring intense degrees of 
heaL 

QUADILUKANA. The order ofmammiferous animals to which apes 
belong. Et!ltn., quadnu, a derivative of the Latin word for 
the number four, and momu., hand; the four feet of thoae 
animals being in some degree usable az bands. 

QUA-QI7A-VItILSAL DIP. The dip of beds to all points of the com
pass around a centre, az in the cue of beds of lava round 
the crater of a volcano. Etym., ~ _"., on every 
side. 



Qv .. "- .\ Gtr1aaa~ ~ .... i::1 .• , ........ 
DouSe Iaaguaae. for a IiuapIe miMal COIIIfIIiIIIIIl., pun 
Ulu, or I!II1b of Sinta: rack-crptalia Ul.UIIQlp). 

RKD MuL. A term often applied to the Ne1f Bed SNIcI$oe, 
which is the priocipal member of the Bed ~DIJ~~ 
See Table I. K, VoL IV. p. SIl. " 

RaTJCULAu. A structure of CI'OSIIiD., lik •• Mt, ~ .-id.- lit: 
reticulated, from retll, a net. 

Bomt SALT. Common culinary aalt, or muriaaof socii, r-t:: 
iD YUt solid _ or beda, io diflereat fonDMiom, ateD

lively in the New Red Sandstoue format.icm, .. in CbeIbiJe, 
aod it il then called ~1t. 

RUJIlKAlITIA. Animal. wbicb ruminate or chew the cud, IlUch 

as the ox, deer, &c. Etym., the Latin verb rwMno, -mg 
the_thing. 

&CCBABOlD, &CCBAILIK.. When a atone has a texture .-em. 
bliDg that of loaf-sugar. Etym., 1TIIIC](tIp, ...... , ..... , ad 
..Bo1, eid.oI, form. 

S"'LI&!I'f AKOU. 

Iaaliglllll 
lioe, 11 11 &re 

the aalient 
angles, 6 6 
the ~ring angl .. 
ward. 

a 

Etym., ItIlir., to leap or '-M tJr· 

S ... ur 8 .. Dlo.. Springs of water containing a large qwmtity of 
common aalt. They are very abundant in Cbesbire' ud 
Woreestenhire, and clllinary aalt is obtained r- tbeIIr.bJ 
mere evaporation. 

S,UIlI8'I'O!fIL. Any stone which i. composed of an agglutinldiDa 
, of grains of 1&Dd, whether calcareollll,sili-.; _ ofcur 

other mineral nature. 
S"'VlNAlI. Any'aoi'mal beIongillg to the li.-d '.tribe. Rt~;< 

ITIlIIpCI, '_/10' a liJlll'Cl. 
SomaT is often U8IId .... ,u.ymoua with alate;b1It it·_y be." , 

useful to distinguish between a schistose and a sla~ 1III'1IGl1Re

The 8r8lljt~ 0'" ~l~hilU, Is dIIJ Me ~eiI;- suc:Jt;tl' ~ 
gneiss, mica.schist, and others, cannot be split into ao iDde-
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4lIIiITl±:zzzzliD'htr TTtz~y ITl±:minlez mze ~izz zzbicll bzzz a true 
'l"he "lItleven -schistose layers of mica-schist 

and gaeial-are probably layers of deposition wbichhaTe 
88SZZTTzZiz a cl"yzk'fuzlline ZzzZzre. " Clztztzage." mtym'$ 
d:±'fuZZZZFZ, adj. LzZZn; tbzzz ztzbich zzzzy be spEz. 
~B RocKS. see" Schist." 
mz,&1&. Volcanizz dnder&. The w,zziz is Laizzt Zor ciziz,zzz. 
izZZABL mfiin JayztZZ whiciz zzzparate strazz greatzZz zzagni~ 

tude. 
SacIoND4&Y SmAu. An zZTT-tensivz 'F2nes of thzz strati6ed racial 

"hizzz, camY£ZZk'fuzZ me cru,z zf the wizz, zzrtain zz,zractezz 
in common, which distinguisb them from another series 
below themz called primary, and from a third series abaTe 
them zzzUed Zzm<ary. VoL p. and Y£zZzle-I, 
Vol. IV. p.SOs. 

SECUL41L RUILIGEIU.T101l'. The periodical cooling and con.alid-
atizm the z,lzZbe from sUPEzzzzd origirzz± state z,uidity 
from heat. &.c.lum, age or period. 

SUUllUI'UU RooD, are those which have been formed by their 
mazzznzzls ha,£zzd been zhmwn frok'fuz ztote zU8pen~ 

sion or solution in water. 
S&L1I:NaL Crystallized gypsum, or sulphate of lime - a simple 

mizzzETTt 
z,zzrr"lLzz. FI.atw"k'fuz4 balIz stone, generally a Idml of iron-

stone, which, on being split, are seen to be separated iD their 
qk'fuz.£"F2 into Y£rzgular mzZTIH. h£z!/fllo, inekzzzzzzzzs. 

izZZILl'EZ-Zzzz. A u8zzzHy contaizizg muzzY, 'zz&gDzzizzz earth, 
f4ll' the most part unstratified, but sometimes appearing to be 
an zltzrred oz Z11etamomhic straHdzd roch. Its is dz~ 
tiTZZZ, from yrZEEzently dEzzzmting Zzfzftrastz colonz, like the 
skin of some serpents. 

HULl:. prozzirdzzl tefZ11, adopf=l hy geolzzyy7sta, f':Kpras 

an mhzrated clah. Elym., Y£zermazz Kzzizzlefa, peel, 
split. 

BB ..... :UzzLo A deposi~ of clay, ~ .zfd zzther zzl:z~ 
mh,-d with wdizh TZOUects tile Iz.fZZk'fuz1ll of zzihzZF2 

SHJWI& n.e too.e and completely water-worn «"Mel on tile 
_shore. 

izzUL Y£he Dalf<TTf of en, &be eafthL blling Latin 



word tor jliftl. which • wholly eompoeed of tJJat emb. 
Freaeh pologists haft applied it as a generic _ for all 
..u....Is _poeed enWely of dIM .... , of which theft lit 
many of cWferent enemal fonas. 

8u.Jc.... One of the pu ... eartba. BIyM., .. , flint, because 
found in that mineral. 

Su.xC .... T.. A ehemieal compound of silks and another subetaDce, 
.uc:h asllilicate of iron. Couult elementary wOl'b OD cIJe.. 
miaby. 

8u.ICK01I8. Of or helODging to the earth of flint. Etym., rileI, 
which see. A siliceous rock is one mainJy composed oflileL 

8n.IClFn:D. Aoy 8UbataDce that is petrified or minenlized by 
liliceatll earth. 

SUlr. The more comminuted sand, clay,· and earth, which is 
transported by running _ter. It ia often accumulated by 
currenta in bank&. Thus the mouth of a mer is silted up 
when ita entrance into the sea is impeded by such acc:umu
lation of loose materials. 

SOULS M;JlfJ!lL.t.L. IndiYidusl mineral snbstances, as disIiJI. 
guished from rocks, which last are usually an aggregation rI. 
simple minerals. They are not simple in regard to their 
Dature; for, when subjected to chemical analysis, they lit 

found to consist of a variety of dilFerent substances. Ppites 
is a simple mineral in the sense we use the term, but it is • 
chemical compound of SUlphur and iroo. 

SLATS. See .. Cleavage" and ".Schist. •• 

Sor. ..... T....... A volcanic vent from which sulphur, lIulphureous, 
watery, and acid 'fIIpoura and gases are emitted. 

Sro.17LES. 'The reproductory corpuscula (minute bodies) rI. 
cryptogslDic plants. BIym., tnropa, 'PortJ, a seed. 

Sr.n ... CTJTB. When water holding lime in solution deposits it IS 

it drops from the roof of a cavern, long rod. of stone bsDg 
down like icicles, and these are called .taltu:lila. EIyfIIo, 
rrllAllt., .,a/am, to drop. 

&r ... LAOIDTII. WllCn _ter holding Ume in solution drops on 
the floor of a cavern, the _ter evaporating leaves a crust 
composed of layers of limestone: such a crust is called lIa/J1g

",ite, from f1'NIAryp&, sttdagmtJ, a drop, in opposition to 11.

lactite, which see. 
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ClLOIIIIARY. 

StAUCU FIDDB.. 'l1ae tgun! which results trom the eqUilibrium' 
of fon:es. From "lI'I'or,'''''''''' stable, or standing still 

SrnJlUJI. The bfMIt bone, or the Bat boRe occupying the 
front of the chest. 

&r!:LBlDo A erystalliaed simple mineral, usually white, one of 
the Zeolite family, frequently included in the mass of the 
trap rocks. ' 

SrILA'rDIJ:D. Roeb arranged in the form of lImta, which see. 
SrILA~D'ICA'HOJl. An IIn'IIIIgement of rocks in llrata, which see. 
SrILAU, SrBA'rUIL The term'stratum, derived from the Latin 

verb IIruo, to Itrew or layout, means a bed or mass of matter 
spread out over a certain surface by the action of water, or in 
some eases by wind. The deposHion of luceMve larers of 
sand and gravel in the bed of a river, or in a canal, afFordl a 
perfect illUltration both of the form and origin of stratileation~ 
A large portioa of the _ constituting the earth'l crust 

are thus Itratified, the suc:cessive strata of a given rock, pre
aerving a general. parallelWa to each other; but the planes 
of Itratiteatioa not being perfectly parallel througbout a 
great elliteM like the pia. of cls~ which see. 

&rUE.. 'lbe dUec:tion or line of bearing of strata, which is 
always at right angles to their prevailing dip. For a fuller 
eJ:p1aoation, see Vol. IV. p. SS8. ' 

811U.l'&JlIUJIUo ~ hills which skirt or lie at the foot of the 
great chain of the Apennines in Italy. The tenn Subapen
nine is applied geologically to a seriea of IIIZIIta of the Older 
Plioc:ene period. 

SYBNl'U:. A kind of granite, so c:alled because it was brought 
from 8yeae in Egypt. For geological acceptation of the 
term, see Vol. IV. p. S51. 

SniCLINAL Aus. See" Anticliaal... Et!!"'" aw, .."., together, 
and lrAaw, cIino, to incline. 

Tuus. When fragments are IJroIr.eo off by the action or the 
weather from the face of a steep rock, as they aceumulat.e 
at its foot, they form a sloping heap, called a talus. The 
term is bomnnd from the langullge of fOl'titcatioa, where 
tlllu means the outside or a wall of which the tlDckness is 
diminished by degrees, as it rises in height, to make it the 
firmer. . 
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T...... 'l1ae" la ....... whim'" ~_MmaI 
of ~ve or a 1_ number or JeintI. .. ' .~ ",',! . 

TlIHlAu SR .... ~Ao A _et ., oedimeDlaIy ~ 'Itith ..,. 
ten which dMtinguish tt.n from two' att. pterieo 
of I&rata .... "- --.,. Md )II'imaq,~wbiclllie"a.ci 
them. 

TU'r.lcu. lIIolIUlCOusanimab, baving a.lllle111 cowdDg ... :BIg!n., 
ttJltIJ, a shell, such as snail., wbelb, o,-n. &co .. 

TBDJlAL. Hot. Bt!jmo, h",.., tlwMos"hGt. . 
TlIZaKo.aueraJCftY. Electricity developed brheat. 
TBIJI OH'. When a IItratum, in the eoune of ilS proloapion j~ 

any direetien, hec:om" gndnally 1_ in thide_dIe two 
surfaces approach n_ and nearer.; . and .wllen at last they 
meet, the stratum is llllid to thin out, or diaappeIIr. 

TUCIlftL A variety of Iavs _ntiaUyc:om~ er g11SSf 
felspar, and. frequently having det:ac:hed erysta1s or felspar in 
the base or body of the stone, giving it 'the I&rUdIBIt or por
pbyry. It sometimes eontain8 hOl'llbJeode and .• ugite I od 
when these last predominate, the trachpi ~ into tilt 
ftrietl .. of trap ~led greeaatoae, baaIilt,.deJIIrite,&c. ne 
term is derived from """JeW, InrcIIUB, ·l'ou.;blriUsedle-
ilia a peculiar rough feel. : .. , . 

Tu!' and TaAPn.lN Rocu. V oleanic roclts _JIOIIId-offfllplr, 
augite, and hornblende. The YIIrious ·proportiOllS .. stili 

of aggregation of &b_ simple minerah, and 'clitJeraeel in 
external forms, give rise to nriedes, which Iiave,receiyec\ 
dietinet appellations, such as basalt, amygdaloid, dsIorire, 
1ft!I!II&tone, and others. The term is um.l ftmn.1Np[IfIt 

a Swedish word for stair, because the I'OClb of thiI c\ISs 
.ometimell occur in large tahuIar 1JI8IIIi,s,' risiDg GlIB *'" 
another, like -..p.. For further uplaaalion, _ VoI. IV. 
P. 882. . . 

T .... .,.aTllf. A C!OJIcretionary limestone, usuaRy hard .nd.
aryatalli~ deposited hili the water,of,.,.pWclill! JiJDe 
j~solu&ioa •. EIpR. 'l'his'litoDe _ ... led.by the aeOea/S 
Lapis Tiburtinus, the stone being form~ in grea& IJIIIDIilf 
by tile ri-. Anio, at llbnr, 'U __ Rome. SOma~ w.,..,. ..... l1li IIbbmlialioD III .............. .. 
tiburtinllllo .,":' ,. 

TaouI, of Insecta. OrgaDS which form the m~th. CQIIIiIIiIg of 
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,OJ.OtEUn' 

.. .,per _ 'lJIIdIm-. Up. , IIIId '~n! ill. parts 'ea1Wd 
mandibles, mum_, and JIIllpi. 

TB.. e.u.c._v~ A POl'OUS rock deposited by caleareoas 
,~ Oll'their exposure to the air, and usually containing 
~ne CIf. plantslUld other organic substances incrusted 
with carbonate of lime. Tbe more solid form of the same 
. deposit ,is ealled " tnveJtin~" into which it pages. 

TUFA, VOLCAJfJC. See " TutF. .. 
TVFAcaous. A _k with the texture of tu1f or tufs, which lee. 
TUFF or TOFA, VOLCAJfIC; An Italian name for a 'If'IJ':c.y of 

l'o1canlc rock of aa earthy texture, seldom very com .. ,et, and 
• --:-- COD,l(N*!Cl of an agglutination of fraplents oC· scor:. and 

lQose matter ejected from a volcano. 
TuaBlNA'BD. Shells which have a spiral or screw-form struct'f1l!· 

B4gm., t1w6inatu" made like a top. ' 

U.CONrOBllABLa. See" Conformable." 
U.OXIlllQD, UXOXIDA'RD. Not combined with oxygen. 

Vann, XIlIn.u.. Cracksin'rockstilled up by substaJ.tcesdifFerett 
from the rock. which may either be earthy er metallie. Veins 
are sometimes many yards wide; and they ramify 01: branch 
oil into innumerable smaller parts, often 88 slender a. threads, 
like the veins in aa animal, hence their name. 

V.a'rUILA'l.n A.m.u.s. A great division of the animal king_ 
dom, including all those which are furnished with a back-

.#.
bone, as the mammalia, birds, reptiles, and fishes. Tbe 
leparate joints of the back-bone are called w:rteiwtll, from the 
Latin vem wrlD, to turn. 

V.CLIIo A small, circular, inclORd space, like a little bladder. 
Ep, diminutive of wlica, Latin for a bladder. 

VrruFICA'I'IOK. Tbe conversion of a body into gl888 by heat. 
ViIJAlAIIlC Bo... Volcanos throw out _timet! detaehed 

,JQ_ of meleed la'\'&, which, as. tHy fall, a8IIUme rounded 
fllflD8 (like bomb.ahella), and are often elongated into a pear 

;ahape. 

V~AIIICI li'OCL The sabterranean uentna CIf _CID ill wIea_. 
when! tile IWlI& iI IUJIIII8III&- to lie in die 'higllest decree or 
enerQ. 
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GLOSSilY.' 

,ZQLlTL A famill of simple miqerala, ini:ludjag stilbite, mlio
lJI!e. ana1c:ime, and aome others, usuaUl found in the bap or 
volcanic; rock.. Some of the mOlt common varieties .well or ' 
boil uP when exposed to the blow-pipe, .a.nd hence the DIDIe 

of t-. -'. to boil, and AI80t, 1ilIun, stene •. 
~IR'rE80 COra'ls, .... nges, and other aquatic animalS allied ID 

:. th~; 10 calJ.ed because, while thel are the hshilalian rJ. 
ar dDIIls, theJ ~ fixed to the ground, and have the forms rJ. 

. ,r~·: EIyfrtI.. tCIIIIIl', A'OOR, animal" and. fWor,. plgIM, 
put. '~ 

END OF THE FIRST VOLQJlE. 

LoNDOlU 

l'Ilnted by A, SPal'l'DWODDB, 
New.Stree\ollquare. , 
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